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Abstract 

The study of violence-related head trauma is often complicated as a variety of 

weapons can produce similar forms of injury, which has limited the analysis of some 

forms of violence during the Neolithic in Europe. The current uses experimental 

bioarchaeology to provide a new and improved method for the identification of 

multiple prehistoric blunt force weapon-tools through fracture analysis, facilitating a 

better understanding of Neolithic violence and social interaction.  Using synthetic 

skin-skull-brain models and a specialised mounting system, five typologies of 

Neolithic tool were tested to analyse the fracture morphology they produce. These 

weapon-tools formed fracture patterns that are differentiable from each other with 

differing matches to antemortem and perimortem trauma in the osteological record. 

The fracture patterns clearly establish that antler picks, antler hammers, stone 

hammers and ball-headed clubs could have been used as weapons during the 

period. The variance in fracture patterns suggests that weapons may have been 

purposefully selected for differing scenarios of violence; implying non-lethal and 

lethal trauma had different motivations. The more common antemortem trauma in 

the osteological record may suggest a pattern of raiding and resource competition 

where opponents at times still attempted to preserve life. This is interspersed with 

less common examples of perimortem injuries produced by weaponry likely chosen 

with the intent to kill. This research clearly demonstrates the dynamic nature of 

interpersonal conflict during the Neolithic in Western and Central Europe, with many 

varying scenarios and motivations for violence. Analysis of these complex variations 

is necessary to improve understanding of this pivotal period in human history. Due 

to the similar nature of prehistoric weaponry, the results of the current study has far 

reaching implications to other prehistoric trauma research and the methodology has 

applications for blunt force trauma studies throughout archaeological time periods 

and forensic research.  
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Lay Summary 

The study of violence-related head trauma is often complicated as a variety of 

weapons can produce similar forms of injury, which has limited the analysis of some 

forms of violence during the Neolithic in Europe. A new method of experimental 

techniques developed in the current study has allowed for the first identification of 

multiple blunt weapons likely used in this period. Identification of these potential 

weapons will help demonstrate how violence occurred in the Neolithic and provide 

information on the societies that existed at this time. This paper created a method of 

experimentation that utilised synthetic skulls to test replica hammers, picks, clubs 

and stones to determine the fractures these weapons would produce in human 

skulls. The fractures that were produced clearly demonstrate that stone hammers, 

antler tools and wooden clubs were all likely used as weapons in the European 

Neolithic, producing fractures that match injuries in skeletons from this period. 

Differences between the fractures produced by the separate weapons suggest that 

certain weapons may have been selected for different types of altercations in the 

past. In the majority of confrontations during the Neolithic the victims survived the 

injuries, and the current study suggests that there may at times have been a choice 

to use non-lethal weapons during these altercations, a theory that is consistent with 

recent models of Neolithic social structure. This is combined with examples of 

clearly lethal attacks, where the weapon choice and motivation is more deadly. The 

Neolithic is a complex and dynamic period, with a society that seems to value 

preservation of life, but also experiences stressors leading to deadly attacks. This 

research has far-reaching value, as there are similarities in prehistoric weapons and 

tools around the world and the methods can be employed for other archaeological 

and forensic studies. 
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 

1.1 Context of Research 

The Neolithic in Central and Western Europe (including southern Scandinavia) is a 

complex and pivotal point in human development, characterised by the emergence of 

small groups with new settlement and subsistence systems based on simple mixed 

farming, which first appeared in central Europe c. 5500 cal BC (King, 2003, Thorpe, 

2015, Whittle, 1996, Whittle et al., 2007, Schulting and Fibiger, 2012a). Many theories 

exist on the social interactions that facilitated both the emergence and continued 

development of the Neolithic in this region, with many focusing on elements of 

interpersonal-violence to understand how various co-existing societies operated and 

interacted. Osteological assessment of interpersonal-violence can provide a large 

amount of information directly on the results of altercations. Population assessments 

from these regions in the Neolithic have demonstrated a low level of endemic violence 

was present in Neolithic societies (Ahlström and Molnar, 2012, Fibiger, 2012, Fibiger 

et al., 2013, Orschiedt and Haidle, 2012, Schulting and Wysocki, 2005, Schulting, 

2012, Teschler-Nicola, 2012, Wahl and Trautmann, 2012).  

A large proportion of the osteological trauma from the period is antemortem, however, 

there are still many notable cases of perimortem related injury. Previous studies have 

demonstrated the importance of identifying the mechanisms of trauma to better 

understand the context of conflict that was occurring and therefore the society that it 

occurred within (Ahlström and Molnar, 2012, Fibiger et al., 2013, Schulting and 

Wysocki, 2005, Schulting and Fibiger, 2012b, Smith, 2014, Teschler-Nicola, 2012). 

These studies have often focused on projectile injuries, axe and adze injury and 

massacre sites known from the period. Blunt force trauma is often not analysed for 

mechanism due to the inherit difficulty in identifying blunt force weaponry during the 

Neolithic. Conclusions previously drawn on interpersonal violence and the societies 

that it occurred within are therefore missing a large array of information.  

A pilot study by Dyer and Fibiger (2017) demonstrated that it was possible to identify 

blunt force weapons from this period, finding clear parallels between a Neolithic club 

(the Thames Beater) and osteological trauma from the same period. This work 

established that there was a clear need for further research into mechanisms of 
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prehistoric blunt force cranial trauma and recognised that it was possible to identify 

these mechanisms, establishing the validity of the experimental model and sparking 

this research. This paper demonstrates how experimental bioarchaeology can be 

employed to identify the mechanism of blunt force trauma using replica artefacts and 

fracture propagation studies, facilitating a more thorough discussion of interpersonal 

violence and social interaction during the Neolithic in Central and Western Europe.  

1.2 Research Focus and Objectives 

The over-bridging aim of this research is to improve the understanding of social 

interaction and interpersonal-violence in the European Neolithic through the 

identification and discussion of blunt force weapon-tools during an incredibly pivotal 

moment in human history. To successfully accomplish the results of the current 

study, the aims of the research were broken down into individual objectives. These 

objectives, and the methods employed to achieve them are outlined below. 

1) Identify potential Neolithic weapon-tools from the archaeological 

record to be tested against the osteological trauma evidence.  

This research hypothesised that it was possible to identify various types of 

blunt force weapon-tools in the Neolithic record based on targeted 

experimental testing of likely artefacts. It was supposed that probable 

weapon-tools could be selected by using a comprehensive assessment of 

current knowledge of Neolithic material culture, suppositions from previous 

trauma studies and ethnographic comparisons to identify the classes of 

Neolithic tools that would be the most likely candidates for use as blunt 

force weapons.  

2) Devise a synthetic setup that would aid in testing replica weapon-

tools in attacks resulting in cranial trauma.  

It was theorised that a synthetic skin-skull-brain model would be able to 

remove issues with other forms of experimental trauma research methods. 

Previous research had shown this was a viable experimental model, and 

the current study hypothesised that it would be possible to adapt that test 

model to facilitate accurate test results with the selected weapon tools. 

This new mounting system and synthetic analogue for the human head 
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needed to remove ethical and error issues encountered with other types of 

methods and further demonstrated the validity of this technique for 

prehistoric and general blunt force trauma research. 

3) Analyse fracture patterns produced by replica weapon-tools selected 

for the research and establish if these can be distinguished from one 

another.  

It was hypothesised that trends within the cranial fracture patterns 

produced by each type of weapon-tool would be distinguishable from each 

other through inspection and comparison of the trauma. It was theorised 

that a visual assessment of the typical trauma produced by each weapon-

tool would be able to account for the complexities of fracture propagation 

and look for general trends in the trauma. It was believed that it would be 

possible to represent differences in these trends through statistical 

analysis of the presence of fracture features and dimensions of the cranial 

injuries.  

4) Evaluate the hypothesis that there is likely a high amount of 

‘invisible’ trauma in the osteological record, where blunt force 

weapons have been employed, but left no osteological trauma that 

can survive the taphonomic processes and be identifiable as the 

result of interpersonal-conflict when assessed by an archaeologist.  

It was theorised that the experiments in the current research would be able 

to demonstrate that weapon-tools can produce trauma that would not 

survive in an archaeological setting. Through statistical analysis of this 

trauma, it was hypothesised that a pattern of ‘invisible’ trauma could be 

identified and discussed to better understand the shortfalls of osteological 

assessment of prehistoric injury. This would facilitate a discussion of the 

prevalence of violence in the past and could demonstrate the importance 

of experimental trauma studies, which could help highlight the preservation 

biases of osteological injuries.   

5) Evaluate the hypothesis that the weapon-tools produced fracture 

patterns that appear in the Neolithic osteological record.  

Based on the targeted selection process designed to select the weapon-

tools tested in the current study, it was hypothesised that all five would 
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produce fracture patterns that could match with osteological trauma from 

the Neolithic. This research was not attempting to match all osteological or 

experimental trauma, but was looking for visual similarities that would 

suggest a similar mechanism of trauma.  

6) Investigate the hypothesis that interpersonal-violence and social 

interaction during the Neolithic were complex and dynamic, with 

varying forms of violent interaction occurring with different 

motivations and intended outcomes.  

For the purposes of this study, it was theorised that the patterns in lethality 

of the various weapon-tools could be assessed to understand the 

complexities of interpersonal violence and its motivations during the 

European Neolithic. It was hypothesised that different weapon-tools would 

be used for different forms of violence, with a notable use of weapon-tools 

that would not be lethal in nature. This could establish that antemortem 

and perimortem trauma may be produced during different types of 

altercations, demonstrating Neolithic societies has motivations for 

preserving human life, but also for lethal interactions including potential 

scenarios of revenge killings, murder, assault, punishment and more.  

1.3 Chapter Structure 

This section will provide a brief overview of the chapter structure of this research. 

Each chapter will be introduced, and the main objectives of the chapter will be 

highlighted. 

 

Chapter 1: Introduction 

This chapter introduces the research covered in the current study and 

provides the aims, objectives and hypothesis that were explored, 

demonstrating the need for the research and how each aim was 

accomplished. An overview of the structure of the thesis also provided 

during this chapter. 
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Chapter 2: Bone Biology and Biomechanics. 

The first of the chapters presenting background information required to 

establish the research in the current study, Chapter 2 looks at basic bone 

biology and biomechanics of human beings. This chapter highlights the 

biomechanics of the human skull and how this influences fracture 

morphology during blunt force trauma. A background knowledge of 

structure of human bone and particularly the response of the skull to stress 

is pertinent to establishing the possibility of identifying prehistoric 

weaponry based on cranial fracture propagation. This chapter provides the 

framework to understand biology and fracture mechanics and how this 

knowledge is informed by research in archaeology, forensics, engineering 

and medical fields.  

 

Chapter 3: The Neolithic 

This chapter provides information on the general Neolithic period and more 

specific areas of violence studies, osteological trauma and material culture 

required to understand the parameters of the present study and the 

experimental scenarios assessed by this work. A brief background on the 

temporal and geographical range covered by the research is established, 

along with a basic overview of the Neolithic period within these designated 

limits. A discussion of current theories of Neolithic violence is then covered 

to establish the development of trauma research within prehistoric Europe 

and identify where key information is missing on the mechanism of blunt 

force trauma.  

This chapter extends some of the information provided in Chapter 2, to 

establish that cranial trauma is often the focus of prehistoric trauma studies 

and demonstrate the limitations in archaeology when identifying intentional 

trauma, thus establishing the focus of this research on cranial trauma with 

clear indicators of intentional violence. An assessment of osteological 

cranial blunt force trauma from the date and area range is provided to 

discuss potential scenarios of violence and establish the reasoning behind 

testing weapons in a face-to-face altercation with an adult male attacker. 

Finally, this chapter looks at the material culture from the Neolithic, and the 
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theories of previous Neolithic research on tools with design features or 

ethnographic comparisons that suggest their employment as weaponry, 

providing the background information on the weapon-tools chosen to test 

within the current study. 

 

Chapter 4: Experimental Archaeology 

The final literature review chapter covers the theories behind various 

approaches in experimental archaeology, establishing that an ‘actualistic’, 

primary style of experimentation was the most appropriate for the current 

study. This chapter provides the framework for production of replica 

weapon-tools, and the experimental protocols employed by this research. 

An assessment of experimental trauma studies is covered to discuss 

various techniques employed in this field and demonstrate the validity of 

using synthetic skin-skull-brain models. The focus of this chapter is to 

establishes both the advantages and the limitations that must be 

considered to provide the most accurate data possible with an 

experimental approach.  

 

Chapter 5: Materials and Methods 

The materials and methods utilised to build each of the five tested weapon-

tools is presented. This is followed by a separate outline of the material 

and protocols required for the set up of the synthetic analogues and 

carrying out the experiments covered by the current study. This included 

the building of the synthetic skin-skull-brain models, the mounting system 

to carry out the face-to-face altercation scenario, an introduction of the 

striker who delivered all fifty blows and the general experimental protocol 

followed for each individual experiment. Finally, this chapter discusses the 

procedure for analysing the results of each blow, including data gathering 

techniques, and the application of designations of archaeological 

identification and lethality, along with the employment of statistical analysis 

of various elements of fracture propagation.  
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Chapter 6: Results 

The results chapter presents the various stages of analysis of each of the 

fifty experiments, grouped by weapon-tool. This includes images of trauma 

to each layer of the skin-skull-brain model and the descriptions and 

measurements of all noted trauma. Each experiment is graded for lethality 

of the trauma and the ability of the trauma type to be archaeologically 

identifiable as the result of intentional violence. The chapter also presents 

the results of statistical analysis of the significance of the patterns of 

archaeological identifiable trauma for each weapon-tool and the 

significance of certain fracture patterns appearing within each weapon-tool 

category.  

Chapter 7: Discussion 

This chapter presents the comprehensive analysis and discussion of the 

results of the experiments. A discussion of ‘invisible trauma’ highlighted by 

the archaeologically identifiable designations is first examined. The 

experimental fractures were then assessed by individual weapon-tool, 

highlighting similarities and differences in fracture propagation in the ten 

separate tests, and matches to the striking face of the used weapon-tool. 

The weapon-tools were then compared to one another to establish 

whether differing trauma patterns were produced by the separate weapon-

tools, especially focusing on the archaeologically identifiable trauma, which 

would have the largest impact on Neolithic trauma studies. The results of 

visual comparisons and statistical analysis of varying elements of the 

fracture patterns are discussed to demonstrate whether there is notable 

differences in the fracture patterns between weapon-tools. 

Comparisons to the osteological record of the Neolithic are then presented, 

highlighting the clear matches found between various weapon-tools and 

trauma known on skeletal remains, discussing the likely employment of 

these weapon-tools in violent altercations. This discussion also considers 

the amount of invisible trauma that is likely missed due to the limitations of 

skeletal trauma analysis in archaeology, and suggests how experimental 

studies may be employed to better understand the rate of missing trauma. 
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The context of Neolithic osteological trauma that matches with different 

weapon-tools is analysed to validate that patterns of use vary between the 

weapon-tools and are consistent with varying forms of violent altercations. 

These important differences are utilised to discuss the dynamic nature of 

interpersonal violence in this period and complex nature of social 

interaction during the Neolithic.  

This chapter considers the limitations of the research carried out and how 

these factors were mitigated for. This includes a discussion of both the 

methods and the results that can be drawn from it, highlighting whether 

regional variation cannot be discussed thoroughly yet, but should be 

considered in future studies. Finally, the chapter presents the validity of 

this research and how it can influence and inform future work. 

Chapter 8: Conclusion 

This chapter concludes the paper by stressing the importance of 

experimental bioarchaeology and the current study on establishing an 

improved understanding of conflict and society during the European 

Neolithic and discussing potential future research. This addresses whether 

each research aim was answered and will summarise the major findings 

of the current study.  
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Chapter 2:  Biomechanics of Bone and the Study of 

Blunt Force Cranial Trauma 

2.1 Introduction 

This research focuses on cranial blunt force trauma from Neolithic Europe (Figure 

2.1). What follows is an introduction to the study of blunt force trauma and the 

biomechanical properties of bone that influences fracture propagation. This is 

followed by an explanation of how these injuries present in the human cranium and 

how analysis of cranial fractures is carried out in an archaeological context.  

Figure 2.1: Example of extensive blunt force cranial trauma to a Neolithic adult 

female from Luttra, Sweden (Fibiger, 2009). 

Blunt force trauma can be defined as damage inflicted to the human body from the 

low velocity impact of a blunt object or from the impact of the body onto a blunt 

surface (Kranioti, 2015, Lovell, 1997, Oh, 1983, Ortner, 2003, Schulting, 2012, 

Schulting and Wysocki, 2005). This type of injury can be caused in homicide, 

suicide, or accidents and with weapons including fists, sticks, clubs, boards etc. as 
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well as car accidents, falls and manual compaction (Kranioti, 2015, Li, 2012, Wedel 

and Galloway, 2014). These injuries are produced when the forces brought to the 

bones are over the normal forces the bones bear during regular activity (Wedel and 

Galloway, 2014).  

Blunt impact can inflict injury of varying degrees to the skin, soft tissue, bone and 

internal organs including abrasions, contusions, lacerations and skeletal fracture, 

though it often affects external soft tissue less than the internal (Li, 2012, Thali et al., 

2002a, Wedel and Galloway, 2014). Bone fracture is one of the most common 

skeletal pathologies and can be interpreted to provide valuable information about 

interpersonal violence, warfare and general lifestyle hazards within archaeological 

population studies (Barbian and Sledzik, 2008). Bone structure and biomechanics 

need to be understood for the analysis of osteological trauma in an archaeological 

setting (Ubelaker and Montaperto, 2014b).   

2.2 Trauma-Related Bone Biology and Biomechanics 

2.2.1 Bone Biology 

Bone is comprised of four structural levels which include the macrostructural (whole 

bone), microstructural (woven/plexiform/Haversian), ultrastructural (mineral and 

collagen bundles) and molecular (collagen and hydroxyapatite) (Wang et al., 1998). 

Bone can be examined at all these levels to better understand the biomechanics of 

the material as a whole (Figure 2.2).  

On a molecular level, bone is a heterogeneous material made up of organic and 

inorganic components. The mineral portion of the bone consists predominantly of 

calcium hydroxyapatite or (Ca10(PO4)6(OH)) along with amorphous calcium 

phosphate, while the collagen and non-collagen proteins make up the organic 

portion (Currey, 2002, Klepinger, 2006, Lyman, 1994, Mabrey and Fitch, 1989, 

Wedel and Galloway, 2014). 85-90% of bone protein is comprised of collagen, 

which is then impregnated and surrounded by the bone’s calcium phosphate mineral 

(Currey, 2002, Lyman, 1994). Mineralisation describes the process in which this 

structure is created as the spaces between the collagen microfibrils is filled with 

mineral.  
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Figure 2.2: The gross structure (left) and microscopic structure (right) of human 

bone (White and Folkens, 2005:45).  

Both the organic and inorganic materials are integral to the biomechanical 

properties of bone material. The loss of collagen causes bone to become brittle, 

while the loss of the mineral makes bone rubbery. This is due to the ability of 

collagen to resist tension forces and the mineral to resist compression forces 

(Klepinger, 2006, Lyman, 1994). The combination of the mineral and organic 

material strengthens bone above the ability of each individual material (Lyman, 

1994).  

Bone is also comprised of water, amorphous polysaccharides, living cells and blood 

vessels, all of which are mechanically important (Currey, 1970, Wedel and 

Galloway, 2014). Dry or embalmed bone reacts very differently from wet bone, with 

many studies looking at the biomechanical changes between the two forms of the 

material (Currey, 1970, Ubelaker and Montaperto, 2014b, Wedel and Galloway, 

2014). 

The main structural element of bone is the osteon; a roughly cylindrical structure 

made up of successive lamellae surrounding a centrally located Haversian canal 

and joined with other osteons by cement, see Figure 2.3 (Liebschner, 2004, Lyman, 

1994, Mabrey and Fitch, 1989). Osteoblasts are responsible for the deposit of bone 

tissue during growth and bone remodelling, while osteoclasts resorb bone during 

modelling and repair (Currey, 2002, Liebschner, 2004, Lyman, 1994). A 

membranous sheath found on the external surface of bone, the periosteum, is also 
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present and can be stimulated to activate osteoclasts and osteoblasts to remodel 

and form new bone after an injury (Lyman, 1994).  

There are several types of bone recognisable on the microstructural level, including 

woven and lamellar bone (forming Haversian systems), which must be understood 

to fully comprehend the biomechanical properties of bone.  

Figure 2.3: Microstructure of bone showing osteons and Haversian systems (Wedel 

and Galloway, 2014:75).  

Woven bone is a highly mineralised, but quite porous material on a micron level that 

is usually deposited quickly (more than 4μ a day) during bone growth and fracture 

repair (Currey, 2002, Lyman, 1994). The collagen of woven bone is variable with 

random orientation of fine fibres (Currey, 2002, Lyman, 1994). The trabeculae of 

woven bone is irregular and the material is classed as transient bone as it is the 

initially deposited bone in foetuses and fracture repair with much larger spaces 

present around blood vessels than found in lamellar bone (Currey, 2002, 

Liebschner, 2004, Lyman, 1994). Woven bone clearly serves a purpose in humans 

as a quickly deposited material; though this means its mechanical properties are 

structurally inferior to lamellar bone, which eventually replaces it.  

When compared to woven bone, lamellar bone is deposited more slowly with 

collagen and bone fibres that are more precisely arranged in an organized structure 

of layers called lamellae (Currey, 2002, Liebschner, 2004, Lyman, 1994, Mabrey 
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and Fitch, 1989). In mammals the compact bone is either primary or secondary 

lamellar bone (Carter and Hayes, 1976). Primary bone is formed by a process of 

endochondral ossification or by direct sub-periosteal deposition and is the first 

lamellar bone formed in the region (Carter and Hayes, 1976). Remodelling of bone 

throughout an organisms life is what produces secondary lamellar bone or 

secondary Haversian systems (Carter and Hayes, 1976). These secondary 

osteons/Haversian systems are created when bone around blood vessels is eroded 

by osteoclast activity and new bone is deposited in concentric layers on the inner 

surface of the cavity that has been formed, while the outer surface consists of a 

cement sheath joining the osteons together (Currey, 2002, Liebschner, 2004, 

Lyman, 1994, Mabrey and Fitch, 1989, Wedel and Galloway, 2014). It is these types 

of bone that make up the larger macrostructural element. 

Whole bones are much more resistant to fracturing than small blocks of bone 

(Wedel and Galloway, 2014).  The skeleton is made up of many individual bone 

elements; in adult humans there are approximately 206 of these. The overall 

structure of these bones must compromise between physical function and load 

bearing use with the geometry of bone and its anatomical functions dictating the 

mechanical properties of the element (Lyman, 1994, Wedel and Galloway, 2014). 

Most bones in the mammalian and human skeleton are made up of a mixture of 

compact and cancellous bone. The amount of distribution of these two types of bone 

is dependent on individual bone shape and function of the element (Romer and 

Parsons, 1977, Lyman, 1994).  

Compact or cortical bone forms the outer walls of all bones and has a dense solid 

mass with only microscopic channels through the material (Liebschner, 2004). This 

bone amounts to approximately 80% of skeletal mass in adult humans and is 

formed of lamellar bone (Liebschner, 2004). Trabecular or cancellous bone is a 

lattice of large plates and rods found in the inner parts of bones (Liebschner, 2004). 

The mechanical properties of bones are governed by the same principles as man-

made load-bearing structures, except bone is a living tissue and can mechanically 

respond to stresses by altering its properties (Chamay and Tschantz, 1972, 

Liebschner, 2004, Lyman, 1994, Martin, 1991, Ubelaker and Montaperto, 2014b, 

Wedel and Galloway, 2014). Bones are constantly exposed to normal forces of 

strain in relation to normal weight bearing of the body, which along with genetic 

plans, helps to shape the bone (Martin, 1991, Wedel and Galloway, 2014)(Martin 
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1991: 80, Wedel and Galloway Ch3:40). The presence of forces from weight bearing 

along with muscle contractions and impacts from foreign materials can combine to 

reduce the ultimate strength of a bone (Wedel and Galloway, 2014). 

2.2.2 Stress and Strain in Bone 

The stresses bones undergo can be measured and quantified to understand the 

strength of individual bones on the entire skeleton. Stress is the intensity of force 

acting across a particular plane in the bone and can be expressed as the force per 

unit of cross-sectional area (Currey, 1970, Lyman, 1994, Ubelaker and Montaperto, 

2014b). Strain involves the change of shape of a bone under stress including 

tensile, compressive and shear strain (Currey, 1990, Currey, 1970, Lyman, 1994). A 

particular direction of strain within a bone does not imply that the force acting on the 

bone is in the same direction (Currey, 1970). Bone is an anisotropic material which 

means it is subjected to forces from all directions, but is better at withstanding force 

in a certain direction due to the grain of the material, which influences the 

mechanical behaviour dependant on the direction of the applied load; bone handles 

compressive stress better than tensile or shear (Figure 2.4) (Liebschner, 2004, 

Wedel and Galloway, 2014). 

The response of bone to load or strain is limited, but depends on the velocity or 

speed and magnitude of applied forces with slow loads including car accidents, falls 

from height, plane crash and assault (Kranioti, 2015, Lovell, 1997). The velocity and 

mass of the impact form these specific loads are critical in the determination of the 

type of fracture likely to form as a result and can be linked with characteristic 

fracture patterns (Kranioti, 2015, Wedel and Galloway, 2014). Even when skeletal 

damage is minimal or absent, soft tissue can present with more complications like 

hematomas, contusions and visceral laceration (Wedel and Galloway, 2014). 

Blunt force trauma produces forces that travel from the outside of the body inwards 

(Wedel and Galloway, 2014). If this loading is applied at a low level and repeatedly, 

the body is able to compensate, however, if the load is high, it can overwhelm the 

ability of the tissue to absorb energy without damage and can then cause acute 

damage to the skeleton (Wedel and Galloway, 2014). The toughness of bone or the 

energy required to cause failure is decreased as loading rate increases, making the 

bone more brittle with an increasing strain rate (Adharapurapu et al., 2006, Wedel 

and Galloway, 2014).  
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Figure 2.4: Types of stress that can result in fractures in bone, showing traction (A), 

compression (B), twisting (C), bending (D) and shearing (E) (Ortner, 2003:120).  

 

There are two types of loading. Static loading is constant, resulting in a creep 

behaviour of damage to bone (Wedel and Galloway, 2014). Alternatively, dynamic 

loading causes bone to break very rapidly, with a high kinetic energy causing more 

comminuted fractures (Wedel and Galloway, 2014). Studies have carried out static 

and dynamic fracture tests on wet and dry bovine bone to predict bone failure 

reliably from a clinical perspective, as bone is clearly affected differently in the two 

scenarios (Adharapurapu et al., 2006). 
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The reason for the difference in bone response is the viscoelastic properties of the 

material (Currey, 1970, Delannoy et al., 2012, Kranioti, 2015, Wedel and Galloway, 

2014). When subject to slow loading, bone is able to go through an elastic phase 

prior to fracturing (Currey, 1970, Delannoy et al., 2012, Kranioti, 2015, Ubelaker and 

Montaperto, 2014b, Wedel and Galloway, 2014). If the load is removed from the 

bone during this phase, it is able to return to normal (Currey, 1970, Delannoy et al., 

2012, Kranioti, 2015, Ubelaker and Montaperto, 2014b, Wedel and Galloway, 2014). 

When strain is directly proportional to stress and the load is removed, both stress 

and strain will disappear (Currey, 1970). If the strain is able to immediately return to 

zero after the load is removed then the bone is behaving elastically (Currey, 1970, 

Mabrey and Fitch, 1989). This elastic deformation gives both ‘warning’ and time for 

the bone to adapt prior to plastic deformation and fracture (Kranioti, 2015, Wedel 

and Galloway, 2014). Beyond the point of immediate return to shape when the load 

is removed, there may still be an elastic response for a short period, but the stress-

strain curve bends sharply, as seen in Figure 2.5, and leads to permanent 

deformation (Currey, 1970, Ubelaker and Montaperto, 2014b). 

This permanent deformation is caused when static loading continues and is 

removed after point (b), known as the elastic limit (Figure 2.5), which means the 

bone will not lose all strain and enters a plastic phase where permanent deformation 

occurs (Currey, 1970, Delannoy et al., 2012, Kranioti, 2015, Mabrey and Fitch, 

1989, Wedel and Galloway, 2014). Above this elastic limit, much less extra force is 

required to cause considerably more strain (Currey, 1970). This principle means that 

if bone continues to be strained to the point of fracture, the resulting fragments may 

also have plastic deformation (Currey, 1970, Wedel and Galloway, 2014). The 

plastic deformation is caused by internal lesions, which do not cause fracture, but 

cause a permanent change in shape (Chamay and Tschantz, 1972). In the case of 

dynamic high force loading, bone is brittle and fails without elastic or plastic 

deformation (Currey, 1970, Delannoy et al., 2012, Kranioti, 2015, Wedel and 

Galloway, 2014). 
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Figure 2.5: Stress-strain curve of bone loading in tension. Ordinate: Stress; 

Abscissa: strain. The σe line delinates the point to which loading involves elastic 

deformation of the bone, while the line of σu demonstrates the limit of plastic deformation 

up to the threshold of bone failure. Point ‘a’ marks the highest point of static loading 

with an elastic response in bone. Point ‘b’ marks the elastic limit. Point ‘c’ marks the 

point of bone failure. Point ‘d’ falls along the phase of plastic deformation of bone. 

(Currey, 1970:212) 

The plastic stage of bone deformation has a strengthening effect that allows much 

more energy to be absorbed prior to failure than if bone did not yield (Mabrey and 

Fitch, 1989). In children there is an increased plasticity of their bones allowing 

juvenile bones to deform where adult bones will possibly have catastrophic failure 

(Mabrey and Fitch, 1989). The mineralization of bone stiffens the collagen and 

hydroxyapatite complex and decreases the deformity tolerated by bones before 

failure as a person ages (Mabrey and Fitch, 1989).  

Bone fails at point (C) on Figure 2.5, which marks the point of ultimate stress (σu) 

and is one measure of bone strength (Currey, 1970). The area under the curve up to 

any particular strain is the measure of work per unit volume that has to be done to 

cause the strain (Currey, 1970). At point (C) this is the amount of energy that can be 

absorbed before failure (Currey, 1970). The average stiffness of human skulls was 
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investigated in a study by Delannoy et al. (2012), which found it to be 518N/mm (the 

amount of force in newtons (N) per mm the bone can withstand), with a minimum of 

87.8 N/mm and a maximum of 1260.1 N/mm across 19 points on 20 individual 

skulls. It is important to note that the stress-strain curves do not consider the rate of 

loading (Currey, 1970). Bone tensile strength is less than its compressive strength, 

thus when bone is bent, it will fail on the convex side where tension occurs first 

(Currey, 1970, Delannoy et al., 2012).  

The material properties of bony morphology, structural integrity, mineralization and 

density of the skeletal elements also influence fracture formation (Wedel and 

Galloway, 2014). Location, nature and the amount of damage that occurs during 

blunt force related fracture can therefore vary with age along with the nature and 

severity of the trauma (Wedel and Galloway, 2014). Risk exposure can also be 

linked to likelihood of injury with the frailty of the elderly, risk taking activity of 

youths, as well as different exposure to injury risk of those with a disability or 

substance impairment influencing demographic patterns of injury (Wedel and 

Galloway, 2014).  

Aging is a major factor in bone mechanics as it is related to significant changes in 

mineralization of cortical bone and elastic properties of bone along with the bone 

quality, quantity and shape, which all vary through life (Mabrey and Fitch, 1989, 

Ubelaker and Montaperto, 2014b, Wedel and Galloway, 2014). Younger, healthy, 

skeletons have more water, lower mineral content and are less brittle than older 

individuals (Mabrey and Fitch, 1989, Wedel and Galloway, 2014). The production of 

Haversian systems canals during the course of life, weaken bone density while 

increasing the number of osteons and decreasing their size causing overall increase 

in cement lines along which form potential signs for weakness or crack 

initiation/propagation during fracture (Carter et al., 1976, Mabrey and Fitch, 1989, 

Wedel and Galloway, 2014).  

The periosteum, a thin tissue covering the outside of bones, can remain intact 

during fracture formation in living bone and cause hinging of displaced bone, and 

becomes more elastic and less firmly bound to bone with age (Wedel and Galloway, 

2014). In humans the maximum strain the bone can withstand falls by approximately 

5-7% for every decade of life after 20 years, while bone density peaks at 30-35 

years after which there is age related loss of bone density and in women, 
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postmenopausal loss for 5-15 years following menopause (Wedel and Galloway, 

2014). 

Pathological conditions that affect individuals can also increase the risk of bone 

fractures. Diabetes, Paget’s disease, Cushing’s disease, rickets, osteogenesis 

imperfecta, scurvy, renal disease, neuromuscular disorders, rheumatoid arthritis, 

osteomyelitis, benign tumours, metastasizing cancers and the use of exogenous 

steroids can all increase the risk of fractures during injury (Wedel and Galloway, 

2014).  

This means that lesion patterns are affected by factors including activities, 

occupation and behaviour, thus they can be studied in an archaeological context to 

gain more information about these events (Filer, 1992). The distribution of fractures 

on the body can give insight about the type of attack, proximity of the attacker, the 

type of weapon used, the hand used to strike and many other aspects of the 

incident (Fibiger et al., 2013, Lovell, 1997, Ortner, 2003). For example lesions 

produced by a right-handed attacker while facing a standing victim, often cluster to 

the front left-hand side of the skull (Lovell, 1997, Schulting and Wysocki, 2005, 

Walker, 2001).  

It is worth noting that though there are several disciplines that deal with the 

diagnosis and analysis of blunt force trauma, they do not all treat it in the same 

manner. While forensic and medical studies do greatly aid and often cross over with 

archaeological analysis, there can be notable differences to the approach, focus and 

results of studies from the various disciplines. This thesis is focused on an analysis 

of archaeological material, but will draw from information provided by the forensic 

and medical fields. Where limitations to archaeological analysis are present it will be 

highlighted. The archaeological material in question is skeletonised human remains 

and the focus of blunt force analysis will be on fractures or damage presented on 

the skeleton, though implications to soft tissue damage will be considered. 

Classifications of fracture patterns derive largely from medical literature, where 

focus is placed on the stability of the injury, extent of soft tissue damage and 

recovery prognosis that can be determined, unlike the approach often needed in 

archaeological and forensic studies of defleshed skeletons (Wedel and Galloway, 

2014). The circumstances of injury and the amount of information that can be 

garnered is harder to discern when human remains are decayed or skeletonized 

(Wedel and Galloway, 2014). Archaeological studies often rule out certain fracture 
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patterns when examining remains for signs of intentional violence as certain 

patterns can also occur from accidental circumstances and lack evidence to 

determine which scenario likely occurred, however, these same injuries patterns are 

often still considered as intentional trauma when studying forensic and medical 

cases (Freeman et al., 2014, Kranioti, 2015, Lovell, 1997, Ortner, 2003, Schulting 

and Wysocki, 2005).  

2.3  Cranial Blunt Force Trauma 

The occurrence, degree of deformation and the extent of cranial fracturing during 

blunt force injury are influenced by factors including the force of the strike, shape of 

the weapon, soft tissue of the head, area affected, clothing or protective outer 

layers, and physical properties of the skull as well as other intrinsic and extrinsic 

factors (Chattopadhyay and Tripathi, 2010, Fibiger et al., 2013, Wedel and 

Galloway, 2014). Impact causes both localized deformations and stress waves that 

travel through the head (Melvin and Evans, 1971).  

Head injuries are the most common mechanical cause of death and more likely to 

be caused by intentional violence than post-cranial wounds, however, similar 

patterns of trauma can be formed by different mechanisms of injury (Chattopadhyay 

and Tripathi, 2010, Fibiger et al., 2013, Kranioti, 2015, Lovell, 1997, Schulting, 

2012). When dealing with cranial fractures from blunt force trauma, it is important to 

note the extent of damage to the inner and outer table, which bones are affected 

and the point of impact (Wedel and Galloway, 2014). Both direct and indirect forces 

can cause blunt force injury to the skull and can produce complete and incomplete 

fractures (Wedel and Galloway, 2014).  

2.3.1 Skull Biology 

The fairly unique shape and biomechanics of the human skull have a large influence 

on the reactions to trauma (Carr et al., 2015, Lovell, 1997). Understanding the 

structure of the skull and its influence on fracture propagation is necessary in 

creating an accurate interpretation of cranial trauma. The skull is the most complex 

part of the human skeleton, forming an intricate structure with basic symmetry 

presenting along the midsagittal plane (Figure 2.6); (Wedel and Galloway, 2014, 

White and Folkens, 2005, Yoganandan and Pintar, 2004).  
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Figure 2.6: Diagram of the human skull showing frontal view (a) and lateral view (b) 

(Cummings, 2000). 
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The skull forms the bony foundation in which the sense organs for sight, smell, taste 

and hearing are supported, as well as housing and protecting the brain (White and 

Folkens, 2005). At birth the skull is comprised of 45 elements and is large in 

comparison to the post-cranial body and face (White and Folkens, 2005, 

Yoganandan and Pintar, 2004). The infant skull (Figure 2.7) contains intervals of 

dense connective tissue between plates of bone or fontanels, which are 

cartilaginous membranes that will eventually turn into the bones of the adult skull 

(White and Folkens, 2005).  

 

Figure 2.7: Front and left side view of a new-born infant skull  

(White and Folkens, 2005:84) 

In adulthood the ossification and fusion of certain elements reduces the number of 

bones in the skull. The skull bones now contact along joints with interlocking saw 

tooth or zipper-like articulations called sutures, as seen in Figure 2.8 (Melvin and 

Evans, 1971, Wedel and Galloway, 2014, White and Folkens, 2005). In the adult 

skull the bones are stronger and often thicker in areas of muscle tension, for 

example the jaw (Wedel and Galloway, 2014). Due to the difference in function and 

structure, the cranium can be divided into two areas; the cranial vault or 

neurocranium where the brain is housed, and the facial skeleton or viscerocranium 

(Wedel and Galloway, 2014). 
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Figure 2.8: Top view of an adult skull showing the coronal and sagittal cranial 

sutures (White and Folkens, 2005:80). 

 

Figure 2.9: Front and side view of an adult skull showing the closed structure and 

the dome shape (White and Folkens, 2005:85). 
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The cranial vault is a relatively closed structure that surrounds the brain, providing 

resistance and protection from impacts, as seen in Figure 2.9 (Wedel and Galloway, 

2014). This portion of the skull consists of eight bones including the frontal, 

parietals, temporals, occipital, ethmoid and sphenoid bone (Melvin and Evans, 

1971, Wedel and Galloway, 2014). The upper half of the cranium tends to be 

relatively uniform and dome-like, while the lower portion is comparatively flatter, 

highly irregular in structure and has more foramina (holes for the passage of blood 

vessels and nerves through the bone), as seen in Figure 2.10 (Melvin and Evans, 

1971). The average cranial dimensions for an adult male is roughly 140.0mm in 

width, 180.1mm in length and 135.6mm in height (Ember and Ember, 1997). 

 

Figure 2.10: View of the interior of an adult skull showing the dome shaped top half 

and more flat and irregular lower half of the cranium 

(White and Folkens, 2005:82,83). 

The bones of the cranial vault are classed as dermal bones, meaning they form 

directly in the mesenchyme or near the body’s surface (skin) cells (Lyman, 1994). 

The bones mostly consist of outer and inner tables of cortical bone sandwiching a 

trabecular diploë (Lynnerup et al., 2005, Melvin and Evans, 1971, Wedel and 

Galloway, 2014, Yoganandan and Pintar, 2004). The thickness of the skull varies by 

region, but the average thickness derived from 19 spots on 20 skulls carried out by 
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Delannoy et al. (2012) was found to be 6.5mm, though it can range from about 

4.5mm-19.4mm in the frontal and upper occipital bone with the temporal and lower 

occipital being much thinner (Delannoy et al., 2012, Melvin and Evans, 1971, Ross 

et al., 1998, Yoganandan and Pintar, 2004). This research is most concerned with 

the frontal and parietal bones which are found to have average thickness of 7.3mm 

in the frontal bones and 6.4mm in the parietal (Delannoy et al., 2012). Within 

individual skulls buttresses along with their counterparts, struts, suture lines, sinuses 

and foramina of the skull causes variation in the integrity of the structure and 

influence the biomechanics of the cranial vault, creating certain easier pathways for 

the dispersal of force, which will be discussed further below (Fenton et al., 2005, 

Wedel and Galloway, 2014). 

The facial bones are complex and fragile, and serve the purpose of housing the 

equally fragile sensory organs, fine movement muscles and dental arcade along 

with large sinuses that provide little impact protection (Wedel and Galloway, 2014). 

The sinuses of the facial bones are large void chambers inside the bones that 

enlarge with the growth of the face (White and Folkens, 2005). The focus of this 

thesis is on damage to the cranial vault, as will be discussed in Chapter 3 on the 

Neolithic osteological record and Chapter 5 on the methods used for this research. 

Inconsistent preservation between skeletal collections from Neolithic Europe, and 

other mitigating factors with the experimental model utilised for this research 

prevents the discussion of trauma to the facial bones for the purpose of the current 

study.  

2.3.2 Understanding Biomechanics of the Skull 

A large array of studies have been carried out to better understand the 

biomechanics of cranial fracture including both medical and engineering studies 

(Melvin and Evans, 1971). Complete cadavers, cadaver heads, skulls and sections 

of skulls with material conditions including both fresh tissue, embalmed tissue, dried 

bone and moist bone have been used to study the mechanics of cranial fracture 

(Melvin and Evans, 1971). The tests carried out have included drop tests, drop 

towers, universal testing machines with impacting surfaces including large surfaces, 

flat and curved surfaces and localized flat and curved surfaces (Melvin and Evans, 

1971). Studies have focused on impact energy, impact load or a combination of both 

to describe the impact to the skull (Melvin and Evans, 1971).  
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The compressive strength of compact bone is 24,500psi with the diploë of the skull 

only 3640 psi, though there is considerable individual variation (Wedel and 

Galloway, 2014). Variation between individuals can change the likelihood of 

fracture. The robusticity and thickness of skulls varies between individuals and on 

average female skeletal material is more gracile and thus more prone to fracture 

(Wedel and Galloway, 2014). 

 

Figure 2.11: Showing the in-bending and out-bending created during blunt force 

skull trauma (Wedel and Galloway, 2014:136). 

The ability of bone to absorb energy is dependent on overall shape and stiffness 

(Wedel and Galloway, 2014). The spherical shape of the cranial vault is able to 

withstand considerable compression in any direction without fracture because as it 

decreases in diameter in one direction, it increases in other directions, though this 

means extensive fragmentation occurs when the bone fails from compression 

(Kranioti, 2015, Melvin and Evans, 1971, Wedel and Galloway, 2014). During impact 

the structure of the skull creates an area of outbending surrounding the point of 

impact where tensile forces build and ultimately where the bone fails first, as seen in 

Figure 2.11 (Melvin and Evans, 1971). The shape of the skull also means that vault 

deformation may indirectly lead to the fracture of the more delicate facial bones 

(Wedel and Galloway, 2014). The cranial vault is mainly a closed structure, but 
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during impact pressure will mount in areas of weakness like, the foramina, leading 

to fracture (Wedel and Galloway, 2014).  

Fracture formation is greatly affected by the shape of the skull with fractures often 

following the line of least resistance and influenced by the patterns of strong and 

weak bone caused by the buttressing of the skull (Carr et al., 2015, Klepinger, 2006, 

Lovell, 1997). The lines of least resistance include lines of tension, areas of gradual 

curvature, buttressing, foramina and sutures (Klepinger, 2006, Lovell, 1997).  

 

Figure 2.12: Diagram showing the system of buttresses (Le Count buttresses) that 

are strong areas of the skull that can limit and redirect linear or radiating fractures of 

the cranial vault (Wedel and Galloway, 2014:141).  

There are areas of thickened bone throughout the skull, which form arched 

buttresses located in the mid-frontal, mid-occipital, parieto-sphenoidal and parieto-

petrous regions, as seen in Figure 2.12 (Fenton et al., 2005, Wedel and Galloway, 

2014).  These areas of thickened cranial bone form arches which hinder horizontal 

bending of bone (Wedel and Galloway, 2014). Examination of fracture formation in 

experimental tests have shown that deformation to the skull from direct blunt force 

impact is more pronounced in areas of weaker buttressing, particular the frontal 

bone, around the foramen magnum and in the parietotemporal area (Wedel and 
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Galloway, 2014). Linear fractures can pass through buttresses, but usually the 

direction of travel is perpendicular to the long axis of the buttress (Wedel and 

Galloway, 2014). The buttresses tend to divert fractures formed at an oblique angle 

to them towards the structurally weaker areas of the skull (Wedel and Galloway, 

2014). 

Cranial sutures, especially open ones, are one of the key cranial aspects that 

influence fracture formation, as seen in Figure 2.13. They are able to absorb force 

and dissipate energy traveling through the skull, thus stopping or influencing fracture 

formation (Klepinger, 2006, Lovell, 1997, Wedel and Galloway, 2014). Due to the 

influence of cranial sutures to fracture formation, infants get localized injury patterns 

as fractures will not cross membranes and patent sutures (Wedel and Galloway, 

2014). Individual variation in suture closure rates can cause variation between 

fracture formations in individuals (Wedel and Galloway, 2014). 

 

Figure 2.13: Picture showing a skull with a fracture following the suture lines that 

surround the mastoid temporal (Klepinger, 2006:104).  

Pre-existing fracture lines can behave similarly to cranial sutures and dissipate force 

from blows, with fracture tracts from a second blow commonly stop when they come 

into contact with a pre-existing fracture line, as seen in Figure 2.14 (Klepinger, 
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2006). Fracture lines from previous injury may also rub together during subsequent 

blows causing knapping or flaking along the margins (Klepinger, 2006, Wedel and 

Galloway, 2014). Unlike cranial sutures, the presence of an earlier open fracture can 

weaken the overall structure and means relatively little energy is needed to create 

subsequent fractures or complete skull destruction (Wedel and Galloway, 2014).  

 

Figure 2.14: A skull showing how secondary fractures stop when they encounter a 

previous fracture line (Viel et al., 2009:23) 

Variation between the individual bones of the skull can also cause differing fracture 

patterns during blunt force injury. Parietal bones fracture more frequently followed 

by temporal, occipital and frontal bones (Wedel and Galloway, 2014). Blows landing 

on top of the skull between the parietal bones often tend to travel inferiorly though 

the sides of the skull while blows to the frontal region produce more vertically 

oriented fractures and blows to the side or back of the skull produce more horizontal 

defects (Wedel and Galloway, 2014). The outer table of the skull is more often 

involved in fracture as it bears the direct impact force and this table can vary 

between individual cranial elements (Wedel and Galloway, 2014).  

The overall biomechanics of the skull’s location in the human body at the top of the 

spine can also have implications on fracture propagation. Studies have found 
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fractures produced when the head was struck with a baseball bat were more likely 

to be linear or incomplete depressed fractures when the head was free to move, but 

when immobilized against a solid surface comminuted fractures were formed with 

inner displacement of bone, demonstrating that the body absorbs some of the force 

of a blow when a standing victim is struck in the head (Kranioti, 2015).  

2.3.3 Soft Tissue of the Skull and its Effect on Fracture Propagation 

The internal and external soft tissue structures of the skull play a large role in 

fracture formation and the biomechanics of trauma in the skull. These structures 

transmit and dissipate force during a blow to the head (Falland-Cheung et al., 

2018a, Falland-Cheung et al., 2018b, Lee et al., 2003, Melvin and Evans, 1971). 

The most notable internal soft tissue structure in the skull is the brain; damage to 

the brain is of greater significance to the outcome of head injuries than fractures to 

the skull, making this a very important structure when discussing cranial trauma 

(Falland-Cheung et al., 2018a, Tornberg and Jacobsson, 2018).  

 

Figure 2.15: Diagram of the soft tissue structure above the skull (Ellis and 

Mahadevan, 2014:e2). 
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The major external soft tissue of the skull is the scalp (Figure 2.15). The scalp 

consists of a dermal layer and a subcutaneous layer, both of which are important to 

the mechanical behaviour of the head during an impact (Lee et al., 2003, Melvin and 

Evans, 1971). The average scalp thickness is 5mm in depth (Melvin and Evans, 

1971).  Investigations into the properties of the human scalp have been limited 

(Falland-Cheung et al., 2018b). 

The outer layer of skin is known as the dermal layer and consists of tough fibrous 

connective tissues (Melvin and Evans, 1971). Most of the strength of skin comes 

from the structure of the underlying dermis, which is covered by the external 

epidermis (Ankersen et al., 1999) The dermis is a biological membrane formed of 

composite material made primarily of water and collagen fibres forming an aligning 

collagen network intermeshed with an elastin network in a ground substance of 

proteoglycans (Ankersen et al., 1999, Doran et al., 2004). Due to its properties as a 

viscoelastic, anisotropic material with non-linear stress-strain behaviour, when 

energy is applied to the skin it is able to partially dissipate through viscous sliding of 

collagen fibrils as the fibres align with the direction of force (Ankersen et al., 1999, 

Doran et al., 2004).  

While this soft tissue serves other functions in life, it also helps to distribute load 

over the surface of the skull during the early stages of impact to help prevent a 

sharp load spike (Melvin and Evans, 1971). Human skin, and therefore the scalp, is 

highly fracture resistant (Parmar et al., 2012).The deformation of skin is time and 

loading rate dependant making it a viscoelastic material, which has different 

properties depending on the orientation of weapons relative to the skin (non-

homogenous anisotropic properties) (Doran et al., 2004, Parmar et al., 2012). The 

mechanical properties of skin and the scalp also vary depending on age, body 

weight, health, moisture content and loading history (Ankersen et al., 1999, Doran et 

al., 2004, Knight, 1975, Parmar et al., 2012, Shergold and Fleck, 2005).  Skin 

strength can vary based on the region of the body, but this is due more to the 

underlying structures (bone, muscle, etc.) than to changes in the actual skin 

mechanics (Knight, 1975, Shergold and Fleck, 2005).  

The response of skin under strain is variable due to its structure, with a very 

compliant response under low strains, but a marked increase in stiffness at higher 

strain levels (Ankersen et al., 1999). Generally calculated thresholds for skin include 
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a threshold velocity of 94 +/- 4m/s, a tensile strength of 18 +/- 2 N/mm2, and an 

elongation at break of 65 +/- 5% (Jussila et al., 2005).  

The internal soft tissue of the skull, particularly the brain, is very important element 

in blunt force trauma. The brain and internal soft tissue transmits force through the 

interior of the skull, influencing fracture propagation (Carr et al., 2015). It is very 

difficult to measure the transmission of force to the brain and internal soft tissue 

structures of the skull during studies of blunt force cranial trauma (Falland-Cheung 

et al., 2018a, Thali et al., 2002a, Thali et al., 2002d). It is important, however, to 

understand the force effect to the brain, as the resulting injuries are more indicative 

of the outcome of a blow to the head than skull fractures are, as further discussed 

below (Chattopadhyay and Tripathi, 2010, Falland-Cheung et al., 2018a, 

Guyomarc’h et al., 2010, Lee et al., 2003, Li, 2012, Meyer et al., 2009, Tornberg and 

Jacobsson, 2018, Wedel and Galloway, 2014).  

2.4 Classifications of Blunt Force Skull Fractures 

Injuries and trauma sustained to the areas of the body that have bones closer to the 

surface, like the head, have more blunt force trauma fractures associated with the 

lacerations than the softer parts of the body (Clark and Sperry, 1992). When specific 

loads are delivered to the head, characteristic fracture patterns will form providing 

information about the cause (Figure 2.16) (Kranioti, 2015).  

 Fractures are initially identified by degree and pattern of breakage (Wedel and 

Galloway, 2014). Along with the biomechanical properties of the skull, the shape, 

mass and velocity of the weapon influences the fracture formation as well (Wedel 

and Galloway, 2014). The varying fracture patterns of the skull can be formed into 

simple classifications based on morphology including linear/diastatic, 

depression/penetrating and other fractures including comminuted fractures (Kranioti, 

2015, Wedel and Galloway, 2014). 
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Figure 2.16: Diagram showing the common skull fractures including linear, diastatic, 

depression and stellate fractures (Wedel and Galloway, 2014:139).  

 

2.4.1 Linear and Diastatic Fractures 

Linear fractures are produced when a low velocity force is transmitted through a 

wide surface area causing either dramatic linear displacement or barely visible lines, 

which are especially common in the denser parts of the skull, as seen in Figure 2.17 

(Delannoy et al., 2012, Freeman et al., 2014, Li, 2012, Lovell, 1997, Melvin and 

Evans, 1971, Ortner, 2003, Schulting and Wysocki, 2005, Walker, 1997, Wedel and 

Galloway, 2014). These fractures include hairline and fissure fracture on the vault, 

basilar fracture on the base of the skull, diastatic fractures (a type of linear fracture 

that separates a suture line, see Figure 2.19) that separate sutures and any single 

fracture through the outer and/or inner table of the skull separating the table and 

sometimes the diploë, as seen in Figure 2.18 (Kranioti, 2015, Walker, 1997, Wedel 

and Galloway, 2014).  
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Figure 2.17: The formation of linear fractures versus depression fractures (Dyer and 

Fibiger, 2017). 

 

Figure 2.18: X-ray image of a linear fracture (arrow) to the right parietal of a child 

(Ciurea et al., 2011:236). 
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The formation of linear fractures requires approximately 33-75 ft-lb of energy and is 

characteristic in both accidental injuries like falls and in armed assault (Delannoy et 

al., 2012, Freeman et al., 2014, Li, 2012, Lovell, 1997, Melvin and Evans, 1971, 

Ortner, 2003, Schulting and Wysocki, 2005, Walker, 1997, Wedel and Galloway, 

2014). Linear fractures make up approximately 70-80% of all cranial fractures in 

modern studies, with diastatic fractures accounting for another approximately  5% 

(Kranioti, 2015, Wedel and Galloway, 2014). Linear fractures to the parietal bone is 

the most common skull fracture in modern children (Wedel and Galloway, 2014). 

 

Figure 2.19: A diastatic fracture, a type of linear fracture, which travels through and 

separates a cranial suture (Wedel and Galloway, 2014:139). 

 

The typical linear or fissure fracture passes through the vault at a high speed and 

usually following the path of least resistance (Wedel and Galloway, 2014). The 

fractures are rarely straight as dense bone may re-route the line and the release of 

pressure may cause plastic deformation (Wedel and Galloway, 2014). Often these 

fractures terminate in the middle of a skull bone though they will also stop when they 

reach a pre-existing fracture line or an open suture where the force can be released 

(Wedel and Galloway, 2014). 
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Linear fractures produced from blows to the upper vault of the skull usually form 

fractures traveling down, while they can also be produced by a blow to another part 

of the skull or from force transmitted up the spinal column (Wedel and Galloway, 

2014). The remote linear fractures that form in a different location from the impact 

are a result of general deformation of the skull due to the distribution of loading 

usually found when the impactor is over two square inches in surface area (Melvin 

and Evans, 1971). The cranial base is commonly involved in linear fractures, 

especially with impact to the frontal or occipital bone due to indirect compression 

between the impact site and spine (Li, 2012, Wedel and Galloway, 2014). This is 

because blows to the dome of the cranium allow more uniform distribution of strain 

energy, but when the energy transmits to the non- uniform lower bones, the strain 

concentrates and failure can begin causing remote fracture formation (Melvin and 

Evans, 1971). 

Multiple linear fractures, known as composite fractures can also produce severe 

comminuation and these complex fractures are usually the result of compression injuries 

(Wedel and Galloway, 2014). In survivors of linear fractures under the age of three, the 

fracture can enlarge with time and is referred to as a growing skull fracture (Wedel and 

Galloway, 2014). Fractures more complicated than simple linear ones rarely form from a 

fall or accident in children (Wedel and Galloway, 2014). 

Diastatic fractures (Figure 2.20) are a variant of linear fractures and form when the 

fractures carries up the path of a cranial suture causing it to separate (Wedel and 

Galloway, 2014). This kind of fracture is most common in the coronal and 

labmbdoidal sutures although it does also occur in the sagittal suture (Wedel and 

Galloway, 2014). Linear fractures are often linked with intracranial hematomas and 

tend to result from forces with large mass (Wedel and Galloway, 2014).  

2.4.2 Depression and Penetrating Fractures 

The scale of blunt force injury to the skull is largely dependant on the size of the 

impact area and the scale of force; these parameters link depression and 

penetrating fractures most commonly with intentional violence, as seen in Figure 

2.20 (Kranioti, 2015, Melvin and Evans, 1971, Wedel and Galloway, 2014). The 

higher the velocity and smaller the mass of the impacting object, the more likely a 

depression fracture will occur, as seen in Figure 2.21 (Delannoy et al., 2012, 

Klepinger, 2006, Li, 2012, Melvin and Evans, 1971, Wedel and Galloway, 2014).  
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Figure 2.20: A depression fracture to a Neolithic skull from Zauschwitz, Germany 

(Fibiger, 2009). 

 

Figure 2.21: The mechanics or depressed (left) and penetrating (right) fractures 

caused by blunt force cranial trauma. (Melvin and Evans, 1971:678).  
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Depressed fractures cause the skull structure in the vicinity of the impact to deform 

as a unit as the load builds (Melvin and Evans, 1971). Inbending of the skull and 

localized depression fractures are the most prominent signs of intentional blunt force 

trauma and with enough force there can be displacement of bone (Klepinger, 2006, 

Lovell, 1997, Schulting and Wysocki, 2005). On the outside of the skull, the central 

impact is in compression and the peripheral skull surrounding compensates creating 

upheaval and building tension forces leading to the outbending of the skull at some 

radial distance, causing bone failure (Klepinger, 2006, Melvin and Evans, 1971). As 

the strain energy to the inner table reaches a critical level (20-80 lb/in3) in high 

velocity blows, fracture will occur in the inner table leading to loss of structural 

integrity which allows the skull to cave in at the impact point (Melvin and Evans, 

1971). Secondary linear and tertiary concentric fractures can also form as a result of 

strains and defects in the skull from the impact transmitting through the soft tissue 

and skull and are characteristic signs of depression fractures, as seen in Figure 2.22 

(Calce and Rogers, 2007, Delannoy et al., 2012, Lovell, 1997, Oh, 1983, Ortner, 

2003, Smith et al., 2015, Wedel and Galloway, 2014). 

 

Figure 2.22: Skull fracture in a Neolithic skeleton from Goldberg, Germany showing 

secondary linear and tertiary concentric fracture formation (Fibiger, 2009). 
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The compressive forces of the blow may collapse the diploë which can be followed 

by failure of the outer and/or inner tables of the skull, often linked to endocranial 

bleeding and death (Melvin and Evans, 1971, Walker, 1997, Wedel and Galloway, 

2014). The internal portion of depression fractures is often larger than the external 

due to internal bevelling that is produced in living bone tissue as the vault is pushed 

inwards (Figure 2.23) (Kranioti, 2015, Wedel and Galloway, 2014).  

 

Figure 2.23: Endocranial view of a Neolithic skull from Altendorf, Germany showing 

distinctive bevelling making the internal injury larger than the external one (Fibiger, 

2009). 

Depression fractures do not always perforate the skull. Shallow depressions that are 

sometimes referred to as pond fractures, usually only effect the outer table and 

when they heal over they resemble small imprints in the skull (Figure 2.24) 

(Klepinger, 2006, Kranioti, 2015, Wedel and Galloway, 2014). The relatively 

localised defect in these fractures means the approximate outline of the weapon can 

sometimes be demarcated, however, when the depression fracture is more 

extensive and affects all three skull tables the area of damage is often larger than 

the size of the object and the curvature of the skull can limit the imprint (Klepinger, 

2006, Wedel and Galloway, 2014). 
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Figure 2.24: Small depression fracture effecting only the outer table of a Neolithic 

adult female from Dinnington, UK (Schulting and Wysocki, 2005). 

As the striking object’s surface area decreases (usually below 1 square inch) and 

the kinetic energy increases the resulting fracture approaches penetrating injury 

(Delannoy et al., 2012, Klepinger, 2006, Li, 2012, Melvin and Evans, 1971, Wedel 

and Galloway, 2014). Penetrating injuries usually cause a ‘plug’ of the skull the 

same diameter as the impacting surface to be sheared out of the cranium with little 

or no disturbance to the surrounding skull, as seen in Figure 2.25 (Melvin and 

Evans, 1971). The failure rate of the frontal bone leading to a penetrating injury with 

an impact area of 1 square inch is approximately 900lbs.  

In modern studies, depressed fractures occur 3.5 times more in children than in 

adults, though in young children there may be depression to the vault without 

fracture (Wedel and Galloway, 2014). Infant bones are thinner and more flexible so 

may respond differently to adults in the case of blunt force trauma leading to 

depression fracture as they are able to absorb relatively greater force before failure 

(Wedel and Galloway, 2014).  
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Figure 2.25: Possible penetrating-style depression fracture in a Neolithic skull from 

Luttra, Sweden (Fibiger, 2009) 

2.4.3 Other Blunt Force Fractures 

Other common blunt force fractures to the skull include stellate and comminuted 

fractures, which can also be present along with a depressed fracture (Wedel and 

Galloway, 2014).  

Stellate fractures are star shaped and consist of many linear fractures branching out 

from a mid-point, as seen in Figure 2.26 (Wedel and Galloway, 2014). These 

fractures originate at the point of impact and are commonly formed from heavy 

loads at relatively low velocity (Wedel and Galloway, 2014). Stellate fractures are 

formed similarly to depression fractures with inbending of bone at the impact site 

and outbending of the periphery of the vault causing concentric fractures crossed by 

linear fractures (Kranioti, 2015). They tend to occur in the upper parietals and are 

sometimes associated with a depressed fracture at the point of impact (Wedel and 

Galloway, 2014).  
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Figure 2.26: Example of a stellate fracture in a skull (Wedel and Galloway, 

2014:139). 

Communited fractures form when more than two fractures are created, forming an 

extensive fracture class based on the fragmentation of the bone (Wedel and 

Galloway, 2014). Comminuted fractures are often the result of crushing forces and 

tend to form on the convexities of the skull with heavy fragmentation of the central 

area and circular fractures extending beyond the point of impact making recovery 

and reconstruction of all portions of the skull incredibly difficult (Wedel and 

Galloway, 2014). 

2.4.4 Survival and Death Due to Blunt Force Trauma 

Fractures to the skull are not usually the element of injury that determines survival in 

the blunt force trauma, instead the associated soft tissue damage is a better 

indicator of the long term outcome of cranial injuries (Chattopadhyay and Tripathi, 

2010, Falland-Cheung et al., 2018a, Guyomarc’h et al., 2010, Lee et al., 2003, Li, 

2012, Meyer et al., 2009, Ord and Benian, 1995, Tornberg and Jacobsson, 2018, 

Wedel and Galloway, 2014). The nature of early prehistoric osteological material 

means that soft tissue is rarely preserved; it becomes difficult to assess the damage 

to the soft tissue that resulted from the injuries that caused cranial fracture. Many 
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archaeological weapons have similarities with modern tools used in assaults like 

Neolithic wooden clubs and modern baseball bats or prehistoric stone hammers and 

modern metal ones (Berlet et al., 1992, Webber and Ganiaris, 2004). An overall 

understanding of the associated soft tissue trauma can be garnered from more 

modern medical studies to better understand potential outcomes in an 

archaeological context (Tornberg and Jacobsson, 2018).  

Studies of baseball bat related violence in the medical record demonstrates 

associated soft tissue damage of blunt force injuries (Groleau et al., 1993, Ord and 

Benian, 1995). Cranial fractures are often associated with haemorrhages and brain 

trauma as well as damage and laceration to the external soft tissue (Chattopadhyay 

and Tripathi, 2010, Groleau et al., 1993, Lee et al., 2003, Ord and Benian, 1995). 

Epidural and subdural haemorrhages were most commonly noted in association 

with linear fractures (Chattopadhyay and Tripathi, 2010). 

Depression fractures of a similar nature to those in the early prehistoric 

archaeological record tend to be associated with lacerations and contusions of the 

brain (Chattopadhyay and Tripathi, 2010, Lee et al., 2003). Modern assault studies 

demonstrate the distinct existence of maxillofacial trauma sustained in blunt force 

trauma related cases as well, although this is often difficult to assess in the skeletal 

remains of early prehistoric archaeological sites, and could not be analysed in the 

experiments presented in this paper due to limitations of the test material, as 

discussed in Chapters 4 and 5 (Ord and Benian, 1995). 

Even in the case of healed trauma, it is interesting to note that soft tissue damage 

might cause temporary incapacitation (Chattopadhyay and Tripathi, 2010). Modern 

medical practice can use nonsurgical intervention for blunt force cranial trauma 

when no evidence of violation of the duramater and no significant cranial hematoma 

is present. This is usually when depressed bone is no more than 10mm below the 

inner table of the skull (found in 26/63 patients)(Heary et al., 1993). This suggests 

that in archaeological cases of depression fractures less than 10mm below the inner 

table, survival is clearly possible. While the fracture remained small, the soft tissue 

damage and cognitive effect of a blow to the cranium could potentially still be 

severe, which is important in the understanding of the outcome for those with 

survived trauma in the archaeological record, which is further discussed in Chapters 

3 and 7 (Tornberg and Jacobsson, 2018). 
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2.5 Assessment of Cranial Blunt Force Trauma 

Many different mechanisms of injury can cause blunt force trauma and the limited 

way in which bone can react to an impact can complicate the diagnosis of 

intentional and accidental mechanisms of injury (Alcantara et al., 1994, Brothwell, 

1961, Jacobsen et al., 2009, Knüsel and Smith, 2014, Lovell, 1997, Raul et al., 

2008, Sharkey et al., 2012). Blunt force trauma is a common cause of homicide and 

also produces primary skeletal damage in car crash, plane crash, traumatic 

compression and falls (Wedel and Galloway, 2014). These different mechanisms of 

injury can cause similar fracture formation, however, certain fracture attributes can 

help to determine the cause (Kranioti, 2015).  

In archaeological studies, certain fracture formations are often discounted as likely 

accidental trauma (Freeman et al., 2014, Lovell, 1997, Ortner, 2003, Smith, 2014). 

Non-lethal cranial trauma causes several distinct types of injuries (Walker, 1997). 

Linear fractures are often discounted as they can also form from accidental trauma, 

while depression and penetrating blunt force fractures formed by a higher velocity 

and more concentrated force, become the focus of archaeological interpersonal 

violence studies as these patterns are strongly linked to armed blows (Lovell, 1997, 

Oh, 1983, Ortner, 2003, Schulting, 2012, Schulting and Wysocki, 2005, Smith, 

2014). 

The distinct morphology of fractures can provide significant information on the 

forces involved, direction of loading and the effect of bone strength (Walker, 1997, 

Wedel and Galloway, 2014). Careful observation and description of the injuries is 

needed to contribute to the understanding of injury circumstance and can be used to 

identify potential weapons (Buchaillet et al., 2016, Clark and Sperry, 1992, McGee, 

1991).  

Patterns of injury caused by distinct weapons can be determined with this technique 

when careful correlation of the injuries is carried out with a variety of potential 

weapons or trauma mechanisms (Clark and Sperry, 1992, Delannoy et al., 2012, 

McGee, 1991). This careful analysis includes detailed photography of the wound 

site and descriptions of the unique features of fracture formation (Clark and Sperry, 

1992). In forensic studies, common practice is to sketch the striking end of weapons 

on acetate and match this outline by overlays on photographic enlargements of the 

wounds (Clark and Sperry, 1992, McGee, 1991). This is because bone tends to 
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retain and reproduce patterned weapons characteristics better than areas of soft 

tissue and therefore a fairly accurate match can often be made between the formed 

fracture and potential weapons (Clark and Sperry, 1992, Walker, 1997). 

2.5.1 Assessment of Trauma in Relation to Time of Death 

One of the primary goals of blunt force fracture analysis is to determine the time the 

injury occurred in relation to the death of the individual, as this is an important 

aspect of determining the cause and context of the fracture. Fractures that occur 

postmortem are not associated with interpersonal violence of the living, while 

antemortem and perimortem trauma may give clear insight into violent conflict.  

Bones have varying reactions based on the balance of organic and inorganic 

materials left within them, which aids in the determination of trauma timing 

(Klepinger, 2006). It has been suggested that analysis of fracture morphology has 

the highest rate of correct identification of injury incurred before or after death, 
though this does not remain true in all studies, and the best determination can 

always be made by using all known indicators of fracture timing (Wedel and 

Galloway, 2014). 

2.5.1.1 Antemortem Trauma 

Antemortem trauma refers to injuries incurred during life and is most clearly 

identified when signs of healing in the form of bone remodelling, osteophyte activity 

or callus formation are present at the fracture site, as seen in Figure 2.27 (Barbian 

and Sledzik, 2008, Brothwell, 1961, Klepinger, 2006, Kranioti, 2015, Lovell, 1997, 

Lyman, 1994, Ubelaker and Montaperto, 2014b, Wedel and Galloway, 2014, 

Wieberg and Wescott, 2008). The healing of bone can vary and is influenced by 

fracture stability (biomechanics), blood supply, age, health, location of the injury and 

severity (Claes et al., 2012, Wedel and Galloway, 2014). The bony calluses, which 

consist of woven bone and new blood vessels, begin to mineralize approximately 

one week after callus initiation and may progress over weeks or month (Claes et al., 

2012, Ubelaker and Montaperto, 2014b, Wedel and Galloway, 2014).  
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Figure 2.27: A Neolithic skull from Isbister, UK with a healed or antemortem fracture 

in an adult female (Schulting, 2012:237). 

The skull usually heals with the development of bony bridges between two fracture 

fragments (Kranioti, 2015). Studies of cranial fractures have found that the first sign 

of healing is a slight rounding of sharp fracture edges that appears around one week 

or more following injury (Barbian and Sledzik, 2008). The earliest visible response of 

bone fracture repair identified in a study of 127 adult crania from US civil war 

specimens with gun shot injuries was present at five days, while all showed signs 

after one week (Barbian and Sledzik, 2008). This demonstrates the earliest point 

that it may be possible to identify antemortem trauma and differentiate it from 

trauma incurred at the time of death.  

Over years the healing bone calluses remodel to approximately the shape of the 

original bone, although the area remains visible in adults (Claes et al., 2012, Wedel 

and Galloway, 2014). This process is the same for both cortical and trabecular 

bone, though trabecular bone lacks the distinct bony callus (Wedel and Galloway, 

2014). Antemortem trauma includes all levels of healed injury with the later bony 

calluses much easier to diagnose than the early stages of healing (Wedel and 

Galloway, 2014). 
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2.5.1.2 Perimortem Trauma 

Perimortem trauma refers to trauma incurred around the point of death, but in 

anthropology and osteoarchaeology these fractures are identified when no healing 

appears at the fracture site, but the bone was still ‘wet’ and retained the characteristics 

of living tissue, as seen in Figure 2.28 (Brothwell, 1961, Kranioti, 2015, Lovell, 1997, 

Lyman, 1994, Walker, 2001, Wieberg and Wescott, 2008). This makes the time of 

perimortem trauma variable based on the pace of the healing process and bone 

decomposition (Wedel and Galloway, 2014, Wieberg and Wescott, 2008). In 

anthropological studies this often means that the trauma is directly associated with the 

manner of death or the handling of remains shortly following death (Wieberg and 

Wescott, 2008). The nature of archaeological material and the ability of bone to retain 

some of its living characteristics for a period after death can complicate the direct 

association of the trauma with cause of death and this association is often determined 

based on the reactions of ‘wet’ or ‘dry’ bone biomechanics (Brothwell, 1961, Lovell, 

1997, Walker, 2001, Wedel and Galloway, 2014, Wieberg and Wescott, 2008). 

If no signs of healing are present at a bone fracture site, then the injury can be 

analysed to determine if the trauma was incurred peri- or postmortem.  

Figure 2.28: An example of perimortem fracture in a Neolithic skeleton from 

Goldberg, Germany (Fibiger, 2009) 



2.5.1.3 Postmortem Trauma 

Postmortem fracture is trauma inflicted on the skeleton following death and drying of 

the bone. This type of fracture is often associated with the taphonomic process 

(Lovell, 1997, Lyman, 1994, Wieberg and Wescott, 2008). The identification of 

postmortem trauma is usually done using the colour of fracture surface, anatomical 

location, fracture pattern morphology, angle of fracture margin and context 

dependant damage like carnivore marks, excavation damage and weathering 

(Lovell, 1997, Wedel and Galloway, 2014).  

2.5.1.4 Differentiating Peri- and Postmortem Injury 

The main differentiation between peri and postmortem fracture is based on colour 

variation at the fracture site, fracture morphology including outline surface 

appearance, angle, and microscopic characteristics (Wieberg and Wescott, 2008). 

Assessment of these features can help to determine the point at which fractures 

were incurred by the skeleton. 

The surface appearance and angle of fractures have a significant correlation with 

the moisture content of bone, which typically has a rapid loss following death that 

then slows (Wieberg and Wescott, 2008). This is because the moisture content in 

bone is an indicator for the amount of collagen still present, which influences bone 

fracture biomechanics as previously discussed (Wieberg and Wescott, 2008). The 

rate of moisture loss is linked to deposition of the remains with things like freezing, 

water logged environments or the accumulation of fluids at the bottom of a mass 

grave slowing the process of skeletonisation (Wedel and Galloway, 2014). This 

slowing of moisture loss means that the period over which perimortem style trauma 

is produced becomes longer. 

Collagen provides bone with flexibility during life. The loss of this collagen after 

death changes the biomechanical properties of bone and therefore the fracture 

patterns produced by postmortem trauma (Klepinger, 2006, Wedel and Galloway, 

2014). Bone begins to respond and fail like an inorganic material meaning it takes 

less energy to break; displaced fragments do not remain attached; there is limited 

plastic deformation; breaks are more jagged; bone is more likely to shatter and have 

smaller fragments; concentric and radiating fractures are less likely to appear; and 

crumbling and compression defects are more common (Klepinger, 2006, Kranioti, 

2015, Wedel and Galloway, 2014). Postmortem fractures typically form with squared 
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sharp edges at right angles to the bone surface and are more likely to cause 

massive fragmentation or shattering of dry bone (Kranioti, 2015, Wieberg and 

Wescott, 2008).  

Collagen remains in bone for a period of time after death and allows for the 

extensive deformation of bone prior to failure (Klepinger, 2006, Wedel and 

Galloway, 2014, Wieberg and Wescott, 2008). Studies have suggested that 

perimortem trauma can occur for several weeks after death. Wieberg and Wescott 

(2008) used 60 porcine long bones and found that the bone continued to have fresh 

characteristics for up to 141 days postmortem. The complicated nature of identifying 

perimortem trauma means that multiple characteristics should be considered when 

diagnosing a fracture (Wieberg and Wescott, 2008).  

Perimortem trauma to the skull is identified by plastic deformation, and/or broken 

fragments that remain attached to the skull, which indicates the presence of the 

periosteum and other soft tissue at the time of injury (Klepinger, 2006, Kranioti, 

2015). When fresh or ‘wet’ cranial bone bends, divisions are created between the 

diploë and the tables, usually producing bevelled fractures on the inner table and 

the detachments of the outer table with lines of fractures forming towards the 

weaker areas of the skull (Kranioti, 2015).  

Staining on skeletonized remains can aid in analysis of the injury, however, it can be 

caused by postmortem processes like decomposition fluids, blood, soil water and 

organic matter, which can hide the signs of staining from things like haemorrhages 

that would be indicative of violence-related injury (Wieberg and Wescott, 2008). 

When the fracture surface colour is homogenous to the outside bone colour, the 

fracture is considered to be prior to postmortem processes, however, fake or untrue 

perimortem trauma can be misdiagnosed as colour equalizes over time (Wieberg 

and Wescott, 2008).  

Differentiating the point at which a bone fracture was incurred during an individual’s 

life (ante-, peri- or postmortem) is important when discussing intentional violence 

versus funerary practices and taphonomic processes. For studies of violence in past 

populations, antemortem and perimortem trauma demonstrate the potential injuries 

inflicted to individuals during or at the end of their life as part of interpersonal 

violence. The identification and analysis of this trauma is important to understand 

the context of archaeological injuries. 
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2.5.2 Accidental Trauma in Archaeological Studies 

Trauma to the skeleton can be produced both by intentional violence and accidental 

injury. This thesis focuses on intentional blunt force trauma; however, trauma from 

accidental circumstances needs to be recognised to differentiate this from that 

caused by interpersonal violence in the archaeological record. Falls are one the 

most common causes of accidental cranial fracture (Wedel and Galloway, 2014). 

The fracture formation from these incidences are primarily linear or radial and are 

unlikely to produce comminuted or depressed fractures (Wedel and Galloway, 

2014). Falls from heights produce patterns of vertical deceleration injury from impact 

(Wedel and Galloway, 2014).  

Demographically, falls are often linked to young children or older adolescence due 

to higher risk factors like sports, however, the rate of injury increases as well with 

old age due to a decrease in agility and age-related degradation and disease of the 

skeleton (Wedel and Galloway, 2014). In modern populations the rate of falls is 

higher in young men again due to more risk-taking behaviour and post-menopausal 

women due to loss of bone density (Wedel and Galloway, 2014). These are risk 

factors that likely remain similar when discussing early prehistoric populations.  

Falls are more likely to cause fractures without lacerations than intentional trauma, 

but because the brain is most vulnerable to trauma it can sustain lethal trauma from 

blows that would be much less traumatic post-cranially (Wedel and Galloway, 2014). 

Falls can also produce contrecoup injuries to the brain on the opposite side to the 

impact (Wedel and Galloway, 2014). Death from blunt force related injury can occur 

from a variety of situations, both intentional and accidental (Li, 2012). 

Archaeological studies on interpersonal violence often rule out linear and diastatic 

fractures found in the archaeological record as these patterns are known to be 

produced in accidental contexts as well as resulting from violent attack (Schulting 

and Wysocki, 2005, Ubelaker and Montaperto, 2014b). This is interesting to note in 

an archaeological context as it may mean population studies are showing a lower 

level of interpersonal violence than was actually present. The issues this causes will 

be discussed further in Chapters 3 and 7.  
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2.5.3 Violence-Related Trauma 

Cranio-cerebral damage in modern homicide is more common than all other parts of 

the body combined (Wedel and Galloway, 2014). This is likely due to a strategic and 

symbolic drive to target the head of a victim as these injuries can be very painful, 

and demonstrate social dominance by leaving damage to a conspicuous area of the 

body (Fibiger, 2014, Walker, 1997, Wedel and Galloway, 2014). The head and face 

of a victim can be linked psychologically to their identity in the mind of the 

perpetrator, creating a focal point for attack (Fibiger, 2014, Wedel and Galloway, 

2014). In modern studies, two thirds of assaults with baseball bats are aimed at the 

head and the nature of the assaults means cerebral damage is likely to be inflicted 

even when the victim does not lose consciousness (Ord and Benian, 1995). The 

head is a very strategic target in regards to killing or incapacitation (Fibiger, 2014). 

Even non-lethal blows can heavily incapacitate a victim as the skull houses the very 

vulnerable brain.  

There is a huge range of weapons that can cause blunt force injury and fatalities 

throughout human history have been caused by blows from clubs, rods, pipes, rocks, 

hammers, baseball bats, lamps, ornaments, furniture legs, hands, feet and almost any 

other instrument at hand (Klepinger, 2006, Smith, 2014, Wedel and Galloway, 2014). 

Almost anything with a blunt surface can be used to inflict this kind of trauma in an 

attack. It is interesting to note though that this mechanism of injury, in most cases, 

requires close contact with the victim and considerable effort to form fractures, 

potentially giving the victim an opportunity to resist (Wedel and Galloway, 2014). 

There are some mechanisms, like projectile stone weapons, that do not require the 

close context and these will be discussed further in Chapter 3 on Neolithic weapons. 

For the purpose of this thesis, the focus is on hand-held weapons.  

Intentional blows to the head are generally located around the vault, but often 

cluster towards the upper regions (Wedel and Galloway, 2014). The fracture shape 

produced will vary based on tool shape, size, area impacted on the tool and the 

area impacted on the skull (Clark and Sperry, 1992). It is this variation that can be 

used to gain information about the circumstances of the injury and the potential 

weapon used in the attack. A number of modern studies have successfully identified 

weapons based on cranial fracture patterns (Clark and Sperry, 1992). It is worth 

noting though that this is not an easy task and innocuous items can produce 

fractures that mimic other more likely weapons (Wedel and Galloway, 2014). 
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Identifiable patterns of blunt weapons do exist in archaeological remains though it 

can be complicated by taphonomic damage to fracture sites (Dyer and Fibiger, 

2017, Smith, 2014, Tornberg and Jacobsson, 2018, Wedel and Galloway, 2014). 

The damage and preservation of archaeological remains can often complicate 

reconstruction of the weapon and context, making the task difficult (Wedel and 

Galloway, 2014).  

The presence of an initial depression fracture is a prominent sign of intentional blunt 

force trauma in archaeological remains, with radiating fractures, outbending, hinge 

fractures and bevelling at the fracture site all indicators of potential interpersonal-

violence-related blunt force injury (Lovell, 1997, Calce and Rogers, 2007, Ortner, 

2003, Schulting and Wysocki, 2005, Walker, 1997). In both archaeological and 

forensic cases, fractures that affect the outer table of the skull only are the most 

likely to produce characteristics of the instruments delivering the blow (Wedel and 

Galloway, 2014).  

The presences of facial fractures, though sometimes complicated by poor 

preservation in archaeological contexts, are a good indicator of intentional trauma. 

Facial fractures are rarely formed from falls or accidental circumstances (Wedel and 

Galloway, 2014). Fractures around the nose, nasals and or maxillae are the most 

common results of blows to the face (Klepinger, 2006). These fractures are often 

associated with loss or avulsion of dentition (Wedel and Galloway, 2014). In modern 

studies, fractures of the nasal bones in Americans are very commonly linked with 

interpersonal violence, although they do also appear in some accidental situations 

and sports injury (Klepinger, 2006). 80% of intentional blunt force trauma recorded 

in Australia presented as facial fractures (Wedel and Galloway, 2014).  

The formation of blunt force trauma cranial fractures in modern studies are often not 

linked with an initial aim to kill and many represent individual low-level altercations 

escalating into violence (Wedel and Galloway, 2014). In modern populations blunt 

force trauma still represents a significant proportion of overall injuries with 17% of 

US (Rand and Strom 1997), and 40% in India (Wedel and Galloway, 2014). 

Countries with less guns have a higher rate of blunt force trauma injury (Wedel and 

Galloway, 2014). Current modern studies also show that the majority of victims of 

this kind of intentional trauma are male with 87% male victims in India (Arbade and 

Godbole 2006) and 77% in Australia (Pleuekhahn and Cordner 1991)(Wedel and 

Galloway, 2014).  
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2.5.4 The Hat Brim Rule: Differentiating Blows from Falls 

The Hat Brim Rule (HBR) is a common technique that has been implemented in 

forensic and archaeological studies for determining the likelihood of a cranial injury 

being the result of accidental injury or intentional violence based on the location of 

the fracture on the skull (Ubelaker and Montaperto, 2014b). Very few studies exist 

that evaluate the validity of the HBR in a standardized way (Kremer et al., 2008, 

Kremer and Sauvageau, 2009). Originally the HBR stated that injuries located at the 

line where a brim of a hat would lie are more likely caused by a fall, while an 

intentional blow would be located above this line (Kremer et al., 2008, Guyomarc’h 

et al., 2010, Kranioti, 2015). The original rule developed in the early 20th century was 

recently standardized to an area parallel to the Frankfort Horizontal Plane 

(Guyomarc’h et al., 2010, Kremer et al., 2008, Kremer and Sauvageau, 2009, Wedel 

and Galloway, 2014).  

The redefinition of the area of the hat brim line carried out by Kremer et al. (2008) 

was done to provide a clearer and better scope for research than the poorly defined 

area previously discussed (Guyomarc’h et al., 2010, Kremer et al., 2008, Kremer 

and Sauvageau, 2009). This new definition used a 30mm band and located it using 

landmarks on a dry skull, which are easily defined and repeatable (Kremer et al., 

2008). The inferior line of the band runs parallel to the line inspired by the Frankfort 

Horizontal Plane (the plane passing through right and left auditory canals and the 

left orbital) and passes through the centre of the external auditory meatus (EAM) 

line, while the superior margin is parallel to this and passes through the glabella or 

G-line, as seen in Figure 2.29 (Kremer et al., 2008).  

The HBR has been cited in some literature as the best single criteria to determine if 

an injury is related to a fall or a blow, however, recent studies suggest it to be only 

moderately valid and that the rule must be implemented along with other criteria 

(Guyomarc’h et al., 2010, Kranioti, 2015). The rule is only able to demonstrate that 

blunt force trauma caused by falls is unlikely to form above the hat brim line if the 

person was standing and fell onto a flat floor with no intervening objects (Wedel and 

Galloway, 2014). It has been unclear if the rule works for lacerations or fractures as 

it has been used both ways in different studies (Kremer and Sauvageau, 2009). 
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Figure 2.29: The area of The Hat Brim Rule is demarcated between the superior G 

Line and inferior EAM Line (Kremer et al., 2008:716). 

With the more accurate HBR definition, both homicides and falls produce fractures 

at the hat brim line, but homicide is more likely to cause fractures above 

(Guyomarc’h et al., 2010, Kremer et al., 2008, Kremer and Sauvageau, 2009, Wedel 

and Galloway, 2014). Overall its seems the within the delineated line fractures from 

blows and falls are about a ratio of 50:50, but 75.9% of fractures found above the 

line are from blows (Wedel and Galloway, 2014). 

Further studies have suggest combining the HBR with other factors to create a 

decision tree to determine if blunt force cranial fractures are from a blow or a fall 

(Guyomarc’h et al., 2010, Kremer and Sauvageau, 2009). Assault blows are more 

common on the left side of the skull in face-to-face altercations due to handedness, 

while wounds on the right side of the head are more likely caused by falls 

(Guyomarc’h et al., 2010, Kremer et al., 2008, Kremer and Sauvageau, 2009, 

Walker, 1997, Wedel and Galloway, 2014). In Kremer and Sauvageau’s (2009) 

study, right side lateralization for falls was 71.4% and left side for blows was 85.7% 

showing the expected pattern. In another study of 205 intentional blows delivered to 

human skulls, 63% presented on the left side of the skull (Walker, 1997). The right 

side presentation of accidental injury is due to the individual trying to catch 
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themselves with their right hand (Kremer and Sauvageau, 2009). A higher number 

of lacerations present in the soft tissue are also tied with blows (Guyomarc’h et al., 

2010, Kremer et al., 2008, Kremer and Sauvageau, 2009).  

Guyomarc’h et al.’s (2010) study examined blunt force cranial injury from falls down 

stairs, falls from standing and from blows in a total of 113 cases, distributed as 

21:29:63 and found improved methods for the determination of intentional and 

accidental trauma. Criteria that indicates the likelihood that the trauma was 

sustained from a blow includes: more than three lacerations present, lacerations 

over 70mm long, communited or depressed calvarial fractures, laceration or fracture 

above the hat brim line, left-side lateralization of laceration or fractures, more than 

four facial contusions or lacerations, presence of ear lacerations, facial fracture, and 

post cranial osseous and/or visceral trauma (Guyomarc’h et al., 2010). A decision 

tree, seen in Figure 2.30, was devised by this study to determine the likeliness of a 

blow versus a fall (Guyomarc’h et al., 2010). This decision tree was able to class 

82% of the falls and 93.7% of the blows correctly (Guyomarc’h et al., 2010). 

 

 

Figure 2.30: Decision tree developed by Guyomarc’h et al. (2010:425) for the 

discrimination between blows and falls that present with cranial blunt force trauma. 
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In archaeological cases, the lack of soft tissue would hinder the use of Guyomarc’h 

et al.’s (2010) system. Kremer and Sauvageau carried out a study (2009) that 

combined the HBR with side lateralization of fractures and the number of lacerations 

to improve accuracy in determination of falls versus blows. Their results were 

accurate 65.9% of the time for falls and 100% of the time for blows when using at 

least two of the factors and 83.3% for falls and 100% for blows when using all three 

factors (Kremer and Sauvageau, 2009). As the use of the two factors does improve 

accuracy, particularly for the identification of intentional blows, this could aid in 

archaeological studies.  

2.6 Taphonomic Influence on the Identification of Archaeological Injury 

Taphonomic changes that influence archaeological material can create both 

pseudo-trauma, where postmortem events present as fractures to the living bone, or 

destroy and distort evidence of trauma that did occur during life (Calce and Rogers, 

2007, Fibiger, 2014, Meyer et al., 2009, Ubelaker and Montaperto, 2014b, Wedel 

and Galloway, 2014). People who died in the past may have been subject to many 

varying funerary treatments, and long periods of time buried prior to excavation; 

understanding taphonomy may offer important details about the deceased individual 

and circumstances of death (Klepinger, 2006, Ubelaker and Montaperto, 2014b).  

Scavenging, cremation, dismemberment, ritual use of remains, soil conditions, 

weathering, root damage, burial practice, farming and excavation can all influence 

the skeletal markers of trauma (Calce and Rogers, 2007, Ubelaker and Montaperto, 

2014b, Wedel and Galloway, 2014).  These processes have a pronounced effect on 

the identification of bone trauma, which is why identification of blunt force trauma 

often does not require all diagnostic signs to be present when working on 

archaeological material (Calce and Rogers, 2007, Lovell, 1997, Ubelaker and 

Montaperto, 2014b, Wedel and Galloway, 2014).  

Grading blunt force trauma on a scale of probability when identifying it in 

archaeological assemblages can aid in analysis, although this does likely miss 

evidence of at least some forms of interpersonal violence (Schulting and Wysocki, 

2005, Smith, 2014). Cranial remains in archaeology are often very fragmentary due 

to postmortem taphonomy, which can complicate the identification of perimortem 

trauma and is why antemortem trauma is relatively easier to diagnose due to the 
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signs of healing (Walker, 1997).  Taphonomic influence on the archaeological record 

will be discussed further in Chapter 3 and Chapter 7 as it pertains to the 

identification of intentional blunt force trauma during the European Neolithic and the 

interpretations of society within this period. 

Chapter 3 will discuss the geographical and temporal boundaries of the current 

study, giving background on the Central and Western European Neolithic. This 

chapter will utilise the knowledge of fracture biomechanics and blunt force cranial 

trauma presented above to discuss current research on Neolithic osteological 

trauma and material culture that informs studies of interpersonal violence from this 

period. 
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Chapter 3:  The Neolithic of Central and Western 

Europe (Including Southern Scandinavia) - 

Chronology, Material Culture and Previous Studies of 

Violence 

3.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to present current research that has influenced the 

temporal and geographical constraints of the current study. The Neolithic period in 

Europe covers a wide range of dates, which varies from region to region. As the 

current study is the first attempt to identify multiple blunt-force weapon tools from 

this period, a broader consideration of the Neolithic within the parameters discussed 

below is best suited for the primary experimental techniques used in this paper (see 

chapter 4 on experimental archaeology). Applications of this research to more 

focused regional variances should be the focus of future studies, but these cannot 

proceed before completion of this primary research. The following chapter will seek 

to give appropriate background information on the Neolithic in Central and Western 

Europe (including southern Scandinavia), utilising larger patterns of social 

interaction. This does not imply that interpersonal violence, weaponry, or social 

interactions were identical between different regions and time periods but seeks to 

highlight trends that would provide the best evidence for identification of potential 

weapon-tools from the Neolithic of this region. Areas discussed in the current study 

may be referred to as general geographic regions (i.e. Central Europe), or current 

geo-political boundaries (such as Germany) due to varying methods of defining 

spatial constraints in current published Neolithic research (Apostolou, 2017, 

Christensen, 2004, Fowler et al., 2015b, Fowler et al., 2015a, Golitko and Keeley, 

2007, Hofmann and Orschiedt, 2015, Keeley, 1997, Sánchez Goñi et al., 2016, 

Schibler and Jacomet, 2010, Schulting and Fibiger, 2012b, Thorpe, 2015, Whittle, 

1996, Whittle et al., 2007). 

This chapter will first define the geographic and temporal constraints considered in 

this paper, and provide a general introduction to theories on Neolithic lifeways in this 

area. As the current study focuses on weapon identification and its implications to 
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society, a discussion of current theories of interpersonal violence within the Central 

and Western European Neolithic will follow. Evidence of osteological trauma, 

particularly intentional cranial blunt force injury will be discussed in depth to provide 

the base data that will be compared to the experimental results of the current study. 

This will include analytical presentation of patterns of injury within various Neolithic 

populations, looking at distribution between sexes, age and the context of the 

trauma. This will highlight how osteological analysis has provided invaluable 

evidence to the understanding of violence and therefor social interaction during this 

period and demonstrate how the research in this paper will further benefit this field. 

3.1.1 Chronological and Geographical Parameters of this Research 

 

Figure 3.1: Map showing the general regions included in this research (in red). 

Based on image by Reis (2016). 

The scope of this paper will focus on Central and Western Europe, including 

Southern Scandinavia, during the Neolithic period (Figure 3.1). The geographical 

boundaries are defined more by Neolithic activity (i.e. individual cultures as currently 

understood) than any physical or political delineations (Ahlström and Molnar, 2012, 

Fibiger et al., 2013, Schulting and Fibiger, 2012b, Thorpe, 2015, Whittle, 1996, 

Whittle et al., 2007). The Neolithic is a period of prehistory characterised by the 
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emergence small groups of farmers with subsistence based on simple mixed 

farming, including the first domesticated animals, cereals and pulses, which 

accompanied a more settled form of life (King, 2003, Schulting and Fibiger, 2012a, 

Whittle, 1996). The new Neolithic settlement system differed in size from the 

previous hunter-gatherer way of life and likely comprised of networks of settlements 

rather than the individual bands or groups that were likely favoured by more 

nomadic Mesolithic people (Fibiger, 2014). 

 

Figure 3.2: General Timeline of the Neolithic in Research Area. Note: the three 

regions have been separated due to significantly different timelines of Neolithic 

adoption and development. While this does this not infer a lack of variation within 

these regions, they have been grouped together in the literature based on generally 

similar timelines (Ahlström and Molnar, 2012, Dyer and Fibiger, 2017, Fibiger, 2012, 

Fibiger et al., 2013, Fowler et al., 2015a, Schulting and Wysocki, 2005, Schulting, 

2012, Schulting and Fibiger, 2012b, Thorpe, 2015, Whittle, 1996, Whittle et al., 

2007) 
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This new form of subsistence and settlement systems spread from east to west 

across Europe over centuries, with various stages of sedentism and socio-cultural 

growth at the same points in time in different areas of Europe, as seen in Figure 3.2 

(King, 2003, Schulting and Fibiger, 2012a). Though differing levels of sedentism and 

co-existence of hunter-gatherer groups occurred within the Neolithic period, there is 

a clear and continued interaction and cultural exchange between the various areas 

selected for this research, with similarities in technology, tools, weapons and cultural 

stressors (King, 2003, Whittle, 1996).  

Variations between areas do exist in such a large geographical and temporal range 

and these will be addressed within this chapter. Due to overlap in technology and 

time periods the focus of the paper will be predominantly on the Early to Late 

Neolithic of central Europe (c.5500-2200 BC), along with the corresponding periods 

within Scandinavia and Britain.  

A better understanding of interpersonal conflict during this period can greatly aid the 

discussion of both the spread of the Neolithic across Europe and how societies 

functioned once the new lifeways were established (Keeley, 1997, Schier, 2015). 

Currently, theories of interpersonal violence for this period fluctuate greatly, with 

significant debates over the meaning of existing archaeological evidence (Keeley, 

1997, Schier, 2015, Smith, 2014). A better analysis of the indicators of violence, 

especially the cause of skeletal trauma, from the period is necessary to create a 

more comprehensive understanding of the social interaction of during this time.  

3.1.2 The Timeline of Mesolithic-Neolithic Transition  

The chronology of the European Neolithic is complicated by the vast area and time 

periods covered (Figure 3.2), causing the uptake of Neolithic lifeways to vary greatly 

between the south (Iberia), and the north (Scandinavia), which has led to difficulties 

when analysing the transition between the Mesolithic and Neolithic across the 

entirety of Europe (Thorpe, 2015). The areas covered in this research saw the 

emergence and adoption of different parts of Neolithic practices at different times. 

For example, Early Neolithic technologies in domestication of plants and animals 

reach Belgium, the Netherlands and Germany in the second half of the 6th 

millennium BC, while these were absent until c.4000 BC in Britain (Shennan, 2015). 

By looking at the Neolithic and violent interactions across the central and western 
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areas of Europe as a whole, a better understanding of overall and regional patterns 

of aspects of social interaction can be gained.   

The Neolithic way of life seems to have spread across Europe in waves of fast 

advancement and stagnation (Schier, 2015). There remain considerable 

uncertainties as to the mechanism of this spread and the interactions or co-

existence between settlement and groups of peoples during this period (Robb et al., 

2013, Sánchez Goñi et al., 2016, Schier, 2015). Most notably, debate surrounds the 

question of expansion through demographic growth, population movement or 

spread of new technologies, which allowed the expansion of cultivation into areas 

previously not utilised (Robb et al., 2013, Sánchez Goñi et al., 2016, Schier, 2015). 

The Mesolithic-Neolithic transition was clearly a complex process, supported by the 

evidence of continued interactions and cultural exchange between Neolithic farmers 

and the Hunter-Gatherer communities that existed throughout the period (King, 

2003, Whittle, 1996). 

  

Figure 3.3: Expanse of the LBK culture during classic phase c. 5300-5000 cal BC (in 

yellow). Red spots are indicators of higher density of sites (Ridky et al., 2015:335). 

Based on image by Reis (2016). 
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The first Neolithic groups to appear in central Europe with a population who relied 

on agricultural-based subsistence, was the Linearbandkeramik or LBK culture 

(c.7000 cal BP in North Western Europe), which spread throughout their whole 

eventual territory in a matter of a few hundred years (Figure 3.3; (Keeley, 1997, 

Sánchez Goñi et al., 2016, Schier, 2015). In contrast, the early Neolithic would not 

reach Britain until 4000-3200 BCE (King, 2003, Schulting and Fibiger, 2012a, 

Whittle, 1996). The LBK culture is often argued to have represented an influx of new 

farmers, replacing previous hunter-gatherer groups, as there seems to be a 

discontinuity of lithic production between the previous Mesolithic people and LBK 

assemblages, although this is heavily debated (Thorpe, 2015). Up to c.4400 BC, the 

geographical boundaries of the LBK in Central Europe remained relatively stable, 

with Neolithic life firmly established throughout the lloess belt of Europe and sites 

showing material culture and settlement continuity high at both the micro and macro 

scales (Schier, 2015). 

During this same period in Southern Scandinavia, the Ertebølle Culture emerged 

c.5300 cal BC, coinciding with the Early and first half of the middle Neolithic in

central Europe (Figure 3.4). The Ertebølle Culture spread across Denmark and

southern Sweden (Skåne province) and Norway (Oslo fjord) with a wide range of

evidence available, including the remarkable survival of underwater settlements

(Thorpe, 2015). The Ertebolle culture presented a complex huntingr-gathering

system reliant on fishing, with evidence for seasonal sedentism and clear contact

with Neolithic groups further south, leading to the label of proto-Neolithic, although

there was no adoption of even small scale agricultural experimentation until before

4000 BCE (Thorpe, 2015).
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Figure 3.4: Distribution of the Ertebølle Culture in Denmark and Southern Sweden 

(in green) and the LBK culture to the south (in turquoise) (Sørensen, 2016:211). 

Based on image by Reis (2016). 

From grave goods, it is clear that there was continued contact and trade between 

the proto-Neolithic Ertebølle culture and the LBK, which is evidenced by importating 

of copper objects, stone axes and other high value items (Kerig and Shennan, 2015, 

King, 2003, Thorpe, 2015, Whittle, 1996). Despite the incomplete adoption of the 

Neolithic elements, Southern Scandinavia needs to be considered for the purposes 

of this paper, as there is continuity in the material culture and osteological evidence 

between these areas and the rest of Central and Western Europe.  

The Middle Neolithic period  began around 4475-4225 BC in Central Europe marked 

by a new expansion into previously uncultivated areas, including the first lakeside 

dwellings on the Swiss plateau and in South-West Germany (Schier, 2015). This 

large-scale expansion of the Neolithic economic area led to interactions between 

inhabitants of settlements in very different climates, which is visible in the 

archaeological record (Schier, 2015). It remains unclear what motivated this 

expansion, with demographic growth, population movement and the spread of new 

wetland cultivation technology all being considered (Schier, 2015). 
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Figure 3.5:  Expansion of the Michelsberg culture, arrows indicate the movement of 

Neolithic adoption to Britain and Southern Scandinavia (Sørensen, 2016:227). 

Based on image by Reis (2016). 

By the 4th millennium, the second half of the middle Neolithic in Western Central 

Europe, this region was dominated by the Michelsberg culture, which included the 

emergence of wheeled wagons and increased mobility of people (Figure 3.5; 

(Schier, 2015). This same period marks the Early Neolithic of Britain (4000-3200BC) 

along with Northern Europe (3900-2700 BC). All three regions were now 

characterised by farming subsistence  and Neolithic material culture (Shennan, 

2015). The adoption of selective aspects of Neolithic lifeways in southern 

Scandinavia was relatively quick, likely facilitated by the previous trade and 

interactions between the proto-Neolithic groups with Early Neolithic farmers leading 

to the rapid adoption of domesticated animals and monumental burial mounds c. 

3900 BC (Thorpe, 2015). By half way through the Early Neolithic in the north, Pitted 

Ware Culture, adopted from central Europe emerges alongside the Funnel Beaker 

Culture present throughout the Early Neolithic (Thorpe, 2015). 
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Figure 3.6: General area of Corded Ware Culture within Europe (in purple) (Sjögren 

et al., 2016:2). Based on image by Reis (2016). 

The final stages of the Early Neolithic in Britain and Northern Europe ran in parallel 

with the period of Late Neolithic cultures in Central Europe. In Central Europe, the 

late Neolithic (3500-2800 BC) and final phase of the Neolithic (2800-2200 BC) is 

represented by Corded Ware Culture, see Figure 3.6 (Schier, 2015). This culture 

was characterised by cord impressions and incised decorations on pottery and 

axes, along with single gender-specific inhumations (burials which show different 

elements for male and female individuals) (Schier, 2015). As the end of this period 

marks the beginning of the Chalcolithic and Bronze Age technology, it is also the 

end of the time periods considered by this paper. 

3.2 Theories on Neolithic Violence 

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate how a better understanding of violent 

interaction, through an analysis of blunt force trauma, can inform the understanding 

of social interactions during the period outlined above. The focus of this paper is 

therefore, on interpersonal violence and the conflict that occurred during the 
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Neolithic period, as it can inform a discussion of societal pressures and interactions. 

The shift to Neolithic farming subsistence, interactions of various farming groups 

and hunter-gatherer populations, and likely a new system of land and animal 

ownership is often theorised to have influenced the conflict during the period 

(Apostolou, 2017). A study of violence can therefore provide information about these 

changes and processes. 

The best practices of archaeologists studying violence is to consider all available 

evidence from all fields to avoid false positives and seeing more extreme conflict or 

warfare where there is none, ensuring identification and analysis of internal violence 

is not ignored (Ferguson, 1997a). Multiple and diverse factors are often involved in 

societal violence, though many scholars have attempted to explain only a single 

cause, which can complicate the full understanding of violent interaction and the 

inferences it makes about the society (Ferguson, 1997a). Within the Neolithic of 

Central and Western Europe, the causes of violence are likely diverse and may vary 

between regions. 

3.2.1 Violence During The Mesolithic-Neolithic Transition 

The emergence of Neolithic culture in Europe, beginning with the LBK, has been 

suggested in some studies to be caused by the influx of colonising farmers 

migrating across Europe (Keeley, 1997). Theories of the diffusion of the Neolithic 

package have since tried to mediate between migration and diffusion with current 

palaeogenetic results and archaeo-botanical data lending support to the new 

Neolithic economy emerging through demic diffusion around 5600 BC, with a mix of 

waves of fast spread and stagnation (Schier, 2015). 

The colonization theory, a theory of conquest, invasions and violence, views the 

emergence of the Neolithic period as one of ‘take over’ of land used by Mesolithic 

hunter-gatherers’ by invading forces who did not have peaceful relationships with 

hunter-gatherer groups that remained (Keeley, 1997). This theory is likely a direct 

reaction to the proof that the ‘peaceful farmer’ theory was incorrect and out-dated, 

taking theories of violence to the opposite extreme. Evidence for this theory is often 

drawn from small Mesolithic skeletal assemblages, ‘defended’ sites, iconography 

and a belief that there was a lack of crossover between Mesolithic and Neolithic 

culture (Keeley, 1997). This evidence has not stood up to scrutiny, with clear 
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examples of cultural crossover and more thorough interpretation of archaeological 

material. 

The theory of extreme conflict is often critiqued in more recent literature, and many 

more studies are now emerging that find a more balanced view of violence and 

conflict that surrounded the emergence of the Neolithic lifeways (Meyer et al., 2015). 

It appears that the early area colonised by the LBK was devoid of Mesolithic 

occupation when it was put into use by Neolithic farmers (Shennan, 2015). This 

suggests that the farming communities were not usurping land, but moving into 

unused areas, rich in natural farming resources.  

The supposition of Keeley (1997) was that a string of fortified settlements formed a 

frontier to guard the early LBK culture from attack by hunter-gather communities. 

This has been refuted by other authors due to a lack of conflict sites to match this 

level of violence (Thorpe, 2015). Previous research has often assumed that any 

enclosed sites are defensive in nature, but these could also represent animal 

enclosures, enclosed markets, high status residences, sacred divisions and many 

other features seen in the archaeological record (Biehl, 2011, Petrasch, 2015).  

There was also a clear presence of cultural exchange even during the beginning of 

Neolithic settlement. Material goods like arrowheads, axes, pottery and 

domesticates have all shown signs of exchange between the Mesolithic hunter-

gatherers and the Neolithic farmers in these areas (Cooney et al., 2013, Thorpe, 

2015). In France, inland Mesolithic sites show signs of occupation continuity into the 

Neolithic (Thorpe, 2015). There is clear evidence of cultures that chose to bridge 

elements of both the Mesolithic hunter-gatherer life and that of Neolithic farmers 

including the Ertebølle culture of southern Scandinavia (Sørensen, 2016). Holland 

and Belgium had a subsistence economy characteristic of one based equally on 

domestic and wild resources from 4600BC and continuing into the Hazendonk group 

from c.3700 BC (Out, 2010, Out, 2008, Thorpe, 2015). These societies were a 

hybrid of the two life ways showing influences of Michelsberg material culture, but 

maintaining a mixed agricultural and hunter-gatherer economy with local pottery, 

introduced domestic animals and much later adoption of domesticated plants (Out, 

2008, Thorpe, 2015). 

To the north, there was a very slow uptake of the Neolithic package, which 

demonstrates that at least some Neolithic spread was cultural transmittance as 

opposed to an influx of new people (Svizzero, 2015). The Pitted Ware Culture 
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(3300-2300 BC) held traditional patterns of hunter-gatherer subsistence despite 

emerging following the introduction of agro-pastoralism to southern Scandinavia 

from 4000BC (Svizzero, 2015). Exchange between the Pitted Ware Culture and 

Neolithic farming communities is well evidenced, however, transition to farming 

occurred only at the end of a long-term process (Svizzero, 2015).  

Denmark and Ireland saw a limited adoption of the Neolithic lifeways too, with a 

relatively high population of Mesolithic peoples (Shennan, 2015). In southern 

Scandinavia, the theory of adoption and not migration is favoured due to the 

continuity of coastal shell middens and hunting and gathering in wet areas, 

suggesting that beneficial parts of the Neolithic way of life were adopted, while still 

using more practical elements of Mesolithic lifeways (Out, 2008, Svizzero, 2015, 

Thorpe, 2015).  It is likely that with trade and potentially marriage with southern 

farmers, knowledge of agriculture and Neolithic practices were spread to the north 

gradually (Svizzero, 2015, Thorpe, 2015).  

In Britain and Ireland it is believed that agriculture came to the islands from the 

continent, but no single area has the same range of material culture or site types, 

suggesting that it was not migration, but dissemination of knowledge (McClatchie et 

al., 2014, Thorpe, 2015). Substantial continuity in populations and lifeways in Britain 

was present with the beginning of Neolithic adoption (Fowler, 2010, McClatchie et 

al., 2014, Schulting, 2012, Thorpe, 2015). There is, however, a sudden and 

substantial dietary shift, particularly visible in Scotland, at the beginning of the 

Neolithic (Richards et al., 2003, Thorpe, 2015).  

Originally the beginning of monumental burial sites and causewayed enclosures 

were viewed as a change in people at the beginning of the Neolithic but new 

evidence now contradict this, as radiocarbon dates suggest these were changes 

that occurred during the Neolithic rather than marking the transition from the 

Mesolithic (Thorpe, 2015, Whittle et al., 2007). In Ireland there is evidence of cattle 

dating from 4000BC at Ferriter’s Cove in County Kerry which, given no evidence of 

aurochsen in Ireland, suggests that they were likely imported (Thorpe, 2015). 

Transmission of Neolithic lifeways to Ireland is unlikely to have been through 

invasion as this would imply a strategic foothold in Britain first, for which there is no 

current evidence (Cooney, 2007, McClatchie et al., 2014). 

These more balanced theories of the Mesolithic-Neolithic transition do not preclude 

violence or refute it happening, but reframe it. This is a clear indicator of how 
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important understanding violent interaction is, as it can radically change our theories 

of the past, from one of conquest to a view of cultural dissemination, transition and 

change. 

3.2.2 Archaeological Evidence of Violence in the Neolithic 

Regardless of the mechanism of transition to Neolithic lifeways in Central and 

Western Europe, violence is rarely absent in human interaction, and there are many 

discussions about what violence during the Neolithic was like (Boulestin et al., 2009, 

Boulestin, 2015, Dyer and Fibiger, 2017, Ferguson, 1997a, Fibiger, 2009, Golitko 

and Keeley, 2007, Keeley, 1996, Knüsel and Smith, 2014, Orschiedt and Haidle, 

2012, Schulting and Fibiger, 2012b). Very early assumptions saw the Neolithic as a 

period of peaceful farmers, due to the complex nature of identifying weapons for 

interpersonal violence in Neolithic material culture and a belief that settlement sites 

were not fortified (Ferguson, 1997b, Keeley, 1997, Schulting and Fibiger, 2012a, 

Wahl and Trautmann, 2012). A lack of overt weapons does not mean that tools like 

bows were not used in violent interactions (Golitko and Keeley, 2007, Lorkiewicz, 

2012, Mercer et al., 2009, Wahl and Trautmann, 2012). These assumptions have 

been reassessed and new, more complex, interactions are now suggested (Fibiger 

et al., 2013, Keeley, 1997, Martin and Frayer, 1997, Schulting and Wysocki, 2005).  

Much like the belief about the beginning of the Neolithic, as a reaction to this early 

and unfounded belief in the ‘peaceful farmer’, some authors have gone to the 

opposite extreme, seeing signs of conflict and violence at a very extreme level in the 

period. Much academic research on violence in the Neolithic has focused on 

isolated cases of extreme violence, secondary burial, cannibalism and ceremonial 

use of the dead, which catch attention, but fail to represent the overall degree of 

violence in the period (Orschiedt et al., 2003). Keeley (1997) is one of the largest 

proponents of high levels of hostility and violence within this period claiming all 

interaction in the LBK was at least occasionally hostile and citing his belief that 

many settlement sites included fortifications like ‘baffled gates’, LBK defensive 

frontiers, no-man’s land in Belgium, and a lack of cultural exchange (Keeley, 1997). 

There are many issues with these claims, as they both deny imported material and 

cultural exchange and then cite the presence of exchanged material as a mark of 

warrior conquest (Keeley, 1997), manipulating the material culture and sites to suit a 

pre-determined theory. 
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While Keeley’s (1997) theories are hard to substantiate, that does not mean there 

was no sign of violence in this period. Sites like Crickley Hill and Hembury Hillfort, 

among others, show evidence of fortifications and causewayed enclosures, though 

much debate continues on the purposes of these sites as they may not be defensive 

in nature (Mercer et al., 2009). Many sites from the Neolithic, show ringed 

enclosures with ‘V’ shaped ditched backed by palisades, which seem likely to be a 

defence against humans (Keeley, 1997). Cave drawings from the period are 

believed to depict scenes of group violence or warfare (Ferguson, 1997a, Guilaine, 

2005, Nash, 2005). There are also signs of violent destruction of settlements 

(Ferguson, 1997a). This evidence can be problematic in its interpretation though, as 

enclosures are not necessarily defensive (animal pens, flood defence, religious 

sites), weapons from the period can also be daily tools, and pictorial evidence can 

be symbolic, ceremonial or religious (Biehl, 2011, Ferguson, 1997a, Fibiger et al., 

2013, Knüsel and Smith, 2014, Nash, 2005). 

A clear case study of the misinterpretation of evidence to see violent interaction 

comes from the site of Herxheim in Germany, a late LBK site from the end of the 

Early Neolithic (Figure 3.7). Human remains from the site are often used to 

demonstrate a high level of violence and even possible cannibalism at the end of 

the LBK (Boulestin, 2015, Boulestin et al., 2009), with the site likened to massacre 

sites of Talheim, Asparn, and other limited examples (Hofmann and Orschiedt, 

2015, Meyer et al., 2015, Meyer et al., 2018a, Orschiedt and Haidle, 2012, Wild et 

al., 2004). A reanalysis of the remains demonstrated that of an MNI of 325 

individuals from the site, no lethal trauma was present (Orschiedt and Haidle, 2012). 

A misinterpretation of marks and trauma present on the skeletal material led a team 

to suggest mass cannibalism and societal breakdown was occurring at the site 

(Boulestin, 2015, Boulestin et al., 2009), while the presence of only ante mortem 

trauma, suggesting instead a purposeful secondary deposition of the dead who 

likely died of non-violent causes (Hofmann and Orschiedt, 2015, Orschiedt and 

Haidle, 2012, Wild et al., 2004). 
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Figure 3.7: A reconstruction of the ditch system at the site of Herxheim, Germany 

(Boulestin, 2015:2)  

Often evidence in the archaeological record does not seem to definitely prove 

warfare was present during the Neolithic period (Hofmann and Orschiedt, 2015, 

Orschiedt and Haidle, 2012). The term ‘warfare’ has seen multiple definitions, 

including that of mass scale socially organised armed combat between large 

separate established territorial groups. Depending on its definition and use, the term 

can potentially bias archaeological analysis when it is inaccurately applied to the 

past (Fibiger et al., 2013, King, 2003, Schulting, 2012, Schulting and Wysocki, 

2005), especially when applied to Neolithic populations that likely did not operate on 

this kind of scale with regards to violence. 

Interpersonal violence is not synonymous with warfare and a model of small-scale 

communities participating in skirmishing and raiding is not the same as war between 

two established and definable groups battling on a large scale for supremacy 

(Ember and Ember, 1997, Thorpe, 2003). Other motivations for violence also exist 

and were likely present during this period, including domestic violence, punishment, 

assault, homicide and raiding, all recurrent motivations of violence throughout 

human history (Boulestin et al., 2009, Fibiger, 2014, Fibiger et al., 2013, Meyer et 

al., 2018b, Schulting and Fibiger, 2012a, Walker, 1989). The archaeological record 
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of the Neolithic does not show repeated events of fantastic battles wiping out entire 

populations, with only limited examples of larger scale massacre, but instead 

presents evidence more indicative of endemic low levels of conflict (Ahlström and 

Molnar, 2012, Fibiger et al., 2013, Meyer et al., 2018b, Schulting and Wysocki, 

2005, Teschler-Nicola, 2012, Tornberg and Jacobsson, 2018). To better understand 

violence occurring during this time period it is vital to look at the trauma carried by 

the remains of the people who lived during the period. It is through osteological 

analysis that better understanding of Neolithic violence is emerging. 

3.3 Osteological Evidence of Violent Trauma in Neolithic Europe 

 Many theories of violence dwell on indirect signs of conflict including material 

culture and signs of site destruction, however, the best evidence of violence in 

archaeology is clear osteological trauma (Figure 3.8) that can be matched with 

distinct weaponry (Ferguson 1997, Walker 1997). These types of injury is unlikely to 

be accidental, especially when wounds appear in numbers and are patterned by age 

and sex. The osteological record can provide an abundance of evidence on direct 

injuries, within reason.  

There are certain limitations to the diagnosis of trauma in osteological assemblages, 

as discussed in Chapter 2. When looking at non-projectile injuries, postcranial 

trauma is more ambiguous, with the possibility of producing more injuries in 

accidents or as a result of violence, meaning the cranium becomes of the focus of 

intentional trauma studies, and postcranial injuries are often under-discussed 

(Fibiger et al., 2013, Knüsel and Smith, 2014, Schulting and Fibiger, 2012a, Smith, 

2014). The head has also been a major target of violence throughout history, as 

both a strategic target for incapacitation or killing and as a psychological target of 

identity (Fibiger, 2014). In regards to Neolithic studies, depressed fractures of the 

skull are often seen as the best indicators of intentional injury with blunt objects 

(Ferguson, 1997a, Smith, 2014). Linear fractures are often ruled out in studies as 

they can be produced by accidental trauma, even though they are also produced in 

scenarios of intentional violence (Lovell, 1997, Jiménez‐Brobeil et al., 2009, Cohen 

et al., 2014).  
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Figure 3.8: Skull of a 30-38 year old woman with perimortem fractures to the cranial 

vault from the Late Neolithic Corded Ware site of Eulau, Saxony-Anhalt, Germany 

(Meyer et al., 2009:417). 

Bias in the osteological record can be introduced from burial contexts of Neolithic 

skeletons. A diverse range of burial contexts were used throughout the Neolithic, 

including single and multiple inhumations within cemeteries or settlement sites, 

cremations, collective burials in monuments, multi-stage rites that included 

excarnation and reburial, cave burials and mass graves (Fibiger, 2014). A large 

proportion of analysed skeletons come from cemetery contexts and burial 

monuments, with no knowledge of how representative those contexts are of the 

group at large (Ashbee, 1966, Hofmann and Orschiedt, 2015, Mercer, 1999, 

Schulting, 2012).  

Preservation and taphonomy may also influence analysis of human remains, poor 

preservation leading to less evidence of injuries, with potential injuries often having 

to be graded for probability of being related to intentional violence (Fibiger, 2014, 

Smith, 2014, Ubelaker and Montaperto, 2014a). For example at certain sites, the 

maxillofacial region has consistent poor preservation meaning it is impossible to 

assess facial injuries or fractures, which are common ante- and perimortem injuries 

resulting from intentional violence (Hershkovitz et al., 1996, Klepinger, 2006). 
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There is also the question of injuries that leave no marks on the bones. Arrow 

injuries demonstrate how easily violence can be underestimated, with a suggestion 

that only about one quarter of arrow injuries likely strike or become embedded in 

bone, leaving no archaeological record of soft tissue injuries – either lethal or 

survived (Ferguson, 1997a, Mercer et al., 2009, Meyer et al., 2009, Schulting and 

Wysocki, 2005). 

Previous studies on over-bridging trends of interpersonal violence from this period 

often endeavour to consider the issue of blunt force trauma as fully as possible, but 

are obliged to concede that a notable percentage of identified injuries remain difficult 

to interpret and attribute to specific weapons (Mercer et al., 2009, Schulting and 

Wysocki, 2005, Smith et al., 2007, Smith, 2014). These studies do help to 

understand the occurrence of violence in the period, however, they often overlook 

the mechanism of more obscure blunt force trauma, as determining these weapons 

can be more problematic. This has led to conclusions on violent interactions that 

under-analyse a notable proportion of the trauma known from the time period. This 

paper seeks to fill this gap and analyse the mechanism of this unconsidered trauma.  

3.3.1 Blunt Force Trauma in the Neolithic Osteological Record 

Population studies from the Neolithic have produced statistics on the amount of 

intentional blunt force trauma that is seen across the areas covered in the current 

study. Violence-related blunt force trauma occurs in about 8-15% of individuals in 

excavated populations that have been studied from this period, as seen in Table 

3.1. In Early Neolithic Britain, the skeleton record shows an overall cranial trauma 

rate of 6-8% including healed and peri mortem trauma (Schulting, 2012, Schulting 

and Wysocki, 2005, Smith, 2014). Scandinavian sites have a rate of about 14.8% 

(Fibiger et al., 2013). Sub-Neolithic Pitted Ware Culture in Gotland, Sweden has an 

11% rate of blunt force cranial trauma (Ahlström and Molnar, 2012). The late 

Neolithic Corded Ware Culture of Central Germany shows a 12% injury rate (Wicke 

et al., 2012),  while the Wartberg Culture has an overall rate of around 10.8% 

(Fibiger, 2012). Injury occurrence at this level does not suggest multiple large-scale 

violent episodes, but instead a low level of endemic interpersonal violence that 

affected all demographics across societies (Fibiger, 2012). 

There is variation in both types of blunt force trauma and frequency across 

demographics, which does vary between regions, but does present some overall 
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trends. While blunt force trauma is more evenly distributed between the sexes than 

projectile injuries (which are more common in males) there is still a trend of higher 

prevalence of injuries to adult males, suggesting that potentially they held more 

principal roles as actors and instigators in violence (Apostolou, 2017, Fibiger et al., 

2013, Filer, 1992, Schulting, 2012, Schulting and Fibiger, 2012a, Schulting and 

Wysocki, 2005, Smith, 2014). This in no way rules out female participation in 

violence, and a more even prevalence between males and females when assessing 

lethal trauma, suggests women presented distinct targets for certain types of 

violence, as seen in Table 3.2 (Schulting and Wysocki, 2005). 

Table 3.1: Comparison of overall prevalence of intentional blunt force cranial trauma 

in a selection of Neolithic population studies (Ahlström and Molnar, 2012, Fibiger, 

2012, Fibiger et al., 2013, Schulting, 2012, Wicke et al., 2012). The groupings reflect 

those represented in the literature.  
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Table 3.2: Distribution of perimortem and antemortem trauma in Neolithic Britain 

based on sex (Schulting and Wysocki, 2005). 

In population wide studies of sub-Neolithic hunter-gatherers from Gotland (3500-

2600 cal BC), male trauma was at a rate of 14%, while female trauma was 7.7% 

(Ahlström and Molnar, 2012), while at massacre sites like Talheim in Germany, 

there is a more even amount of males and females affected by injuries (Wahl and 

Trautmann, 2012). In some regions and periods this may differ, like in the Late 

Neolithic Wartberg Culture in Germany, which overall showed very similar rates of 

both lethal and survived trauma in males and female populations (Fibiger, 2012).  

The area of the skull affected by trauma also tends to show variation based on 

certain demographic divisions. Sites in Western Europe demonstrate a common 

lesion pattern focusing on frontal and parietal bones of the left side of the skull 

(Ahlström and Molnar, 2012, Fibiger et al., 2013, Lorkiewicz, 2012). In the Corded 

Ware Culture, male injuries follow this pattern as well, which is linked to scenarios of 

violence where victims are struck while facing a right-handed attacker. In female 

injuries, it is more common to find trauma to the right side of the skull, an injury 

commonly seen when a victim is fleeing, which potentially means women were in a 

more disadvantaged position during conflict and may have attempted to flee instead 
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of fight (Fibiger, 2012). This trend of location of injuries for males and female adults 

is also seen in Scandinavian sites (Fibiger et al., 2013). 

The reasons for the different patterns of antemortem and perimortem trauma is 

likely due to the complex and varying scenarios that motivated violence during this 

period. It can be easier to understand the balance of patterns of trauma when 

looking at survived injuries separate from those that likely were linked with the 

cause of death. Below is a discussion of antemortem and perimortem trauma from 

the osteological record, further examples of trauma can be found in Appendix 1.  

3.3.2 Antemortem Blunt Force Trauma 

 

Figure 3.9: Two healed depression fractures in an adult female skull from Isbister, 

UK (Schulting, 2012:237). 

Antemortem injuries tend to be more common in Neolithic European populations 

than perimortem trauma, as seen in Table 3.3. Many theories exist as to why this 

trend is common, but these could be improved with a better understanding of the 

distribution of these injuries. 
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Table 3.3: Chart showing the comparison of antemortem and perimortem injury in 

various Neolithic population studies (Ahlström and Molnar, 2012, Fibiger, 2012, 

Fibiger et al., 2013, Orschiedt and Haidle, 2012, Schulting and Wysocki, 2005). 

 

 

Figure 3.10: Example of a typical healed depression fracture in an Early Neolithic 

Adult Female from Dinnington, UK (Schulting, 2012:229). 
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In the Early Neolithic UK there is a rate of survived cranial blunt force injury in about 

6% of skulls (Schulting, 2012, Schulting and Wysocki, 2005). Most of these injuries 

present as small depression fractures ranging in size from 8-30mm and usually with 

no clear involvement of the inner table of the skull, as seen in Figure 3.10.  These 

lesions usually present in a relatively random distribution, indicating that some of 

them may be the result of projectiles like sling stones (Fibiger et al., in prep., Fibiger, 

2014, Knüsel and Smith, 2014, Schulting and Wysocki, 2005). 

Studies of Scandinavian populations showed a 10.3% healed trauma rate, with the 

majority of this trauma presenting in adult males (Fibiger et al., 2013). This trauma, 

as discussed above, is usually concentrated towards the front left side of the skull, a 

pattern usually indicative of face-to-face combat (Fibiger et al., 2013). A study 

specifically of populations in Gotland, Sweden found 10% of skulls with survived 

trauma, eight men and four women, showing a higher prevalence in males 

(Ahlström and Molnar, 2012). These fractures usually formed circular depressions, 

which were present in seven of the males and two of the females, as seen in Figure 

3.11 (Ahlström and Molnar, 2012). 

 

Figure 3.11: Example of a healed depression fracture in an adult male from the sub-

Neolithic Pitted Ware Culture of Västerbjers, Gothem parish, Gotland, Sweden 

(Ahlström and Molnar, 2012:31). 
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Similar trends are seen in other sites, with the Wartberg Culture in Germany having 

7% of the population present with survived trauma (Figure 3.12); (Fibiger, 2012). 

Another German site, the earlier LBK site of Herxheim, although debated, has no 

trauma consistent with perimortem injury (Boulestin et al., 2009, Orschiedt and 

Haidle, 2012). All 11 individuals found with trauma to the skull, out of an MNI of 325, 

having survived it (Orschiedt and Haidle, 2012). Of these injuries, six individuals had 

trauma to only the external table of the skull, while six other depression fractures 

also affected the diploë (Orschiedt and Haidle, 2012). Six of the injuries were 

circular or slightly oval in shape, while eight had extended or pointed oval profiles. 

The majority of the trauma was present on the left parietals, with only three affecting 

the right side of the skull (Orschiedt and Haidle, 2012). 

 

Figure 3.12: An example of a healed depression fracture in an older mid-adult 

female from the Late Neolithic Wartberg Culture of Altendorf, central Germany 

(Fibiger, 2012). 

3.3.3 Perimortem Blunt Force Trauma 

Perimortem trauma follows a different trend, with a notably lower prevalence of 

injuries when looking at general population studies (Table 3.3), contrasted by high 

prevalence at individual, isolated massacre sites. The proportion of this perimortem 
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trauma that was inflicted as a lethal attack may represent different scenarios of 

violence from that of the antemortem trauma, and may also differ in scenario 

between massacre sites and injuries found within the wider population. The size, 

extent and differing pattern of perimortem trauma may suggest a different 

mechanism of injury from healed skull trauma.  

In population studies visible perimortem trauma appeared in only one female (Figure 

3.13) out of 109 skulls from Gotland, possibly related to an injury from the edge of a 

weapon, an axe shaft or a straight wooden object (Ahlström and Molnar, 2012). 

Scandinavian studies showed perimortem blunt force trauma in only 4% of the 

population (Fibiger et al., 2013). In the German Wartberg Culture it represents 

trauma to only 4.8% of the population as seen in Figure 3.14 (Fibiger et al., 2013), 

while in Britain it is seen in only 2% (Schulting and Wysocki, 2005).  

 

Figure 3.13: Exterior and interior (top right) view of a possible perimortem 

depression fracture and internal lesion in an adult female from Västerbjers, Gothem 

parish, Gotland, Sweden (Ahlström and Molnar, 2012). 
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Figure 3.14: Adult female with extensive perimortem fracture to the left parietal from 

Luttra, Sweden (Fibiger et al., 2013).  

 

Figure 3.15: Example of an extensive perimortem trauma. Adolescent from Belas 

Knap, UK (Schulting, 2012). 
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Population-wide perimortem trauma is more evenly distributed between the sexes 

and between adults and children (see Figure 3.15), suggesting a more 

demographically balanced chance of lethal level attack using blunt weapons (Fibiger 

et al., 2013, Schulting, 2012). Identification of the weapons used for these assaults 

and whether they differ from those used in antemortem injury could give more 

insight into why these patterns vary and suggests the possibility of different forms of 

violence occurring.  

There are several distinct Neolithic sites that vary from this very low level of lethal 

blunt force trauma in the period, most notably the LBK sites of Talheim in Germany 

and Asparn-Schletz in Austria, along with several other late LBK mass graves 

(Meyer et al., 2015, Meyer et al., 2018b, Teschler-Nicola, 2012, Wahl and 

Trautmann, 2012). These represent discrete sites with examples of large-scale 

massacres or mass killings of whole populations or large groups of people. 

Talheim is a mass grave site consisting of 34 individuals including 16 sub-adults and 

18 adults, the youngest of which is two years old and the oldest c.60 years, in 

relatively even balance between females and males, with a mix of sharp and blunt 

force injury (Wahl and Trautmann, 2012). Asparn-Schletz has similar statistics, in 

slightly higher numbers with 67 individuals, 26 sub-adults and 41 adults, with slightly 

higher numbers of adult males present than adult females (26:13) (Teschler-Nicola, 

2012, Wild et al., 2004).  

The numbers and distributions at both sites seem to represent a relatively complete 

Neolithic community, with the potential of all infants and some young mature 

females missing from the group (Teschler-Nicola, 2012, Wahl and Trautmann, 2012, 

Wild et al., 2004). Both sites show multiple traumas to individuals, including injury 

from blunt force weapons that crushed skulls as seen in Figure 3.16 (Teschler-

Nicola, 2012, Wahl and Trautmann, 2012, Wild et al., 2004). The injuries are more 

evenly distributed around the skull, with slightly more injuries to the right and back, 

potentially demonstrating that people were struck as they fled or were on the ground 

when killed, a very different pattern to that seen in survived population-wide trauma 

(Teschler-Nicola, 2012, Wahl and Trautmann, 2012, Wild et al., 2004).  
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Figure 3.16: Showing trauma to an adult male (top) and adult female (bottom) from 

the site of Asparn-Schletz, both with extensive perimortem fractures  

(Teschler-Nicola, 2012). 

 

 

The site of Halberstadt, in Germany is of a similar date, but follows a differing 

pattern to that of Talheim and Asparn. This, too, is a large mass fatality site, but 

instead has a much higher, almost exclusive, prevalence of male victims that seem 

to be individuals from a non-local population (Meyer et al., 2018b). The victims were 

likely killed with targeted blows to the backs and sides of the head (with only a 

single injury to the front of a skull) which appears to follow a pattern of systematic 
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executions, as seen in Figure 3.17 (Meyer et al., 2018b). This varies from other LBK 

mass graves, seeming to represent the controlled killing of non-local people instead 

of an attack on a local population.  

 

Figure 3.17: Perimortem trauma to the skull of an adult male 25-40 years old from 

the late LBK mass grave of Halberstadt, Germany (Meyer et al., 2018b:4).  

3.3.4 Interpretation of Osteological Trauma 

Different violent behaviour produces differing characteristic patterns of skeletal 

injuries and can provide information on historical, cultural and environmental factors 

associated with different types of aggressive behaviour (Walker, 1997). It is very 

likely that scenarios that caused survivable trauma in this period were not always 

the same at those that led to lethal injury. Osteologists have used the patterns of 

injury described above to try to better understand Neolithic societies.  

Small scale-Neolithic communities likely shared trade and social networks with 

surrounding groups, with whom they would have also shared and competed over 

resources (Fibiger, 2014, Fowler et al., 2015b, Kerig and Shennan, 2015, Schulting 

and Wysocki, 2005). The level of healed trauma present in the populations suggest 

that lethal attacks may not have been the purpose of the majority of the conflict that 

occurred; instead there may have been skirmishes or conflict where the intent often 
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was to stun, distract, disable or physically overwhelm their opponent (Fibiger et al., 

2013, Schulting, 2012, Schulting and Wysocki, 2005, Smith, 2014). The interlinking 

small-scale tribal communities, which are the widely accepted basis for Neolithic 

society, would be consistent with a pattern of violence that demonstrated 

competition, but not disregard for life (Fibiger, 2012). This kind of society would 

likely balance material gain, trading, raiding, fighting, and feuding to preserve 

groups of people and settlements as well as intergroup relationships that would be 

needed to maintain society (Fibiger, 2012, Fibiger, 2014, Tornberg and Jacobsson, 

2018). 

Fatalities did occur within these groups and sites like Warburg III even produce 

evidence for larger-scale intergroup violence, with several individuals presenting 

with lethal injuries from the same period (Fibiger, 2012). It is likely that these 

scenarios of violence represent a different type of conflict to those which produced 

survived trauma, with lethal trauma likely linked to punishment, homicide, or when 

larger environmental and social stressors led to an outbreak of concentrated 

violence (Fibiger, 2012, Meyer et al., 2018b, Schulting and Wysocki, 2005). The 

more even distribution of lethal trauma between the sexes and different age groups 

may suggest that some injuries are consistent with revenge killings, where woman 

and children would represent an equal if not easier target (Fibiger, 2014, Fibiger et 

al., 2013).  

It is worth noting that the age at which a young member of society  became a social 

adult in Neolithic cultures may differ from that of today. Perimortem trauma noted on 

sub-adult individuals, for example, two children from the Wartberg Culture in 

Germany, both under 12, is likely not to be the result of active initiation of violent 

interaction, even considering the chance that social adulthood was reached at a 

much earlier age (Bickle and Fibiger, 2014, Fibiger, 2012, Smith, 2014). 

The massacre sites of Talheim, Asparn-Schletz and others like Schöneck-

Killanstädten and Halberstadt likely represent a different pattern of violence from 

more general population studies. These sites have often been seen as a signs of 

increased social pressure and violence resulting from environmental or 

demographic changes at the end of the Early Neolithic and LBK cultures in central 

Europe (Meyer et al., 2015, Meyer et al., 2018a, Teschler-Nicola, 2012, Wahl and 

Trautmann, 2012, Wild et al., 2004). These may be indicative of heightened violence 

leading to annihilations of certain settlements and potentially systematic executions 
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of adult men from competing populations (Meyer et al., 2018b). These sites show a 

small window into an elevated moment of violence, although it is not necessarily 

reflected across the population, with the similarly dated site of Herxheim showing no 

support for this proposed crisis despite debated evidence (Boulestin et al., 2009, 

Orschiedt and Haidle, 2012). 

Patterns of antemortem and perimortem trauma also tend to refute a belief in 

ritualised violence or combat that is often considered (Smith, 2014). The patterns of 

injury at massacre sites like Talheim show no systematic ritualised killing, but more 

likely a frantic lethal attack (Wahl and Trautmann, 2012). The frequency and 

distribution of injury of survived trauma also shows no clear suggestion or pattern of 

rights of passage or similar cultural practices in Neolithic assemblages (Wicke et al., 

2012). Understanding the implications of survived trauma to the  victim is also 

important for developing an understanding of violent scenarios in Neolithic Europe. 

3.3.5 A Case Study in Neolithic Care  

Antemortem blunt force cranial trauma is often perceived as being relatively minor, 

as the victim survived the injury, but understanding the soft tissue damage, healing 

process and care needed to survive can demonstrate what this kind of trauma 

meant for individuals and societies in the Neolithic period. Studies have posited 

what may have happened to soft tissue based on fracture patterns present in the 

archaeological record before, suggesting that trauma may have been more 

extensive than a fracture suggests, but often concluding that little can be known of 

what that would truly imply (Ahlström and Molnar, 2012, Fibiger et al., 2013, 

Malojcic et al., 2008, Meyer et al., 2009, Schulting and Wysocki, 2005). A new study 

by Tornberg and Jacobsson (2018) has utilised a case study of survived blunt force 

trauma from Scandinavia during the Neolithic to demonstrate the level of care 

required to allow someone to survive this type of trauma (Tornberg and Jacobsson, 

2018).  

The study looked at an adult male individual from the Swedish-Norwegian Battle 

Axe Culture who had suffered two antemortem depressed skull injuries that showed 

clear signs of advanced healing over a significant period of time (Tornberg and 

Jacobsson, 2018). The injuries were likely sustained from a Malmer’s Type D axe, a 

weapon with a round blunt end that can be easily matched to the shape of injury, as 

seen in Figure 3.18 (Tornberg and Jacobsson, 2018). The injuries are very similar in 
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nature to many of the blunt force injuries present in this time period and discussed 

above. The study investigated both the short and long term implications of the injury 

and the resulting care that would be required (Tornberg and Jacobsson, 2018). 

Given the significant level of healing, both short and long-term interventions would 

be needed.  

Due to the location of injuries, the individual would likely have suffered loss of 

consciousness and needed help with moving and eating in the short term, and may 

have experienced effects to the motor and sensory areas of the brain that would 

have persisted in the long term (Tornberg and Jacobsson, 2018). Given the 

advanced level of healing, suggesting survival for months if not years, and the lack 

of signs of atrophy to the rest of the body, it seems likely the individual was given a 

high level of care following injury (Tornberg and Jacobsson, 2018).  This is very 

important both for its implications on the kind of violence that caused this injury and 

on the social implications it has for the society that looks after its injured people.  

   

Figure 3.18: Image (clockwise from left) showing a trauma site on the left parietal 

lobe of an adult male, a Malmer’s Type D axe and the matching of the blunt axe end 

to one of the injury sites (Tornberg and Jacobsson, 2018). 
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This demonstrates that the individual lived in a period where a community was able 

to invest time and resources into caring for wounded individuals, seeing 

preservation of life as a priority, and protecting those that were not  able to aid the 

larger group (Tornberg and Jacobsson, 2018).  The prevalence of these injuries, 

along with signs of surgical intervention in the form of trepanation and amputation 

during the Neolithic suggests that societies may have been used to, and skilled at 

treating these types of injuries (Beyneix, 2015, Tornberg and Jacobsson, 2018). 

The severity of this trauma and the extensive aftercare to survive such a skull 

fracture suggests that this injury was the result of conflict and not ritual violence 

(Tornberg and Jacobsson, 2018). This is a very interesting point as it demonstrates 

that consideration of the care and implications of relatively ‘minor’ trauma can 

reframe the understanding of its cause, suggesting that trauma interpreted as 

superficial may actually have been relatively severe. This has been supported by 

other studies which have posited that the stone, wooden and antler clubs that may 

have caused antemortem trauma are still potentially lethal weapons, suggesting that 

their use as weapons is not likely to be ritualized warfare or similar practices, where 

risk to life is generally not wanted (Ahlström and Molnar, 2012, Tornberg and 

Jacobsson, 2018). The weapon from this study, a Malmer’s Type D axe, is often 

considered a ritualised piece of material culture. This injury would suggest it may 

have had more practical uses, demonstrating why it is important to establish what 

weapons caused blunt force injuries in the Neolithic (Tornberg and Jacobsson, 

2018). 

Tornberg and Jacobsson (2018) study is incredibly imperative to Neolithic research 

as it demonstrates that an understanding of aftercare in antemortem trauma can 

radically change the interpretation of the context of violence, the social implications 

about a culture that protects their wounded in the long term, and the interpretation of 

artefacts that are used as weapons within past cultures. Further studies need to 

include the implications of survival when discussing trauma, as this study 

demonstrates it is possible. A fuller understanding of weapons being used in 

Neolithic Europe would help aid a discussion of violence at the survival outcomes 

that are seen in the archaeological record. 
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3.4 Neolithic Material Culture: Identification of Potential Weapon-Tools 

Identification of weaponry, especially blunt force weaponry, in the European Neolithic 

is complicated by the lack of obvious weapons for inter-personal violence as these 

only appear in later periods. Instead, there is a prevalence of tools and weapons with 

overlapping designs, often referred to as weapon-tools to acknowledge the difficulty in 

proving the use of these artefacts as only for interpersonal conflict (Dyer, 2013, Dyer 

and Fibiger, 2017, Knüsel and Smith, 2014, Schulting, 2012, Schulting and Fibiger, 

2012a). Studies of osteological trauma from the period have posited the use of stone, 

antler and wooden weapons as being responsible for blunt force injuries (Dyer and 

Fibiger, 2017, Fibiger, 2012, Schulting and Wysocki, 2005, Teschler-Nicola, 2012, 

Teschler-Nicola et al., 1996, Wahl and Trautmann, 2012). 

To identify potential weapon-tools from Neolithic assemblages, it is important to look 

for tools that easily incline their use as an opportunistic or developed weapon. Many 

mechanisms of injury can cause blunt force trauma and the limited response of bone 

to strain can complicate the identification of blunt force weapons based on injuries 

seen in the osteological record (Alcantara et al., 1994, Brothwell, 1961, Jacobsen et 

al., 2009, Lovell, 1997, Raul et al., 2008, Sharkey et al., 2012). Prehistoric weaponry 

is not as overtly designed for interpersonal conflict  as later metal age period 

weapons, and is often based on hunting gear and modified or unmodified agricultural 

tools (Knüsel and Smith, 2014). There are, however, certain reoccurring tools in the 

archaeological record that do lend themselves to violent use.  

A pilot study by Dyer and Fibiger (2017) demonstrated how a suggested Neolithic 

weapon-tool, the Thames Beater, could be tested to match fracture patterns it 

produced to the osteological record using experimental bioarchaeological 

approaches. This study demonstrated that by selecting a tool that has potential 

attributes as a weapon, experiments could then be devised to investigate the 

likelihood of its use in interpersonal conflict (Dyer, 2013, Dyer and Fibiger, 2017). By 

identifying additional potential weapons from other typologies including antler, stone 

and wood, it would be possible to further the initial findings of this research and 

compare those weapons to one another, potentially determining if they were used in 

differing scenarios of violence. 

As there is such a large array of potential weapons from this period, the current study 

will focus on hand held blunt force weapons, as little research has been done to verify 
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specific tools as weapons within this category (Dyer and Fibiger, 2017). This research 

will not discuss sharp force weapons, stone or antler axes and adzes, as other studies 

already cover these weapons (Fibiger et al., 2013, Golitko and Keeley, 2007, Mercer 

et al., 2009, Orschiedt et al., 2003, Schulting and Fibiger, 2012a). Below is a 

consideration of three major classes of blunt force weapon-tools (antler, stone and 

wood) that the current study utilised as weapons. Further examples of these types of 

weapons can be found in Appendix 2. 

3.4.1 Antler Tools 

Clubs and hammers made of antler are known as weapons from other prehistoric 

sites around the world (Lambert, 2014). The use and function of antler tools in 

prehistoric Europe is often speculated on, with few firm facts established (Riedel et 

al., 2004). Only a limited number of studies have discussed European Neolithic 

antler artefacts, both as weapons and tools and often focus on antler axes, steering 

away from potential blunt force weaponry like hammers and picks (Grygiel and 

Bogucki, 1986, Riedel et al., 2004). There are studies, however, that suggest the 

use of antler clubs and weapons in the production of blunt force injuries (Ahlström 

and Molnar, 2012, Fibiger, 2012, Schulting and Wysocki, 2005). 

The majority of antler tools from the European Neolithic are made of red deer antler, 

although there are examples of roe deer, elk and moose as well (Grygiel and 

Bogucki, 1986, Riedel et al., 2004). The use of antler as a material was likely 

popular for the combined mechanical properties of strength and flexibility, as well as 

being a plentiful resource, that would be easier to work and shape than stone 

(Riedel et al., 2004). The majority of antler used in this period came from shed 

material, although hunted animals also contributed material, with finds suggesting 

there was a selection process, favouring raw, calcified (as opposed to velvet) antler 

of prime to old deer (Grygiel and Bogucki, 1986, Riedel et al., 2004).  

Ahlström and Molnar’s (2012) study on sub-Neolithic populations of Gotland 

surmised the use of antler picks (Figure 3.20) as being responsible for the small 

circular healed depressions often found on skeletons. This hypothesis was aided by 

a find by Sven Nilsson (1838-1843) described as the tine of an antler club found still 

embedded in a skull form Tygelsjö, south of Malmö (Figure 3.19); and while not 

dated to the Neolithic, the club is similar to those of the Pitted Ware Culture of 

Gotland (Ahlström and Molnar, 2012). Other studies have also suggested that these 
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antler picks, often considered to be digging tools, would make good weapons 

(Schulting and Wysocki, 2005). The picks, constructed from mostly complete 

antlers, utilise a tine as a striking surface, and are often found in flint mines and 

ditches, aiding the interpretation as digging implements, however, their presence in 

earlier Mesolithic graves of Téviec and Hoëdic in Brittany may suggest they had 

other uses as well (Schulting and Wysocki, 2005). 

 

 

Figure 3.19: Image showing the skull and antler tine founds in Sweden and 

described by Sven Nilsson, the tine was claimed to be still embedded in the skull 

when found (Ahlström and Molnar, 2012). 
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Figure 3.20: Example of an antler pick from Worthing Findon, Cissbury Ring, West 

Sussex, UK, housed in the Pitt Rivers Collection (Pitt Rivers Museum, 2007a). 

Another form of antler tool considered as a potential weapon is the antler hammer, as 

seen in Figure 3.21. Made to resemble stone hammers, this type of artefact is well 

known in the archaeological record (Museum of London, 2017a, Museum of London, 

2013a, Museum of London, 2018, Museum of London, 2013b). Antler hammers or 

pounders were often constructed from the proximal end of the antler utilising the 

pedicle and burr for the striking surface, with similar designed weapons known from 

other prehistoric populations around the world (Lambert, 2014, Riedel et al., 2004). 

Hammers are tools that have been adapted throughout history for the use as 

weapons (Cybulski, 2014, Lee et al., 2003, Tung, 2014), and while the antler 

hammers of the Neolithic may have been used originally as pounders, their light 

construction and ease of wielding may have allowed them to be utilised as weaponry.  
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Figure 3.21: A perforated hammer head, likely red deer, found in the Thames at Bell 

Weir, Egham, UK, housed at the Museum of London  

(Museum of London, 2018). 

Previous experimental work has suggested that these hammers, with central bored 

holes would have been hafted onto handles made of ash or rowan wood, similar to stone 

hammers, which would be both strong and flexible, absorbing shock during striking 

(Noël, 1988, Riedel et al., 2004). It has been suggested that the diameter of the holes in 

the antler tools, usually approximately 20-25mm, would create too weak a haft, however, 

ash, rowan, hazel, maple, alder and willow are all woods that would make a strong haft 

of this size, creating an ideal tool, being both light and durable (Noël, 1988, Riedel et al., 

2004).  Further examples of Neolithic antler tools can be found in Appendix 2. 

3.4.2 Stone Tools 

A wide variety of stone tools are known from the European Neolithic, including large 

blades, sickles, special projectile points, ground stone axes, adzes, mace heads and 

hammers, see Appendix 2 for examples (Cooney et al., 2013, Keeley, 1997). The wide 

variety of these tools in the archaeological record may be due to the better preservation 

of stone over materials like antler or wood (Cooney et al., 2013). Stone axe and adze 

weapons are often studied in regards to weaponry during this period as they produce 

very distinct trauma, with many studies demonstrating their use in violent interactions, 

however, much trauma still exists that does not match these weapons (Teschler-Nicola, 

2012, Wahl and Trautmann, 2012, Wild et al., 2004).  
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There are many other types of stone mace heads, hammer stones and stone clubs that 

would be capable of producing the types of blunt force trauma seen in the 

archaeological record, though little assessment has been done to verify this. While 

stone tools vary significantly in design, there are a wide array of hafted tools like pebble 

hammers and mace heads that may be linked with interpersonal violence (Bradley, 

1990). Wood-mounted stone mace heads, hammers and clubs are well known 

weapons from around the world and throughout history (Cybulski, 2014, De Vere 

Bailey, 1947, Mills, 2009, Museum of London, 2015b, Museum of London, 2015a, 

Museum of London, 2017b, Tung, 2014).  

Pierced stones are relatively rare in the archaeological record and usually are linked to 

military or violent use, which make the form of stone mace heads or pebble hammers 

good candidates for the study of blunt force trauma (Adamec et al., 2011, Buchaillet et 

al., 2016, Kanz and Grossschmidt, 2006, Lee et al., 2003, Steinzeit & Co., 2015). 

Stone mace heads and pebble hammers are found throughout the Neolithic period, 

though not as frequently as axes and adzes, which may explain why they are less 

often the focus of interpersonal violence studies (Steinzeit & Co., 2015). Maceheads 

and pebble hammers are similarly crafted with a stone head mounted in the centre 

onto a wooden haft. Maceheads are often more decorative with intentional carving and 

shaping, while pebble stone hammers are constructed of river stones selected for the 

smooth and pre-formed shape, although the names are sometimes used 

interchangeably (see Figure 3.22) (Bradley, 1990). Different shapes of stone hammers 

and maceheads exist across Europe in this period with common rounded or oval 

shapes as seen in Figure 3.23. 

The more decorative nature of maceheads suggests a high time and effort investment in 

their manufacturing, which often has them considered as status items, while the simpler 

pebble hammer is seen as a more utilitarian tool. Beach or river cobbles were used as 

the blank in the manufacturing of hafted stone weapons, likely because the process of 

smoothing and battering in these wet environments would remove weaker stones, 

leaving material that was less likely to break when worked (Fenwick, 1995). The stone 

heads would then be shaped through a process of flaking or grinding using flint, stones 

and sand (Fenwick, 1995). Hafts for these weapons were of similar thickness and likely 

constructed of similar material to antler hammers, designed to be pliable and absorb 

shock, though the handles do not survive well compared to the stone hammer heads 

(Cooney et al., 2013, Noël, 1988, Riedel et al., 2004). More examples of stone hammer 

tools can be found in Appendix 2. 
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Figure 3.22: Example of a ground stone pebble hammer found in the Thames, 

Kingston, UK, housed in the Museum of London (Museum of London, 2015a).  

Figure 3.23: Example of a European stone hammer or club head from Leuna, 

Saxony-Anhalt, housed at the Museum of Prehistory Halle (Steinzeit & Co., 2015). 
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3.4.3 Wooden Clubs 

Wooden clubs have been used in close-quarters fighting throughout a variety of time 

periods and geographical locations, suggesting they were also utilised as weapons 

in the European Neolithic (American School, Dyer and Fibiger, 2017, De Vere 

Bailey, 1947, Faugno, 1997, Groleau et al., 1993, Heizer, 1942, Parsons, 1961, 

Ethnology, Smith, 2014, Webber and Ganiaris, 2004). Many studies have suggested 

that various types of wooden club weapons were responsible for the production of 

blunt force trauma found in the osteological record (Ahlström and Molnar, 2012, 

Dyer and Fibiger, 2017, Fibiger et al., 2013, Schulting and Wysocki, 2005, Smith, 

2014, Teschler-Nicola, 2012, Teschler-Nicola et al., 1996, Wahl and Trautmann, 

2012).  

Figure 3.24: The Thames Beater artifact (top) and replica (bottom) used in 

experiment blunt force trauma studies. (Dyer and Fibiger, 2017). 

A pilot study carried out by Dyer and Fibiger (2017) demonstrated that a certain type 

of wooden club with a large flat face, long handle and pommel (Figure 3.24) was 

designed as a possible weapon and produced blunt force trauma in the 

archaeological record. The study demonstrated that the Thames Beater and 

similarly shaped clubs can produce fracture patterns found at Neolithic sites like 
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Asparn-Schletz, as seen in Figure 3.25. This is not the only typology of wooden club 

from the period, and while preservation of wood from this period is often poor, very 

different shapes of clubs are also known in the archaeological record, as seen in 

Appendix 2. 

Figure 3.25: Image showing the match between experimental work with the Thames 

Beater (left) and the skull of an adult male from the site of Asparn Schletz, Austria 

(Dyer and Fibiger, 2017). 

Wooden tools in this period were highly sophisticated and it is clear that Neolithic 

peoples understood the properties of different woods, allowing for skilled 

woodworking (Bocquet and Noël, 1985, Noël, 1988). Wood would be picked for 

tools based on properties and desired use; for example, maple, ash or rowan wood 

have properties that are pliable and absorb shock, which would make them 

favourable choices for axe or hammer handles and pounding objects (Noël, 1988). 

While there are a variety of shapes of wooden clubs from the period (Figure 3.26), one 

of the most notable variations of wooden club (see Figure 3.27) was found in 

Berumerfehn in a Torfabbaugebiet (a peat harvesting area), Germany, and varies 

extensively in shape from the Thames Beater. This ball-headed club is formed from a 

single piece of yew wood utilising the trunk or roots of the tree to create the club head 
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and the branch or trunk to form the long handle (Berumerfehn, 2004). This type of club 

is known from many areas around the world including Polynesia and the Americas and 

is often considered to be a war club or some type of weapon (American School, 1600, 

The AMICA Library, 1800, Faugno, 1997, Parsons, 1961, Peabody Museum of 

Archaeology and Ethnology, 2018). The shape of the weapon makes it an ideal club 

with a long handle and solid head, allowing for the maximum transmittance of force. 

Figure 3.26: Examples of potential wooden club weaponry from the Neolithic period 

in Britain including the Thames Beater (far right) (Schulting and Wysocki, 2005). 

Figure 3.27: The Berumerfehn club, a late Neolithic ball-headed club found in 

Germany (Berumerfehn, 2004). 
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The Berumerfehn club is constructed from yew, which matches similar Neolithic 

examples found in 1959 in Wiesmoor, Aurich district (Berumerfehn, 2004). The 

Berumerfehnclub shows great care in its construction, with expert shaping of the 

head and handle and decorative patterning along the handle, which matches 

Einzelgrabkultur pottery design (Berumerfehn, 2004). The club also shows signs of 

care in its life, with a distinct repair to the handle where a stress fracture formed, 

likely from a shock, suggesting it was an actively used tool; this combined with its 

deposition in a bog site may suggest that the weapon was held a symbol of power 

(Berumerfehn, 2004). 

The focus on one example of ball-headed club is due to the limited finds of these 

kinds of artefacts in the archaeological record. The limited number of examples of 

wooden clubs from the Neolithic is due to the poor preservation of wood and not the 

lack of examples present during the period (Dyer and Fibiger, 2017, Webber and 

Ganiaris, 2004). Wood preservation from the Neolithic is best in peatbogs, lakes and 

waterlogged environments, which is where most examples of wooden have been 

found (Bocquet and Noël, 1985, Schibler and Jacomet, 2010).  

3.5 The Need for Blunt Force Weapons Identification in Neolithic 

Research 

As demonstrated in Tornberg and Jacobsson’s (2018) study, some misconceptions 

and gaps in the research on causes and context of violent trauma in Neolithic 

studies exist, influencing the understanding of social interactions and cultural 

dynamics.  This can be remedied with further investigation. There are many, at 

times conflicting theories about violence in this period, as discussed above, which 

require more evidence to solidify their implications for both interpersonal violence 

and Neolithic societies as a whole. Studies of violence are also complicated by the 

lack of clearly identifiable weaponry that is easily distinguished from other tools 

(Christensen, 2004, Dyer and Fibiger, 2017, Fibiger et al., 2013, Fowler, 2010).  

Studies that have identified and analysed known weapons like stone axes, adzes 

and projectile injuries have greatly improved the understanding of violent conflicts 

that included those weapons (Smith et al., 2007, Teschler-Nicola, 2012, Tornberg 

and Jacobsson, 2018, Wahl and Trautmann, 2012). A lack of corresponding 

evidence for the majority of blunt force injury has left this area of research under-
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developed with little analysis so far on the mechanism of trauma and social 

implications of this violence. Dyer and Fibiger’s (2017) study clearly demonstrates 

that it is possible to identify and test blunt force weapon-tools from this period using 

experimental techniques. Further analysis of other potential weapons tools is 

needed to determine if it is possible to distinguish different weapons based on the 

fracture patterns they produce. This must then be followed by a discussion of the 

context of violence tied with these weapons.This in turn will aid in understanding the 

social interactions that occurred during this period.  The following chapter will 

discuss the experimental techniques that can aid this research. 
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Chapter 4:  Experimental Archaeology 

4.1 Introduction 

This research aims to identify and differentiate between blunt force weapon-tools during 

the Neolithic in Central and Western Europe using experimental bioarchaeological 

techniques. The methods employed in the current study will try to demonstrate that 

replica weapon-tools produce fracture patterns in synthetic skulls, which can be 

compared with the osteological record to identify their use in interpersonal conflict.  

Experimental archaeology offers an effective means to attempt to identify these 

relatively elusive artefacts and verify their potential use as weapons.  A strong 

background in the development and employment of experimental archaeology is 

necessary to understand the implications of this research and create an effective 

and accurate testing protocol. This chapter will introduce the theories behind 

experimental archaeology and define the various approaches that will be utilised in 

this research, discussing the benefits and necessities of primary ‘actualistic’ 

experiments, which were employed by the current study. This is followed by an in-

depth discussion of experimental violence studies, covering current standards and 

practices that exist. The pilot study by Dyer and Fibiger (2017), which inspired this 

work, will be introduced along with other research that has informed the methods of 

the experiments covered by this work.  

4.2 A Summary of Experimental Archaeology 

Experimental archaeology uses a scientific approach to test theories and interpretations 

of sites and objects (Clarkson and Shipton, 2015, Monk, 1987, Outram, 2008). The 

scientific experimental approach can utilise a number of methods, techniques, analyses 

and approaches within the constraints of a controllable, imitative experiment to replicate 

past phenomena, which enhances archaeological interpretation and can improve upon 

the limitations of historical empiricism and site excavation (Clarkson and Shipton, 2015, 

Coles, 1979, Liebschner, 2004, Mathieu, 2002, Monk, 1987, Outram, 2008). Though 

experimental techniques in archaeology have existed for some time, the movement 

towards a more standardised and repeatable approach to testing interpretations did not 

begin to emerge until the late 1980’s (Monk, 1987).  
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A more scientific avenue of archaeological experimentation emerged from a need to 

identify and demonstrate the causal agents and processes in the past (Wedel and 

Galloway, 2014). The nature of experimental techniques can also cater to public 

interest in archaeological artefacts and lifeways and provide a more tangible method 

to illustrating the past, creating a renewed interest in archaeological work in general 

(Clarkson and Shipton, 2015, Monk, 1987, Stone and Planel, 1999).  

There are many centres that carry out large scale experimental archaeological 

projects including the Irish National Heritage Park, Wexford (reconstructions from 

Mesolithic to c. 500BP); Butser Ancient Farm, Hampshire, UK; Historical-

Archaeological Experimental Centre at Lejre, Denmark; Parc Pyréné en d’Art 

Préhistorique, France; SAMARA, France; The Ancient Technology Centre, 

Cranborne, UK (Stone and Planel, 1999), and centres of research like The 

Unviersity College Dublin. Many of the centres have a direct aim to educate the 

public about the past (Culleton, 1999). A wide range of disciplines can be involved in 

experimental archaeology and reconstructions, making them an excellent education 

tool (Culleton, 1999, Outram, 2008). 

It is important to note that while experimental archaeology seeks to replicate past 

events, it may not be a direct ‘re’-construction of what actually occurred in the past 

as interpretation and theories are shaped by archaeologists’ current positions on 

how to analyse and use available data (Outram, 2008, Stone and Planel, 1999). If 

this limitation is taken into consideration, experimental archaeology can still provide 

key information in the development and testing of archaeological interpretation and 

provide possible answers and suggest the degree of probability for certain 

scenarios, preventing unfounded interpretation from excavation alone (Clarkson and 

Shipton, 2015, Mathieu, 2002, Monk, 1987, Outram, 2008). 

4.3 Types of Experimental Archaeology 

4.3.1 Scope of Experiments 

There are a wide variety of applications for experimental archaeology and methods 

that can be employed to test theories. Experimentation covers everything from small 

tests on raw materials to large-scale reconstructions of sites and centres for 

experimental technique.  This wide scope of experimental types can be divided into 

five main categories, as presented in Table 4.1 (Mathieu, 2002, Outram, 2008). 
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Table 4.1: The five categories of experimental archaeology (Mathieu, 2002, Outram, 

2008). 

Category Description 

Construction To scale replication of past artefact, sites, buildings, etc. 

Process/Function Testing of manufacturing and use techniques (testing stone 

axes, tar rendering). 

Simulation Replication of the processes of taphonomy. 

Eventuality Trial A combination of the first three categories to understand the 

long term processes affecting archaeological material before 

it is discovered. 

Technological Innovation Tests of archaeological techniques (like geophysics) to 

improve modern methodology of excavation and analyses. 

 

The aim of this thesis is to replicate known tools in the Neolithic archaeological 

record and test their ability to be used as weapons based on the fracture patterns 

they produce in artificial human skulls. This research is therefore concerned with 

experiments falling under the construction and process/function categories 

described in Table 4.1 above.  

Experimental archaeology in the construction category is used to replicate past 

materials (artefacts, buildings, sites) to create a visual display of a test object. The 

process/function category is used to generate and test hypotheses concerning the 

function and use of particular objects in the past, especially tools and weapons 

(Mathieu, 2002). Behavioural replication is part of the process/function experiments, 

as understanding past behaviours and activities can be explored with the techniques 

of use for various archaeological elements (Mathieu, 2002). The ability to replicate 

certain past behaviours based on process/function tests is important as it allows for 

analyses of the social context in which the materials were being used. For this 

paper, it means that an understanding of potential weapon use should be able to 

better inform current understandings of the context of violence in the Neolithic and 

the implications that has on understanding conflict and society in this time period. 
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4.3.2 Experimental Methods 

Once the scope of investigation has been determined, then the types of experiments 

carried out need to be established. Experimental archaeology in both the 

construction and process/function categories can be subdivided into two classes of 

general methodology. The first is primary, actualistic or ‘real-world’ experiments, and 

the second high-control lab tests. The high-control lab tests utilise sound scientific 

principles in a careful and controlled environment, while actualistic experiments test 

hypothetical scenarios using potentially authentic materials and conditions (Mathieu, 

2002, Outram, 2008). These two methodological approaches complement each 

other and both aid in the development and testing of archaeological theory (Mathieu, 

2002, Outram, 2008). The focus on real world parameters in actualistic experiments, 

and on variable control in the high-control lab tests both provide helpful information, 

but can make the types of experiments incompatible with each other (Mathieu, 

2002). 

4.3.2.1 Actualistic Experiments 

Actualistic experiments allow experimental archaeology to extend what hypothesis 

can be tested with authentic materials in a range of environmental conditions with 

the aim to reflect more accurately ‘real life’ scenarios from the past (Outram, 2008). 

Not all materials and methods used need to be completely authentic, but those 

pertaining to the hypothesis being tested do (Outram, 2008).  

Actualistic experiments have a lower level of control on variables, meaning 

unpredictable phenomena are given more of an opportunity to impact on the 

experiment, thus enabling refinement of hypotheses and archaeological 

interpretation that may be missed when variables are heavily controlled (Dyer, 2013, 

Dyer and Fibiger, 2017, Mathieu, 2002, Outram, 2008). This does not make 

actualistic experiments less rigorous than high-control lab tests, but bases the 

experiments on different criteria than variable control (Outram, 2008).  
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Figure 4.1: Testing a replica tridacna shell adze by students at the University of 

Queensland (Clarkson and Shipton, 2015:162). 

The nature of actualistic experiments means that they are often classed as ‘first 

generation’ or primary experiments that are the most clearly imitative of past human 

activity and can aid best in generating proof of wholly theoretical ideal of past uses 

of materials, as seen in Figure 4.1 (Mathieu, 2002). Tests that fall into this category 

include testing the various uses of tools, like the use of Neolithic axes for cutting 

down trees (Mathieu, 2002). Often these primary experiments are not completely 

and precisely replicable in results due to the loose control over variables, but 

provide the best methods for hypothesis generation and identification of new 

variables (exploratory experimentation). 

Experiments carried out during a pilot study of a Neolithic weapon-tool, the Thames 

Beater, demonstrate the benefits of primary level experiments (Dyer, 2013, Dyer 

and Fibiger, 2017). The current study used free-hand swings to strike simulated 

human heads to identify potential fracture patterns that could be matched with the 

archaeological record and is the initial research that led to this thesis’ experiments 

(Dyer, 2013, Dyer and Fibiger, 2017).  The blows delivered in the experiments were 

intended to strike the synthetic heads directly, however, the free swings by a human 

striker allowed a glancing blow to be delivered (Dyer, 2013, Dyer and Fibiger, 2017). 
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This glancing blow produced a direct match between the synthetic material and a 

skull fracture in a Neolithic male from the site of Asparn-Schletz, as seen in Figure 

4.2 (Dyer, 2013, Dyer and Fibiger, 2017). The match may not have been made in a 

more controlled set up that delivered only direct strikes at a single angle, and a 

strong data set on the use of wooden club weapons in Neolithic Europe may not 

have been generated. This type of primary level experimentation was ideal for initial 

identification of a Neolithic tool as a potential weapon, which can be employed for 

further experiments on other potential weapon-tools from the period (Dyer and 

Fibiger, 2017, Fibiger et al., in prep.).  

Figure 4.2: Experimental results of a glancing blow delivered by the Thames Beater 

to a synthetic skull (left) and the skull of a Neolithic man from the site of Asparn-

Schletz with perimortem trauma (Dyer and Fibiger, 2017) 

4.3.2.2 High-Control Lab Tests 

High-control lab tests can provide large amounts of information in controlled 

environments while allowing for the adjustment of specific variables (Kroman et al., 

2011, Shergold and Fleck, 2005, Thali et al., 2002a). A control of variables in 

experimentation is necessary for clear results about the relationship between 
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various elements of the experiment and more control generally, leading to better 

analogies (Mathieu, 2002). The high-control lab test method does leave a gulf 

between lab conditions and how such processes and results were achieved in the 

past when a more limited range of materials and technologies, and less control of 

the environment were available (Outram, 2008).  

Experiments using this method are often used during secondary or later generation 

experiments (Mathieu, 2002). While this method less visibly imitates past 

behaviours, it does clearly demonstrate the cause and effect between dependant 

and independent variables and is more completely repeatable (Mathieu, 2002). 

Examples of experiments in this categories include controlled drops of a steel ball 

onto glass plates to demonstrate aspects of fracturing during flint knapping 

(Mathieu, 2002). This method is very helpful in testing individual variables presented 

in the hypothesis generated from actualistic tests (Mathieu, 2002).  

4.4 Experimental Archaeology and the Study of Past Violence 

There is an increased interest in archaeology in examinations of activity patterns, 

rather than just isolated events (Coles, 1979). This has direct implications for the 

study of past tools and weapons. Experimentation seeks to manufacture and 

understand the use of past weapons, and tools can provide insight on the 

importance of objects to the original inventors and owners (Coles, 1979). Both the 

construction and process/function categories of experimental archaeology can 

clearly be used to understand and identify weapons from the past, along with 

establishing their potential use, and informing current understanding of the context 

of past violence and its social implications. Below is a discussion of experimental 

archaeological techniques that pertain to the study of past violence. 

4.4.1 Crafting Ancient Weapon-Tools 

Many previous studies have been carried out on the accurate construction of 

ancient tools using solely the raw materials and tools available to humans at the 

time (Clarkson and Shipton, 2015, Dyer and Fibiger, 2017, Fibiger et al., in prep.). 

Replicas of past tools can aid archaeological interpretation and are most often used 

for education, archival or commemorative purposes (Mathieu, 2002). The types of 
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reconstructions of past tools can be divided into three categories based on their 

similarity to past objects: visual, functional and full. 

Visual replicas are designed to look like, but not function as, a past object and are 

often constructed from different material and using modern techniques (Mathieu, 

2002). These replicas would not be suitable for experimental work into techniques of 

use or manufacturing but are often used as visual display items.   

Functional replicas are created to be used in a similar manner to the original objects 

and must be accurate in functional aspects, so should be constructed of appropriate 

materials and sometimes using archaeologically accurate production techniques 

(Mathieu, 2002). Functional replicas do not need to be authentic in every aspect, but 

do need to be authentic in any way that might influence their normal function 

(Mathieu, 2002). This makes functional replicas good candidates for testing the use 

of certain tools. When testing the use of a tool to see the damage it can create if 

used as a weapon, modern manufacturing techniques can be utilised in the making 

of the replica tool; however, if the damage on the weapon was to be analysed (for 

example to look as use-wear affects) it would be more important that the replica was 

manufactured using past techniques, so the manufacturing marks on the replica 

were accurate. 

The final category is full replicas, which use all authentic materials and appropriate 

techniques for construction or are real artefacts where possible (Coles, 1979, 

Mathieu, 2002). While this category does provide the most accurate replicas, it is 

not always necessary to produce replicas this way depending on the goal of the 

experimentation. For the scope of the research discussed in this research, full 

replicas are not necessary and functional replicas will be suitable for testing. The 

construction process of these replica tools will be discussed in Chapter 5.  

4.5 Experimental Approaches to Violence: Medical, Forensic and 

Archaeological Studies 

While there is a broad spectrum of experimental studies on violence, this research 

focuses on blunt force injuries and cranial trauma to the human skeleton and the 

following discussion will focus on these types of violence. Experimental trauma 

studies do not only pertain to archaeology, and studies on the mechanism of blunt 

force injuries and cranial trauma appear in medical, forensic and archaeological 
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contexts. Studies from all three disciplines can greatly aid in understanding the 

cause and context of past violence and therefore create a more comprehensive 

interpretation of social interaction in prehistory (Ahlström and Molnar, 2012, Fibiger 

et al., 2013, Filer, 1992, Schulting, 2012, Schulting and Wysocki, 2005). 

Experimental studies have been used to obtain data under controlled conditions to 

better understand sources of variability in intrinsic traits of trauma (Wedel and 

Galloway, 2014). 

The purpose and goals of experimental studies from medical, forensic and 

archaeological context do differ. Medical studies often focus on understanding the 

mechanisms of trauma to aid in intervention and prevention of medical 

complications (Melvin and Evans, 1971). Forensic studies are more closely linked 

with archaeological studies as they aim to reconstruct past events, as opposed to 

preventing further medical complications and often focus on skeletal evidence or 

attempt to determine the events surrounding injury or death (Calce and Rogers, 

2007, Kranioti, 2015, Ruchonnet, 2015, Wedel and Galloway, 2014). Forensic 

studies, however, often also have more material to draw on, including crime scene 

evidence and soft tissue remains. Archaeological studies, particularly those 

pertaining to the Neolithic or early prehistoric violence use similar avenues to 

forensic studies to understand violence and conflict in various societies, but often 

only have access to skeletal evidence, material culture and site excavation, as 

discussed in Chapter 3.  

What follows is a discussion of various experimental techniques that have been 

used for trauma analyses with an emphasis on the techniques that have informed 

the choice of methods employed for this paper. 

4.5.1 Experimental Methods of Trauma Testing 

Amongst medical, forensic and archaeological trauma tests many different methods 

have been put forward to understand both the basic biomechanics of bone fractures 

and more intricate studies of various scenarios of violence and the weapons used. 

Many previous studies have been drawn on to develop the best methods to meet 

the aims of the current study.  

Clark and Sperry (1992) demonstrated that weapons injuries can be used to identify 

the original weapon and give information about the circumstances surrounding the 

injury. Their study suggests that catalogues of weapons and the injuries they cause 
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can aid others when attempting to identify weapons based on injury patterns (Clark 

and Sperry, 1992). The identification of patterned injury relies on the detailed 

examination of the fractures, coupled with exposure to a variety of patterned 

wounds and careful correlation of injuries with weapons or trauma mechanisms 

(Clark and Sperry, 1992). The study was able to successfully identify weapons 

based on the pattern of injury and has demonstrated this in a number of cases of 

blunt force injures with assault and murder weapons (Clark and Sperry, 1992).  

This method can be employed to identify weapons, as fractures will vary based on 

tool shape, size and area impacted with tool and on the body (Buchaillet et al., 

2016, Clark and Sperry, 1992). As discussed in Chapter 2, bone tends to retain and 

reproduce patterned weapon characteristics better than soft tissue and therefore the 

injury site can be traces and matched with images of the striking ends of weapons 

(Buchaillet et al., 2016, Clark and Sperry, 1992). This method requires careful 

photography and written descriptions of the potential weapons and injury sites to 

demonstrate the unique features of fracture formation for diagnosis (Clark and 

Sperry, 1992).  

The ability to match weapons to fracture patterns in forensic cases means that it is 

potentially possible to use trauma studies to identify historic weapons based on 

fracture patterns as well (Dyer and Fibiger, 2017, Fibiger et al., in prep.). To do this, 

an experimental method had to be established for testing the potential weapons and 

the fracture formation they create. Currently there is a wide variation in materials 

and methods of experimental fracture tests.  

4.5.2 The Use of Analogues for Humans in Experimental Fracture Studies 

One of the most varied and debated elements of experimental fracture studies is the 

analogue used to replicate living human heads or skulls. While methods and sample 

selection factors must be standardized to produce reliable replicable results when 

devising experimental archaeological studies on fracture formation (Wedel and 

Galloway, 2014, Yoganandan and Pintar, 2004), there are currently no developed 

industrial standards for the material tested on in fracture biomechanics and 

weapons tests with a wide variety of bone shapes, sizes and sources being used in 

biomechanical studies on bone fracture (Adharapurapu et al., 2006, Liebschner, 

2004). Many types of bones have been used for various tests including animal and 

human material in various forms of fresh, dried, rehydrated, frozen and embalmed 
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states (Adharapurapu et al., 2006, Currey, 2002, Smith et al., 2007, Wedel and 

Galloway, 2014). In studies on human cranial fractures, most use human or animal 

bone core samples and very rarely test on complete heads (skull or soft tissue) or 

dry skulls (Jordana et al., 2013).  

Below there will be a discussion of the three main types of living human analogue: 

cadaver, animal material and synthetic materials. The scope of this thesis focuses 

on cranial blunt force trauma, so the discussion will focus on the use of material in 

the examination of cranial fractures and blunt force trauma.  

4.5.2.1 Cadavers 

One of the common analogues for living human material in trauma experiments is 

the use of cadaver material. Cadaver bone is often used in fracture studies and is 

frequently considered a very good analogue for results of trauma to living humans, 

however, limited availability and ethical considerations can prevent the acquisition of 

well-defined sample material (Corey et al., 2001, Raul et al., 2008, Thali et al., 

2002a, Thali et al., 2002d, Wang et al., 1998). Whole cadavers, cadaver heads, 

skull sections of fresh, partially embalmed and fully embalmed tissue have all been 

utilised to study cranial fracture mechanics (Falland-Cheung et al., 2018b, Melvin 

and Evans, 1971, Yoganandan and Pintar, 2004).  

Many countries, including the United Kingdom, do not allow for archaeological 

research using cadaver material due to ethical considerations. In countries where 

cadavers are deemed appropriate test material, there are still problems with them as 

analogues for living human material. Cadavers present a clear problem with 

individual variation between specimens, which can influence consistency and 

replicable experimental results (Dyer, 2013, Dyer and Fibiger, 2017).  

There is also a question of the preservation of living qualities of the tissue, with 

various storage techniques and time lapse until use causing the material to lose 

some of the qualities of living human tissue as discussed in Chapter 2. The soft 

tissue and bone quality of both animal and cadaver material can  be affected by 

dehydration and degradation of the tissue due to embalming, drying, freezing and 

thawing, which can have significant influence on results of experimental research 

into trauma in living victims (Calce and Rogers, 2007, Kroman et al., 2011, Parmar 

et al., 2012, Shergold and Fleck, 2005, Thali et al., 2002a, Wedel and Galloway, 

2014).  
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Though cadavers are likely one of the better analogues for living human material, 

ethical considerations, individual variation and difficulty in procurement make them a 

difficult test material to use regularly or easily. As a result many other materials have 

been suggested as analogues for experimental trauma studies. 

4.5.2.2 Animal Analogues 

In a large proportion of human trauma studies ranging from basic fracture 

biomechanics to more detailed trauma analysis and weapon identification, deceased 

animal specimens are used as analogues for living human victims with varying 

levels of success and accuracy (Liebschner, 2004, Neyt et al., 1998, Smith et al., 

2007). Animal analogues are so frequently used that there are more studies 

pertaining to the fracture mechanics of bovine bone than that of human bone (Carter 

and Hayes, 1976, Liebschner, 2004). The choice of animal test models are usually 

linked to the inherent ethical concerns of testing with human specimens  and the 

difficult in procurement of cadavers, along with the previous precedent of other 

studies and cost considerations (Calce and Rogers, 2007, Dyer, 2013, Neyt et al., 

1998, Wedel and Galloway, 2014). 

Certain issues with animal analogues are consistent with that of cadavers. Animal 

analogues do not remove the problem of individual variation that is also present in 

studies of cadavers, nor do they remove issues of tissue degradation due to 

preservation techniques (Parmar et al., 2012). 

The results of studies on animal specimens in medical, forensic and archaeological 

contexts are often directly applied to understanding disease or trauma processes in 

humans despite of the fact that animal proxies for human materials having not been 

fully explored and no widely used standard exists (Liebschner, 2004, Neyt et al., 

1998, Wedel and Galloway, 2014). Animal analogues are not used only for 

understanding fracture formation in human bones, but also to understand the 

healing process, which can be important in the understanding of signs of healed 

trauma in archaeological assemblages (Claes et al., 2012, Liebschner, 2004). 

Healing stages are argued to be similar between animals and humans despite 

speeds and processes varying with most studies are carried out on small rodents to 

allow for a quicker study process (Claes et al., 2012).  

Significant microstructural differences between human and animal bone have a 

large impact on fracture properties which is problematic when using animal 
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analogues for trauma studies (Liebschner, 2004, Wang et al., 1998, Wedel and 

Galloway, 2014). Notably, humans have secondary osteonal bone structures that 

are not present in bovine, canine or other large mammals often used as human 

analogues (Wang et al., 1998). Despite this, many studies often assume that all 

mammal bone can be considered synonymous (Adharapurapu et al., 2006, Wedel 

and Galloway, 2014).  

Many animals have been used in studies of fracture propagation and healing 

including canine, bovine, porcine, baboon, rabbit, guinea pig etc., all of which have a 

degree of difference in their biomechanical properties compared to human bone 

(Adharapurapu et al., 2006, Carter et al., 1976, Chamay and Tschantz, 1972, 

Liebschner, 2004, Wang et al., 1998, Wedel and Galloway, 2014). An extreme 

example of this is the use of rabbit knees to look at joint disease in human joints. 

Rabbit’s knees are almost continuously flexed at the joint, while humans are not, 

making it a poor analogue, but one that has still been used to make direct 

inferences on human joint disease (Neyt et al., 1998).  

  

Figure 4.3: Porcine skulls used in experimental tests with the Thames Beater, with 

no fracture propagation produced with a weapon that was able to produce extensive 

fractures in synthetic human analogues (Dyer, 2013:47). 
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One of the most common animal analogues in trauma studies is porcine material 

(Figure 4.3), with the hairless skin, general size and general biology being cited as 

suitably accurate for a human analogue (Carter et al., 1976, Dyer, 2013, Jordana et 

al., 2013, Wedel and Galloway, 2014). The biomechanics of pig bone is very 

different to that of human, especially in studies of head trauma, which is often 

brushed over in existing studies (Carter et al., 1976, Corey et al., 2001, Dyer, 2013, 

Jordana et al., 2013, Parmar et al., 2012, Raul et al., 2008, Shergold and Fleck, 

2005). There are many clear differences in the biology of the head between pig and 

human material that make it a poorly suited analogue, as seen in Table 4. 2.  

Table 4.2: General differences between Human and Porcine cranial anatomy. 

(Derived from: (Carter et al., 1976:211, Corey et al., 2001, Dyer, 2013:85, Jordana 

et al., 2013:s157, Parmar et al., 2012:46, Raul et al., 2008, Shergold and Fleck, 

2005:838). 

Human Porcine 

Overall shape of cranium is relatively 

rounded with a domed top. 

Overall shape of cranium is relatively 

angular and squared with a flatter sloping 

top. 

Parietals (2) are relatively large Parietal (1) is relatively small 

Parietals are laterally convex Parietal is quadrilateral 

Two skull tables are thicker with a thinner 

diploe 

Skull tables are thinner with a thicker diploe 

Overall skull thickness is thinner Overall skull thickness is thicker 

External soft tissue is relatively thinner External soft tissue is relatively thicker 

External soft tissue is relatively more 

delicate with less collagen tissue 

External soft tissue is relatively tougher with 

more collage tissue and more cushioning 

effect 

Cranial sutures are more jagged and 

overlapped 

Cranial sutures are more linear. 
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The animal analogue chosen for trauma studies clearly has influence on the 

biomechanical tests that can be accurately carried out. The ideal analogue should 

show biological changes similar to those in human bone when stressed in the same 

manner (Liebschner, 2004, Wang et al., 1998, Wedel and Galloway, 2014). Animal 

data is only as applicable as the model from which it derives and choosing an 

analogue must be done with extreme caution, overcoming the deficiencies and 

limitations of other models and creating a much-needed standardisation (Neyt et al., 

1998, Liebschner, 2004).  

Most biomechanical tests data is rendered inaccurate because of poor testing 

techniques or inattention to compounding variables (Liebschner, 2004, Wedel and 

Galloway, 2014). Table 4.2 clearly presents the compounding variables that 

demonstrate porcine material is a poor analogue for human comparison, yet it is 

continually used in studies. Ultimately is seems the accuracy is repeatedly 

overlooked when employing animal analogues for human material in trauma studies 

in favour of a more easily procurable model, but there is an emerging push to rectify 

this problem. Studies trying to find the most accurate analogue are emerging, but 

they are consistently demonstrating that there is no perfect animal analogue for 

human material, both biomechanically and morphologically (Wang et al., 1998, 

Wedel and Galloway, 2014). 

4.5.2.3 Synthetic Alternatives 

Due to individual variation, ethical considerations and problems with accuracy 

mentioned above when using cadaver or animal analogues, other avenues have 

been explored to try to create a synthetic stand-in for human material when carrying 

out trauma experiments. To accurately replicate the living human head with 

synthetic materials, the method employed will need to improve upon the problems 

presented with the use of cadaver and animal material. This means it will have to 

remove ethical issues, provide accurate response in fracture formation, behave 

biomechanically like a human head when struck, remove the individual variation 

between test specimens and be cost effective and easily procurable. One of the 

most prominently proposed systems to do this is that of the skin-skull-brain model. 

(Figure 4.4). 
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The skin-skull-brain model is the first synthetic example where the individual 

structures of the head (scalp, skull and brain) are holistically combined, as seen in 

Figure 4.5 (Thali et al., 2002a). The original publication designing and utilising skin-

skull-brain models employed specialised polyurethane spheres coated in a latex 

periosteum, covered with a silicone skin and filled with ballistics gelatine (Thali et al., 

2002a, Thali et al., 2002c, Thali et al., 2002d, Thali et al., 2002b). The models turn 

the simple synthetic bone into a complete model of a living human cranium (Dyer 

and Fibiger, 2017, Dyer, 2013, Fibiger et al., in prep., Thali et al., 2002a, Thali et al., 

2002c, Thali et al., 2002d, Thali et al., 2002b). 

 

 

Figure 4.4: A skin-skull-brain model utilised in the current study (photographed by 

author). 
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Figure 4.5: Silicone skin (left), latex coated polyurethane sphere (middle) and 

gelatine core (right) used to construct skin-skull-brain models (photographed by 

author). 

The specialised polyurethane spheres consist of an inner and outer table with a 

layer of spongy diploe in-between to accurately recreate the core biomechanical 

structure of the top of the human skull (Thali et al., 2002d). These geometrically 

simplified models are then coated with a thin latex layer which behaves like the 

periosteum of living bone and in combination with the structure of the polyurethane 

sphere is able to behave in a similar way to living human frontal and parietal skull 

bones when struck with projectiles or hand-held blunt force weapons (Dyer and 

Fibiger, 2017, Fibiger et al., in prep., Smith et al., 2015, SYNBONE-AG, Thali et al., 

2002d). The simple spheres utilised by the current study are produced by the 

manufacturer SYNBONE AG and are used to mimic the human skulls with a 190mm 

diameter and in thickness of 5, 6 and 7 mm (SYNBONE-AG, Thali et al., 2002d). 

Specially calibrated polyurethane synthetic bone material is a relatively new test 

material and can be manufactured for various purposes as flat sheets, hollow tubes 

or simple spheres (SYNBONE-AG). 

To create the full and accurate skin-skull-brain models, the spheres must be filled 

with an equivalent to the internal soft tissue of the living human skull (Carr et al., 

2015, Dyer, 2013, Dyer and Fibiger, 2017, Kranioti, 2015, Ruchonnet, 2015, Smith 

et al., 2015, Thali et al., 2002a, Thali et al., 2002d). Thali et al. (2002a, 2002c, 

2002d, 2002b) first tested the model in a series of publications, which filled the 
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spheres with a 10% ordnance gelatine solution at 40C to represent the internal soft 

tissue structures (Carr et al., 2015, Dyer, 2013, Kranioti, 2015, Ruchonnet, 2015, 

Smith et al., 2015). 

Experimentation by Carr et al. (2015) and Smith et al. (2015) demonstrated that if 

left hollow the spheres would either shatter on impact or create very limited and 

localised injury sites, and only with the ballistics gelatine inside were they able to 

accurately replicate skull fractures. A study by Falland-Cheung et al. (2018a) 

compared the use of different synthetic materials as replicas for brains and found 

that overall, gelatine was the best choice of synthetic alternative, out-preforming 

alginate, agar/glycerol and agar/glycerol/water simulant materials. 

The external soft tissue must also be replicated to produce accurate force dispersal 

during strikes and create the cushioning effect of human external soft tissue 

(Falland-Cheung et al., 2018b). The outer surface of the sphere is coated in a thin 

latex layer which works similarly to the periosteum and is then covered by a silicone 

scalp with synthetic artificial leather fibres used to simulate the collagen and fat of 

the scalp (Thali et al., 2002a, Thali et al., 2002d). Though synthetic skin is 

emphasised in Thali et al.’s (2002a) report, it has not been utilised in subsequent 

studies of skin-skull-brain model, which instead have used the latex coating 

intended as periosteum as the only external soft tissue (Dyer, 2013, Dyer and 

Fibiger, 2017, Fibiger et al., in prep., Ruchonnet, 2015, Smith et al., 2015). In 

examples where soft tissue injury is unknown from the osteological record, the use 

of synthetic skin will allow for the most accurate fracture production and could 

provide some insight into the potential soft tissue injuries associated with those 

fractures. 

Many synthetic substitutes for human skin have been suggested to try and create a 

material that is easy to obtain, reliable, repeatable and stable in normal room 

conditions (Parmar et al., 2012). These requirements mean the biological stand-ins 

like cadaver and animal material are often poor. Synthetic skin needs the same 

properties of tensile strength and tear strength to accurately stand in for human skin 

(Parmar et al., 2012). Synthetic silicone reinforced with leather fibres was utilised by 

the first skin-skull-brain model, with remarkable similarities found between this 

silicone skin the reaction of living human tissue (Thali et al., 2002a, Thali et al., 

2002c, Thali et al., 2002d, Thali et al., 2002b). The original publications, however, 

did not provided specific construction outlines for this material or a manufacturer.  
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Other synthetic skin equivalents used include silicone rubber, polyurethane film, 

polyurethane coated fleece, natural rubber and synthetic leather, with varying 

degrees of success (Bhushan et al., 2005, Derler et al., 2007, Knight, 1975, Parmar 

et al., 2012, Shergold and Fleck, 2005, Thali et al., 2002a, Thali et al., 2002c, Thali 

et al., 2002d, Thali et al., 2002b, Van Der Heide et al., 2010). Many synthetic 

options do not accurately replicate the properties of human skin (Ankersen et al., 

1999, Knight, 1975, Parmar et al., 2012). Synthetic leather is four times weaker than 

human skin (Ankersen et al., 1999, Parmar et al., 2012). Experiments utilising 

polyurethane or polyethylene materials did not produce accurate results (Knight, 

1975). Natural rubbers have strength levels two to three times that of human skin 

(Shergold and Fleck, 2005). Silicone rubber is the only material that seems to hold 

similar properties to human skin and produce accurate results in experiments 

(Parmar et al., 2012, Shergold and Fleck, 2005, Thali et al., 2002a, Thali et al., 

2002c, Thali et al., 2002d, Thali et al., 2002b, Van Der Heide et al., 2010).  

Silicone is the most practical option for substitution of real human skin as it has the 

closest mechanical properties and does not strain crystallise, meaning its 

mechanical properties do not change with the degree of elongation or stretching 

(Parmar et al., 2012, Shergold and Fleck, 2005, Thali et al., 2002a, Thali et al., 

2002c, Thali et al., 2002d, Thali et al., 2002b, Van Der Heide et al., 2010). Though 

silicon rubber is not praised by all publications, the tear strength and tensile strength 

of silicone rubber is close to that of human skin, with a slightly higher failure strain 

(Shergold and Fleck, 2005). It is very important to have accurate knowledge of soft 

tissue failure rate in tensile strength and elasticity for accurate models (Falland-

Cheung et al., 2018b). Shergold and Fleck (2005) and Van Der Heide et al. (2010) 

both conclude that silicone rubber has a strong similarity to human skin that is good 

enough to use as a synthetic substitute, suggesting these types of silicone rubber 

may be ideal for use in the skin-skull-brain model. 

4.5.2.4 The Accuracy of Skin-Skull-Brain Study Results 

Experimental studies utilising the skin-skull-brain model have demonstrated its 

ability to respond similarly to living human tissue on a macroscopic level when 

struck with blunt force weapons (Carr et al., 2015, Smith et al., 2015, Thali et al., 

2002a, Thali et al., 2002c, Thali et al., 2002d, Thali et al., 2002b). In the original 

publication Thali et al. took this claim further and stated that the skin-skull-brain 

model is fully comparable to real world injuries, though subsequent studies have 
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been slightly more reticent to make such a sweeping claim (Dyer and Fibiger, 2017, 

Dyer, 2013, Smith et al., 2015). Smith et al. (2015) carried out a comprehensive 

analysis of the macroscopic and microscopic ability of synthetic bone to replicate 

real-world injuries. The study concluded that on a microscopic level, the synthetic 

bone used in skin-skull-brain models does not fracture in the same way as human 

skull bones, but that the macroscopic fracture patterns do replicate fractures from 

real injuries to humans (Smith et al., 2015).  

Several limitations do exist in the synthetic bone spheres used in skin-skull-brain 

models. The uniform structure of the synthetic bone lacks buttressing and cranial 

sutures and the microstructure lacks directional bone fibres and a composite 

arrangement of constituent elements (Dyer and Fibiger, 2017). The paths of linear 

and radiating secondary fractures do not follow the lines of least resistance that they 

would in a living skull, as discussed in Chapter 2 (Dyer and Fibiger, 2017). It is also 

likely that these fractures can carry on further than those in human skulls, as they do 

not encounter cranial sutures where the force is absorbed and the fracture lines 

usually stop (Dyer and Fibiger, 2017). The single line where the two hemispheres 

are attached in the spheres does not provide an accurate equivalent to cranial 

sutures with fracture lines easily carrying through it. (Dyer, 2013, Smith et al., 2015). 

Microscopic differences appear in the bone with the formation of stepped bevelling, 

larger areas of bevelling and a statistically significant range in the variance and 

measurements of fracture patterns compared with human bone (Smith et al., 2015). 

Finally, skin-skull-brain models are not living material so they cannot inform 

researchers about the healing process of survivable trauma. 

While the limitations listed above must be considered, skin-skull-brain models must 

be considered a strong source material for blunt force trauma research. Smith et al. 

(2015) did find that the models were able to produce likely signatures of varying 

trauma mechanisms and several other previous studies have demonstrated that on 

a macroscopic level, the synthetic bone is able to replicate realistic fracture patterns, 

correct macroscopic bevelling and correct interactions of primary and secondary 

injuries (Dyer and Fibiger, 2017, Dyer, 2013, Fibiger et al., in prep., Ruchonnet, 

2015, Smith et al., 2015, Thali et al., 2002a, Thali et al., 2002c, Thali et al., 2002d, 

Thali et al., 2002b).  

Some of the limitations could be removed if the synthetic bone was manufactured as 

anatomically correct skulls, which would allow for sutures and buttressing to 
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correctly influence fracture pattern. Currently there is no manufacturer producing 

accurately layered synthetic skulls in this shape, but future research may create the 

demand for this to be done. The standardization of the material, even in spherical 

form, also removes individual variation between experiments creating a repeatable 

and scientifically acceptable test material (Kranioti, 2015, Smith et al., 2015, Thali et 

al., 2002d).  Skin-skull-brain models are easily obtainable, identical between 

specimens, remove ethical and biohazard issues and are easy to construct. This, 

combined with previous evidence that the model is capable of producing accurate 

fracture patterns, makes them a strong model for experimental archaeological 

studies of potential weapons from prehistory. 

4.5.3 Experimental Fracture Studies: Methodology 

Many studies have looked at fracture mechanics with methods employing 

pendulum, drop shaft, drop tower, impactor arm, conventional test machines, 

electro-hydraulic materials testing device (piston), compression and dropping the 

specimens onto various surfaces, along with free hand strikes all to determine what 

fracture patterns are produced under a variety of circumstances with particular tools 

or generalised surface sizes and shapes, see example in Figure 4.6 (Dyer, 2013, 

Dyer and Fibiger, 2017, Fibiger et al., in prep., Jordana et al., 2013, Melvin and 

Evans, 1971, Thali et al., 2002a, Wieberg and Wescott, 2008, Wedel and Galloway, 

2014, Yoganandan and Pintar, 2004). This variation in method means that it can be 

hard to compare various test methods against each other, although the results of 

the tests can be helpful for understanding the various elements of trauma analysis 

they seek to establish, as discussed in Chapter 2.  
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Figure 4.6: Drop tube (left), weighted body (middle) and strike to a skin-skull-brain 

model (right) showing how a drop force meter can be employed to control angle of 

impact and force in blunt force trauma experiments, note the use of generic striking 

surfaces used for this (Thali et al., 2002a:196) 

Many of the methods mentioned above are designed to control the exact angle and 

force of each strike and would fall under that category of high-control, secondary lab 

tests (Mathieu, 2002, Thali et al., 2002a, Thali et al., 2002c). This is very valuable 

because it provides thresholds for the formation of differing fracture patterns, 

however, it can remove some the natural variations of violent attacks that occur 

under ‘real-world’ circumstances and the strict variable control can occasionally add 

its own errors. For the initial analyses of weapon identification based on fracture 

morphology, a more ‘actualistic’ approach can provide a better technique (Dyer and 

Fibiger, 2017). 

The biomechanical data about skull fractures is derived from experiments that use 

high-control lab tests machines like drop tubes or pendulums, along with the use of 

force plates, linear variable differential transformers and accelerometers, which are 

designed to calculate the exact force of strikes. To do so, many of these techniques 

require the skull to be held within a relatively rigid structure to prevent it from 

become dislodged and control the strike angle for accurate force measurement 
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(Jordana et al., 2013, Wedel and Galloway, 2014). While this method allows for 

accurate force calculation, it can also introduce compression forces, possibly 

changing fracture formation when compared with ‘real-world’ scenarios. Studies 

have found fractures with baseball bats are more likely to be linear or incomplete 

depressions when the head is free to move, but when the head is immobilized 

against a solid surface, comminuted fractures were more likely to form, 

demonstrating that immobilising the test material will influence experimental results 

(Kranioti, 2015).  

As discussed in Chapter 3, many of the fractures from the Neolithic likely occurred 

in altercations where opponents were often standing. To test this situation, a method 

that could cause compression forces in the experiments would not accurately 

replicate the scenario being investigated. Once again, this may suggest that an 

actualistic method for the experiments may be more appropriate for the test 

scenarios being examined.  

Experimental use of accelerometers has been used to establish the force of impact 

in simulated strikes to human heads successfully without altering the fracture 

propagation (Yoganandan and Pintar, 2004). In actualistic experiments, it can be 

difficult, if not impossible to accurately turn the accelerometer data from the centre 

of the skull into the force impact from the strike to the surface, when angle and 

swing are not controlled for. The general lack of controlled variables in free hand 

swings can makes most methods of force measurement inaccurate due to the these 

issues, however, given the nature of actualistic, primary experiments, the use of a 

human striker can be enough to control for accurate force delivery in ‘real world’ 

scenarios (Figure 4.7;) (Dyer and Fibiger, 2017, Mathieu, 2002). 
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Figure 4.7: Demonstration of how the Thames Beater was swung by hand in 

experiments to examine its potential as a Neolithic weapon (Dyer and Fibiger, 

2017). 

The previous experimental work discussed above demonstrates that weapons can 

be determined from fracture patterns on the skeleton and specifically the skull of an 

individual (Clark and Sperry, 1992). Given that this research seeks to carry out the 

first experiments on the hypothetical use of differing Neolithic tools as weapons, the 

most appropriate method would be primary, actualistic experiments. Free hand 

strikes therefore present the best avenue of tests, allowing for unconsidered 

variables to demonstrate themselves. The use of a method that allows the material 

being struck to behave similarly to a ‘real world’ standing victim may be more 

appropriate than a method that potentially adds compression forces to the fracture 

production, with force being controlled for with the use of a human striker. 
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Figure 4.8: The clay bed (left) and cork ring (right) supports used in previous studies 

of blunt force trauma with skin-skull-brain models (Dyer, 2013:50, Thali et al., 

2002a:196). 

Different studies have used varying set ups to support or mount the skin-skull-brain 

models depending on test parameters, as seen in Figure 4.8 (Dyer, 2013, Dyer and 

Fibiger, 2017, Smith et al., 2015, Thali et al., 2002a, Thali et al., 2002d). They have 

included placing the models on beds of clay, cork rings at elevated heights, or 

attaching the material to dummies that can be elevated closer to that of a standing 

human (Dyer and Fibiger, 2017, Dyer, 2013, Kranioti, 2015, Ruchonnet, 2015). For 

the purpose of the studies of Neolithic interpersonal violence, the mounting system 

needs to replicate the stature of a standing victim facing their attacker. It was 

important not to rest the skin-skull-brain model directly on a surface as this creates 

compression forces during the strike and produces different fracture patterns then 

when a head is struck while the victim is freestanding (Kranioti, 2015, Ruchonnet, 

2015). 

A new cost effective and accurate mounting system that best facilitates the 

actualistic experimental method, was designed during tests by Fibiger et al. (in 

prep.), see Figure 4.9 and 4.10. The mounting system was designed to secure the 

skin-skull-brain models at an accurate height for a standing victims, preventing 
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additional compression forces from striking test material placed on a hard surface, 

creating an accurate strike angle between attacker and victim, and providing a 

sturdy support that would prevent the test material from falling and striking the 

ground (Fibiger et al., in prep.). The mounting system is devised of two elements, a 

tripod support and a simple mounting mechanism. This previous study tested and 

demonstrated that this was a viable and accurate set up for scenarios requiring a 

standing victim (Fibiger et al., in prep.), the exact method will be discussed further in 

Chapter 5.  

 

Figure 4.9: Tripod set up used in experiments with skin-skull-brain models based on 

Fibiger et al. (in prep.) (photographed by author).  

Film footage of the strikes during Fibiger et al.’s (in prep.) investigation into projectile 

sling weapons demonstrated that the mounting system allowed the skin-skull-brain 

models to sway backwards with the force of the strike, but prevented the models 

from falling off the mount. The motion appears similar to the whiplash effect of the 

neck during cranial blows in living humans. Over the series of eight experiments 

carried out with the projectile stones the mount proved to be sturdy and produce the 

biomechanical effects of a standing human facilitating the success of the 

experiments (Fibiger et al., in prep.). 
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Figure 4.10: Diagram showing the mounting system used to secure the skin-skull-

brain model to the tripod (Fibiger et al., in prep.). 
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Though this new mounting system has made large improvements on previous set 

ups, it does have certain limitations. The flexible tubing is able to simulate the 

properties of the neck during impact, but it has not been directly calibrated to 

confirm the level of force absorbed compared to that of the human neck during 

cranial blows (Fibiger et al., in prep.). The mounting system must be secured to 

prevent secondary fractures from the skin-skull-brain model falling and hitting the 

ground, which also means it does not demonstrate if the victim would have been 

knocked down by the blow, potentially absorbing more of the force as the rest of the 

body gives under the blow. Finally the mount does not have the same appearance 

as that of the soft tissues of the neck. This is an aesthetic problem more than a 

practical one. 

Despite the limitations, the new mounting system provides a clear improvement on 

previously used set ups by removing the hard surface below the sphere which 

complicates fracture formation in experiments looking at standing victims, and better 

replicating the biomechanics of a standing body when struck (Fibiger et al., in prep.). 

The tripod and mount can be adjusted to varying heights including that of a standing 

individual around the same stature as the attacker. The height and position of the 

victim changes the impacting angle and an ability to simulate this is easily 

accommodated by the tripod. The compression coupling also allows for the easy 

attachment and removal of each skin-skull-brain model allowing materials to be 

reused. All elements of the mounting mechanism are reusable and cost effective. 

The flexibility of the hose inserted into the skin-skull-brain model simulated the recoil 

of a human neck during strike and better improved the set up when applied to 

scenarios of standing victims (Fibiger et al., in prep.). This same flexibility also 

prevents the skin-skull-brain models from being driven down onto the portion of 

hose sitting inside the model, a problem that likely would have occurred using a 

more rigid pipe. This is important as the spine does not sit within the human skull 

and thus if the skin-skull-brain model was driven down onto hard piping it could 

influence the fracture formation by pressing on the inside of the top of the model.  

Though initially designed for experiments with projectile weapons, the mount is 

clearly helpful during hand-held weapons tests as well. The tripod allows for the 

quick adjustment of height of the models, which in turn facilitates changes to 

simulations to allow for strikes to victims in other postures or of differing statures 

(Fibiger et al., in prep.). This fixes a problem that existed in previous synthetic 
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testing, but one that also appears in tests with animal analogues or cadavers where 

it can be difficult to achieve a scenario where the material is held and responds 

similarly to a standing victim (Dyer, 2013, Dyer and Fibiger, 2017). 

4.6 The Importance of Methodology in Experimental Archaeology 

For the purpose of the current study, experimental archaeological techniques 

demonstrate that primary or actualistic experiments form the best course of analysis 

for testing the hypothesis that Neolithic blunt force weapon-tools can be identified 

and distinguished from one another based on fracture morphology. Synthetic human 

analogues seem to form the best method for testing blunt force trauma fracture 

propagation and combined with the use of a standing human striker wielding 

accurate replica tools, there is strong support that accurate results and conclusions 

can be determined for the purpose of the current study. 

Combining the information from Chapters 2, 3 and 4 yields the background 

knowledge on bone and fracture biomechanics, the Neolithic period of Western and 

Central Europe and experimental archaeological techniques to be able to devise a 

strong test method to analyse potential weapons from this period, which will be done 

in the following Chapter 5. It is only with the background knowledge of fracture 

mechanics and the time period considered in this research that an appropriate 

experimental method can be created, which considers the knowledge and 

uncertainties that are being investigated in these fields. The limited information on 

Neolithic blunt force weapons means that the current study is the first to identify 

multiple weapon-tools from the period and distinguish the mechanism of trauma 

using fracture morphology, therefore, the experimental techniques must provide a 

strong basis of primary or actualistic style tests that can begin to prove if the 

hypotheses on trauma mechanisms outlined in Chapter 3 are plausible.  Chapter 5 

will discuss the materials and methods chosen for this research. 
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Chapter 5:  Materials and Methods: An Experimental 

Bioarchaeological Approach to Prehistoric Weapon-

Tool Identification 

5.1 Introduction 

This research seeks to identify multiple blunt-force weapon-tools from the Central 

and Western European Neolithic and determine if these items can be distinguished 

from each other based on the fracture morphology they produce when used as 

weapons. To carry out this research, five types of weapon-tools were chosen from 

the archaeological record and replicas were manufactured from archaeologically 

accurate materials. These weapon-tools included a stone hammer, antler hammer, 

antler pick, ball-headed club and hand-held stone (labelled 1-5 respectively). These 

weapon-tools were then tested in a series of 10 experiments each (labelled A-J for 

each weapon-tool), for a total of 50 experiments. The experiments utilised skin-skull-

brain models as human analogues for testing cranial fracture propagation of each 

weapon for the purpose of comparison among the different typologies of weapon-

tools and with the osteological record.  

Based on background theories of experimental archaeology (Chapter 4), and the 

scenarios of violence suggested in Neolithic research (Chapter 3), it was determined 

that primary or actualistic experiments would be most appropriate for the current 

study, as no ‘real-world’ experiments have even been carried out to establish the 

use of these Neolithic tools as blunt force weapons.  

This chapter will first establish the materials and methods utilised for manufacturing 

each of the five weapon-tools tested. It will then discuss the building of skin-skull-

brain models and the mounting system, followed by the experimental protocols, 

processing method and finally the analysis carried out to complete all experiments.  

5.2 Manufacturing Replica Weapon-Tools: Materials and Methods 

Based on the research of archaeological tools (see Chapter 3), several types of 

weapon-tools were selected for testing. These were chosen based on their 
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prevalence in the archaeological record, the ease to which they could be utilised as 

weapons and ethnographic comparisons of similar tools in other time periods and 

cultures as discussed in Chapter 3. This section will discuss each of the replica tools 

individually outlining the materials and methods utilised in their manufacturing. 

The five potential weapon-tools were selected to provide a range in material, shape 

and weight to broaden spectrum of potential fracture patterns. This would be likely 

to increase the variation in fracture propagation between typologies, but also 

allowed certain elements of cross over to determine if similar materials or tool-types 

would produce similar fracture patterns.  

A stone hammer, antler hammer, antler pick and ball-headed club were chosen to 

facilitate the goals of this paper. The fifth potential weapon-tool was a hand-held 

stone, chosen as this provides a more opportunistic weapon known throughout 

history (Wedel and Galloway, 2014). The material also has cross-over with that of 

the stone hammer helping to establish if raw materials would produce variance in 

fracture propagation from designed tools, which is discussed further in Chapter 7. 

Individual functional replicas (see Chapter 4) were made for each category of 

weapon-tool.  As the purpose of this investigation is focused on skeletal trauma and 

not damage or use-wear patterns on the tools, it was deemed appropriate to 

manufacture the weapon-tool replicas using accurate materials with modern hand 

tools (Mathieu, 2002). Accurate materials were determined based on artefacts from 

the archaeological record, as discussed in Chapter 3 and seen in Appendix 2. 

These materials were then gathered by the author or sourced from appropriate 

avenues, discussed below.  

The author, a 26-year-old female with a basic background in construction and hand-

tool use, constructed all weapon-tools. This was deemed appropriate as modern 

tools were utilised to manufacture the replicas, so no specialist knowledge of 

Neolithic tool-kits were required, although archaeological manufacturing methods, 

discussed in Chapter 3, were considered. Appropriate eye protection, steel-toed 

boots and protective clothing were worn throughout the manufacturing process.  

The construction of each weapon-tool was photographed throughout the process. 

Replicas were based on either direct measurements or appropriate approximations 

of archaeological artefacts, although in the case of the stone hammer and antler 

tools, certain elements were influenced by the raw material available. This would 
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also be the case in archaeological manufacturing, making all tested replicas 

consistent with artefacts in the archaeological record. The manufacturing of each 

individual item is discussed below. 



5.2.1 Stone Hammer 

Figure 5.1: A ground pebble stone hammer from the European Neolithic 

(Museum of London, 2015a). 

A pebble-stone hammer (Figure 5.1) was selected as the first weapon-tool to test, 

based on its easy use as a weapon, prevalence in the archaeological record and the 

use of hammers as weapons throughout history, as outlined in Chapter 3 (Buchaillet 

et al., 2016, Kanz and Grossschmidt, 2006, Lee et al., 2003, Steinzeit & Co., 2015, 

Wedel and Galloway, 2014). It is also relatively easy to acquire the material and 

manufacture the final product both during the Neolithic and the modern period 

(Fenwick, 1995). Due to the nature of the collected stone material used for these 

types of tools, no artefact was directly chosen to replicate, instead average 

measurements of similar tools, found in Appendix 2, were drawn on. These often 

range in length from approximately  71-148mm long, in width 68-89mm wide with 

approximately 20mm diameter perforations (Museum of London, 2015b, Museum of 

London, 2015a, Museum of London, 2017b). The final replica was well within these 

measurements for length, width and perforation diameter.  

138  
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5.2.1.1 Materials 

The materials used for the stone hammer included both raw resources for the 

various elements of the hammer and modern hand tools for the manufacturing. A 

roughly oval river pebble was selected from a river in the Scottish Borders, similar to 

how it is assumed that the material for archaeological examples of these hammers 

was acquired, see Chapter 3 (Fenwick, 1995). The stone originally measured 

142.1mm long and 75.2mm wide (at widest point), as seen in Figure 5.2. 

 

Figure 5.2: Unworked river stone selected for stone hammer manufacturing 

(photographed by author). 

Two raw branches of ash were collected from forests in East Lothian at a size that 

seemed relatively appropriate for a hammer, as seen in Figure 5.3. As discussed in 

Chapter 3, ash is commonly considered a likely choice of wood for Neolithic 

pounding tools (Noël, 1988, Riedel et al., 2004). A piece of leather cord was also 

utilised to secure the stone hammerhead to the haft.  

A series of hand tools were selected for shaping the hammerhead and haft. These 

included a second river stone, used as a hammer stone, stone power drill with 

20mm stone drill bit, a mounting table with clamp to secure the stone hammerhead, 

hand-held wood carving knife, and a modern metal hammer.  
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Figure 5.3: Raw branches of ash harvested to manufacture hafts for stone and 

antler hammers (photographed by author). 

5.2.1.2 Methods 

A modern metal hammer and the second hammer stone were first used to peck 

away the edge of the hammerhead to create a nicely balanced oval shape, rounding 

out the front and back of the stone, as seen in Figure 5.4. 
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Figure 5.4: A hammer stone was used to peck the stone into a more symmetrical 

shape (photographed by author). 

Due to the hard nature of the material, a stone power drill was then required to drill a 

central bore hole for hafting the hammer, as seen in Figure 5.5. A 20mm diameter 

hole was drilled through the centre of the stone, completing the hammerhead. This 

diameter of perforation is known in archaeological specimens, as seen in Appendix 2.  

 

Figure 5.5: A power drill for stone work was utilised to bore a 20mm hole through 

the stone hammerhead (photographed by author).  

While the ash branches selected for the haft was still green and retained its flexible 

properties, the bark was removed using a hand knife, as seen in Figure 5.6. The 

wooden haft was then reduced at one end using the same hand knife until the stone 

could be inserted into the hole of the stone hammerhead. During experimentation the 

haft of the hammer broke once and was replaced to complete the rest of the 

experiments. 
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Figure 5.6: Haft for stone hammer stripped of bark (photographed by author). 

The first haft measured 383.5mm long and 20mm in diameter. The top end was 

carved down to fit through the hammerhead perforation. The head was then driven 

onto the haft with a modern metal hammer to wedge it in place and leather cord was 

used to further secure it (Figure 5.7). The resulting weapon’s haft extended 338mm 

below the hammerhead and 18.5mm above. This haft proved to be relatively thin 

and as a result, it broke during the second experiment, only being used for 

experiments 1.A and 1.B (Figure 5.8). 

 

Figure 5.7: Stone hammer with original haft (photographed by author). 
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Figure 5.8: Stone hammer with broken original haft following experimentation 

(photographed by author). 

A second haft, with a wider handle was made to replace the first and was used in 

experiments 1.C-1.J, although it once again failed during the final experiment. The 

second haft measured 420mm long and was attached to the original hammerhead 

using the same method (Figure 5.9). The result was a haft that extended 332mm 

below the hammerhead and 32mm above. The diameter of the haft at the base and 

mid-shaft was 32mm and at the top (above the hammer head) was 12mm. 

 

Figure 5.9: Stone hammer with second, thicker haft, used for the majority of 

experiments (photographed by author). 
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5.2.2 Antler Hammer 

 

Figure 5.10: A perforated antler hammerhead from the Neolithic UK  

(Museum of London, 2018). 

An antler hammer (Figure 5.10) was selected as the second weapon for these 

experiments. It was chosen as it has a similar purpose and design to the stone 

hammer, but is made of a very different material. It was hypothesised that the lighter 

material and difference in shape would potentially produce a fracture pattern that 

varied from the stone hammer. Antler hammerheads are a common material found 

in the archaeological record (Museum of London, 2013a, Museum of London, 

2013b, Museum of London, 2017a, Museum of London, 2018). They are commonly 

made of shed red deer antler, which is still a relatively easy material to acquire 

within the UK (Grygiel and Bogucki, 1986, Riedel et al., 2004). Similarly to the stone 

hammerhead, the material being used heavily influenced measurements for the 

antler hammerhead, as it would in archaeological examples, see Appendix 2. 

5.2.2.1 Materials 

Several pieces of shed red deer antler were recovered from The Mar Lodge Estate 

within the Cairngorm National Park by the author and a small team of field walkers 

in the spring of 2016. The Mar Lodge estate and the National Trust also donated six 

pieces of antler from their annual deer cull to this research.  
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One of the shed pieces of antler was selected for the manufacturing of the 

hammerhead as its size and shape was similar to the desired final piece, as seen in 

Figure 5.11. The antler was not complete when found, with only the base area and 

pedicle still present. The unworked piece measured 135.6mm long, with the widest 

point measuring 83.9mm in width, and 30.1mm thick. At the base of the antler, the 

pedicle face measured 47mm tall and 51.3mm wide.  

The haft was created from further raw branches of ash tree collected from forests in 

East Lothian at the same time as those used for the stone hammer and a leather 

cord was utilised to secure the hammerhead to the haft. A modern electric drill with 

a 10mm and 16mm drill bit, metal hacksaw and metal files were used to shape the 

antler into the desired final piece. These tools are traditionally designed for metal 

work, as wood working tools were not strong enough to shape the material. A metal 

wood carving knife was used for shaping the haft. Measurements of archaeological 

examples were used to get a rough idea of the final shape of the hammerhead.  

 

Figure 5.11: Unworked piece of dropped red deer antler collected and used for 

manufacturing an antler hammerhead (photographed by author).  
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5.2.2.2 Methods: 

A hacksaw was used to remove the excess elements of antler from the original 

piece (Figure 5.12). The antler was then secured in a clamp and a series of 

increasing sizes of drill bits and a round metal file were used to open up a 

perforation in the centre of the antler, which eventually measured 24.3mm in 

diameter (Figure 5.13). 

The haft for the hammer was constructed in the same way as that of the stone 

hammer listed above. The final dimensions of the hammerhead measured 68mm 

long, 52.5mm wide, 24mm thick, with a striking face 47mm in length and 51.3mm in 

width. The hammerhead was pushed onto the haft and hammered in place before 

being secured with a leather cord. The haft measured 432mm long with a 25mm 

diameter and protruded 30mm above the hammerhead once inserted (Figure 5.14). 

 

 

Figure 5.12: Manufacturing of the antler hammerhead using hacksaw (left), metal 

drill (middle) and file (right) (photographed by author). 
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Figure 5.13: Final shape of the antler hammerhead replica  

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 5.14: Complete antler hammer replica (photographed by author). 
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5.2.3 Antler Pick 

 

Figure 5.15: A Neolithic antler pick from the Pitt Rivers Collection  

(Pitt Rivers Museum, 2007a). 

Antler picks are another tool common to the archaeological record, although their 

use is often debated (Ahlström and Molnar, 2012, Schulting and Wysocki, 2005). 

This tool was selected as antler picks have been theorized as weapons in a study 

by Ahlström and Molnar (2012), discussed in Chapter 3, and the differing shape to 

the antler hammer was hypothesised to likely create a differentiable fracture pattern, 

despite the same material being used for both tools.  

The archaeological examples (Figure 5.15), are commonly made of shed red deer 

antler so this material was utilised for the replica (Grygiel and Bogucki, 1986, Pitt 

Rivers Museum, 2007a, Riedel et al., 2004). Two picks were manufactured to 

ensure a backup was in place if the tine of the pick broke off during experimentation. 

Antler picks are designed with relatively little alteration to the original shed material, 

with only the removal of extra tines if necessary. The overall desired shape was 

seen in archaeological examples seen in Appendix 2 (Pitt Rivers Museum, 2007a, 

Schulting and Wysocki, 2005), however, the collected material influenced the final 

measurements, making exact replication of an individual artefact impossible.  
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5.2.3.1 Materials 

The first pick was made from a piece of red deer antler donated from Sweden by 

Mikael Simonsson. Due to the simple structure of these tools, which relies on the 

natural shape of the antler, no modifications were needed for the antler to be tested, 

as seen in Figure 5.16. It is likely that the original antler was longer, and there are 

signs of animal gnawing on the ends of the antler tines. The pick measured 346mm 

long, with the width including the striking tine near the base of the antler measuring 

144mm long. 

 

Figure 5.16: First antler pick replica made of shed red deer antler  

(photographed by author). 

A second pick was made using a piece of antler donated by the National Trust and 

Mar Lodge Estate. A metal hacksaw and table clamp were required to shape this 

antler into the final desired dimensions. 

5.2.3.2 Methods 

The first pick required no modifications, however, the second piece of antler did 

required the removal of one extra tine that would possibly block the comfortable 

swing of the tool. The antler was secured in a table clamp and the extra tine was 

removed with a hacksaw. No further alterations were required. The final pick 

measured 365mm long with a width including the striking tine near the base of the 

antler measuring 163mm long (Figure 5.17). 
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Figure 5.17: Second antler pick replica (photographed by author). 
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5.2.4 Ball-headed Club 

 

Figure 5.18: The Berumerfehn club, a Neolithic ball-headed club from Germany 

(Berumerfehn, 2004). 

The fourth weapon-tool selected was a ball-headed club made of yew. Examples of 

this type of club are sparse in the archaeological record, due to the nature of poor 

preservation of wood artefacts, however, several highly crafted examples do exist in 

Germany and other locations (Berumerfehn, 2004, Dyer and Fibiger, 2017, 

Schulting and Wysocki, 2005). This club was also chosen as it was hypothesised 

that the rounded shape differed enough from the previously tested Thames Beater 

(Dyer and Fibiger, 2017), that it would be possible to compare and possibly 

distinguish different types of wooden club fractures from one another.  

This was the most time intensive weapon to replicate, although this is likely due to 

the inexperience of the author, and the raw material that could be procured, which 

was much larger than the resulting tool. As this tool is carved from a large block of 

wood, it was possible to closely match the measurements to an individual known 

artefact. The replica was based on the Berumerfehn club (Figure 5.18) from 

Germany (Berumerfehn, 2004), with measurements kept as close as possible, 

although the natural shape of the raw material used, required that some 

measurements are not exact. 

5.2.4.1 Materials 

A large piece of yew wood was donated by the Forestry Commission of Scotland to 

manufacture this weapon. The archaeological example used to model this artefact is 

made of yew, and yew wood was much more easily acquirable across Britain and 

Europe during the Neolithic. Due to the modern scarcity of this tree, the material 

was procured through the Forestry Commission and a large piece was produced 

from the joint of two branches (Figure 5.19). Though the piece was much larger than 

necessary, the general shape facilitated the needs of the club very well. The long 
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area of branch could be adapted into a handle, while the joint was big enough to 

form the ball-head. There are other suggestions of how ball-headed clubs would be 

made from the root ball of trees or cut from the trunk (Berumerfehn, 2004), but due 

to the scarcity of the raw material in Britain, these were not viable options to 

investigate. 

The original raw material measured 765mm long with a diameter of 80mm at the 

narrow end and 185mm at the joint. A wood carving hand knife, wood saw, metal 

hammer, metal chisel, metal files and small electric sander were used to 

manufacture the club. 

 

Figure 5.19: Large piece yew wood donated by the Forestry Commission of 

Scotland for the purposes of the current study (photographed by author). 

 

5.2.4.2 Methods 

A hand knife was used to remove the bark from the branch and expose the wood 

below. Following the bark removal, a hand saw was used to remove the excess 

length at both ends and begins to remove the bulk of the excess wood from the 

handle portion (Figure 5.20). A hand knife, along with a hammer and chisel were 

then used to strip down the rest of the wood to create the desired diameter of the 

handle (Figure 5.21). The hand knife, chisel and metal files were then used to shape 

the ball-head of the club (Figure 5.22). Finally the whole club was sanded to ensure 

it could be handled without hurting the striker’s hands (Figure 5.23). 
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Figure 5.20: A handsaw was used to remove the bulk of excess wood along the 

handle (photographed by author). 

 

Figure 5.21: The remaining wood was stripped down using chisel, hammer and 

hand knife to create the desired diameter of handle (photographed by author). 
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Figure 5.22: The ball-head was shaped using a series of hand tools including a 

hand knife (photographed by author). 

 

Figure 5.23: The whole club was sanded using a power detail sander to ensure the 

wood was smooth for the striker during experimentation (photographed by author). 
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The final dimensions of the club were as close to the German Berumerfehn club as 

the original piece of wood would allow based on the growth shape and knots 

present in the yew, see Table 5.1. The final measurements of the ball-headed club 

replica were 685mm long with a head diameter of 85mm in cross-section, see 

Figure 5.24. 

Table 5.1: Comparison of measurements from the Berumerfehn Club and the replica 

used in experimentation (Berumerfehn, 2004).  

Measurement Berumerfehn Club Replica Tool 

Overall Length 685mm 685mm 

Diameter of Head 85mm 85mm 

Length of Head 97mm 97mm 

Length of Handle 5888mm 588mm 

Diameter of Handle (head end) c.30mm 29.6mm 

Diameter of Handle (tail end) c.20mm 1.85mm 

 

 

Figure 5.24: Finished replica ball-headed club based on the Berumerfehn club from 

Germany (photographed by author). 
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5.2.5 Hand-held Stone 

The final item chosen for experimentation was an unworked blunt stone. Stones are 

commonly used in interpersonal conflict throughout history (Fibiger et al., in prep., 

Wedel and Galloway, 2014). This item was chosen to determine if the hand-held 

stone would form a differing injury pattern from the handle-mounted stone hammer. 

This would be important for determining if designed weapon-tools could be told 

apart from opportunistic materials like stones, which would have large implication for 

the study of interpersonal violence in this period, discussed further in Chapter 7.  

5.2.5.1 Materials 

As there would be no way to determine or gather examples of unworked stone 

utilised for interpersonal-violence in the Neolithic, a simple stone was collected at 

the same time as the river stone selection for the stone hammer from a river in the 

Scottish Borders (Figure 5.25). The stone was left unworked for the purpose of the 

study to represent a stone that could be picked up off the ground opportunistically 

as a weapon during an interpersonal altercation.  

 

Figure 5.25: Unworked stone used to test the difference between opportunistic 

material and designed weapon-tools in this paper (photographed by author).  
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5.3 Testing Replica Weapon-Tools Utilising a Synthetic Standing Victim: 

Materials and Method 

Following the construction of the replica weapon-tools, experiments were devised 

and carried out to test each weapon-tool’s ability to produce cranial fractures. As 

discussed above and in Chapter 3, there is a common trend of trauma that seems to 

have been inflicted to a standing victim in face-to-face altercations (Dyer and 

Fibiger, 2017, Fibiger et al., 2013). This scenario was tested in the pilot study by 

Dyer and Fibiger (2017) that prompted this continued research, therefore, for the 

best comparisons to past work, it was determined that a similar set up would be 

utilised. Due to the ethical and accuracy constraints of cadaver and animal 

analogues discussed in Chapter 2 and 4, it was decided that a synthetic analogue 

for the human head would provide the best material for the purpose of the current 

study. This method and the mounting system utilised by this research has proven 

successful in past blunt force trauma research, as discussed in Chapter 4 (Dyer and 

Fibiger, 2017, Fibiger et al., in prep., Ruchonnet, 2015, Smith et al., 2015, Thali et 

al., 2002a).  

The preparation of elements of the mounting system and the skin-skull-brain models 

was carried out prior to experimentations. The method employed to prepare the 

materials for experiments is outlined below, followed by a discussion of the method 

employed during experimentation and for the processing of the resulting trauma.  

5.3.1 Preparation of the Mounting System 

A mounting system replicating that of Fibiger et al. (in prep.) was chosen for this 

research to best replicate a standing victim, as discussed in Chapter 4. This system 

requires elements of preparation prior to the construction of skin-skull-brain models 

to facilitate correct procedures. 

Elements of the mounting system required during the manufacturing of the skin-

skull-brain models were completed prior to all experiments. Two mounting 

apparatuses were prepared in case of failure during experimentation. Only one was 

required throughout all experiments. What follows are instructions for preparing one 

mounting system, as adapted from Fibiger et al. (in prep.). 

Three heavy-duty nuts, sized to fit a standard surveyors tripod, were placed into a 

20mm long piece of 32mm diameter flexible hosepipe and secured with liquid weld 
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along the borders, being careful to avoid weld adhearing to the inner screw surface. 

The hosepipe was then carefully inserted into one end of a FloPlast Unicom WC08 

straight compression coupling using liquid weld. The compression coupling was 

tightened to further secure the bolt. This was allowed to dry and secure in place for 

24 hours.  

5.3.2 Materials for Skin-Skull-Brain Model  

Skin-skull-brain models (as seen in Figure 5.26) were selected as an analogue for 

human skulls due to benefits outlined in Chapter 4. This material is ethically sound, 

cost effective, easy to procure and accurate at producing macroscopic fracture 

patterns (Dyer and Fibiger, 2017, Fibiger et al., in prep., Ruchonnet, 2015, Smith et 

al., 2015). The elements of these models are sourced separately and the skin-skull-

brain models must be constructed prior to experimentation.  

 

Figure 5.26: A skin-skull-brain model used for the current study (photographed by 

author). 

Fifty specially calibrated polyurethane synthetic bone spheres were sourced from 

SYNBONE AG in Switzerland, to make up the skull component of the test models. 

The specialized synbone spheres are produced in several thicknesses ranging from 

5mm-7mm, all of which fall into the natural range of thickness for human skulls 
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(Adeloye et al., 1975, Getz, 1961, Lynnerup, 2001, Lynnerup et al., 2005, 

SYNBONE-AG). Given that all synbone spheres would be an accurate thickness for 

adult skulls, the 7mm thick spheres were selected for this research as the best 

matches to osteological trauma from the study by Dyer and Fibiger (2017) occurred 

in 7mm thick spheres. 

The synbone spheres consist of two hemispheres secured together with adhesive to 

form a single sphere with a circular opening of the bottom of the sphere to facilitate 

the introduction of ballistics gelatin (Figure 5.27). A solution of 10% ordnance 

ballistics gelatin was then introduced to fill the entire cavity of the synbone sphere, 

which acted as the best synthetic option for internal soft tissue of the skull (Carr et 

al., 2015, Dyer and Fibiger, 2017, Falland-Cheung et al., 2018a, Fibiger et al., in 

prep., Kranioti, 2015, Ruchonnet, 2015, Smith et al., 2015, Thali et al., 2002a, Thali 

et al., 2002d). 

 

Figure 5.27: A synbone sphere from SYNBONE AG utilised for this paper 

(photographed by author).  
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Figure 5.28: A square of silicone rubber used as a synthetic scalp analogue 

(photographed by author). 

The synbone spheres are provided with a thin latex layer on the outside of the 

sphere, which behaves like the periosteum of living bone (SYNBONE-AG). A 1mm 

thick sheet of silicone from SILEX silicones LTD with a 50 shore hardness was was 

used  to replicate the living human scalp as discussed in Chapter 4 (Figure 5.28) 

(Parmar et al., 2012, Shergold and Fleck, 2005, Thali et al., 2002a, Thali et al., 

2002c, Thali et al., 2002d, Thali et al., 2002b, Van Der Heide et al., 2010). 

5.3.3 Preparation of Skin-Skull-Brain Models 

Up to eight 7mm thick synbone spheres were prepared at a time due to space 

limitations in the lab. This meant the experiments were divided into seven rounds, 

five rounds of eight skin-skull-brain models and two rounds of five skin-skull-brain 

models were constructed and tested together. Below is the protocol for preparing 

each individual skin-skull-brain model. Each sphere required 315g of Fluka – 

porcine skin gelatin supplied by Honeywell and 2.8 ltrs of water. 

First a 10% solution of ordnance level ballistics gelatin was made to fill each 7mm 

thick synbone sphere using the University of Edinburgh’s ballistics gelatin protocol. 

Each sphere required two Tupperware boxes, meaning all following measurements 
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were divided evenly between the two containers. 2.8 ltrs of purified water (obtained 

from the Millipore water purification system) was divided evenly between the two 

containers (1.4ltrs each). This was then placed into the Bone Chemistry Lab freezer 

until the temperature reaches 7-10°C (checked with a thermometer). 

315g of gelatin was measured out and evenly distributed (157.5g each) between the 

two containers. This was done in a gradual sprinkling motion to minimise clumping 

of the gelatin in the water, any dry material on the surface was gently agitated until it 

was fully saturated using the end of the thermometer and a gentle dabbing motion. 

The Tupperware containers were sealed and placed in a standard refrigerator for a 

minimum of two hours to allow the gelatin to completely absorb the water. 

A warm water bath was created using a double boiler style system heated over a 

hotplate. A large pan, half filled with water was placed on a hotplate inside the fume 

cupboard, with a large metal bowl and thermometer placed inside. The gelatin must 

not go over 40°C during the heating, so it was necessary to monitor and adjust the 

temperature of the hotplate. The gelatin was then poured into the steel bowl and 

slowly melted, gently stirring the mixture occasionally until it was completely liquid.  

While the gelatine melted, a synbone sphere was placed onto a cork ring inside a 

large grip seal plastic bag with the opening of the sphere facing directly up. The 

necks for the mounting system could then be prepared. A 150mm long piece of 

30mm flexible hose piping was inserted into a 32mm FloPlast Unicom WC08 

straight compression coupling. A cork ring was then placed around the hosepipe 

and pushed down into place over the coupling. Once the gelatin was completely 

melted into a pale yellow liquid, some of the solution was decanted into a large 

beaker and gently poured into the sphere to minimise any foaming. The solution 

was decanted until the sphere was almost completely full, leaving a small amount of 

excess gelatin.  

Once the gelatine was introduced into the spheres, the mounting system could now 

be inserted. The long portion of the flexible hosepipe was placed into the sphere 

until the cork ring rested against the outside of the synbone. The gelatin now 

completely filled the sphere and extra was added if needed. The mounting system 

was checked to confirm that it had remained straight and the sides of the plastic bag 

were pulled up and sealed, removing as much air as possible. The sphere was 

placed in the refrigerator for a minimum of 36 hours to set.  
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Any excess gelatin was disposed of and not reused and equipment was rinsed 

before beginning with the next sphere. The process was repeated with all spheres in 

the batch. Once fully set at 36 hours, the FloPlast compression couplings and cork 

rings could be removed and reused.  

After the 36 hours of setting the spheres could be removed and experimented with. 

All experiments had to be conducted within five days of preparing the gelatin to 

maintain the properties of the material. The skin-skull-brain model was completed 

with a 200mm x 200mm SILEX silicone square sheet with 1mm thickness and 50-

shore hardness being secured with duct tape over the area of the sphere that was to 

be struck. The silicone was pulled in tension when attached at four corners. The 

anatomical Front (F), Left (L) and Right (R) were then marked onto the sphere to 

complete the skin-skull-brain model. 

 

Figure 5.29: The full mounting system used in this research with skin-skull-brain 

model attached (photographed by author). 
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Figure 5.30: The mounting system attaching the skin-skull-brain model to the tripod 

as used in the current study (Fibiger et al., in prep.). 

 

Figure 5.31: Skin-skull-brain model attached to mounting system during an 

experiment (photographed by author). 
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5.3.4  Experimental Striking Method  

The instructions describe the process for a single round of experiments; this was 

then repeated for each group of experiments. Experiments were grouped by replica 

test weapon, with each weapon tested on ten skin-skull-brain models. The 

experiments were each given a discrete designated number. The stone hammer 

was designated 1.A-1.J, the antler hammer was 2.A-2.J, the antler pick was 3.A-3.J, 

the ball-headed club was 4.A-4.J and the hand-held stone was 5.A-5.J. The 

designated number was labelled onto each sphere.  

The same right-handed adult male carried out all strikes for the following 

experiments. The striker was a 28 year old male, 170 cm tall and 95kg. The striker 

has a background in a labour-based profession, and has a generally strong fitness 

level. It was not deemed necessary to chose a striker with a background in fighting 

arts, due to the lack of clear warrior training present during the period focused on in 

the current study (see Chapter 3).  

A heavy-duty survey tripod was set up on a survey star with legs secured to large 

weights to prevent the set up from moving or tipping during strikes. The tripod was 

raised to a height of 139 cm, which made the overall set up approximately 170cm 

when the skin-skull-brain model was attached, the same height as the striker.One of 

the mounting system couplings was then attached to the top of the tripod by the 

tripod bolt. 

Each sphere was removed from the refrigerator and the hosepipe ‘neck’ was 

inserted into the top of the compression coupling with an 110mm diameter cork ring 

in-between to protect the coupling and provide extra support when striking. The 

neck was secured into the coupling by tightening the compression coupling, making 

sure the sphere did not rest directly on the cork ring, so the flexible hose could 

behave like a neck, moving to absorb force during the strike. 

A gridded sheet with 100mm square pattern was set up directly behind the 

experiment, facing squarely at a filming DSLR camera to record the strikes against a 

clear background. A second DSLR filming camera was set up to get a second, 

oblique angle to record the swing and strike. Film footage of each experiment is 

included in Appendix 3. The cameras were switched on prior to each experiment. 

The striker delivered one blow per skin-skull-brain model, as though striking an 

opponent standing face-on. These swings were practiced prior to the experiments to 
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improve the comfort of the striker and guarantee a good swing. Strikes were aimed 

at the upper front portion of the skin-skull-brain model using strikes that raised the 

weapon into the air and brought it down towards this area, except in the case of 5.G, 

5.H and 5.J, where a side swing was used to aim at the anatomical front left side of 

the skin-skull-brain model. See Figure 5.32 to see how the weapons were held, and 

Appendix 4 for the individual list of delivered strikes. 

Following each experiment, set up measurements and observations were recorded. 

Observations included those by the author on the swing, the connection of the 

weapon-tool to the skin-skull-brain model, damage to the weapon-tools, and any 

anomalies that occurred during or in the aftermath of the experimental blow, such as 

detachment of the skin-skull-brain model from the mounting system. Data was also 

collected from the striker, who noted their own observations about the blow, 

including the comfort of the swing, the feel of the connection, and any other 

observations they made. All observations can be found in Appendix 4. 

Prior to removal of the skin-skull-brain models from the mounting system, visible 

trauma was observed to ensure the trauma patterns would not be affected by 

removal and storage of the skin-skull-brain models prior to processing. Photographs 

were taken to ensure no changes occurred. Photographs were taken of any damage 

that occurred to the tested weapon-tool, and where necessary, this damage was 

repaired prior to the next experiment. For example, the stone hammer haft had to be 

replaced following experiment 1.B, which caused it to break.   

The skin-skull-brain model was then re-bagged and placed back in the refrigerator 

for later processing.The tripod and mounted compression coupling were checked for 

any damage or movement from the previous strike before the preparation of the 

next skin-skull-brain model. The process was then repeated until all experiments 

were completed.  
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Figure 5.32: Hand position for the tested weapon-tools. From left to right: Stone 

hammer, antler hammer, antler pick, ball-headed club and hand-held stone 

(photographed by author). 
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5.3.5 Processing Skin-Skull-Brain models. 

Following the completion of each round of strikes, every skin-skull-brain model was 

recorded using the following methods to ensure systematic, accurate results for later 

comparisons. Each round of experiments were processed prior to preparing and 

carrying out the following round. The steps for processing a single skin-skull-brain 

model are listed below; this was then repeated for each experiment. 

Each skin-skull-brain model was removed form the refrigerator and its storage bag. 

The skin-skull-brain model was then photographed and a detailed written record 

was made of any damage including notes on trauma measurements and 

morphological features. 

The silicone skin was removed by gently pealing off the securing tape and lifting the 

sheet free from the model. The silicone sheet was then photographed and recorded 

on its own. A written record of measurements and morphological features was taken 

and any trauma visible to the latex was photographed.  

The latex layer was then carefully removed using scissors to open a small hole near 

the base of the sphere. The latex was gently peeled back, taking caution to avoid 

the displacement of any synbone fragments below. The landmarks ‘F’ for front, ‘L’ 

for left, ‘R’ for right and ‘T’ for top were then transferred onto the synbone in the 

same locations. Damage to the synbone was then recorded with photography and a 

written record of measurements and morphological shape.  

Following all photographs and recording, the ballistic gelatin was then removed from 

each sphere using a warm water bath to gently melt the gelatin away, following the 

University of Edinburgh’s ballistics gelatin protocol. Once the gelatin was removed, 

the spheres were allowed to dry completely. The empty sphere and the fragments of 

synbone were then photographed and additional notes taken. The latex skin and all 

synbone fragments were then placed into labelled bags for easy cataloguing.  

5.3.6 Raw Data Gathering and Categorisation 

Primary data were gathered as outlined in the section above, with measurements 

and fracture shapes documented in written and photographic records, however, 

further raw data were gathered from each experiment. As the focus of this paper is 

on bone trauma, the fractures present in the synbone material were assessed for a 

series of elements.  
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Table 5.2:  A List of the measurements that were taken for each injury and the 
fracture features that were assessed for presence in each experiment.  

Element 
Recorded 

Type of 
Assessment 

Description 

Length of 

Injury 
Measurement 

The measurement referred to the absolute length or 

the longest dimension of the injury.  

Width of Injury Measurement 
This measurement referred to the widest dimension 

of injury perpendicular to the length. 

Depth of 

Injury 
Measurement 

Depth of any depression to the synbone taken from 

the surface of the synbone sphere while gelatine was 

still present internally.  

Damage to 

Outer 

Synbone 

Table 

Marked as 

present(Y)/not 

present (N) 

Any damage (abrasion or fracture) made to the outer 

synbone table. 

Damage to 

inner Synbone 

Table 

Marked as 

present(Y)/not 

present (N) 

Any damage (typically a fracture) that affected the 

inner table of the synbone sphere typically by 

breaking open this layer.  

Scrapes/ 

Abrasions 

Marked as 

present(Y)/not 

present (N) 

Any small surface damage to the synbone sphere 

that did not result in a fracture. 

Fracture 

Marked as 

present(Y)/not 

present (N) 

Any damage that caused a fracture to the synbone 

sphere. This could be a linear, depression or 

penetrating fracture and could affect either only the 

outer or all layers of the synbone sphere.  

Depression 

Marked as 

present(Y)/not 

present (N) 

A fracture that formed a distinct depression in the 

synbone sphere. This could affect only the outer 

layers or all layers of the synbone.  

Radiating 

Fracture Lines 

Marked as 

present(Y)/not 

present (N) 

Secondary fracture features where radiating linear 

fracture form from impact site and spread out across 

the synbone. 

Concentric 

Fracture Lines 

Marked as 

present(Y)/not 

present (N) 

A tertiary fracture feature where radiating linear 

fractures become linked with circular or semi-circular 

fractures outside the impact area as a result of the 

inbending and outbending caused to the synbone 

table during impact.  
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Hinged 

synbone 

fragments 

Marked as 

present(Y)/not 

present (N) 

Small or large pieces of synbone that have broken 

off from the sphere, but remained attached to the 

sphere in some small way following removal of the 

internal gelatine. Typically found on the margins of 

the fracture site. 

Displaced 

synbone 

fragments 

Marked as 

present(Y)/not 

present (N) 

Small or large pieces of synbone that were 

completely broken free of the sphere and fell out of 

place either before or after the removal of the 

internal gelatine.  

Bevelled 

margins 

Marked as 

present(Y)/not 

present (N) 

A common feature of ante or perimortem trauma 

where a sloped edge to the margins of the fracture 

site or on any displaced/hinged synbone fragments. 

This is usually seen in blunt force trauma where the 

inner table is more effected during injury than the 

outer table.  

 

First, several key measurements were noted and a series of elements commonly 

interpreted in archaeological trauma studies as resulting from intentional assaults 

were assessed for each experiment (see Table 5.2). The measurements were taken 

for absolute length of the injury, width of the injury perpendicular to length, and the 

greatest depth of any depressed synbone as defined in Table 5.2. Following this a 

series of elements including damage to the outer synbone table, damage to the 

inner synbone table, scrapes/abrasions, fracture, depression, radiating fracture, 

concentric fracture lines, hinged synbone fragments, fragments from fracture site 

and bevelled margins were marked as present (Y) or not present (N) for each 

experiment. The results of the data collection can be found in Appendix 6. Each 

fracture was then assessed for the presence of ‘archaeologically identifiable injury’ 

and the lethality of the injury present. 

‘Archaeologically identifiable trauma’ was defined as trauma to the synbone, which 

was great enough to have a likelihood of surviving the taphonomic processes 

archaeological material undergoes. These injuries needed to have characteristics 

used in osteological assessment that would identify the trauma as likely related to 

interpersonal violence. To be assessed as ‘archaeologically identifiable’, the trauma 

had to have caused a fracture to the synbone, ideally a depression or penetrating 

injury that, as discussed in Chapter 3, are more likely to be assessed as in 

archaeological research as the result of intentional trauma (Ferguson 1997a, Smith 

2014). The fracture did not need to damage all three layers of synbone to be viewed 
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as ‘archaeologically identifiable’, but small abrasions and scrapes were deemed 

unlikely to be visible and clearly the result of interpersonal violence after a long 

taphonomic period due to their shallow effects to the synbone. This assessment can 

only be supposition due to the material not undergoing any taphonomic processes, 

so a best estimation was used based on the presence clear fracture features 

commonly seen in assessments of prehistoric interpersonal violence. The 

categorisation of this trauma is further discussed in Chapter 7.  

The lethality of each injury was assessed based on the extent of trauma to all layers 

of the skin-skull-brain model, with three loose categories designed to accommodate 

the ambiguity of assigning ultimate trauma outcomes based on synthetic test 

models. The categorisation of lethality and the features used to assess this are 

defined in Table 5.3. The three designations included lethal trauma (there is no clear 

chance of survival from the injury), borderline (survival is challenging, but not 

impossible) and survivable (any injury with good potential to be survived). As the 

test material is synthetic, complete accuracy in assessment of lethality is impossible, 

instead this assessment seeks to provide possible diagnosis for each injury to better 

discuss the potential scenarios of violence these injuries and the weapon-tools that 

caused them, relate to. The assessment of survivability is incredibly complex due to 

the outcome relying predominantly on soft tissue damage and not bone trauma, 

making it possible for small skull injuries to be lethal and larger fractures to be 

survived based on the involvement of the soft tissue (Ahlström and Molnar, 2012, 

Fibiger et al., 2013, Malojcic et al., 2008, Meyer et al., 2009, Schulting and Wysocki, 

2005, Tornberg and Jacobsson 2018). Comparisons of injuries to antemortem and 

perimortem trauma in the osteological record (Appendix 1) aided in understanding 

what types of injuries were more likely to be lethal or survivable during this period.  
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Table 5.3: Designations of lethality including their definitions and the features used 
to apply them to this study’s results.  

Designation Definition Features 

Lethal 

Catastrophic 

trauma with no 

clear change of 

survival from the 

injury 

Large depression or penetrating fractures that 

affected all three layers of the synbone and 

covered a notable area of the surface of the 

sphere had to be present. Hinged fragments of 

synbone along the margins and/or displaced 

synbone fragments had to be present. The 

depressed bone should be pressed into the 

internal gelatine of the sphere. The damage to the 

synbone and underlying gelatine had to be 

extensive enough to ensure the likelihood of 

substantial soft tissue damage and match similar 

examples of perimortem trauma known from the 

Neolithic as discussed in Chapter 2 and 3 

(Chattopadhyay and Tripathi, 2010, Lee et al., 

2003) 

Borderline 

Trauma extensive 

enough that 

survival would be 

questionable, but 

not impossible 

Smaller depression fractures that still may effect 

the inner table of the sphere, but did not show 

clear damage to the gelatine layer underneath, 

minimising the likelihood of brain laceration. 

Without assessment of injury in living soft tissue it 

is impossible to know if the types of 

haemorrhages, contusions and lacerations 

associated with fractures would have resulted in 

death of the victim (Chattopadhyay and Tripathi, 

2010, Lee et al., 2003, Ord and Benian, 1995) 

Survivable 

Any injury with a 

good potential to 

be survived.  

Either no fracture was present or the fracture 

affected the outer table of synbone with little to no 

effect on the inner table. This does not guarantee 

that the injury was survived, but makes this 

outcome possible. This type of injury could still 

lead to extensive incapacitation as the skull does 

not need to be fractured to cause internal soft 

tissue trauma (Chattopadhyay and Tripathi, 2010, 

Fibiger et al., 2013, Malorjcic et al., 2008, Meyer et 

al., 2009) 
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5.3.7 Statistical Analysis and Raw Data Processing 

To better understand the data gathered from each experiment, a series of chi-

squared probability tests were carried out to demonstrate the statistical significance 

of certain fracture features based on each separate weapon-tool. These tests were 

employed to look at the statistical significance of basic elements of the experimental 

fractures marked as present or not present All chi-squared tests were carried out 

using Microsoft Excel coding.  

First, the production of archaeologically identifiable trauma was assessed for each 

weapon-tool. Statistical assessment was carried out to establish the likelihood that 

the weapon-tool would produce trauma that was identifiable in the archaeological 

record on a consistent basis. This would facilitate the discussion of trauma that is 

not preserved or not identifiable in osteological assessments, to look at biases in 

identification of certain weapon-tools based on the fracture morphologies they 

commonly produce. A statistically significant result (P< 0.05) would indicate that the 

production of archaeologically identifiable trauma by the weapon-tool was not likely 

due to chance. This could appear as either a positive proof that the weapon-tool 

was likely to produce this kind of trauma or a negative proof that the weapon-tool 

was likely to not produce this trauma. Lack of a statistically significant result 

(P>0.05) indicated that archaeologically identifiable trauma could be produced 

based on chance, an important result that is consistent with the potential for ‘hidden’ 

trauma that is not preserved in the osteological record. The results of these tests are 

presented in Chapter 6, and further discussed in Chapter 7.  

A second series of chi-square tests were carried out to assess patterns of key 

fracture features produced by each weapon-tool. As discussed above, various key 

fracture features, often associated with violence-related trauma, were recorded as 

present or absent. Several of the elements that showed a likely chance of variance 

between weapon-tools were then chosen to apply chi-square tests to look for any 

significance in their productions based on weapon-tool. These included the 

presence of depression fractures, effect to the inner table, secondary radiation 

fractures, tertiary concentric fractures, hinged fragments along fracture margins and, 

displaced fragments of synbone as defined in above in Table 5.2. The purpose of 

this was to establish if a single fracture feature or patterns of multiple features 

showed a significant pattern with certain weapon-tools and could be indicative of the 

use of one specific weapon-tool.  
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The statistical analysis was first carried out on data compiled from all experiments 

from each weapon tool. Following this, a series of chi-square tests were applied to 

the data only from experiments that resulted in archaeologically identifiable trauma, 

as only this type of injury would be assessable in the archaeological record. 

Statistical significance (P > 0.05) indicates that the pattern of production of that 

element by the weapon-tool is unlikely to be by chance. This can either indicate that 

it is likely the weapon-tool would produce the fracture element or it is likely that the 

weapon-tool would not produce the fracture element. In the case of no statistical 

significance (P<0.05) the fracture element possibly produced by chance. The results 

of the chi-square tests are presented in Chapter 6, and further consideration of their 

significance is discussed in Chapter 7.  

5.3.8 Presentation of Results and Contextualisation of the Experiments 

The following Chapter 6 presents the data gathered from each individual experiment 

including written descriptions and photographs of the trauma, followed by the basic 

data collected on presence of notable fracture features, a summary of the lethality of 

each injury and the documentation of each experiment for archaeologically 

identifiable trauma. The results from the ten experiments carried out by each 

potential weapon-tool were compared to look for patterns of fracture morphology 

produced by the individual weapon-tool. Finally, Chapter 6 will present the raw data 

produced by the chi-square statistical analysis outlined above. 

Chapter 7 will then contextualise the results that are presented in Chapter 6. First, a 

discussion of ‘invisible trauma’ is highlighted, based on the designations of 

archaeologically significant trauma. The patterns of each weapon-tool were then 

compared with one another to establish if the different classes of tool produced 

differing fracture patterns. This included a discussion of the common blunt force 

trauma characteristics and the chi-square tests, which demonstrate variations in 

fracture production based on weapon-tool. Finally the fractures were compared with 

identified violence-related injuries from the Neolithic osteological record to attempt 

to identify the use of these weapon-tools in the archaeological period. Patterns of 

matches for each weapon-tool were considered for the likelihood that the artefact 

was utilised as a weapon-tool and the potential scenarios of violence they appear to 

have been utilised within. The implications to the understanding of interpersonal 

violence and social interactions within the Neolithic were then discussed, as seen in 

Chapter 7. 
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Chapter 6:  Results  

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter discusses the direct results of each of the fifty experiments carried out 

as part of this research, grouped according to the weapon-tool used in each strike. 

This includes a description of the strike, and resulting injury to the silicone, latex and 

synbone layers and is supplemented with images at each stage of recording to 

demonstrate the size and morphological characteristics of the damage to the 

synthetic soft tissues and the fracture propagation in the synbone material. Further 

detailed images of the trauma depicted in the following chapter are given in 

Appendix 7. 

Data was gathered on each experiment as it was carried out to mark any elements 

of the strike that may have affected the resulting fracture patterns, a summary table 

of this data can be found in Appendix 5. The descriptions below include damage 

sustained by all layers of the skin-skull-brain model; however, the focus of the 

current study is on the fracture propagation in the synbone, as this is the 

comparable material to the Neolithic osteological record. Each fracture was 

measured, and a summary of the results can be found in Table 6.1. For the purpose 

of the measurements the injury length referred to absolute length, or the 

measurement of the longest dimension of the injury, injury width referred to the 

absolute or largest measurement perpendicular to the length, and injury depth refers 

the depth of any depressed synbone measured from the surface of the sphere with 

the gelatine still intact internally. The complete data set collected for the bone 

trauma found in each experiment is summarised in Appendix 6.  
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Table 6.1: Summary of fracture propagation in all 50 experiments listing the weapon 

used, fracture produced, and basic injury dimensions. Length refers to absolute 

length/longest dimension of the injury, width refers to the largest dimension 

perpendicular to length, and depth refers to depth the deepest point of any 

depressed synbone fragments, measured from the surface of the sphere with 

gelatine intact.  

Experiment Weapon Fracture 
Type 

Injury 
Length 

Injury 

Width 

Fracture 
Depth 

1.A Stone Hammer Depression 33mm 24mm 8mm 

1.B Stone Hammer Depression 25mm 22mm 1-2mm

1.C Stone Hammer Depression 31mm 23mm 6mm 

1.D Stone Hammer Depression 41mm 22mm 9mm 

1.E Stone Hammer Depression 32.5mm 21mm 4mm 

1.F Stone Hammer Depression 36mm 22mm 9mm 

1.G Stone Hammer Depression 38mm 24mm 2.5mm 

1.H Stone Hammer Depression 28mm 16mm 3mm 

1.I Stone Hammer Depression 24.2mm 22.1mm 1.7mm 

1.J Stone Hammer Scrape 13.4mm 12.9mm NA 

2.A Antler Hammer Scrape 13mm 11mm NA 

2.B Antler Hammer Depression 17mm 14mm 7mm 

2.C Antler Hammer Depression 18mm 15mm 6mm 

2.D Antler Hammer Scrape 15mm 11mm NA 

2.E Antler Hammer Depression? 8mm 4mm <1mm 

2.F Antler Hammer Scrape 10mm 9mm NA 

2.G Antler Hammer Scrape 6mm 5mm NA 

2.H Antler Hammer Depression 39mm 10mm 1mm 
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2.I Antler Hammer Stellate NA NA NA 

2.J Antler Hammer Scrape 25.1mm 20.7mm NA 

3.A Antler Pick Depression 9mm 6mm 1mm 

3.B Antler Pick Depression 7mm 7mm 1mm 

3.C Antler Pick Depression 10mm 9mm 1mm 

3.D Antler Pick Depression 11mm 7mm 1mm 

3.E Antler Pick Scrape 24mm 1mm NA 

3.F Antler Pick Scrape 42mm 1mm NA 

3.G Antler Pick Scrape 8mm 6mm NA 

3.H Antler Pick Depression 11mm 3mm 0.5mm 

3.I Antler Pick Scrape 7.7mm 5.6mm NA 

3.J Antler Pick Scrape 10.5mm 9.6mm NA 

4.A Ball-headed club Depression 36mm 33mm 4mm 

4.B Ball-headed club Depression 107mm 56mm 1mm 

4.C Ball-headed club Depression 97mm 52mm 3mm 

4.D Ball-headed club Depression 114mm 86mm 2mm 

4.E Ball-headed club Depression 60mm 35mm 5mm 

4.F Ball-headed club Depression 46mm 23mm 1mm 

4.G Ball-headed club Depression 44mm 35mm 1mm 

4.H Ball-headed club Depression 36mm 36mm 4mm 

4.I Ball-headed club Depression 40.5mm 33.1mm 3mm 

4.J Ball-headed club Depression 108.4mm 99.2mm 4mm 

5.A Hand-held stone Scrape 21.4mm 7.6mm NA 

5.B Hand-held stone None NA NA NA 

5.C Hand-held stone None NA NA NA 
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5.D Hand-held stone None NA NA NA 

5.E Hand-held stone None NA NA NA 

5.F Hand-held stone None NA NA NA 

5.G Hand-held stone Scrape 14.2mm 12.9mm NA 

5.H Hand-held stone None NA NA NA 

5.I Hand-held stone None NA NA NA 

5.J Hand-held stone None NA NA NA 

As discussed in Chapter 5, each fracture was assessed for the presence of certain 

key interpersonal violence-related fracture features. The results of these 

assessments are presented in this chapter, grouped by weapon-tool. The chapter 

will then present the assignment of designations of ‘archaeologically identifiable 

trauma’ and lethality of each experiment, grouped based on weapon-tool.  

The chapter will then present the results of three separate rounds of chi-square 

tests. The first tests will look at the statistical significance of the production of 

archaeologically identifiable trauma, the second looks at the statistical significance 

of the rate of presence of various fracture features for each weapon-tools based on 

all experiments, and the third will look at the same significance of fracture features 

for only archaeologically identifiable fractures.  

Finally, this chapter will highlight patterns of trauma based on individual weapon-

tool. This will demonstrate if there are comparable size, shape and fracture features 

visible within each category of weapon-tool. 

All relative directions given in this chapter refer to anatomical left and right. For the 

purpose of land marking the impact points of the injuries, the midpoint refers to the 

point in the centre of the front of each skin-skull-brain model, located on the seam 

between the two hemispheres of synbone. The mid-sagittal plane refers to a straight 

vertical line down the centre of the skin-skull-brain model dividing the left and right 

portions evenly. The mid-coronal plane refers a vertical line along in the centre of 

the skin-skull-brain model dividing the posterior and anterior portions evenly.  
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6.2 Stone Hammer 

The following section outlines the results of all ten strikes carried out with the stone 

hammer replica. Strikes 1.A-1.H were carried out as a single round of experiments; 

strikes 1.I and 1.J were completed in a separate round of tests. Experiments 1.A 

and 1.B were performed with the first haft for the hammer head, while experiments 

1.C-1.J were performed with a second haft, as discussed in Chapter 5. Table 6.2

presents a summary of the damage to the synbone as the focus of this paper is on

bone fractures.

Table 6.2: Summary of fractures formed in experiments with the stone hammer. 

Length refers to absolute length/longest dimension of the injury, width refers to the 

largest dimension perpendicular to length, and depth refers to depth the deepest 

point of any depressed synbone fragments, measured from the surface of the 

sphere with gelatine intact.  

Experiment Fracture Type Injury Length Injury Width Fracture Depth 

1.A Depression 33mm 24mm 8mm 

1.B Depression 25mm 22mm 1-2mm

1.C Depression 31mm 23mm 6mm 

1.D Depression 41mm 22mm 9mm 

1.E Depression 32.5mm 21mm 4mm 

1.F Depression 36mm 22mm 9mm 

1.G Depression 38mm 24mm 2.5mm 

1.H Depression 28mm 16mm 3mm 

1.I Depression 24.2mm 22.1mm 1.7mm 

1.J Scrape 13.4mm 12.9mm NA 
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6.2.1 Experiment 1.A 

The strike to 1.A was carried out with first haft of the stone hammer, as mentioned in 

Chapter 5. The striker described the grip, swing and connection of the strike as 

good, with little shock felt through the weapon upon impact.  The blow landed along 

the mid-sagittal plane and towards the superior aspect of the skin-skull-brain model, 

approximately  50mm superior to the midpoint, as seen in Figure 6.1. High-

resolution images of all trauma analysis can be located in Appendix 7, FIG.001-

FIG.007.  

The resulting trauma lacerated the silicone skin in an oval shape and left a stain on 

the silicone where contact was made by the hammerhead (Figure 6.2), clearly 

delineating where impact occurred. The lacerated area of silicone measured 27mm 

long by 22mm wide. Below the silicone, the strike created a clean ovoid-shaped 

penetrating fracture through the latex and the synbone, visible in Figure 6.3. The 

displaced fragments of synbone were visible through the silicone laceration. The 

damaged area measured 33mm long by 24mm wide and was depressed 8mm at the 

deepest point located in the centre of the fracture.  

 

Figure 6.1: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 1.A 

(photographed by author).  
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Figure 6.2: Laceration of the silicone skin in experiment 1.A 

(photographed by author). 

Figure 6.3: Damage to the latex layer in experiment 1.A 

(photographed by author).  
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Figure 6.4: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 1.A with internal gelatin still 

present (photographed by author). 

Removal of the latex, as seen in Figure 6.4, showed the fractured area was heavily 

fragmented in the centre with many of the displaced fragments deeply driven into 

the underlying gelatin. No radiating fractures are present, but there are signs of 

concentric fracture lines within the penetrating fracture area. Following the removal 

of the ballistics gelatin (see Figure 6.5), at least 13 fragments came free from the 

fractured area, all with clear internal bevelling and signs of concentric fracture lines, 

as seen in Figure 6.6. Seven of the fragments from the fracture area are still 

attached to the fracture margins, forming clear hinge fractures on the superior left 

side of the fracture area. The inner table of the synbone sphere, Figure 6.7 cannot 

be easily accessed for measurement, but the bevelling has created a clearly larger 

area of damage than present on the outer table. 
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Figure 6.5: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 1.A following gelatin removal 

(photographed by author).  

 

Figure 6.6: External (left) and internal (right) view of displaced fragments from 

experiment 1.A (photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.7: Internal view of the fracture following gelatin removal in experiment 1.A 

(photographed by author).  

6.2.2 Experiment 1.B 

While the grip and swing initially felt good for the striker during this experiment, upon 

impact the haft broke directly inferior to the head of the hammer (Figure 6.8). The 

striker felt the force of the haft breaking and was aware that the impact to the skin-

skull-brain model was much weaker than in 1.A due to this weapon failure. This also 

caused the strike to land approximately 70mm superior to the midpoint along the 

mid-sagittal plane, as seen in Figure 6.9. High-resolution images of all trauma 

analysis can be located in Appendix 7, FIG.008-FIG.014. 
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Figure 6.8: Stone hammer with broken haft as a result of strike during experiment 

1.B (photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.9: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 1.B 

(photographed by author).  
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Figure 6.10: Laceration of the silicone skin in experiment 1.B  

(photographed by author). 

The laceration to the silicone pushed the synthetic skin up and created a fold at the 

superior aspect where the silicone has caught and become embedded into the 

fracture through the latex (Figure 6.10). The damage to the silicone measures 

16mm long and 9mm wide and is similar in shape and size to the central area of 

depression visible in skin-skull-brain model 1.A. A small depression in the synbone 

was visible through the laceration of the silicone.  
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Figure 6.11: Damage to the latex layer in experiment 1.B  

(photographed by author).  

 

Figure 6.12: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 1.B with internal gelatin still 

present (photographed by author).  
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Initial assessment of the latex layer (Figure 6.11) suggested that the trauma was 

potentially survivable based on size and limited evidence for depression to the 

synbone. Removal of the latex, as seen in Figure 6.12 showed a fracture measuring 

25mm long by 22mm wide in an ovoid shape with a central depressed area 

measuring 15mm long and 9mm wide. The fragments were depressed into the skull 

to a depth of 1.0-2mm. There were no signs of radiating fractures, but incomplete 

lines of concentric fracture are present. 

When the gelatin was removed (Figure 6.13) the larger extent of the fracture 

became visible. Four large fragments had been completely dislodged during the 

strike (Figure 6.14), leaving a gap in the centre of the fracture. Small fragments of 

silicone skin remained embedded in the fracture line and some fragments have 

formed hinge fractures along the margin of the injury. Damage to the inner table was 

much more extensive than to the outer table (Figure 6.15). 

 

 

 

Figure 6.13: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 1.B following gelatin removal 

(photographed by author).  
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Figure 6.14: External (left) and internal (right) view of displaced fragments from 

experiment 1.B (photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.15: Internal view of the fracture following gelatin removal in experiment 1.B 

(photographed by author).  
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6.2.3 Experiment 1.C 

The striker found this blow to feel very similar to 1.A with little shock carried through 

the replaced handle on impact and an increased amount of control and stability when 

wielding the hammer due to the larger haft. As seen in Figure 6.16, the strike landed 

towards the superior aspect of the skin-skull-brain model, approximately 95mm 

superior to the midpoint and to the left of the mid-sagittal plane. High-resolution 

images of all trauma analysis can be located in Appendix 7, FIG.015-FIG.021. 

The silicone was torn along the superior portion of an oval mark left behind by the 

hammer face as seen in Figure 6.17. The laceration measured 27mm long and 7mm 

wide, while the overall mark left on the silicone measured 27mm long and 14mm 

wide. Removal of the silicone showed a laceration to the latex layer and fractures to 

the synbone below, as seen in Figure 6.18 and 6.19. The fracture to the synbone is a 

clear penetrating oval fracture with no signs of radiating fractures lines. The oval 

shape was filled with fragments formed from radiating and concentric fractures within 

the impact site. No fractures extended beyond the area of impact. The fracture 

measures 31mm long by 23mm wide and is depressed to a maximum depth of 6mm.  

 

Figure 6.16: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 1.C 

(photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.17: Laceration of the silicone skin in experiment 1.C  

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.18: Damage to the latex layer in experiment 1.C  

(photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.19: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 1.C with internal gelatine still 

present (photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.20: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 1.C following gelatin removal 

(photographed by author).  
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The removal of the gelatin clearly shows the presence of hinge fractures along the 

margins of the injury site (Figure 6.20). A large number of small fragments were 

displaced during the strike and fell free during the gelatin removal (Figure 6.21). The 

fragments clearly show bevelling between the inner and outer tables, indicating that 

the inner table was more extensively affected by the trauma (Figure 6.22). The 

overall shape of the fracture is very similar to that of 1.A.   

 

 

Figure 6.21: External (left) and internal (right) view of displaced fragments from 

experiment 1.C (photographed by author).  
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Figure 6.22: Internal view of the fracture following gelatin removal in experiment 1.C 

(photographed by author).  

6.2.4 Experiment 1.D 

The strike was described as being very similar to 1.C, with a strong grip, good force 

and control leading to a strong impact. There was no shock felt up the haft for the 

striker. The strike connected approximately 70mm superior to the midpoint and to 

the left of the mid-sagittal plane (Figure 6.23). High-resolution images of all trauma 

analysis can be located in Appendix 7, FIG.022-FIG.028. 
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Figure 6.23: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 1.D 

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.24: Laceration of the silicone skin in experiment 1.D 

 (photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.25: Damage to the latex layer in experiment 1.D  

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.26: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 1.D with internal gelatin still 

present (photographed by author). 
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The silicone was left with a large sub-circular laceration from the area marked by the 

stone hammer. The laceration measured 29mm long and 26mm wide. An extensive 

fracture was visible through the lacerations to the silicone. Removal of the silicone 

skin exposed the extensive injury that has torn the latex and fractured the synbone 

below, as seen in Figure 6.24 and 6.25. The fracture in the synbone consisted of a 

large depression fracture measuring 41mm long and 22mm wide with a depression 

of 9mm deep.  

Removal of the gelatin allowed a large amount of displaced synbone fragments to 

fall free of the fracture site leaving a large open injury with a few hinged fragments 

present along the margins of the fracture (see Figure 6.27 and 6.28). The displaced 

fragments showed extensive bevelling that created an injury that was larger on the 

inner table of the synbone sphere (see Figure 6.29).  

 

Figure 6.27: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 1.D following gelatin removal 

(photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.28: External (left) and internal (right) view of displaced fragments from 

experiment 1.D (photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.29: Internal view of the fracture following gelatin removal in experiment 1.D 

(photographed by author). 
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6.2.5 Experiment 1.E 

The striker described the blow as slightly off, making the strike feel weaker due to 

the change in angle. The strike still hit towards the superior aspect of the skin-skull-

brain model, approximately  72mm from the midpoint and to the left of the mid-

sagittal plane as seen in Figure 6.30. High-resolution images of all trauma analysis 

can be located in Appendix 7, FIG.029-FIG.035. 

The laceration to the silicon formed an ovoid injury measuring 30mm long by 19mm 

wide with the fracture to the synbone visible underneath (Figure 6.31). Removal of 

the silicone revealed an oval fracture that tore through the latex along the fracture 

margins (see Figure 6.32). The fracture of the synbone, as seen in Figure 6.33 was 

an ovoid, depressed fracture measuring 32.5mm long by 21mm wide and depressed 

4mm deep.  

 

 

Figure 6.30: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 1.E 

(photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.31: Laceration of the silicone skin in experiment 1.E  

(photographed by author). 

Three radiating fracture lines are present moving out from the depression fracture. 

The largest runs 133mm to right before meeting the seam of the synbone sphere 

and traveling towards the posterior for another 132mm. The second radiating line 

travels to the left and measures 28mm long. The third radiating fracture extends 

superiorly and is 25mm long. The deepest area of depression is at the bottom of the 

fracture, which may be related to the change in angle felt by the striker. The 

fragments have been firmly embedded into the gelatin. 

Removal of the gelatin (Figure 6.34) showed extreme fragmentation within the area 

of impact. The depressed fracture had displaced a large amount of small fragments, 

which came free with the gelatin (Figure 6.35). The bevelling present on all the 

displaced fragments created an injury that was much larger on the inner table of the 

synbone sphere (Figure 6.36).  
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Figure 6.32: Damage to the latex layer in experiment 1.E  

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.33: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 1.E with internal gelatin still 

present (photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.34: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 1.E following gelatin removal 

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.35: External (left) and internal (right) view of displaced fragments from 

experiment 1.E (photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.36: Internal view of the fracture following gelatin removal in experiment 1.E 

(photographed by author). 

6.2.6 Experiment 1.F 

During the impact of this strike, the stone head was slightly dislodged and shifted up 

the haft, causing the strike to feel lighter in force. The strike landed directly on the 

mid-sagittal plane, approximately  40mm above the midpoint, as seen in Figure 

6.37. High-resolution images of all trauma analysis can be located in Appendix 7, 

FIG.036-FIG.042. 
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Figure 6.37: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 1.F 

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.38: Laceration of the silicone skin in experiment 1.F  

(photographed by author). 
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The laceration to the silicone formed an oval area almost completely punched out 

and pushed into a large depression fracture below (Figure 6.38).  The laceration 

measured 22mm long and 20mm wide. 

Removal of the silicone skin revealed an extensive fracture that had lacerated the 

latex (Figure 6.39). The overall shape and pattern of the injury was very similar to 

the previous skin-skull-brain models. The synbone presented with a deep 

penetrating fracture with no radiating fracture lines (Figure 6.40), measuring 36mm 

long and 22mm wide including the light concentric fracture line to the left of the 

impact site. The depressed area measured 32mm long by 22mm wide. The depth of 

depression was 9mm at its deepest in the centre of the fracture. The fragments 

when still in place, formed clear concentric lines along the fracture border and the 

fragments were deeply embedded in the gelatin. 

 

 

Figure 6.39: Damage to the latex layer in experiment 1.F 

 (photographed by author).  
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Figure 6.40: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 1.F with internal gelatin still 

present (photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.41: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 1.F following gelatin removal 

(photographed by author). 
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The removal of the gelatin (Figure 6.41) showed the majority of the fragments in the 

injury site had been displaced and fell free of the synbone sphere (Figure 6.42). A 

few fragments formed hinge fractures along the margin of the impact site. The 

extensive bevelling present of the fragments created a much larger fracture to the 

inner table of the skull, as visible in Figure 6.43.  

 

 

Figure 6.42: External (left) and internal (right) view of displaced fragments from 

experiment 1.F (photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.43: Internal view of the fracture following gelatin removal in experiment 1.F 

(photographed by author). 

6.2.7 Experiment 1.G 

The feel of the strike was very similar to that of 1.F, but due to a failure of the flexible 

hosing, the skin-skull-brain model became dislodged during the strike. The skin-

skull-brain model was slowed by cushioning, but struck the floor. Inspection of the 

skin-skull-brain model and examination of the video footage suggests the strike to 

the floor did not affect the fracture pattern at the impact location and no additional 

damage could be found. Figure 6.44 shows the strike location to the left of the mid-

sagittal plane approximately 80mm superior to the midsagittal point. High-resolution 

images of all trauma analysis can be located in Appendix 7, FIG.043-FIG.049. 
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Figure 6.44: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 1.G 

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.45: Laceration of the silicone skin in experiment 1.G  

(photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.46: Damage to the latex layer in experiment 1.G  

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.47: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 1.G following gelatin removal 

(photographed by author). 
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The laceration to the silicone was ovoid in shape and the head of the hammer left a 

mark where it struck the silicone skin (Figure 6.45). The laceration measures 35mm 

long and 22mm wide. Removal of the silicone skin revealed a fracture and damage 

to the latex layer below (Figure 6.46). The blow had penetrated the latex along the 

margins of the fracture in some places. The fracture area measures 38mm long by 

24mm wide and 2.5mm deep in a penetrating injury with depressed bone in the 

centre, as seen in Figure 6.47. The impact area matches the general shape of the 

hammerhead face and has become heavily fragmented during the blow.  

Removal of the gelatin caused a large amount of displaced fragments to fall free of 

the injury site (Figure 6.48 and 6.49). Several fragments formed hinge fractures and 

remained intact along the left and right margins of the injury. The pronounced 

internal bevelling on the margins has created an injury affecting the inner table of 

the synbone sphere much more extensively than the outer table (Figure 4.50).  

 

Figure 6.48: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 1.G following gelatin removal 

(photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.49: External (left) and internal (right) view of displaced fragments from 

experiment 1.G (photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.50: Internal view of the fracture following gelatin removal in experiment 1.G 

(photographed by author). 
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6.2.8 Experiment 1.H 

This strike felt strong, but landed slightly off target. The striker felt the hammerhead 

slide against the surface of the silicone and that the skin-skull-brain model deflected 

the blow. The strike landed only laterally to the left of the midpoint and midsagittal 

plane, approximately 10mm from the horizontal line dividing the two synbone 

hemispheres, as seen in Figure 6.51. High-resolution images of all trauma analysis 

can be located in Appendix 7, FIG.049-FIG.056. 

 

 

Figure 6.51: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 1.H 

(photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.52: Laceration of the silicone skin in experiment 1.H  

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.53: Damage to the latex layer in experiment 1.H  

(photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.54: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 1.H with internal gelatin still 

present (photographed by author). 

The blow produced two curved parallel lacerations in the silicone (Figure 6.52). 

Small pieces of the silicone were embedded into the fracture site and remained 

there after the silicone sheet was removed. Removal of the silicone (Figure 6.53) 

showed lacerations to the latex layer and a small, depressed fracture of the 

synbone. The fracture to the synbone measures 28mm long by 16mm wide and 

3mm at its deepest. The size of the injury is relatively small compared with the other 

skin-skull-brain models and initially appeared to present a possibly survivable 

trauma. No radiating fracture lines were present and the injury appears to be an 

almost penetrating, depressed fracture, as seen in Figure 6.54. Silicone skin from 

the outer layer remained embedded in a fracture line at the bottom of the injury site.   

Following removal of the gelatin (Figure 6.55) three fragments from the centre of the 

impact site were dislodged. Along all margin remaining fragments had formed 

hinged fractures, leaving only a small completely open perforation in the centre of 

the injury. The dislodged fragments have pronounced bevelling on their margins 

(Figure 6.56). The interior of the skull shows the extensive damage to the inner table 

caused by this bevelling (Figure 6.57), making the injury much more extensive than 

is visible on the outer table of the skull.  
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Figure 6.55: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 1.H following gelatin removal 

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.56: External (left) and internal (right) view of displaced fragments from 

experiment 1.H (photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.57: Internal view of the fracture following gelatin removal in experiment 1.H 

(photographed by author). 

6.2.9 Experiment 1.I 

The striker described this blow as less strong. The strike landed approximately  

48mm superior to the midpoint to the right of the mid-sagittal plane, as seen in 

Figure 6.58. The blow produced a ‘C’ shaped laceration to the silicone measuring 

17.1mm long and 6.8mm wide (Figure 6.59). There was also associated staining 

produced by the contact of the stone head measuring the same height as he 

laceration, but extending to 15.0mm in maximum width. The silicone was pressed 

into the fracture along the tear. High-resolution images of all trauma analysis can be 

located in Appendix 7, FIG.057-FIG.063. 
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Figure 6.58: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 1.I 

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.59: Laceration of the silicone skin in experiment 1.I  

(photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.60: Damage to the latex layer in experiment 1.I  

(photographed by author).  

The silicone was firmly embedded into the right side of the fracture margin and the 

latex below was torn only along this same right margin (Figure 6.60). The damage to 

the latex layer measured 19.2mm in maximum length. A penetrating fracture to the 

synbone was visible below the latex. The fracture to the synbone, seen in Figure 

6.61, showed the latex and silicone had been forced into the fracture margin along 

the right side. Two concentric fracture rings were present in the synbone and the 

entire affected area measured 24.2mm long and 22.1mm wide with the deepest 

penetration 1.7mm deep. The most extensively depressed area of the fracture 

measured 13.4mm long and 11.3mm wide.  
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Figure 6.61: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 1.I with internal gelatin still 

present (photographed by author). 

Removal of the gelatin (Figure 6.62) caused several of the displaced central 

fragments to come free, leaving a void 13.8mm long and 11.1mm wide. Hinged 

fractures were present along all margins of the depression site.  These displaced 

fragments show pronounced internal bevelling (Figure 6.63). This has led to more 

extensive damage to the inner table of the synbone sphere (Figure 6.64).  
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Figure 6.62: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 1.I following gelatin removal 

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.63: External (left) and internal (right) view of displaced fragments from 

experiment 1.I (photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.64: Internal view of the fracture following gelatin removal in experiment 1.I 

(photographed by author). 

6.2.10 Experiment 1.J 

During the final strike with the stone hammer, the haft split in half upon impact, the 

stone head of the hammer and part of the shaft separated and were projected 

across the test area. This reduced the strike force delivered to the skin-skull-brain 

model and therefore impacted the fracture pattern produced. The strike landed 

approximately 65mm superior to the midpoint and slightly to the right of the mid-

sagittal plane as seen in Figure 6.65. High-resolution images of all trauma analysis 

can be located in Appendix 7, FIG.064-FIG.066. 

The damage to the silicone was relatively small with only two areas affected by the 

strike (Figure 6.66). The first area was 53.0mm superior to the midpoint and directly 

in the centre of the skin-skull-brain model, measuring 9.4mm long and 8.7mm wide. 

The second area of damage was located 69.4mm superior to the midpoint and to 

the right of the centre, measuring 7.5mm long and 7.2mm wide.  
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Figure 6.65: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 1.J 

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.66: Laceration of the silicone skin in experiment 1.J  

(photographed by author). 
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The damage to the latex was also minimal, as seen in Figure 6.67. Inferior to the 

first area of damage to the silicone, there was only a small abrasion to the latex, 

measuring 13.4mm long and 12.9mm wide. In the secondary area of damage, the 

blow had lacerated and peeled the latex up, pulling it free form the synbone. This 

damage measured 19.0mm long and 13.0mm wide. The synbone only had damage 

in the second location where there is a deep scratch visible on the surface, which 

possibly marks the location where the blow landed and depressed the outer 

synbone table by under 1.0mm. The damage measures 54mm long and 9.3mm 

wide (Figure 6.68). The trauma did not change when the ballistics gelatin was 

removed.  

 

 

Figure 6.67: Damage to the latex layer in experiment 1.J  

(photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.68: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 1.J with internal gelatin still 

present (photographed by author). 

6.3 Antler Hammer 

The following section outlines the results of all ten strikes carried out with the antler 

hammer. Strikes 2.A-2.H were performed as a single round of experiments; strikes 

1.I and 1.J were carried out in a separate round of tests. Table 6.3 presents a 

summary of the damage to the synbone as the focus of this paper is on bone 

fractures.  
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Table 6.3: Summary of fractures formed in experiments with the antler hammer. 

Length refers to absolute length/longest dimension of the injury, width refers to the 

largest dimension perpendicular to length, and depth refers to depth the deepest 

point of any depressed synbone fragments, measured from the surface of the 

sphere with gelatine intact.  

Experiment Fracture Type Injury Length Injury Height Fracture Depth 

2.A Scrape 13mm 11mm NA 

2.B Depression 17mm 14mm 7mm 

2.C Depression 18mm 15mm 6mm 

2.D Scrape 15mm 11mm NA 

2.E Depression? 8mm 4mm <1mm 

2.F Scrape 10mm 9mm NA 

2.G Scrape 6mm 5mm NA 

2.H Depression 39mm 10mm 1mm 

2.I Stellate NA NA NA 

2.J Scrape 25.1mm 20.7mm NA 

 

6.3.1 Experiment 2.A 

The striker described the first blow as unbalanced and weak. The blow landed to the 

left of the mid-sagittal plane and approximately 75mm superior to the midpoint, as 

seen in Figure 6.69. High-resolution images of all trauma analysis can be located in 

Appendix 7, FIG.067-FIG.069. 
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Figure 6.69: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 2.A 

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.70: Laceration of the silicone skin in experiment 2.A  

(photographed by author). 
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The blow created a small double laceration on the silicone about 11mm long with a 

slight curve and a small laceration to the right, which was 15mm long in total length 

(Figure 6.70). Superior to the laceration was a patch of abrasion and staining 

measuring 6mm by 6mm. The latex was torn in both areas where lacerations were 

present in the silicone (Figure 6.66). The inferior area consisted of a line 16mm long 

and 4mm wide and the superior area measured 11mm long and 8mm wide, with a 

total affected area of 13mm long and 11mm wide. Below the damage to the latex 

there was a small area of abrasion to the synbone (Figure 6.72). The damaged area 

measures 12mm long and 3mm wide. No displaced fragments were produced and 

there was no damage to the inner table of the skull. 

 

 

Figure 6.71: Damage to the latex layer in experiment 2.A  

(photographed by author).  
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Figure 6.72: Small abrasion to the synbone in experiment 2.A with internal gelatin 

still present (photographed by author). 

6.3.2 Experiment 2.B 

The striker felt the second blow connected with better aim and more force than in 

2.A. This may be due to an increased amount of body weight put behind the blow. 

The blow landed slightly to the right of the mid-sagittal plane and approximately  

70mm superior to the midpoint (Figure 6.73) The striker noted, that while lighter than 

the stone hammer, the antler hammer allowed for an increased level of control. 

High-resolution images of all trauma analysis can be located in Appendix 7, 

FIG.070-FIG.076. 
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Figure 6.73: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 2.B 

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.74: Laceration of the silicone skin in experiment 2.B  

(photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.75: Damage to the latex layer in experiment 2.B 

 (photographed by author). 

The blow created a small, rounded laceration in the silicone, as seen in Figure 6.74.  

The injury site measured 14mm long and 3mm wide showing a break in the synbone 

below. Underneath the lacerated silicone was a small, rounded area of damage to 

the latex sitting superior to a depressed fracture visible through the latex (Figure 

6.75) The overall size of the damage was 17mm long and 14mm wide. Removal of 

the latex shows a hinged fracture at the superior right side of the fracture margins, 

with the depression of the bone on the right side creating an oval shaped injury 

(Figure 6.76). The depression site measures 12mm long and 10mm wide and the 

depression is approximately  7mm deep affecting both the outer and inner tables of 

the synbone. 

Removal of the gelatin caused two fragments to fall free, although this left only a 

minor hole in the outer table at the centre of the depressed fracture (Figure 6.77). A 

large hinge fracture on the right side of the injury covers most of the opening of the 

fracture. The two fragments that became displaced showed extensive bevelling on 

the margins (Figure 6.78). Investigation of the internal elements of the synbone 

sphere showed that the bevelling created a much larger injury to the inner table of 
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the synbone (Figure 6.79). The large hinged fracture is almost detached on the 

internal aspect of the synbone sphere.  

 

 

 

Figure 6.76: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 2.B with internal gelatin still 

present (photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.77: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 2.B following gelatin removal 

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.78: External (left) and internal (right) view of displaced fragments from 

experiment 2.B (photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.79: Internal view of the fracture following gelatin removal in experiment 2.B 

(photographed by author). 

6.3.3 Experiment 2.C 

The striker described the blow as very similar to that of 2.B, with strong direct 

contact. The leather cord securing the hammerhead loosened during the strike, 

which allowed the head of the hammer to be pushed back slightly upon impact. The 

blow landed approximately 73mm superior to the midpoint and only slightly to the 

right of the mid-sagittal plane (Figure 6.80). High-resolution images of all trauma 

analysis can be located in Appendix 7, FIG.077-FIG.083. 
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Figure 6.80: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 2.C 

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.81: Laceration of the silicone skin in experiment 2.C  

(photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.82: Damage to the latex layer in experiment 2.C  

(photographed by author). 

The silicone presented with a primary ovoid laceration punched out from the skin 

and a small secondary laceration directly to the right of this (Figure 6.81). The 

laceration measured 12mm long and 3mm wide, and the whole affected area was 

12mm long by 11mm wide. Removal of the silicone revealed an ovoid depression 

fracture that had split and destroyed the latex (Figure 6.82) and pushed many small 

fragments of bone into the gelatin below causing an area to the right side of the 

fracture to hinge outward from the surface. The whole area measured 18mm long by 

15mm wide with the depressed area 15mm long and 9mm wide. No radiating 

fracture lines were present around the depressed area (Figure 6.83). The depressed 

fracture was deepest in the middle at approximately 6mm in depth.  

Removal of the gelatin (Figure 6.84) caused five fragments to fall free of the injury 

site leaving a large void in the centre of the impact location. Several fragments 

formed hinged fractures along the superior and right aspect of the injury site. The 

fragments show pronounced bevelling present on the margins (Figure 6.85). This 

bevelling created a much more extensive injury to the inner table of the synbone 

sphere, as seen in Figure 6.86. 
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Figure 6.83: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 2.C with internal gelatin still 

present (photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.84: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 2.C following gelatin removal 

(photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.85: External (left) and internal (right) view of displaced fragments from 

experiment 2.C (photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.86: Internal view of the fracture following gelatin removal in experiment 2.C 

(photographed by author). 
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6.3.4 Experiment 2.D 

The striker noted that the swing was poorly aimed and missed clean contact with the 

target, causing the strike to deflect to the side, landing where the silicone was 

folded, which likely affected the laceration and fracture that was produced. The 

strike landed 32mm superior to the midpoint and to the far right of the mid-sagittal 

plane (Figure 6.87). High-resolution images of all trauma analysis can be located in 

Appendix 7, FIG.084-FIG.086. 

 

 

Figure 6.87: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 2.D 

(photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.88: Laceration of the silicone skin in experiment 2.D  

(photographed by author). 

The strike created three small parallel tears in the silicone, as seen in Figure 6.88. 

Each of the tears measured 6mm in length and the whole area of damage covered 

an area 17mm long and 6mm wide. Removal of the silicone revealed a small 

scraped area of latex 12mm long by 11mm wide with no clear fractures visible 

(Figure 6.89). The damage had puckered and torn the latex, separating it from the 

synbone below. Removal of the latex layer shows a scratch to the synbone with no 

clear fracture present (Figure 6.90). The area of damage measures 15mm long by 

11mm wide. No displaced fragments were produced and there was no damage to 

the inner table of the skull. 
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Figure 6.89: Damage to the latex layer in experiment 2.D  

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.90: Small abrasion to the synbone in experiment 2.D with internal gelatin 

still present (photographed by author). 
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6.3.5 Experiment 2.E 

The striker described the feel of the blow as uncomfortable and awkward upon 

impact, in a direct, but weakened hit. The strike landed to the right of the mid-sagittal 

plane and approximately  50mm superior to the midpoint (Figure 6.91). High-

resolution images of all trauma analysis can be located in Appendix 7, FIG.087-

FIG.089. 

 

 

Figure 6.91: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 2.E 

(photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.92: Laceration of the silicone skin in experiment 2.E  

(photographed by author). 

The strike left only one small laceration on the silicone that measured 12mm in 

length (Figure 6.92). Removal of the silicone showed the latex had been scraped 

back and separated from the underlying synbone (Figure 6.93). The damage to the 

latex layer measured 10mm long by 9mm wide. Under the latex there was a thin 

scratched area measuring 8mm long by 4mm wide on the synbone with a very thinly 

depressed section that can be felt, measuring less than 1mm deep (Figure 6.94).  
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Figure 6.93: Damage to the latex layer in experiment 2.E  

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.94: Small abrasion to the synbone in experiment 2.E with internal gelatin 

still present (photographed by author). 
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6.3.6 Experiment 2.F 

The strike was deflected to the right as it made contact with the skin-skull-brain 

model. The striker described the swing as feeling awkward and painful in his hand. 

The blow landed 40mm superior to the midpoint and to the far left of the sagittal 

plane (Figure 6.95). High-resolution images of all trauma analysis can be located in 

Appendix 7, FIG.090-FIG.092. 

 

 

Figure 6.95: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 2.F 

(photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.96: Laceration of the silicone skin in experiment 2.F  

(photographed by author). 

A single small 10mm rip was left in the silicone, as seen in Figure 6.96. A brown 

mark or stain on the silicone from the face of the hammer was present 10mm inferior 

and to the right of the laceration. Under the silicone the latex has been torn and 

pushed to the left making a mark 12mm long by 10mm wide, as seen in Figure 6.97. 

Below the synbone is abraded, with not clear sign of a fracture (Figure 6.98). The 

damage to the synbone measures 10mm long by 9mm wide. No displaced 

fragments were produced and there was no damage to the inner table of the 

synbone sphere. 
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Figure 6.97: Damage to the latex layer in experiment 2.F 

 (photographed by author) 

 

Figure 6.98: Abrasion to the synbone in experiment 2.F with internal gelatin still 

present (photographed by author). 
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6.3.7 Experiment 2.G 

The blow delivered was strong and direct, with more weight behind the swing and 

the hammer had the flat face forward as it struck. The impact struck slightly to the 

left of the midsagittal plane and approximately 93mm superior to the midpoint 

(Figure 6.99). High-resolution images of all trauma analysis can be located in 

Appendix 7, FIG.093-FIG.095. 

 

 

Figure 6.99: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 2.G 

(photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.100: Laceration of the silicone skin in experiment 2.G  

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.101: Damage to the latex layer in experiment 2.G  

(photographed by author).  
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The silicone was left with an area of staining from the hammer measuring 15mm 

long by 7mm wide in total and a small tear measuring 7mm long (Figure 6.100). 

Below the silicone, a small area of latex was pushed to the left, creating a fold 

measuring 10mm long and 9mm wide (Figure 6.101).  

The synbone was abraded at the impact site, as seen in Figure 6.102. A small 

depression and stellate fracture is located at the point of impact with some of latex 

embedded into the fracture, which measured 6mm long by 5mm wide. A linear 

fracture formed from the impact site, it travelled 31mm inferiorly towards the left and 

187mm toward the posterior aspect of the synbone sphere until it met the back 

seam. The linear fracture is very thin on the front of the synbone sphere and showed 

more extensive separation toward the posterior extent. No displaced fragments were 

produced and there was no damage to the inner table of the skull. 

 

 

Figure 6.102: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 2.G with internal gelatin still 

present (photographed by author). 
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6.3.8 Experiment 2.H 

The striker put more weight behind the blow and the hammer fell with added mass, 

making the strike very powerful. The strike landed along the mid-sagittal plane and 

towards the superior aspect of the skin-skull-brain model (Figure 6.103). High-

resolution images of all trauma analysis can be located in Appendix 7, FIG.096-

FIG.098. 

 

 

Figure 6.103: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 2.H 

(photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.104: Laceration of the silicone skin in experiment 2.H  

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.105: Damage to the latex layer in experiment 2.H  

(photographed by author). 
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The blow created two curving lacerations on the silicone extending along a total 

length of 20mm (Figure 6.104). The superior laceration measured 11mm and the 

bottom laceration measured 5mm. The latex below presents with a scraped area 

that has pushed the latex open (Figure 6.105). The injury site measured 39mm long 

by 10mm. 

Below the latex there is a linear fracture that travels outwards superiorly and 

inferiorly form the point of impact.  Inferiorly, the linear fracture measured 164mm 

long from the impact location, travelling towards the right of the synbone sphere. 

Superiorly it measured 186mm, traveling to the left posterior aspect of the synbone 

sphere and terminating at the posterior horizontal midline between the synbone 

hemispheres (Figure 6.106). The removal of the latex also revealed a concentric 

fracture at the point of impact creating a shallow depression approximately 1mm 

deep. No displaced fragments were produced and there was no damage to the inner 

table of the skull. 

 

 

Figure 6.106: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 2.H with internal gelatin still 

present (photographed by author). 
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6.3.9 Experiment 2.I 

The striker described this blow as feeling relatively light and caused little shock to 

their arm, which would allow the weapon to be wielded with a high speed between 

blows. The strike landed 75.4mm superior to the midpoint and slightly to the right of 

the mid-sagittal plane, as seen in Figure 6.107. High-resolution images of all trauma 

analysis can be located in Appendix 7, FIG.099-FIG.101. 

 

 

Figure 6.107: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 2.I 

(photographed by author).  

 

The blow created a very small tear in the silicone where the hammerhead connected 

with the skin-skull-brain model (Figure 6.108). The depression measured 7.3mm 

long and 3.2mm wide. Removal of the silicone showed a similar level of damage to 

the latex below (Figure 6.109). The latex had been pushed up and torn at the impact 

site. Below the latex, two linear fractures were visible spreading inferiorly and to the 

left on the synbone. 
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Figure 6.108: Laceration of the silicone skin in experiment 2.I 

 (photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.109: Damage to the latex layer in experiment 2.I  

(photographed by author).  
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The synbone was more extensively affected than either of the soft tissue layers 

(Figure 6.110). A stellate fracture had formed at the impact site with three linear 

fracture lines visible. There may be a very slight depression of under 1mm at the 

impact site, affecting only the outer table of the synbone sphere. The first radiating 

fracture line ran inferiorly across the synbone sphere to the hole at the base and 

measured 215mm long with a fairly wide separation of approximately 5mm. A 

second fracture line ran to the left, measuring 210mm long and also 5mm wide and 

terminating at the horizontal midline between the two hemispheres. The final linear 

fracture remained relatively closed and measured 30mm traveling to the right of the 

impact. An internal image of the synbone sphere was not possible due to the lack of 

light inside the synbone sphere, but visual examination seems to show the fracture 

lines affecting all layers of the skull. 

 

  

Figure 6.110: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 2.I with internal gelatin still 

present (photographed by author). 
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6.3.10 Experiment 2.J 

The strike felt direct and well aimed and the nature of the weapon made recovery 

from delivering the blow very quick. The striker felt they would have been ready to 

continue swinging the weapon again immediately. The strike landed 93.9mm 

superior to the midpoint and far to the left side of the mid-sagittal plane, as seen in 

Figure 6.111. High-resolution images of all trauma analysis can be located in 

Appendix 7, FIG.102-FIG.104. 

 

 

Figure 6.111: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 2.J 

(photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.112: Laceration of the silicone skin in experiment 2.J  

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.113: Damage to the latex layer in experiment 2.J  

(photographed by author).  
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The damage to the silicone layer was relatively minute, likely due to the off-target 

strike location. Two small parallel lacerations were produced, seen in Figure 6.112. 

The left laceration measured 8.2mm, the right measured 4.1mm, and they are 

spaced 10.3mm apart. Removal of the silicone revealed the latex and synbone 

below had been considerably less affected. There were three small areas of 

damage to the latex where scraping and tearing had damaged the synthetic 

periosteal layer (Figure 6.113). The damage extended over an area 25.1mm long 

and 20.7mm wide.  

There was relatively little damage present on the synbone, limited to two areas of 

surface scraping, as seen in Figure 6.114. There were two scraped areas of 

synbone. The upper injury measured 10.8mm long and 8.9mm wide, with damage 

only present on the outer table. The inferior area of damage was 14.2mm inferior to 

the first area and measured 7.1mm long and 5.2mm wide, also only affecting the 

outer table. No fragments of synbone sphere were dislodged and the synbone 

sphere showed no additional changes following the removal of the ballistics gelatin.  

 

Figure 6.114: Abrasion to the synbone in experiment 2.J with internal gelatin still 

present (photographed by author). 
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6.4 Antler Pick 

The following section outlines the results of all ten strikes carried out with the antler 

pick replica. Strikes 3.A-3.H were performed as a single round of experiments; 

strikes 3.I and 3.J were carried out in a separate round of tests. Experiments 3.A-

3.D, 3.I and 3.J were carried out with the first antler pick, experiments 3.E-3.H were 

carried out with the second antler pick to determine if antler shape influenced the 

results, as discussed in Chapter 5 and 7. Table 6.4 presents a summary of the 

damage to the synbone as the focus of this paper is on bone fractures.  

 

Table 6.4: Summary of fractures formed in experiments with the antler pick. Length 

refers to absolute length/longest dimension of the injury, width refers to the largest 

dimension perpendicular to length, and depth refers to depth the deepest point of 

any depressed synbone fragments, measured from the surface of the sphere with 

gelatine intact.  

 

Experiment Fracture Type Injury Length Injury Height Fracture Depth 

3.A Depression 9mm 6mm 1mm 

3.B Depression 7mm 7mm 1mm 

3.C Depression 10mm 9mm 1mm 

3.D Depression 11mm 7mm 1mm 

3.E Scrape 24mm 1mm NA 

3.F Scrape 42mm 1mm NA 

3.G Scrape 8mm 6mm NA 

3.H Depression 11mm 3mm 0.5mm 

3.I Scrape 7.7mm 5.6mm NA 

3.J Scrape 10.5mm 9.6mm NA 
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6.4.1 Experiment 3.A 

The blow felt good to the striker and connected solidly with the skin-skull-brain 

model. The strike landed 52mm superior to midpoint and slightly to the left of the 

mid-sagittal plane (Figure 6.115). A small piece of the tip of the striking tine broke off 

and was left embedded in the skin-skull-brain model. High-resolution images of all 

trauma analysis can be located in Appendix 7, FIG.105-FIG.107. 

 

 

Figure 6.115: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 3.A 

(photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.116: Laceration of the silicone skin in experiment 3.A  

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.117: Damage to the latex layer in experiment 3.A 

 (photographed by author).  
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The tip of the antler tine penetrated through the latex and into the synbone below, 

leaving a small area of damage to the silicone measuring 4.6mm long by 4.1mm 

wide (Figure 6.116). Removal of the silicone showed the antler had penetrated 

through and torn open the latex underneath (Figure 6.117). This created a damaged 

area 7mm long by 4mm wide. 

When the latex was removed, a small scrape and depressed pit in the outer table of 

the synbone was visible (Figure 6.118). The total area of damage to the synbone 

was 9mm long by 6mm wide with the depressed area measuring 4mm by 4mm and 

less than 1mm deep. No displaced fragments were produced and there was no 

damage to the inner table of the skull.  

 

 

Figure 6.118: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 3.A with internal gelatin still 

present (photographed by author). 
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6.4.2 Experiment 3.B 

The striker was closer to the stand during this strike and that seemed to make the 

strike slightly less effective. The antler tine was also slightly duller due to the 

damage from the pervious strikes. The blow landed 63mm superior to the midpoint 

and slightly to the right of the mid-sagittal plane (Figure 6.119). High-resolution 

images of all trauma analysis can be located in Appendix 7, FIG.108-FIG.110. 

The blow left a small laceration in the silicone (Figure 6.120). The laceration 

measured 4mm long. As the antler struck, it skipped across the head and landed a 

second time, 45mm to the right of the mid-sagittal plane leaving a small ‘L’ shaped 

laceration in the silicone measuring 4mm long and 3mm wide. 

 

 

Figure 6.119: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 3.B 

(photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.120: Laceration of the silicone skin in experiment 3.B  

(photographed by author). 

Removal of the silicone showed a small tear in the latex, measuring 7mm long by 

4mm wide under the initial impact site (Figure 6.121). The silicone was also torn 

where the antler had skipped and struck a second time, leaving an area of damage 

measuring 4mm long by 3mm wide. Where the blow first struck, it resulted in a 

small, pitted depression fracture to the synbone, measuring 7mm by 7mm and 1mm 

deep, only affecting the outer table (Figure 6.122). The pit has a very small linear 

radiating fracture extending inferiorly from the depression and measuring 38mm 

long. No displaced fragments were produced and there was no damage to the inner 

table of the skull.  
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Figure 6.121: Damage to the latex layer in experiment 3.B  

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.122: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 3.B with internal gelatin still 

present (photographed by author). 
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6.4.3 Experiment 3.C 

The strike scraped across the surface of the skin-skull-brain model when it 

connected, which is possibly due to the blunter tine following previous strikes. The 

blow landed approximately 51mm superior to the midpoint and slightly to the left of 

the mid-sagittal plane (Figure 6.123). High-resolution images of all trauma analysis 

can be located in Appendix 7, FIG.111-FIG.113. 

 

 

Figure 6.123: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 3.C 

(photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.124: Laceration of the silicone skin in experiment 3.C  

(photographed by author).  

 

Figure 6.125: Damage to the latex layer in experiment 3.C 

 (photographed by author).  
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The strike produced a small laceration in the silicone, measuring 7mm, as seen in 

Figure 6.124.  Removal of the silicone showed there was damage to the latex layer 

where it had been torn away from the synbone (Figure 6.125). The area affected 

measured 9mm by 9mm. Removal of the latex showed a small, depressed fracture 

that measured 10mm long by 9mm wide and approximately 1mm deep (Figure 

6.126). The depression is deepest in the centre and only affects the outer table of 

the synbone sphere. No displaced fragments were produced and there was no 

damage to the inner table of the skull.  

 

Figure 6.126: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 3.C with internal gelatin still 

present (photographed by author). 

 

6.4.4 Experiment 3.D 

The striker took hold of the stand while delivering the blow to create extra leverage. 

The tine struck solidly and then raked across the skin-skull-brain model. The initial 

impact site is 80mm superior to the midpoint and to the left of the mid-sagittal plane 

(Figure 6.127). High-resolution images of all trauma analysis can be located in 

Appendix 7, FIG.114-FIG.116. 
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Figure 6.127: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 3.D 

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.128 Laceration of the silicone skin in experiment 3.D  

(photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.129: Damage to the latex layer in experiment 3.D 

 (photographed by author). 

 

There was a small laceration to the silicone at the impact site measuring 5.5mm 

long by 4mm wide (Figure 6.128). Below the silicone tear is a small area of damage 

to the latex measuring 10mm long and 6mm wide (Figure 6.129). There is also a line 

of three small rips in the latex where the edge of the silicone tore, traveling down 

towards the left of the skin-skull-brain model.  

The synbone had been scratched in an area 11mm long where the antler had 

dragged across the head. The largest scratch has a slight depression where the 

initial impact landed measuring 11mm long by 7mm wide and 1mm deep (Figure 

6.130). No displaced fragments were produced and there was no damage to the 

inner table of the skull.  
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Figure 6.130: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 3.D with internal gelatin still 

present (photographed by author). 

 

6.4.5 Experiment 3.E 

The striker switched to the second antler pick, as the first had blunted further during 

the initial five strikes. The strike was delivered without holding the stand and the 

sharper point scrapped across the surface of the skin-skull-brain model. The strike 

landed 57mm superior to the midpoint and to the right of mid-sagittal plane (Figure 

6.131). High-resolution images of all trauma analysis can be located in Appendix 7, 

FIG.117-FIG.119. 
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Figure 6.131: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 3.E 

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.132: Laceration of the silicone skin in experiment 3.E  

(photographed by author). 
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The strike dragged across the skin-skull-brain model on impact, leaving a 63mm 

long tear across and to the edge of the silicone (Figure 6.132). It is unclear if this 

would be an accurate laceration shape as the antler tore through the edge of the 

silicone layer. Below the silicone is a large laceration through the latex measuring 

35mm long by 4mm wide (Figure 6.133). The latex has been puckered and ripped 

open away from the synbone below. The synbone was left with a curved scrape to 

its surface measuring 34mm in maximum length (Figure 6.134). No displaced 

fragments were produced and there was no damage to the inner table of the skull.  

 

 

Figure 6.133: Damage to the latex layer in experiment 3.E 

 (photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.134: Abrasion to the synbone in experiment 3.E with internal gelatin still 

present (photographed by author). 

 

6.4.6 Experiment 3.F 

The strike caused the tine to scrape across the surface of the skin-skull-brain model 

during impact. The striker noted that the very slight bend in the tine made it difficult 

to create a swing that would hit squarely against the skin-skull-brain model without 

scraping. The blow landed about 91mm superior to the midpoint and the right of the 

mid-sagittal plane (Figure 6.135). High-resolution images of all trauma analysis can 

be located in Appendix 7, FIG.120-FIG.122. 
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Figure 6.135: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 3.F 

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.136: Laceration of the silicone skin in experiment 3.F  

(photographed by author). 
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 The strike landed before pulling across the skin-skull-brain model, creating a long 

laceration to the silicone, very similar to 3.E measuring 46mm in total length and 

travelling inferiorly to the right and posterior aspect of the skin-skull-brain model, as 

seen in Figure 6.136. There was a large laceration to the latex from the impact, 

following the curved line on the silicone to the front and right measuring 42mm point 

to point (Figure 6.137). Below the latex, a light, 42mm long scratch had been left 

across the surface of the synbone (Figure 6.138). No displaced fragments were 

produced and there was no damage to the inner table of the skull.  

 

 

Figure 6.137: Damage to the latex layer in experiment 3.F 

 (photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.138: Abrasion to the synbone in experiment 3.F with internal gelatin still 

present (photographed by author). 

 

6.4.7 Experiment 3.G 

The strike was delivered while the striker held the stand. The blow landed 84mm 

superior to the midpoint and slightly to the right of the mid-sagittal plane (Figure 

6.139). The antler tine scraped across the surface of the skin-skull-brain model after 

connecting. High-resolution images of all trauma analysis can be located in 

Appendix 7, FIG.123-FIG.125. 
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Figure 6.139: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 3.G 

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.140: Laceration of the silicone skin in experiment 3.G  

(photographed by author). 
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The strike tore the silicone 11mm down to the front from the impact site (Figure 

6.140). A tear in the latex was present below the silicone damage that measured 

28mm long and 8mm wide (Figure 6.141). The latex had been pushed up and 

separated from the synbone below. The synbone was also scraped in an area 8mm 

wide and 6mm, but the scrape was so faint, it was not visible in photographs. No 

displaced fragments were produced and there was no damage to the inner table of 

the skull.  

 

 

Figure 6.141: Damage to the latex layer in experiment 3.G 

 (photographed by author). 

6.4.8 Experiment 3.H 

The striker delivered the blow without holding the stand, but placed more body 

weight behind the strike. The blow landed 66mm superior to the midpoint and 

slightly left of the mid-sagittal plane (Figure 6.142). The tip of the antler tine was 

broken off during the impact. As the antler slipped across the skin-skull-brain model, 

it is unclear if the antler broke when it struck the skin-skull-brain model, or if it also 

hit the metal plate of the tripod below. High-resolution images of all trauma analysis 

can be located in Appendix 7, FIG.126-FIG.128. 
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Figure 6.142: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 3.H 

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.143: Laceration of the silicone skin in experiment 3.H  

(photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.144: Damage to the latex layer in experiment 3.H  

(photographed by author).  

The strike left four small lacerations all measuring 5mm long, with 3 within a 6mm2 

area (Figure 6.143). Below the silicone was one 3mm by 3mm hole in the latex 

(Figure 6.144). There was also a second area of damage to the latex located inferior 

to the cluster of three silicone lacerations that measured 10mm long by 8mm wide.  

On the synbone there are four areas of trauma (Figure 6.145). To the inferior right is 

a depression in the outer table measuring 5mm long by 4mm wide and less than 

0.5mm deep. Where the cluster of lacerations was located there are two scrapes 

and one larger depressed area to the synbone. The scrapes measure 2mm by 2mm 

and 5mm by 2mm, and the depression measured 11mm by 3mm. No displaced 

fragments were produced and there was no damage to the inner table of the skull.  
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Figure 6.145: Abrasion to the synbone in experiment 3.H with internal gelatin still 

present (photographed by author). 

 

 

6.4.9 Experiment 3.I 

The first antler pick was used for the final two experiments. The striker found the 

weapon awkward during this strike, with imprecise aim and a weak blow delivered. 

The striker also noted that the recovery time after a blow is not quick as the swing is 

awkward and reverberation from the blow is felt strongly through the strikers arm. 

The strike landed 48.4mm superior to the midpoint and to the right of the mid-

sagittal plane as seen in Figure 6.146. High-resolution images of all trauma analysis 

can be located in Appendix 7, FIG.130-FIG.131. 
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Figure 6.146: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 3.I 

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.147: Laceration of the silicone skin in experiment 3.I  

(photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.148: Damage to the latex layer in experiment 3.I  

(photographed by author).  

The strike was able to leave trauma on the silicone despite the poor feel of the blow. 

The silicone was ripped open in a triangular shape at the edge of the silicone sheet, 

which may have influenced the shape of the tear in the silicone. The damage 

measured 44mm long by 34mm wide (Figure 6.147).  Underneath the silicone 

trauma, a small tear had opened in the latex layer as well. The blow had pushed the 

latex inferiorly to the right of the injury site, as seen in Figure 6.148. The trauma 

area measured 5.8mm long by 4.7mm wide. 

The trauma to the synbone was relatively minor, as seen in Figure 6.149. A small 

scraped area measuring 7.7mm long by 5.6mm wide was the only damage on the 

synbone. Removal of the gelatin did not affect the fracture site, with no displaced 

fragments or injuries observed on the inner table of the synbone sphere.  
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Figure 6.149: Abrasion to the synbone in experiment 3.I with internal gelatin still 

present (photographed by author). 

 

 

6.4.10 Experiment 3.J 

For the final blow, the striker tried swinging the weapon in a lateral strike. The first 

attempt at a blow missed the skin-skull-brain model entirely. The second attempt 

was aimed at the superior aspect of the skin-skull-brain model in another lateral 

blow. The striker noted that the vibration through their wrist was very strong when 

the blow connected. The strike landed 84.2mm superior to the midpoint and far to 

the left of the mid-sagittal plane (Figure 6.150). High-resolution images of all trauma 

analysis can be located in Appendix 7, FIG.132-FIG.134. 
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Figure 6.150: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 3.J 

(photographed by author). 

 

The antler pick had skipped over the synbone as it struck, leaving a particular 

formation of lacerations to the silicone (Figure 6146). A 14.6mm long linear tear in 

the silicone marked the original strike location. There was also a larger area 20.6mm 

away, measuring 19.9mm long and 7.8mm wide torn out of the edge of the silicone 

where the pick caught a second time.  
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Figure 6.151: Laceration of the silicone skin in experiment 3.J  

(photographed by author). 

 

Below the silicone the latex also sustained two areas of damage. At the initial impact 

site the silicone has been torn in an area measuring 14mm long by 13mm wide 

(Figure 6.152). Approximately 16mm to the left of this damage is a second puncture 

measuring 9.2mm long by 6.8mm wide. 

The damage to the synbone was very minimal. In the original strike location there is 

surface trauma measuring 19.6mm long and 10.5mm wide (Figure 6.153). The 

second area showed surface scraping damage to the synbone measuring 8.5mm 

long and 5.1mm wide. There were no displaced fragments and the inner table 

seems unaffected. Damage to the synbone was almost not visible on the exterior.  
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Figure 6.152: Damage to the latex layer in experiment 3.J  

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.153: Abrasion to the synbone in experiment 3.J with internal gelatin still 

present (photographed by author). 
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6.5 Ball-Headed Club 

The following section outlines the results of all ten strikes carried out with the ball-

headed club replica. Strikes 4.A-4.H were performed as a single round of 

experiments; strikes 4.I and 4.J were carried out in a separate round of tests. Table 

6.5 presents a summary of the damage to the synbone as the focus of this paper is 

on bone fractures.  

 

Table 6.5: Summary of fractures formed in experiments with the ball-headed club. 

Length refers to absolute length/longest dimension of the injury, width refers to the 

largest dimension perpendicular to length, and depth refers to depth the deepest 

point of any depressed synbone fragments, measured from the surface of the 

sphere with gelatine intact.  

 

Experiment Fracture Type Injury Length Injury Height Fracture Depth 

4.A Depression 36mm 33mm 4mm 

4.B Depression 107mm 56mm 1mm 

4.C Depression 97mm 52mm 3mm 

4.D Depression 114mm 86mm 2mm 

4.E Depression 60mm 35mm 5mm 

4.F Depression 46mm 23mm 1mm 

4.G Depression 44mm 35mm 1mm 

4.H Depression 36mm 36mm 4mm 

4.I Depression 40.5mm 33.1mm 3mm 

4.J Depression 108.4mm 99.2mm 4mm 
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6.5.1 Experiment 4.A 

The striker described the blow as feeling well directed, strong and on target when 

the club connected.  The skin-skull-brain model was knocked from the mount and 

landed on the padding below the tripod. Inspection of the skin-skull-brain model and 

video footage suggests it sustained no additional fractures. The strike landed 66mm 

superior to the midpoint and to the left of the mid-sagittal plane (Figure 6.154). High-

resolution images of all trauma analysis can be located in Appendix 7, FIG.135-

FIG.140. 

 

 

Figure 6.154: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 4.A 

(photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.155: Laceration of the silicone skin in experiment 4.A  

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.156: Damage to the latex layer in experiment 4.A  

(photographed by author). 
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The silicone only showed damage in one small, lacerated, straight line (Figure 

6.155). The laceration measured 5mm long, but extensive fracturing of the synbone 

was visible under the silicone. The strike also tore through the tape securing the 

silicone to the skin-skull-brain model. Under the silicone the extent of the fracture 

was clearly visible through the latex, which had been lacerated in some areas 

(Figure 6.156).  

There was an extensive depressed fracture present on the synbone measuring 

36mm long by 33mm wide and 4mm deep with seven radiating fracture lines varying 

in length extending in different directions (Figure 6.157). On the superior left side of 

the injury there is a concentric fracture line linking some of the radiating fractures. 

The fracture also split open the seam of the two hemispheres along the front of the 

synbone sphere. The latex removal was difficult due to the level of fragmentation. It 

revealed the two hemispheres were completely detached from each other. The 

gelatin shows thin cuts at the depression site and powder where the synbone 

fractured on impact.  

 

Figure 6.157: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 4.A with internal gelatin still 

present (photographed by author). 
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Removal of the gelatin led to large amounts of displaced synbone fragments falling 

free (Figure 6.158 and 6.154). There was some hinging between fragments present. 

The fragments and margins of the fracture area displayed large amounts of 

bevelling, including a long bevelled strip along the left back seam where the 

synbone sphere broke (97.3mm in length).  The inner table of the synbone sphere is 

more extensively affected than the outer table due to bevelling. 

 

 

Figure 6.158: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 4.A following gelatin removal 

(photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.159: External (left) and internal (right) view of displaced fragments from 

experiment 4.A (photographed by author). 

6.5.2 Experiment 4.B 

The striker found that the blow was somewhat less strong than the previous one and 

the skin-skull-brain model stayed in place on the mounting system. The strike 

landed 56mm superior to the midpoint, directly along the mid-sagittal plane (Figure 

6.160). High-resolution images of all trauma analysis can be located in Appendix 7, 

FIG.141-FIG.146. 
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Figure 6.160: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 4.B 

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.161: Laceration of the silicone skin in experiment 4.B  

(photographed by author). 
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Three lacerations appeared in the silicon forming a roughly round shape to the left of 

the mid-sagittal plane (Figure 6.161). The superior laceration measured 12mm, the 

left measured 38mm and the bottom measured 16mm in length. A stained mark was 

also left on the silicone from the surface of the club.  

A very extensive depression fracture with radiating secondary and concentric tertiary 

fracture lines was visible through the latex layer (Figure 6.162). The latex had been 

torn along some of the fracture lines. The fracture to the synbone measured 37mm 

long by 11mm wide in the depressed area with a maximum depth of 1mm (Figure 

6.163). The overall area affected by displaced fragments from the secondary and 

tertiary fractures is much larger at 107mm long and 56mm wide. The radiating 

fractures extended inferiorly to the base of the synbone sphere and superiorly, 

wrapping around to the posterior aspect.  

 

Figure 6.162: Damage to the latex layer in experiment 4.B  

(photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.163: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 4.B with internal gelatin still 

present (photographed by author). 

A large amount of fragments had been displaced by the fractures causing 

catastrophic injury. Removal of the latex was difficult due to the level of 

fragmentation. Removal of the gelatin caused many displaced synbone fragments to 

fall free from the synbone sphere (Figure 6.164 and 6.160). The fragments show 

distinct bevelling along the margins, which has caused the injury to affect the inner 

table of the synbone sphere more extensively than the outer. There was some 

hinging present between some of the displaced fragments.  
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Figure 6.164: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 4.B following gelatin removal 

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.165: External (left) and internal (right) view of displaced fragments from 

experiment 4.B (photographed by author). 
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6.5.3 Experiment 4.C 

The striker found the blow strong and well aimed and the skin-skull-brain model 

stayed in the mounting system. The impact landed 57mm directly superior to the 

midpoint along the mid-sagittal plane (Figure 6.166). High-resolution images of all 

trauma analysis can be located in Appendix 7, FIG.147-FIG.152. 

 

 

Figure 6.166: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 4.C 

(photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.167: Laceration of the silicone skin in experiment 4.C  

(photographed by author). 

The damage to the silicone was curved forming an almost circular shape made up of 

a series of small lacerations (Figure 6.167). The bottom measured 5mm, the right 

4mm, the superior one 8mm and the left 28mm in length. The total area affected 

measured 52mm long and 42mm wide, which roughly matches the dimensions to 

the club’s striking surface. Radiating fracture lines were already visible under the 

silicone. The fracture was strong enough to tear the tape securing the silicone. 
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Figure 6.168: Damage to the latex layer in experiment 4.C 

(photographed by author).  

 

Figure 6.169: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 4.C with internal gelatin still 

present (photographed by author). 
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Removal of the silicone revealed a large depressed fracture visible through the latex 

(Figure 6.168). The latex had been torn along some of the fracture lines. The 

fracture measured 97mm long by 52mm wide with a depressed area of synbone, 

located on the right side of the fracture, measured 44mm long by 15mm wide, with a 

depression approximately  3mm in depth (Figure 6.169). Five large radiating 

fractures are present that extend along the posterior aspect and base of the 

synbone sphere with connecting concentric fracture lines that have caused 

displacement of a large number of synbone fragments.   

Following the removal of the gelatin, many synbone fragments fell free from the 

synbone sphere (Figure 6.170 and 6.166). There was extensive bevelling present on 

the fragments and the synbone fracture margins causing the fracture to more 

extensively affect the inner table of the synbone.  

 

 

Figure 6.170: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 4.C following gelatin removal 

(photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.171: External (left) and internal (right) view of displaced fragments from 

experiment 4.C (photographed by author). 

6.5.4 Experiment 4.D 

The strike felt strong and direct, and the force was enough to dislodge the skin-skull-

brain model, which fell onto the padded surface below the mount. There was no 

apparent extra damage caused by the fall after inspection of the skin-skull-brain 

model and video footage. The impact landed 76mm superior to the midpoint along 

the mid-sagittal plane (Figure 6.172). High-resolution images of all trauma analysis 

can be located in Appendix 7, FIG.153-FIG.158. 
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Figure 6.172: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 4.D 

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.173: Damage to the latex layer in experiment 4.D  

(photographed by author). 
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The silicone layer was relatively undamaged by the impact of the strike, with no 

laceration. Under the silicone an extensive stellate fracture was visible through the 

latex and linked by concentric fracture lines and radiating fractures (Figure 6.174). 

The latex was separated from the synbone and torn in some areas along the 

fracture lines. A displaced fragment at the inferior and anterior aspect of the fracture 

area had been pressed out through the latex approximately  1-2mm. The overall 

fracture area measured 114mm long by 86mm wide with radiating fracture lines that 

wrapped across the superior aspect of the synbone sphere and inferiorly towards 

the base, as seen in Figure 6.174.  

The secondary and tertiary fractures resulted in a large amount of displaced 

fragments (Figure 6.175 and 6.171). There was extensive bevelling present on the 

fragments and the synbone fracture margins causing more extensive damage to the 

inner table of the synbone than the outer table.   

 

 

Figure: 6.174: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 4.D with internal gelatin still 

present (photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.175: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 4.D following gelatin removal 

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.176: External (left) and internal (right) view of displaced fragments from 

experiment 4.D (photographed by author). 
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6.5.5 Experiment 4.E 

The strike felt strong and was well aimed, the force was able to dislodge the skin-

skull-brain model, but it was cushioned on a soft padded surface when it fell, 

protecting it from further damage. The blow landed 84mm superior to the midpoint 

and slightly to the right of the mid-sagittal plane (Figure 6.177). High-resolution 

images of all trauma analysis can be located in Appendix 7, FIG.159-FIG.164. 

A circular laceration mark covers an overall area on the silicone of 61mm long by 

40mm wide, consisting of four small lacerations measuring 8mm, 10mm, 17mm and 

30mm in length (Figure 6.178). Under the silicone an extensive depression fracture 

was present with many secondary, radiating fractures linked by concentric tertiary 

fractures and visible through the latex layer (Figure 6.179). The silicone was torn or 

separated along the fracture lines.  

 

 

Figure 6.177: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 4.E 

(photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.178: Laceration of the silicone skin in experiment 4.E  

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.179: Damage to the latex layer in experiment 4.E  

(photographed by author). 
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The depressed area of the synbone measured 24mm long by 18mm wide with a 

maximum depth of 5mm (Figure 6.180). The overall fracture covered an area 60mm 

long by 35mm wide. The radiating fractures lines extended around the synbone 

sphere and at the posterior aspect, a small fragment 10mm long and 5mm wide had 

been punched out where one of the linear fractures met the seam of the 

hemispheres. A second small fragment had been punched out further along the 

seam of the two hemispheres measuring 23mm long 6mm wide. The fracture was 

very extensive with large displaced fragments, several of which had become 

embedded into the gelatin. 

 

 

Figure 6.180: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 4.E with internal gelatin still 

present (photographed by author). 

 

Following the removal of the gelatin, many synbone fragments fell free from the 

synbone sphere (Figure 6.181 and 6.177). There was extensive bevelling present on 

the fragments and the synbone fracture margins causing more extensive damage to 

the inner table.  Some of the fragments at the centre of the depression were still 

attached and hinged to one another.  
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Figure 6.181: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 4.E following gelatin removal 

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.182: External (left) and internal (right) view of displaced fragments from 

experiment 4.E (photographed by author). 
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6.5.6 Experiment 4.F 

The striker described the blow as strong and well aimed. The force was enough to 

knock the silicone sheet free from the skin-skull-brain model and to detach the skin-

skull-brain model from the mounting system. Inspection of the skin-skull-brain model 

and video footage demonstrated no additional damage was sustained to the skin-

skull-brain model when it fell. The strike landed 101mm superior to the midpoint 

along the mid-sagittal plane (Figure 6.183). High-resolution images of all trauma 

analysis can be located in Appendix 7, FIG.165-FIG.169. 

 

 

Figure 6.183: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 4.F 

(photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.184: Damage to the latex layer in experiment 4.F  

(photographed by author). 

 

No damage was visible on the silicone as it fell off the skin-skull-brain model. A large 

depressed fracture on the synbone including radiating secondary and concentric 

tertiary fracture lines was visible through the latex layer (Figure 6.184). The latex 

had separated from the synbone and torn along the fracture lines. One of the 

fragments on the inferior left of the fracture site was pushed outwards by the impact. 

The depressed area of synbone measured 46mm long by 23mm wide and 1mm 

deep (Figure 6.185). A fragment at the posterior of the synbone sphere was pressed 

outwards due to the impact and measured 25.5mm long by 8mm wide.  
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Figure 6.185: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 4.F with internal gelatin still 

present (photographed by author). 

 

The entire superior aspect of the synbone sphere was heavily fragmented. Following 

the removal of the gelatin, many synbone fragments fell free from the synbone 

sphere (Figure 6.186 and 6.182). The synbone sphere had also been split 

horizontally along the joint between hemispheres, dividing it in half. There was 

extensive bevelling present on the margins of the synbone fragments and the 

fracture site causing more extensive damage to the inner table than the outer aspect 

of the trauma. 
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Figure 6.186: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 4.F following gelatin removal 

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.187: External (left) and internal (right) view of displaced fragments from 

experiment 4.F (photographed by author). 
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6.5.7 Experiment 4.G 

The striker described the blow as strong and well aimed and the skin-skull-brain 

model remained mounted. The blow landed 60mm superior to the midpoint and to 

the left of the midsagittal plane (Figure 6.188). High-resolution images of all trauma 

analysis can be located in Appendix 7, FIG.170-FIG.175. 

 

 

Figure 6.188: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 4.G 

(photographed by author). 

A curved laceration was sustained by the silicone with a round discoloured mark 

discernible (Figure 6.189). The overall damage to the silicone is ‘C’ shaped and 

covered an area 40mm long by 20mm wide. It was made of two individual lacerations, 

the superior measuring 3mm and the inferior measuring 16mm in length. 
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Figure 6.189: Laceration of the silicone skin in experiment 4.G  

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.190: Damage to the latex layer in experiment 4.G  

(photographed by author). 
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The synbone fracture was an extensive depression measuring 44mm long by 35mm 

wide with a depression 1mm in depth visible through the latex layer (Figure 6.190). 

The latex was separated or torn from the synbone along the fracture lines. The 

synbone fracture was extensive with four radiating secondary fractures extending 

from the main fracture site. The fractures travelled along the seam of the 

hemispheres from the anterior to the posterior left of the impact site (Figure 6.191). 

A fragment on the back measuring 5mm long by 3mm wide was pushed outwards 

where a radiating fracture line met the seam of the synbone sphere. 

 

Figure 6.191: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 4.G with internal gelatin still 

present (photographed by author). 

Following the removal of the gelatin, many synbone fragments fell free from the 

synbone sphere (Figure 6.192 and 6.188). There was extensive bevelling present on 

the fragments and the fracture margins, which caused the inner table of the synbone 

to be more extensively affected than the outer table. Some displaced fragments 

formed hinged fractures with each other.   
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Figure 6.192: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 4.G following gelatin removal 

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.193: External (left) and internal (right) view of displaced fragments from 

experiment 4.G (photographed by author). 
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6.5.8 Experiment 4.H 

The striker used maximum strength for this swing, putting as much weight behind 

the blow as possible. The strike was well aimed. The impact landed 94mm superior 

to the midpoint directly on the mid-sagittal plane (Figure 6.194). High-resolution 

images of all trauma analysis can be located in Appendix 7, FIG.176-FIG.181. 

 

 

Figure 6.194:The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 4.H 

(photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.195: Laceration of the silicone skin in experiment 4.H  

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.196: Damage to the latex layer in experiment 4.H  

(photographed by author).  
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Relatively little damage was noted on the outer silicone layer. One small curving 

laceration was present on the silicone measuring 16mm in length (Figure 6.195). 

The fracture below the silicone was an extensive depression fracture that was 

visible through the latex layer (Figure 6.196). The latex had been separated and torn 

along the fracture lines. The fracture area was characterised by extreme 

fragmentation and only the latex was holding the synbone sphere together. The 

depressed area measured 36mm by 36mm and approximately  4mm in maximum 

depth with six large radiating fractures extending from the impact site (Figure 6.197). 

A fragment measuring 25mm long by 14mm wide to the left of the impact site 

seemed to be displaced by the blow. At the site of the depression, there were 

fragments firmly pressed into the gelatin.  

 

 

Figure 6.197: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 4.H with internal gelatin still 

present (photographed by author). 

Following the removal of the gelatin, the synbone sphere was split into three large 

separated pieces, as seen in Figure 6.198. There was extensive bevelling present 

on the fragments and the synbone fracture margins, causing more extensive 

damage to the inner table than the outer (Figure 6.199).   
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Figure 6.198: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 4.H following gelatin removal 

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.199: External (left) and internal (right) view of displaced fragments from 

experiment 4.H (photographed by author). 
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6.5.9 Experiment 4.I 

The striker delivered a strong and direct blow vertically to the superior aspect of the 

skin-skull-brain model. The blow landed 111mm superior to the midpoint and slightly 

to the right of the mid-sagittal plane (Figure 6.200).  High-resolution images of all 

trauma analysis can be located in Appendix 7, FIG.182-FIG.186. 

 

 

Figure 6.200: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 4.I 

(photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.201: Damage to silicone skin, which fell away during the strike to 4.I 

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.202: Damage to the latex layer in experiment 4.I 

 (photographed by author). 
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The silicone came free during the strike, but was still damaged by the blow. A round 

impression was left on the silicone measuring 50.3mm long by 40.8mm wide 

consisting of seven separate lacerations ranging in length from 5.3mm to 16.0mm 

(Figure 6.201). Underneath the silicone, the latex was very extensively damaged 

and a clear and large depression fracture was visible (Figure 6.202). The silicone 

was torn across the entirety of the fractured area. Removal of the silicone revealed a 

complex and extensive depression fracture with secondary radiating fractures and 

tertiary concentric fractures (Figure 198). The main central depression measured 

40.5mm long by 33.1mm wide. An extensive number of fragments pressed into the 

gelatin at least 3mm deep. The five radiating fractures extended 170mm towards the 

superior aspect, wrapping around the posterior aspect of the synbone sphere and 

meeting the middle seam of the two hemispheres, 32mm to the left, 260mm 

inferiorly to the left terminating at the bottom opening, 150mm inferiorly and to the 

right and 130mm to the right terminating at the horizontal seem between 

hemispheres. 

 

 

Figure 6.203: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 4.I with internal gelatin still 

present (photographed by author). 
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Following removal of the gelatin, the overall shape of the fracture is irregular, likely 

due to the inaccurate length of secondary and tertiary fractures, which can extend 

farther in synbone than they would in a human skull (Figure 6.204). The main area 

affected in the synbone sphere measure 91.8mm long and 83.0mm wide with 

additional area of fracture to the inferior aspect measuring 64.2mm long by 33.4mm. 

Many of the synbone fragments from the central area were displaced and fell free 

(Figure 6.205). The displaced fragments show extensive internal bevelling present 

on all the pieces. The bevelling has caused the injury to be much more extensive on 

the inner table of the synbone than on the external table.  

 

 

Figure 6.204: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 4.I following gelatin removal 

(photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.205: External (left) and internal (right) view of displaced fragments from 

experiment 4.I (photographed by author). 

 

6.5.10 Experiment 4.J 

The final strike carried out with the club was a direct and strong blow landing from a 

vertical angle onto the front of the skin-skull-brain model. The blow landed directly 

superior to the midpoint by 111.6mm along the mid-sagittal plane (Figure 6.206). 

High-resolution images of all trauma analysis can be located in Appendix 7, 

FIG.187-FIG.192. 
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Figure 6.206: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 4.J 

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.207: Laceration of the silicone skin in experiment 4.J  

(photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.208: Damage to the latex layer in experiment 4.J  

(photographed by author). 

 

The damage to the silicone was a semi-circular series of two lacerations and 

staining in a circular area (Figure 6.207). The superior laceration measured 15.5mm 

long and the inferior laceration measured 15.9mm long. Removal of the silicone 

revealed a catastrophic injury. The latex had been torn along the fracture lines of the 

synbone below (Figure 6.208). The damage to the synbone is very extensive (Figure 

6.209). The depression has an ovoid shape with cranial fragments displaced and 

pushed under other synbone fragments creating very extensive trauma. The central 

impact site measures 40.9mm long and 37.2mm wide with a total depressed area 

measuring 107.9mm long by 103.6mm wide with a maximum depression of 6mm in 

depth. There are seven major radiating fractures. The fractures measure 150mm, 

67mm, 30mm, 91mm, 88mm (splitting in two after and carrying on a further 130mm 

and 170mm respectively), 45mm and 130mm in length. The fragments of the 

synbone sphere were depressed in deep enough to damage a large piece of gelatin 

below. 
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Figure 6.209: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 4.J with internal gelatin still 

present (photographed by author). 

 

Following removal of the ballistics gelatin, the main area of damage measured 

108.4mm long by 99.2mm wide (Figure 6.210). There is secondary inferior area of 

damage that measures a further 78mm long by 44.2mm wide formed by the 

inaccurate extension of radiation fractures caused in synbone, which caused a large 

number of synbone fragments to fall free (Figure 6.211). The displaced fracture 

fragments showed distinct bevelling. On the left side of the fracture, this bevelling 

was external, forming a more extensive fracture to the external table along this 

margin. The other margins of the fracture were characterised by internal bevelling 

creating a more extensive injury to the inner table of the synbone. The left margin, 

where the outer table of synbone had the larger injury, is due to the tertiary fracture 

formation.  
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Figure 6.210: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 4.J following gelatin removal 

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.211: External (left) and internal (right) view of displaced fragments from 

experiment 4.J (photographed by author). 
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6.6 Hand-held Stone 

The following section outlines the results of all ten strikes carried out with the hand-

held stone. Strikes 5.A-5.E were performed during a single round of experiments; 

strikes 5.F-4.J were carried out in a separate round of tests. During these 

experiments the striker noted temporary discomfort during each strike, due to the 

nature of weapon being tested. The striker felt safe and able to continue with 

experiments, but felt it an important note that this weapon was much less 

comfortable to use than the previous four. Table 6.6 presents a summary of the 

damage to the synbone as the focus of this paper is on bone fractures.  

 

Table 6.6: Summary of fractures formed in experiments with the hand-held stone. 

Length refers to absolute length/longest dimension of the injury, width refers to the 

largest dimension perpendicular to length, and depth refers to depth the deepest 

point of any depressed synbone fragments, measured from the surface of the 

sphere with gelatine intact.  

 

Experiment Fracture Type Injury Length Injury Height Fracture Depth 

5.A Scrape 21.4mm 7.6mm NA 

5.B None NA NA NA 

5.C None NA NA NA 

5.D None NA NA NA 

5.E None NA NA NA 

5.F None NA NA NA 

5.G Scrape 14.2mm 12.9mm NA 

5.H None NA NA NA 

5.I None NA NA NA 

5.J Scrape 15.9mm 10.5mm NA 
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6.6.1 Experiment 5.A 

The striker described the blow as very awkward upon impact. While the stone sat 

comfortably in the hand while swinging, the impact force felt by the striker was much 

stronger than with previous weapons. A large amount of force carried through the 

striker’s hand and arm causing temporary discomfort. This discomfort was noted 

and felt throughout all strikes with the hand-held stone. The striker determined that 

the discomfort was temporary and did not prevent continuation of experiments. The 

blow landed 51.7mm superior to the midpoint to the left of the mid-sagittal plane 

(Figure 6.212). High-resolution images of all trauma analysis can be located in 

Appendix 7, FIG.193-FIG.195. 

 

Figure 6.212: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 5.A 

(photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.213: Abrasion of the silicone skin in experiment 5.A  

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.214: Damage to the latex layer in experiment 5.A  

(photographed by author).  
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Very little damage was left on the skin-skull-brain model as a result of the strike. 

Only a small area of abrasion was present on the silicone at the impact location. 

This measured 10.7mm tall and 9.2mm wide (Figure 6.213). Beneath the silicone, a 

small area of the latex had been affected (Figure 6.214). The stone had abraded an 

area measuring 13.2mm long and 8.5mm wide.  

There was almost no trauma to the synbone when the latex was removed. Only 

three small, depressed pinpricks had been left in the synbone in a triangular 

formation over an area 21.4mm long and 7.6mm wide (Figure 6.215). The superior 

and left holes both have a diameter of 2mm, while the right hole measured 1mm in 

diameter. No fragments were displaced and there was no damage to the inner table 

of the synbone sphere. 

 

 

Figure 6.215: Fracture to the synbone in experiment 5.A with internal gelatin still 

present (photographed by author). 
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6.6.2 Experiment 5.B 

The blow felt much weaker than those delivered by other weapons, but caused 

temporary discomfort in the striker’s hand and intense vibrations up the striker’s 

arm. The blow landed 57.5mm superior to the midpoint to the left of the mid-sagittal 

plane (Figure 6.216). High-resolution images of all trauma analysis can be located in 

Appendix 7, FIG.196-FIG.198. 

Only a small area of the silicone was damaged, as seen in Figure 6.217. A scrape 

measuring 13.2mm long and 10.9mm wide was present at the impact site on the 

silicone. Underneath the silicone, the latex had also been scraped in an area 

measuring 13.9mm long and 10.3mm wide (Figure 6.218). There was no visible 

damage to the synbone. 

 

 

Figure 6.216: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 5.B 

(photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.217: Abrasion of the silicone skin in experiment 5.B  

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.218: Damage to the latex layer in experiment 5.B  

(photographed by author). 
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6.6.3 Experiment 5.C 

The striker again felt strong vibration through their hand and arm. The blow struck 

19.3mm superior to the midpoint to the left of the mid-sagittal plane, landing along 

the fold of the silicone skin (Figure 6.219). High-resolution images of all trauma 

analysis can be located in Appendix 7, FIG.199-FIG.201. 

The damage to the silicone was relatively minor, leaving only an abrasion measuring 

119mm long by 61.7mm wide (Figure 6.220). There was no visible damage to the 

latex or synbone. 

 

Figure 6.219: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 5.C 

(photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.220: Abrasion of the silicone skin in experiment 5.C 

(photographed by author).   

6.6.4 Experiment 5.D 

The blow felt similar to the previous strikes according to the striker. The blow landed 

49.0mm superior to the midpoint to the left of the mid-sagittal plane, striking along 

the fold of the silicone skin (Figure 6.221). High-resolution images of all trauma 

analysis can be located in Appendix 7, FIG.202-FIG.204. 
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Figure 6.221: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 5.D 

(photographed by author). 

 

A small area of abrasion was left on the silicone at the impact location, measuring 

7.6mm long and 6.7mm wide (Figure 6.222). The abrasion to the latex below the 

silicone damage measured 13.2mm long by 10.2mm wide (Figure 6.223).  There 

was no visible damage to the synbone under the latex.  
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Figure 6.222: Abrasion of the silicone skin in experiment 5.D  

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.223: Damage to the latex layer in experiment 5.D 

(photographed by author). 
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6.6.5 Experiment 5.E 

The blow felt very similar to the previous strikes according to the striker. The stone 

slid across the front of the skin-skull-brain model before making a full impact to the 

far left. The blow landed 110mm superior to the midpoint to the far left of the mid-

sagittal plane, landing along the fold of the silicone skin (Figure 6.224). High-

resolution images of all trauma analysis can be located in Appendix 7, FIG.205-

FIG.207. 

 

 

Figure 6.224: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 5.E 

(photographed by author). 

 

The silicone had a small scuff mark along the fold of the silicone sheet at the impact 

location measuring 5mm long by 3mm wide, along with two straight scrape marks 

across the front with the superior one measuring approximately  15.0mm long and 

the inferior one measuring 13mm long. Below the injury to the silicone, the latex has 

also no visible damage. 
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6.6.6 Experiment 5.F 

The blow felt similar to the previous strikes according to the striker and was very 

painful. The blow landed 125mm superior to the midpoint directly on the mid-sagittal 

plane (towards the posterior of the skin-skull-brain model), as seen in Figure 6.225. 

High-resolution images of all trauma analysis can be located in Appendix 7, 

FIG.208-FIG.210. The strike left no clear damage to the silicone, latex or synbone of 

the skin-skull-brain model (Figure 6.52). 

 

 

Figure 6.225: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 5.F 

(photographed by author). 
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6.6.7 Experiment 5.G 

The striker changed the swing pattern for this strike to facilitate a stronger, more 

comfortable blow. The stone was swung out and to the side, making contact with the 

side of the skin-skull-brain model instead of the front or superior aspect. The blow 

felt more effective than the previous swings although it continued to cause strong 

vibrations to travel up the strikers arm. The blow landed along the mid-coronal 

plane, directly along the horizontal midline between the synbone hemispheres 

(Figure 6.226). High-resolution images of all trauma analysis can be located in 

Appendix 7, FIG.211-FIG.213. 

 

 

Figure 6.226: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 5.G 

(photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.227: Abrasion of the silicone skin in experiment 5.G  

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.228: Damage to the latex layer in experiment 5.G 

 (photographed by author). 
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At the impact location, the duct tape had been torn, but the blow missed landing on 

the silicone (Figure 6.227). The damaged area measured 28.2mm long by 17.5mm 

wide overall and is made up of two marks. The left mark is 18.5mm long by 14.8mm 

and the right mark is 5.6mm long by 3.8mm wide. Only a scrape mark has been 

produced. As the blow landed more directly onto the latex, the damage here is 

slightly more pronounced than in previous strikes. The latex has been opened and 

folded up where struck (Figure 6.228). The larger area’s damage measures 15.9mm 

by 15.9mm with the latex pushed superiorly and anteriorly by the strike. More 

posteriorly the damage measures 5.3mm long by 4.0mm and presents only as a 

scuff to the latex.  

There is also more extensive damage to the synbone, which may be related to the 

strike missing the silicone. There is an abraded area under the latex tear onto the 

synbone (Figure 6.229). The damage measures 14.2mm long and 12.9mm wide.  

 

Figure 6.229: Abrasion to the synbone in experiment 5.G with internal gelatin still 

present (photographed by author). 
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6.6.8 Experiment 5.H 

The striker continued with the side strike, which while still uncomfortable, felt more 

effective. The strike knocked the skin-skull-brain model free of the mounting system, 

it then fell and struck the ground, causing a split along the seam of the two 

hemispheres, but no further damage following inspection of the skin-skull-brain 

model and video footage. The blow landed 39.3mm behind mid-coronal plane on the 

horizontal midline between the synbone hemispheres (Figure 6.230). High-

resolution images of all trauma analysis can be located in Appendix 7, FIG.214-

FIG.216. 

 

 

Figure 6.230: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 5.H 

(photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.231: Synbone sphere of 5.H showing seam split as a result of the skin-

skull-brain striking the ground (photographed by author). 

The blow missed the silicone on impact and left no clear damage at the impact 

location. There was also no clear damage at the impact site on the latex or synbone. 

The seam along the synbone sphere was split along the left side of the synbone 

sphere creating a few small holes where the latex was strained. Upon removal of the 

silicone the synbone was clearly spit at the seam from 101.4mm right of the 

midpoint, wrapping around the anterior and left side and terminating at the back of 

the synbone sphere (Figure 6.231). The widest split is at the left side where the 

stone impacted measuring 2.4mm wide. This damage seems likely to be the result 

of the skin-skull-brain model striking the floor.  

 

6.6.9 Experiment 5.I 

The strike felt solid, but caused enough force transfer to the striker that the stone 

flew back and out of their hand. The blow landed 58.8mm superior to the midpoint 

and far to the to the left of the mid-sagittal plane, landing just in front of mid left point 

of the skin-skull-brain model (Figure 6.232). High-resolution images of all trauma 

analysis can be located in Appendix 7, FIG.217-FIG.219. 
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The silicone has been abraded at the impact location in an area measuring 11.1mm 

long by 9.9mm wide (Figure 6.233).  The latex inferior the impact site has a large 

area of abrasion measuring 14.0mm long and 9.9mm wide (Figure 6.234). There is 

no visible damage to the synbone sphere. 

 

Figure 6.232: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 5.I 

(photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.233: Abrasion of the silicone skin in experiment 5.I  

(photographed by author).  

 

Figure 6.234: Damage to the latex layer in experiment 5.I  

(photographed by author). 
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6.6.10 Experiment 5.J 

The final strike felt solid, although the impact was felt strongly through the hand and 

arm of the striker. The blow landed 53.5mm superior to the midpoint and the to the 

left of the mid-sagittal plane (Figure 6.235). High-resolution images of all trauma 

analysis can be located in Appendix 7, FIG.220-FIG.222. 

This blow produced a small scrape to the silicone measuring 8.6mm long and 

8.3mm wide (Figure 6.236). The latex inferior the impact site was also scraped in an 

area measuring 15.9mm long by 10.5mm wide (Figure 6.237).  No visible damage 

was present on the synbone sphere. 

 

Figure 6.235: The location of the impact delivered to skin-skull-brain model 5.J 

(photographed by author). 
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Figure 6.236: Abrasion of the silicone skin in experiment 5.J  

(photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.237: Damage to the latex layer in experiment 5.J  

(photographed by author). 
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6.7 Fracture Element Presence 

The resulting trauma from each experiment was assessed for the presence of key 

fracture features that are often used in archaeology to diagnose interpersonal-

violence related trauma (Chapter 3). These included effects to the outer table, 

effects to the inner table, scrapes to the synbone, fractures to the synbone, 

depressed synbone, radiation linear fractures, tertiary concentric fractures, hinged 

fragments on margins of fractures, presence of displaced fragments, and bevelled 

fracture margins. A summary of the results of all experiments can be found in 

Appendix 6.  

Each fracture characteristic was marked ‘Y’ when present or ‘N’ when not present 

and the results were grouped by weapon-tool for later statistical assessments.  
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6.7.1 Stone Hammer 

The presence of all key violence-related fracture features was noted in experiments 

employing the stone hammer, although not in all experiments, as seen in Table 6.7. 

All experiments with the stone hammer produced damaged to the outer table of 

synbone, while most experiments produced damage to the inner table, depressed 

fractures, hinged synbone fragments at fracture margins, displaced fragments and 

bevelled fracture margins, with other fracture features present in fewer experiments.  

Table 6.7: Presence of fracture features in the stone hammer experiments, including 

a total number of experiments each element was present in. 
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1.A Y Y N Y Y N N Y Y Y 

1.B Y Y N Y Y N N Y Y Y 

1.C Y Y N Y Y N N Y Y Y 

1.D Y Y N Y Y Y N Y Y Y 

1.E Y Y N Y Y Y N N Y Y 

1.F Y Y N Y Y N N Y Y Y 

1.G Y Y N Y Y N N Y Y Y 

1.H Y Y N Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

1.I Y Y N Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

1.J Y N Y N N N N N N N 

Total: 10 9 1 9 9 4 2 8 9 9 
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6.7.2 Antler Hammer 

Not all key violence-related fracture features were produced by the antler hammer, 

as seen in Table 6.8, with no tertiary concentric fractures forming in any of the 

experiments. All experiments did show effects to the outer table of the synbone, 

however, the production of all other fracture features fluctuated greatly, being 

produced in only up to half of the experiments depending on the fracture element, as 

seen below.  

Table 6.8: Presence of fracture features in the antler hammer experiments including 

a total number of experiments each element was present in. 
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2.B Y Y N Y Y N N Y Y Y 

2.C Y Y N Y Y N N Y Y Y 

2.D Y N Y N N N N N N N 

2.E Y N N Y Y N N N N N 

2.F Y N Y N N N N N N N 

2.G Y N Y N N Y N N N N 

2.H Y Y N Y Y Y N N N N 

2.I Y Y N Y N Y N N N N 

2.J Y N Y N N N N N N N 

Total: 10 4 5 5 4 3 0 2 2 2 
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6.7.3 Antler Pick 

Several key violence-related fracture features were not produced by the antler pick 

weapon-tool. The weapon did not produce fractures that had effects to the inner 

table of the synbone, radiating linear fracture lines, tertiary concentric fracture lines, 

hinged fragments on fracture margins, displaced synbone fragments or bevelled 

fracture margins, as seen in Table 6.9. All experiments did affect the outer table of 

the synbone, while most produced scrapes of the synbone and half created a 

fracture and depression to the synbone.  

Table 6.9: Presence of fracture features in the antler pick experiments, including a 

total number of experiments each element was present in. 
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3.A Y N Y Y Y N N N N N 

3.B Y N N Y Y N N N N N 

3.C Y N N Y Y N N N N N 

3.D Y N Y Y Y N N N N N 

3.E Y N Y N N N N N N N 

3.F Y N Y N N N N N N N 

3.G Y N Y N N N N N N N 

3.H Y N Y Y Y N N N N N 

3.I Y N Y N N N N N N N 

3.J Y N Y N N N N N N N 

Total: 10 0 8 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 
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6.7.4 Ball-Headed Club 

The presence and absence of violence-related fracture features were very polarised 

for the ball-headed club, with all experiments either presenting with or having no 

presence of each type of element, as seen in Table 6.10. Effects to the outer table, 

inner table, fracture presence, depressed synbone, radiating linear fracture lines, 

tertiary concentric fractures, displaced fragments and bevelled fracture margins 

were present in all experiments, with no other fracture features visible in any 

experiment with this weapon-tool. 

Table 6.10: Presence of fracture features in the ball-headed club experiments, 

including a total number of experiments each element was present in. 
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4.B Y Y N Y Y Y Y N Y Y 

4.C Y Y N Y Y Y Y N Y Y 

4.D Y Y N Y Y Y Y N Y Y 

4.E Y Y N Y Y Y Y N Y Y 

4.F Y Y N Y Y Y Y N Y Y 

4.G Y Y N Y Y Y Y N Y Y 

4.H Y Y N Y Y Y Y N Y Y 

4.I Y Y N Y Y Y Y N Y Y 

4.J Y Y N Y Y Y Y N Y Y 

Total: 10 10 0 10 10 10 10 0 10 10 
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6.7.5 Hand-Held Stone 

The majority of key violence-related fracture features were not present in 

experiments with the hand-held stone, as seen in Table 6.11. Only just over half of 

experiments with this weapon-tool produced any effect to the outer synbone table, 

all of which were scrapes. All other fracture features were not present in any 

experiments.  

Table 6.11: Presence of fracture features in the hand-held stone experiments 

including a total number of experiments each element was present in. 
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5.B Y N Y N N N N N N N 

5.C Y N Y N N N N N N N 

5.D Y N Y N N N N N N N 

5.E N N N N N N N N N N 

5.F N N N N N N N N N N 

5.G Y N Y N N N N N N N 

5.H N N N N N N N N N N 

5.I N N N N N N N N N N 

5.J Y N Y N N N N N N N 

Total: 6 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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6.8 Lethality Designations 

The trauma from each of the 50 experiments was also rated for lethality. Due to the 

problematic nature of assessing lethality of trauma based on synthetic results, 

discussed further in Chapter 7, the trauma was subdivided into three categories. 

These included lethal, borderline and survivable trauma as defined in Chapter 5.  

The lethality designation for each individual experiment can be found in Appendix 6.  

Determination of the lethality of experimental trauma is complicated due to the 

nature of these experiments. Skin-skull-brain models are fully synthetic and as such, 

determination of the extent of soft tissue damage and how that would present in a 

living victim is complicated. Often the outcome of head injuries does not hinge on 

the presence of fractured bone, but instead on the soft tissue damage associated 

with it (Lee et al., 2003, Meyer et al., 2009, Ord and Benian, 1995). Modern medical 

studies provide insight into results of cranial blunt force injury and show that it is 

usually associated with extensive soft tissue damage (Berlet et al., 1992, Lee et al., 

2003, Wedel and Galloway, 2014).  

While the skin-skull-brain models were able to show lacerations or damage to the 

external silicone skin and latex periosteum and in the case of open fractures, the 

internal gelatine could be assessed for damage and laceration, this gave only a 

small window into the potential injury that may have been associated. In the case of 

closed fractures, or no fracture, the gelatine could not be viewed for assessment. A 

large amount of soft tissue damage from blunt force trauma would not be present in 

the simple structures used to represent the soft tissue in the synthetic model, and 

therefore can only be speculated at in each case, without definitive knowledge of the 

swelling, bleeding and other issues that may have occurred.  

Due to the complexities of determining the soft tissue damage in the synthetic models 

and the lack of soft tissue to asses in the Neolithic archaeological record, a basic 

system was devised that divided the injuries into three categories based on the 

likelihood of lethality. It is important to note that when assigning outcomes, this was 

done with the understanding of the potential of survival, not the absolute 

determination. Better understanding of possible outcomes was visible when 

comparing the experimental injuries to the osteological evidence later in this chapter. 
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The trauma was categorised as lethal, borderline and survivable. Using the following 

definitions, the results were subdivided into the categories as follows: 

Lethal Trauma: The resultant fracture and damage to the synthetic soft tissue was 

so catastrophic that there would almost no way to survive (Figure 6.238). This 

trauma would extensively affect the inner synbone table with large fracture formation 

and possible damage to the gelatine inside. 

This included the trauma produced in experiments 1A, 1C, 1D, 1E, 1F, 1G, 1H, 1I, 

4A, 4B, 4C, 4D, 4E, 4F, 4G, 4H, 4I, and 4J. 

 

 

Figure 6.238:  An example of trauma deemed lethal from experiment 1.A 

(photographed by author). 

 

Borderline: Injuries with trauma extensive enough that survival would be 

challenging, but not impossible (Figure 6.239). This trauma may affect the inner 

table, although the fracture size would be notably smaller than the previous lethal 

category, with minimal effect to internal gelatine structures. 

This included the trauma produced in experiments 1B, 2B, 2C, 2H, and 2I. 
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Figure 6.239: An example of trauma deemed borderline from experiment 2.B 

(photographed by author). 

Survivable: Any injury that had a good potential to be lived through, though no 

guarantee would be possible (Figure 6.240). This trauma would have little to no 

effect on the inner synbone table.  

This included trauma produced in experiments 1J, 2A, 2D, 2E, 2F, 2G, 2J, 3A, 3B, 

3C, 3D, 3F, 3G, 3H, 3I, 3J, 5A, 5B, 5C, 5D, 5E, 5F, 5G, 5H, 5I, and 5J. 

 

Figure 6.240: An example of trauma deemed survivable from experiment 3.D 

(photographed by author).  

The resulting classifications of lethality were then grouped by weapon-tool to 

demonstrate the general distribution of injuries by these three categories as seen in 

Table 6.12. The stone hammer produced eight lethal (80%), one borderline (10%) 

and one survivable (10%) injury. The antler hammer produced four borderline (40%) 

and six survivable (60%) injuries. All trauma produced by the antler pick was 

survivable (10 injuries, 100%). All trauma produced by the ball-headed club was 

lethal (10 injuries, 100%). All experiments with the hand-held stone were survivable 

(10 injuries, 100%).  
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Table 6.12: Lethality of experiments divided by weapon-tool. Each weapon-tool was 

used in a total of 10 experiments.  

Weapon-Tool Lethal Borderline Survivable 

Stone Hammer 8 1 1 

Antler Hammer 0 4 6 

Antler Pick 0 0 10 

Ball-Headed Club 10 0 0 

Hand-Held Stone 0 0 10 

6.9 Archaeologically identifiable Trauma Designations 

The designation of archaeologically identifiable trauma was based on trauma that 

produced enough violence-related fracture features that would survive taphonomic 

processes and be identifiable as interpersonal-violence related trauma in the 

osteological record. All trauma produced in these experiments were the result of 

intentional trauma, however, not all trauma produced would be identifiable in the 

archaeological record as such, it was important to assign this designation. The 

designation of each individual experiment can be located in Appendix 6. 

The taphonomic process can both create pseudo-trauma and destroy or distort the 

evidence of trauma on a skeleton (Calce and Rogers, 2007, Meyer et al., 2009, 

Ubelaker and Montaperto, 2014b). Soil conditions, scavenging, weathering, root 

damage, burial practice, excavation techniques and many more factors can effect 

the trauma that was left on the skeleton and only trauma patterns robust enough to 

still show following thousands of years would still be visible for analysis in the 

archaeological record (Calce and Rogers, 2007, Lovell, 1997, Meyer et al., 2009, 

Ubelaker and Montaperto, 2014b).  

It is unlikely that small abrasions to the surface of the skull and similar small injuries 

would remain, where remodelling of the bone and taphonomic processes would 

likely obscure these markers (Calce and Rogers, 2007, Lovell, 1997, Meyer et al., 

2009, Ubelaker and Montaperto, 2014b). Decomposition and the taphonomic 
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process also mean that there are no examples of preserved soft tissue trauma to 

compare with the experiments.  

As discussed in Chapter 2, due to the nature of blunt force trauma, which can be 

formed by accident or intentional injury, only certain injury patterns are seen as 

diagnosable and indicative of interpersonal conflict when assessing archaeological 

material, with authors sometimes grading the likelihood of injuries when analysing 

skulls (Schulting and Wysocki, 2005, Smith, 2014). This means, not only must the 

injury pattern survive, it needs to fall into a category of trauma that is deemed clearly 

related to violence. This usually includes the presence of depressed bone, bevelled 

fracture margins, hinged fractures and other features discussed in Chapter 2 

(Fibiger et al., 2013, Schulting, 2012, Schulting and Wysocki, 2005, Webber and 

Ganiaris, 2004).  

After consideration of taphonomic processes and archaeological diagnostic 

techniques (Schulting, 2012, Schulting and Wysocki, 2005), it was deemed that the 

following list of experiments do not have trauma that would be deemed 

archaeologically identifiable: 1J, 2A, 2D, 2E, 2F, 2J, 3E, 3F, 3H, 3I, 3J, 5A, 5B, 5C, 

5D 5E, 5F, 5G, 5H, 5I and 5J. This included one of the stone hammer injuries, 

several of the antler hammer examples, half of the antler pick experiments and all of 

the hand-held stone attempts. 

The following list shows the lethality rating of the experiments deemed to be 

archaeologically identifiable: 
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Lethal: Trauma deemed archaeologically identifiable and likely to have a lethal 

outcome included experiments seen in Figure 6.241. 

 

 
Figure 6.241: All archaeologically identifiable trauma produced by the current study 

believed to likely result in lethal trauma (photographed by author).  
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Borderline: Trauma deemed archaeologically identifiable and borderline in outcome 

included experiments seen in Figure 6.242. 

 

Figure 6.242: All archaeologically identifiable trauma produced by the current study 
believed to fall in the borderline category, making assessment of lethality likely down 

to medical intervention, soft tissue damage and chance in a real-world scenario 
(photographed by author).  
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Survivable: Trauma deemed archaeologically identifiable and potentially survivable 

included experiments seen in Figure 6.243. 

 

 

Figure 6.243: All archeologically identifiable trauma produced by the current study 
and believed to be potentially survivable (photographed by author).  

 

The lethal category contained the majority of the stone hammer and all of the ball-

headed club injuries. One stone hammer injury and several of the antler hammer 

injuries fell into the borderline category, while one antler hammer and all antler pick 

injuries were deemed survivable. Comparisons of the injuries to each other and to 

injuries in the Neolithic record only focused on these archaeologically identifiable 

fractures. 

Each weapon-tool produced a varying number of archaeologically identifiable 

trauma. The ball-headed club produced the highest number, at ten experiments 

(100%). The stone hammer was 9 experiments (90%). The antler hammer and 

antler pick each produced archaeologically identifiable trauma in 5 experiments 

(50%). Finally, the hand-held stone produced no archaeologically identifiable trauma 

(0%).   
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6.10 Chi-Square Statistical Analysis 

Several series of chi-square statistical tests were employed to look at the 

importance of certain results of the current study. These tests were utilised to look at 

the implications of rates of archaeologically identifiable trauma for each weapon-tool 

and to look for the presence of patterns of certain fracture features that may be 

indicative of specific weapon-tools. 

6.10.1 Statistical Analysis of Archaeologically identifiable Trauma 

Simple Chi-Square tests were first employed to interpret the rates of archaeologically 

identifiable trauma each weapon-tool produced. The results of each chi-square test 

can be seen in Appendix 8. Below is a summary of the significance of each test, as 

seen in Table 6.13. The rate of production of archaeologically identifiable trauma in 

the stone hammer, ball-headed club and hand-held stone all showed statistical 

significance. In the case of the stone hammer and ball-headed club, this significance 

was in the positive production of said trauma, while in the hand-held stone, it was 

significant in the negative, with no production of trauma. No statistical significance 

was found in the rate of archaeologically identifiable trauma for the antler hammer or 

antler pick, which suggests these results were produced by chance. The 

implications of these results are discussed further in Chapter 7.  

Table 6.13: P-values produced by chi-squared tests on the production of 
archaeologically identifiable trauma for each weapon-tool tested in the current study. 

Weapon-Tool P-Value 

Stone Hammer 0.01141204 

Antler Hammer 1 

Antler Pick 1 

Ball-Headed Club 0.0015654 

Hand-Held Stone 0.0015654 
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6.10.2 Statistical Analysis of Fracture Features by Weapon-Tool  

As discussed in Chapter 5, various key fracture features, often associated with 

violence-related trauma, were assessed to examine any significance in their 

patterns of productions based on weapon-tool. These were carried out on the all 

data for each weapon-tool and on only archaeologically identifiable trauma. The 

results of all sets of chi-square tests can be found in Appendix 9 and further 

discussion of the meaning of these results can be found in Chapter 7.  

The P-values for all chi-square tests can be found summarized in Table 6.14. While 

the removal of all trauma deemed to be not archaeologically identifiable did change 

the P-values in some categories, the only categories in which it made a difference 

between a statistically significant and not significant results was in the case of the 

presence of depressed synbone formed by the antler pick, when only 

archaeologically identifiable trauma was analysed, this was a statistically significant 

result.  

Overall each weapon tool showed certain trends of fracture feature presence or 

absence, which the chi-squared test demonstrates are likely to be produced 

regularly by the weapon-tool and not based on chance. The stone hammer 

consistently produced depressed synbone, effects to the inner table of the synbone, 

hinged fragments on fracture margins and displaced fragments of synbone. The 

Antler hammer only showed statistical significance in having no production of tertiary 

concentric fractures; all other features appeared based on some degree of chance. 

The antler pick had significance to its production of depressed fractures, only in 

archaeologically identifiable trauma; however, it showed that no other assessed 

fracture features would likely be produced by this weapon-tool. The ball-headed club 

showed a high statistical significance in all categories, with all but hinged fragments 

on fracture margins being likely to be produced, while hinged fragments on fracture 

margins would be unlikely to be formed from this weapon-tool. The hand-held stone 

produced no archaeologically identifiable trauma, but in the assessment of all 

experiments with this weapon-tool, a clear significance shows demonstrating the 

hand-held stone would not produce any of these fracture features. Further analysis 

of these statistical results and the implications to the current study are discussed 

further in Chapter 7.   
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Table 6.14: Results of chi-square tests on fracture features by weapon-tool including 

results from all experiments carried out and archaeologically identifiable (AI) only ones.  

Weapon-

Tool 

Depression 

to Synbone 

Inner table 

affected 

Secondary 

Radiating 

Fractures 

Tertiary 

Concentric 

Fractures 

Hinged 

Fragments 

on fracture 

margins 

Displaced 

Fragments 

Stone 

Hammer  
0.01141204 0.01141204 0.52708926 0.05777957 0.01141204 0.01141204 

Stone 

Hammer 

(AI) 

0.0026998 0.0026998 0.73888268 0.0955807 0.0026998 0.0026998 

Antler 

Hammer  
0.52708926 0.52708926 0.20590321 0.0015654 0.05777957 0.05777957 

Antler 

Hammer 

(AI) 

0.17971249 0.17971249 0.65472085 0.02534732 0.65472085 0.65472085 

Antler 

Pick  
1 0.0015654 0.0015654 0.0015654 0.0015654 0.0015654 

Antler 

Pick (AI) 
0.02534732 0.02534732 0.02534732 0.02534732 0.02534732 0.02534732 

Ball-

Headed 

Club  

0.0015654 0.0015654 0.0015654 0.0015654 0.0015654 0.0015654 

Ball-

Headed 

Club (AI) 

0.0015654 0.0015654 0.0015654 0.0015654 0.0015654 0.0015654 

Hand-

Held 

Stone  

0.0015654 0.0015654 0.0015654 0.0015654 0.0015654 0.0015654 

Hand-

Held 

Stone (AI) 

NA NA NA NA NA NA 

Key: Positive 

Significance 

Negative 

Significance 
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6.11 Analysis of Injuries by Weapon-Tool 

The archaeologically identifiable injuries were then sub-divided by weapon-tool and 

analysed to look for trends and variations between the patterns each weapon 

individually produced. As only osteological evidence can be compared from the 

archaeological record, only the damage to the synbone was compared. 

6.11.1 Stone Hammer 

 

Figure 6.244: Comparison of fractures produced by the stone hammer. Left to right, 

top to bottom shows results from experiments 1.A -1.J (photographed by author). 
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Overall, the fractures to the synbone produced by the stone hammer are very similar 

between the individual experiments, barring the results of 1.J, where the strike broke 

the handle of the weapon-tool, dispersing the force and subsequently leading to no 

major fracture formation (Figure 6.244). The general shapes of the fractures are 

ovoid with a larger width than height. The shape of the fractures largely replicates 

the cross-section of the hammer’s head (Figure 6.245), making the hammer slot into 

the injury easily. 

 

Figure 6.245: View of striking face of replica stone hammer and a typical example of 

the trauma shape it produced (experiment 1.E) (photographed by author). 

While some of the fractures do have small secondary radiating fracture lines present 

(1.D and 1.E), these were minimal and the overall trend was the production of 

penetrating depression fractures. These had the typical characteristics of a punched 

out depression at the impact location, bevelling present on the margins of the 

fracture, no or minimal secondary fracture lines, and retained hinged fragments 

along fracture margins. 

Hinged fragments of displaced bone were present along the borders of all of the 

archaeologically identifiable fractures, except 1.E. This is a feature typically seen in 

depression fractures formed in living skulls (Kranioti, 2015, Lovell, 1997, Schulting 
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It is worth noting that several of the fractures, 1.H in particular, but also 1.I and 1.F 

fall far enough down the sphere that in a human skull they would strike the maxillo-

facial region, which the synbone does not replicate. While this means the fractures 

can not show what would happen in a face-to-face scenario, it does still show the 

shape of fractures that would form during a strike to the side or back of the head and 

demonstrate that the weapon-tool would occasionally strike the face during some 

face-to-face attacks.   

Overall there was a clear similarity in morphology of all the archaeologically 

identifiable fractures, suggesting that this weapon-tool would likely consistently 

deliver the oval shaped fracture when the blow landed well. As discussed above, 

eight of the strikes were deemed to be lethal in nature, while one, 1.B, was deemed 

borderline, as there was less depression to the inner table of the skull. The only 

survivable trauma, produced in 1.H, was not an archaeologically identifiable fracture. 
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6.11.2 Antler Hammer 

 

Figure 6.247: Comparison of fractures produced by the antler hammer. Left to right, 

top to bottom shows results from experiments 2.A -2.J (photographed by author). 

The fractures formed by the antler hammer had some distinct variation in pattern 

based on the quality and impact of the strike, as seen in Figure 6.247. In the case of 

2.A, 2.D, 2.E, 2.F and 2.J, very little evidence was produced on the synbone, with 

only small scuffs, unlikely to survive the archaeological record, as discussed above. 

Of the archaeologically identifiable trauma, while variation is present in the pattern, 

some consistencies can be seen, with small, depressed areas forming at the impact 

site and the possibility of radiating secondary fractures forming from this point. The 
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depression fractures that affect both the inner and outer tables of the synbone show 

the characteristic bevelling expected to form in living bone (Kranioti, 2015). The only 

statistically significant fracture feature that showed from the chi-squared test 

presented in Chapter six, was the absence of tertiary concentric fractures. This is 

consistent with this type of fracture feature not appearing in trauma resulting from 

antler hammer weaponry. All other fracture features showed no statistical 

significance, suggesting their production is due to chance.  

The overall lethality of this weapon-tool seems to be variable, with experiments 2.B 

and 2.C creating trauma categorised as borderline. While the inner table of the 

spheres have been affected in these cases, the displaced fragments have not been 

pressed into the gelatine below and there would be a chance that this trauma could 

be survived depending on the soft tissue damage, bleeding and swelling that would 

have occurred (Lee et al., 2003). The example seen in 2.H formed a relatively 

shallow depression that did not affect the inner table of the sphere, although the 

associated linear fracture carried through and could be lethal in nature. The 

shallowness of the depression, if formed alone, would have the potential to be 

survived (Wedel and Galloway, 2014).  

 

Figure 6.248: Comparison of antler hammer face and typical depression fracture 

produced (experiment 2.B) (photographed by author). 
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Only in the case of the clear depression fractures, can a pattern be seen that is 

similar between the strikes. These fractures form small, depressed areas with 

irregular borders, that seem to be more variable, due to the ragged edges of the 

striking face formed by the pedicle of the antler (Figure 6.248). While the hammer 

can clearly produce different fracture patterns, and is more likely to not form clear 

fractures that would survive and be diagnosable as intentional trauma in the 

archaeological record, when it does, there seems to be some morphological 

similarity. 

Table 6.16: Summary of general measurement of fractures produced by the antler 

hammer strikes. Length refers to absolute length/longest dimension of the injury, 

width refers to the largest dimension perpendicular to length, and depth refers to 

depth the deepest point of any depressed synbone fragments, measured from the 

surface of the sphere with gelatine intact.  

 

Experiment Fracture Type Fracture 

Length 

Fracture 

Width 

Fracture 

Depth 

2.A Scrape 13mm 11mm NA 

2.B Depression 17mm 14mm 7mm 

2.C Depression 18mm 15mm 6mm 

2.D Scrape 15mm 11mm NA 

2.E Depression? 8mm 4mm <1mm 

2.F Scrape 1mm 9mm NA 

2.G Scrape 6mm 5mm NA 

2.H Depression 39mm 10mm 1mm 

2.I Stellate NA NA NA 

2.J Scrape 25.1mm 20.7mm NA 

 

The size and type of fractures varied between the strikes, although similarity in 

dimensions of the depression fractures that formed were present (Table 6.16). The 
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strikes followed an interesting distribution pattern, as seen in Figure 6.249, bridging 

across the top of the skull, with relatively even distribution on the right and left side 

of the ‘victim’. The distribution may be related to the length of the hammer handle, 

which would allow the hammerhead to reach the right side of the victim’s skull even 

with a right handed striker. Length of weapon handles can influence the fracture 

pattern and distribution of a weapon (Adamec et al., 2011). This pattern varies from 

what is typically assumed to occur with right-handed strikers (Dyer and Fibiger, 

2017, Fibiger et al., 2013) and may suggest that certain weapons, for example 

mounted ones, may form different fracture distributions than expected.  The strikes 

that formed fractures are concentrated in the middle, suggesting more strong and 

direct blows are required to from a full fracture, while strikes landing at more of an 

angle may be deflected enough to only form abrasions on the synbone.  

 

(Left)      (Right) 

 

Figure 6.249: Distribution of impact locations during antler hammer strikes when the 

anterior aspect of the sphere is viewed. The solid line represents the mid-transverse 

plane and the dotted line represents the mid-sagittal plane. The lines bisect at the 

central anterior point of the sphere.  
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6.11.3 Antler Pick 

 

Figure 6.250: Comparison of fractures produced by the antler pick. Left to right, top 

to bottom shows results from experiments 3.A -3.J (photographed by author). 

The injuries produced on the synbone by the antler pick seem to fall into two distinct 

patterns (Figure 6.250). In the case where a solid and direct connection was made 

during the strike (3.A, 3.B, 3.C, 3.E) the fractures form clear and distinct small pits 

(Table 6.15). These are characteristic of typical small, depressed fractures, that 

affect only the external table of the skull, while not damaging the internal table 

(Wedel and Galloway, 2014). The shape of these depressions matches well with the 

tip of the antler tine that struck the skull (Figure 6.251), and in the case of 3.A, a 

small fragment of antler was embedded into the wound (Figure 6.252). 
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Figure 6.251: Comparison of antler pick face and typical depression fracture 

produced (experiment 3.C) (photographed by author). 

 

Figure 6.252: A small fragment of antler tine embedded in the skin-skull-brain model 

and broke free of the antler pick during experiment 3.A (photographed by author). 

The antler pick produced a range of types and sizes of fractures, as seen in Table 

6.17. While the most distinct fracture pattern consisted of small, pitted fracture, the 
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pick also produced a second pattern of abrasions when the strike angle allowed the 

antler to slide across the skull. This pattern is most clearly visible in 3.D and 3.F, but 

similar scratch patterns are present in 3.H, 3.I, and 3.J. This was associated with 

long lacerations to the silicone and latex external layers, which would likely mean 

large amount of bleeding in a living victim as the scalp would be split open in a large 

cut (Wedel and Galloway, 2014). 3.G has no clear visible trauma to the synbone, but 

had a similar laceration to the external layers. 

Table 6.17: Summary of general measurement of fractures produced by the antler 

picks strikes. Length refers to absolute length/longest dimension of the injury, width 

refers to the largest dimension perpendicular to length, and depth refers to depth the 

deepest point of any depressed synbone fragments, measured from the surface of 

the sphere with gelatine intact.  

 

Experiment Fracture Type Fracture 

Length 

Fracture 

Width 

Fracture 

Depth 

3.A Depression 9mm 6mm 1mm 

3.B Depression 7mm 7mm 1mm 

3.C Depression 10mm 9mm 1mm 

3.D Depression 11mm 7mm 1mm 

3.E Scrape 24mm 1mm NA 

3.F Scrape 42mm 1mm NA 

3.G Scrape 8mm 6mm NA 

3.H Depression 11mm 3mm 0.5mm 

3.I Scrape 7.7mm 5.6mm NA 

3.J Scrape 10.5mm 9.6mm NA 

 

The chi-square tests carried out on fracture features formed by the antler pick 

showed that when considering only archaeologically significant trauma, the 

formation of depressions in the synbone was likely to be consistently produced by 
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this weapon-tool. All other fracture features assessed showed clear significance in 

their absence, meaning the antler pick would be unlikely to produce damage to the 

inner synbone table, secondary radiating fracture, tertiary concentric fracture, hinged 

synbone fragments or displaced synbone fragments, potentially suggesting that 

when present, the fracture is unlikely to be linked to this type of weapon-tool.  

The location of the trauma ranged across the skull, likely due to the sliding effect 

when the antler hit at an indirect angle, and can be seen in Figure 6.253.  The pitted 

fractures clustered to the top centre of the skull, as was expected, while the scraped 

marks had more variance with more injuries towards the right side of the skull, this is 

likely due to the weapon-tools traveling from the left of the right of the ‘victim’ and 

pushing the scraping antler tine across the skull towards the right.  

 

(Left)      (Right) 

 

Figure 6.253: Distribution of impact locations during antler pick strikes when the 

anterior aspect of the sphere is viewed. The solid line represents the mid-transverse 

plane and the dotted line represents the mid-sagittal plane. The lines bisect at the 

central anterior point of the sphere.  
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All trauma produced by the antler pick fell into the category of survivable as there 

was no clear damage that would prevent that possibility, though it may not be the 

outcome in all cases. Only the pitted injuries would be likely to survive and be 

recognisable in the archaeological record as potentially violence related. This 

pattern of clear pitted depressions affecting only the outer table is very similar in the 

four examples where they appear, however, only 40% of the strikes produced this 

damage, meaning over half the strikes would leave no archaeologically identifiable 

trauma, even if they were able to incapacitate the victim, which is likely given the 

direct blow to the head and the associated scalp trauma and bleeding that would be 

likely to occur.  
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6.11.4 Ball-Headed Club 

 

Figure 6.254: Comparison of fractures produced by the ball-headed club. Left to 

right, top to bottom shows results from experiments 4.A -4.J (photographed by 

author). 
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The trauma produced by the ball-headed club was very similar in general pattern 

between the various experiments, as seen in Figure 6.254. The fractures produced 

were extensive and catastrophic with an internal area of rounded depression the 

matches the shape of ball-head on the club (Figure 6.255). The central depression 

either formed a full or a half rounded shape, depending on the slight variations in 

angle of each strike. The central depressions were then surrounded by radiating 

linear secondary and linked curved tertiary fractures, causing a very extensive 

overall injury, with a large amount of displaced fragments of bone and extensive 

bevelling present on the margins of the fractures, following the pattern that would be 

expected in catastrophic depression fractures (Calce and Rogers, 2007, Kranioti, 

2015, Lovell, 1997, Oh, 1983, Ortner, 2003, Smith et al., 2015, Wedel and Galloway, 

2014).  

 

Figure 6.255: Comparison of ball-headed club and typical depression fracture 

produced (experiment 4.A) (photographed by author). 

Chi-square analysis demonstrated that fracture features including depression of the 

synbone, effect to the inner table, secondary radiating fracture, tertiary concentric 

fractures and displaced fragments of synbone were all present in significant 

numbers, making these features consistent with this type of weapon-tool. The 

absence of hinged fragments on the fracture margins of the synbone was also 
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statistically significant, making this feature unlikely to be produced by this type of 

weapon-tool.  

It is important to note that due to the lack of sutures and buttressing in synbone, it is 

likely that the secondary and possibly some of the tertiary fractures were able to 

travel farther than they would in a human skull, causing more displaced fragments in 

the surrounding areas of the fractures than would likely occur in a real scenario, see 

Figure 6.256 (Dyer and Fibiger, 2017, Smith et al., 2015). By viewing the fracture 

with the gelatine still present in the sphere, a better idea of the shape of the 

fractures that would appear in real human skulls can be ascertained.  

  

Figure 6.256: An example of experiment 4.B, showing how the length of linear 

fractures in catastrophic fractures of synbone affects accurate fracture production in 

the hollow spheres (photographed by author). 

The midpoint of impact of all fractures clustered very closely together in the case of 

the ball-headed club as seen in Figure 6.257. All fractures centred around the top 

midline of the skull. The high position of the strikes is likely due to the long handle of 

weapon-tool allowing for a further reach over the top of the skull. The nature of the 

large fractures means the markers on the diagram show only the central position of 

the fractures impact site. 
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The injuries range in size, but follow a similar pattern, as seen in Table 6.18. The 

measurements were taken from the depressed area of fracture, which mitigated for 

any problems with the synbone allowing the radiating fractures to travel more 

extensively (Dyer and Fibiger, 2017, Smith et al., 2015). Variations in the size of the 

depression area and the presence of full or half oval shapes, is likely due to slight 

differences in general force and strike angle with the weapon-tool’s large striking 

face (Wedel and Galloway, 2014). It is interesting to note that there is still a very 

distinct similarity in the rounded shape that formed in all skulls.  All strikes caused 

extensive fragmentation of the skull at the impact site and the displacement of many 

skull fragments, which were often driven into the gelatine below, lacerating the 

internal structure. This would likely mean extensive bleeding and lethal traumatic 

brain injury (Wedel and Galloway, 2014).  

 

(Left)      (Right) 

 

Figure 6.257: Distribution of impact locations during ball-headed club strikes when 

the anterior aspect of the sphere is viewed. The solid line represents the mid-

transverse plane and the dotted line represents the mid-sagittal plane. The lines 

bisect at the central anterior point of the sphere.  
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All strikes were clearly lethal and would have immediately debilitated and then killed 

the victim due to their catastrophic nature, the involvement of the inner table and the 

depth of the depression affecting the internal soft tissue (Lovell, 1997, Schulting and 

Wysocki, 2005, Melvin and Evans, 1971, Walker, 1997, Wedel and Galloway, 2014). 

The similarity of the pattern between the fractures is likely due to the level of force 

that is created behind such a heavy club suspended on a long handle. While 

variation between strikes exists, overall this weapon-tool is most likely always a 

lethal one when delivering a direct blow to the skull. 

 

Table 6.18: Summary of general measurement of fractures produced by the ball-

headed club strikes. Length refers to absolute length/longest dimension of the injury, 

width refers to the largest dimension perpendicular to length, and depth refers to 

depth the deepest point of any depressed synbone fragments, measured from the 

surface of the sphere with gelatine intact.  

 

Experiment Fracture Type Fracture 

Length 

Fracture 

Width 

Fracture 

Depth 

4.A Depression 36mm 33mm 4mm 

4.B Depression 107mm 56mm 1mm 

4.C Depression 97mm 52mm 3mm 

4.D Depression 114mm 86mm 2mm 

4.E Depression 60mm 35mm 5mm 

4.F Depression 46mm 23mm 1mm 

4.G Depression 44mm 35mm 1mm 

4.H Depression 36mm 36mm 4mm 

4.I Depression 40.5mm 33.1mm 3mm 

4.J Depression 108.4mm 99.2mm 4mm 
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6.11.5 Hand-Held Stone 

The hand-held stone produced almost no fractures to the synbone during the 

experiments carried out with it. As only faint abrasions and no fractures were formed 

it was not possible to compare archaeologically identifiable patterns. While the 

blows felt heavy and hard to the striker, and could be associated with incapacitation 

and potentially long term or lethal soft tissue damage, they provide very little 

damage to the synbone and no clear damage that would be archaeologically 

survivable. In experiment 5.H there was the formation of a fracture along the glue 

line of the two hemispheres of synbone, this was very likely due to the sphere 

striking the ground when it fell free form the mounting system, video footage showed 

no fracture formation during the strike and this was only found after recovering it 

from the ground.  

Table 6.19: Summary of general measurement of fractures produced by the hand-

held stone strikes. Length refers to absolute length/longest dimension of the injury, 

width refers to the largest dimension perpendicular to length, and depth refers to 

depth the deepest point of any depressed synbone fragments, measured from the 

surface of the sphere with gelatine intact.  

Experiment Fracture Type Fracture 

Length 

Fracture 

Width 

Fracture 

Depth 

5.A Scrape 21.4mm 7.6mm NA 

5.B None NA NA NA 

5.C None NA NA NA 

5.D None NA NA NA 

5.E None NA NA NA 

5.F None NA NA NA 

5.G Scrape 14.2mm 12.9mm NA 

5.H None NA NA NA 

5.I None NA NA NA 

5.J None NA NA NA 
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Various sized scuffmarks and scrapes have been produced in 5.A and 5.G, as seen 

in Table 6.19. It is notable though that the strike to 5.G missed the silicone layer and 

therefore may have allowed for more damage to be created to the synbone without 

its cushioning effect. The hand-held stone produced no archaeologically identifiable 

trauma, which is consistent with the chi-square test results that show statistical 

significance to the absence of all assessed fracture features, making it unlikely that 

the hand-held stone would be able to produce any of these features.  

The locations of the impact did vary in this weapon-tool as two types of swing were 

carried out (Figure 6.258). Three strikes, 5.G, 5.H and 5.I were swung laterally 

making the blows concentrate on the far left side of the skull, while the other strikes 

were delivered with an overhand swing, causing the blows to land further up the 

skull. Almost all strikes landed on the left side of the sphere, as would be expected 

from a right handed attacker (Fibiger et al., 2013). Only one strike landed to the 

slightly left of the spheres midline. The hand-held stone had the strongest 

distribution pattern, likely due to the weapon-tool having no handle or extension that 

allowed the right-handed striker a further reach, causing the trauma to concentrate 

mores closely to the left side than was seen in the replica tools. It is interesting that 

regardless, neither type of swing was able to produce clear skull trauma that would 

survive that archaeological record. 
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(Left)      (Right) 

 

Figure 6.258: Distribution of impact locations during hand-held stone strikes when 

the anterior aspect of the sphere is viewed. The solid line represents the mid-

transverse plane and the dotted line represents the mid-sagittal plane. The lines 

bisect at the central anterior point of the sphere.  

 

 

6.12 T-Test Statistical Analysis 

A series of unpaired T-tests were employed to examine the statistical significance of 

variations in length and width measurements of the synbone damage each weapon-

tool produced. Due to the limited amount of synbone damage (only two examples) 

produced by the hand-held stone, there were not enough data points to make 

accurate statistical comparisons to the other four weapon-tools, therefore only the 

stone hammer, antler hammer, antler pick and ball-headed club were compared. 

The focus was also only on the absolute length and absolute width measurements 

of the injuries listed in Table 6.20 and 6.21. 
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Table 6.20: Measurements used for absolute length comparisons adapted from 
Table 6.1. 

Stone Hammer Antler Hammer Antler Pick Ball-Headed Club 

33mm 13mm 9mm 36mm 

25mm 17mm 7mm 107mm 

31mm 18mm 10mm 97mm 

41mm 15mm 11mm 114mm 

32.5mm 8mm 24mm 60mm 

36mm 10mm 42mm 46mm 

38mm 6mm 8mm 44mm 

28mm 39mm 11mm 36mm 

24.2mm 25.1mm 7.7mm 40.5mm 

13.4mm   10.5mm 108.4mm 

 

Table 6.21: Measurements used for absolute width comparisons adapted from Table 
6.1. 

Stone Hammer Antler Hammer Antler Pick Ball-Headed Club 

24mm 11mm 6mm 33mm 

22mm 14mm 7mm 56mm 

23mm 15mm 9mm 52mm 

22mm 11mm 7mm 86mm 

21mm 4mm 1mm 35mm 

22mm 9mm 1mm 23mm 

24mm 5mm 6mm 35mm 

16mm 10mm 3mm 36mm 

22.1mm 20.7mm 5.6mm 33.1mm 

12.9mm   9.6mm 99.2mm 

 

Due to the limitations of unpaired T-test, each weapon-tool was compared 

individually with the other three instruments and separately for the length and width 
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measurements. Therefore, there is a separate P value for the comparison of each 

pair of weapon-tools done for both length and width measurements as seen in Table 

6.22 and 6.23 below. The T-tests were carried out using GraphPad QuickCalcs 

calculator and the details of the calculations can be found in Appendix 10.  

Table 6.22: P-value results of T-tests comparing the length of injuries produced by 
pairs of weapon-tools.  All results were statistically significant in their differences 
except for the comparison of the Antler Hammer and Antler Pick marked in yellow. 

 Weapon-Tools Stone 
Hammer 

Antler 
Hammer 

Antler Pick Ball-Headed 
Club 

Stone Hammer - 0.0050 0.0014 0.0022 

Antler Hammer 0.0050 - 0.5762 0.0003 

Antler Pick 0.0014 0.5762 - 0.0001 

Ball-Headed Club 0.0022 0.0003 0.0001 - 

Table 6.23: P-value results of T-tests comparing the width of injuries produced by 
pairs of weapon-tools. All results were statistically significant in their differences.  

 Weapon-Tools Stone 
Hammer 

Antler 
Hammer 

Antler Pick Ball-Headed 
Club 

Stone Hammer - 0.0001 0.0001 0.0027 

Antler Hammer 0.0001 - 0.0094 0.0004 

Antler Pick 0.0001 0.0094 - 0.0001 

Ball-Headed Club 0.0027 0.0004 0.0001 - 

 

The results of these T-tests clearly demonstrate that the average length and width 

measurements of the injuries produced in the current study show a statistically 

significant difference between weapon-tools, except in the case of the length of 

injuries produced by the Antler Hammer and Antler Pick. The implications of this for 

differentiating between weapon-tools based on skull injuries are further discussed in 

Chapter 7.  
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6.13 Analysis of Results 

The raw data collected and presented in this chapter are analysed in Chapter 7 to 

understand the implications to interpersonal violence and social interactions in the 

Neolithic. The results presented in this chapter from the individual experiment, 

fracture features, and chi-square tests facilitate an analysis focused on highlighting 

patterns present within each weapon-tool category and demonstrate how these 

patterns contrast, facilitating their differentiation within the archaeological record. 

Comparisons to the osteological record of Neolithic Western and Central Europe 

were then drawn, and the implications to the study of interpersonal violence of social 

structures of this era can be considered.  
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Chapter 7:  Discussion 

7.1 Introduction 

The results outlined in Chapter 6 clearly demonstrate that four of the weapon-tools 

(the antler pick, antler hammer, stone hammer and ball-headed club) are capable of 

producing clear cranial trauma during at least some striking scenarios, while the 

hand-held stone did not produce any well-defined fractures. This chapter will 

analyse the results of the experiments and the implications this research has on 

Neolithic inter-personal violence.  

Analysis of archaeological identifiable trauma is needed to fully understand the 

implications to the study of interpersonal violence and social interaction in the 

Central and Western European Neolithic. This chapter first discusses the pattern of 

‘invisible trauma’ highlighted by the designations of archaeological significance. This 

is followed by an assessment of the injuries produced by each weapon-tool to 

identify potential similarities in shape and size of synbone fractures. A comparison is 

then made between the various weapon-tools in order to ascertain if fracture 

patterns can be distinguished based on the weapon-tool typology.  

Fractures deemed archaeologically identifiable were then compared with known 

intentional trauma from the archaeological record (See Appendix 1). Comparison of 

the experimental trauma to the archaeological record demonstrates the ability of 

these Neolithic artefacts to serve as weapon-tools, and how their usage may 

suggest different scenarios of violence. By analysing the mechanism of Neolithic 

osteological trauma based on these experiments, this research is then able to 

discuss variance in violent conflict during the period and the social stressors and 

interactions that may have caused it. 
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7.2 Invisible Trauma in the Archaeological Record 

The designations of lethality of each injury and the likelihood the trauma would be 

preserved in the archaeological record was assessed prior to any analysis of the 

implications of the trauma and the results are presented in Chapter 6. All injuries 

were first assessed to determine if the injury was potentially survivable, or if the 

trauma was likely to be lethal. Then each was assessed to determine if it was 

archaeologically identifiable– this was a determination if the trauma was significant 

enough to be preserved and be diagnosable in the archaeological record (Figure 

7.1).  An assessment of the pattern of archaeologically identifiable trauma for each 

weapon-tool produced a notable trend of intentional blows that left no notable 

osteoarchaeological evidence of the attack.  These included experiment 1J, 2A, 2D, 

2E, 2F, 2J, 3E, 3F, 3H, 3I, 3J, 5A, 5B, 5C, 5D, 5E, 5F, 5G, 5H, 5I and 5J.  

 

 

Figure 7.1: Left: Trauma deemed archaeologically identifiable, therefore likely to 

survive and be identifiable as intentional trauma in the archaeological record. Right: 

Trauma deemed unlikely to survive in the archaeological record  

(photographed by author). 
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It is well known that the osteological record is limited in what trauma it can show and 

even more so in the case of what intentional trauma is identifiable (Fibiger, 2014, 

Fibiger et al., 2013, Meyer et al., 2009, Schulting, 2012, Wedel and Galloway, 2014). 

This invisible trauma can include whole classes of weapon-tools, or individual 

examples of strikes from weapon-tools. This is a common issue of archaeological 

evidence, the entire picture is never going to be visible and the rate of Neolithic 

violence is likely to be higher than what is left in the record (Meyer et al., 2009, Ord 

and Benian, 1995, Wedel and Galloway, 2014). This is important as blows to the head 

that do not cause fracture are not inherently or guaranteed to be minor trauma and 

can cause soft tissue damage that can be incapacitating, life altering or lethal (Ord 

and Benian, 1995, Tornberg and Jacobsson, 2018, Wedel and Galloway, 2014).  

A series of chi-square statistical tests were carried out to determine if there was 

significance to the patterns of archaeologically identifiable trauma that was present for 

each weapon-tool type, with results presented in Chapter 6. The statistical 

significance shown in the chi-square tests, of the production of archaeologically 

identifiable trauma can help contextualise bias in preservation of trauma from differing 

blunt force weapon-tools. The strong result of the pattern with the stone hammer and 

ball-headed club suggests that these weapon-tools would commonly produce 

archaeological trauma that was identifiable as the result of interpersonal violence, 

allowing a large proportion of trauma from these weapons to likely exist in the 

osteological record. The contrasting variability of production of archaeologically 

identifiable trauma from the antler weapon-tools means that theoretically only about 

half the amount of trauma has a chance of survival in the osteological record. This 

could sway the interpretation of blunt force trauma towards a belief in the more 

common use of stone hammers or ball-headed clubs, although this is a preservation 

bias and not a clear representation of the trauma actually inflicted during the period.  

These issues cannot only alter the apparent rates of use of different weapon-tools, but 

can prevent the consideration of whole classes of weapon. As the chi-square tests 

demonstrated, it is unlikely that a hand-held stone wielded in a similar manner to the 

experiments presented in the current study would be able to produce patterns of 

trauma that were archaeologically identifiable. As no trauma would be likely to ever be 

produced within these experimental parameters, there is no way to compare 

examples to the osteological record. This does not preclude the use of hand-held 

stone weapons, but means that there is a lack of evidence to be able to confirm their 
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use in this period. The use of stones as weapons is well known throughout history, 

suggesting that they would likely be employed within the Neolithic period as well, but 

this cannot be corroborated. (Klepinger, 2006, Wedel and Galloway, 2014). This 

demonstrates how invisible trauma can alter analysis of the osteological trauma 

record, reducing or eliminating examples of trauma produced by certain weapon-tools. 

The limitations of the osteological record must be considered when analysing trauma 

and this statistical analysis demonstrates how important experimental tests can be for 

understanding the potential level of trauma that leaves no osteological markers. Even 

without skull fracture, the majority of the trauma in these experiments showed damage 

to the silicone skin, which would cause bleeding, and trauma to internal soft tissue, 

which can occur without bone fractures, meaning even serious soft tissue injury is not 

always evidenced in the osteological record (Meyer et al., 2009, Schulting, 2012, 

Tornberg and Jacobsson, 2018). Osteological studies of trauma must accept and 

acknowledge this limitation and use experimental methods to understand why 

evidence of certain forms of violence may be missing from the record (Fibiger et al., 

2013, Schulting, 2012, Schulting and Wysocki, 2005). 

 

7.3 Comparison of the Injuries Between Weapon-tool Classes 

The archaeologically identifiable trauma will be the focus of the comparison of 

injuries between the different types of weapon-tools, as only this trauma can be 

assessed in the osteological record. Overall, it is interesting to note that the weapon-

tools that produced archaeologically identifiable trauma show clear differences in the 

patterns when compared to one another based on their size and shape. The 

weapon-tools selected for the current study differ quite extensively from one another 

in shape and size, which meant a higher probability of having deviation between the 

different fracture patterns than would be produced by more similar weighted and 

shaped weapon-tools (Kranioti, 2015, Melvin and Evans, 1971, Wedel and 

Galloway, 2014).   

When plotted on a scatter plot, it can be seen that some of the weapon-tools show 

distinct patterns in the size of synbone trauma that vary from other mechanisms of 

trauma tested in the current study (see Figure 7.2). As this chart only focuses on the 

trauma to the synbone there is a variation in numbers of plotted points between 
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weapon-tools, as some did not produce any synbone damage. Therefore, the chart 

includes 10 data points for the stone hammer, antler pick and ball-headed club, nine 

data points for the antler hammer and only two data points for the hand-held stone. 

Due to the limited number of experiments that damaged the synbone with the hand-

held stone, it will not be able to properly discuss any patterns for this test material 

based on the scatter plot.  

 

Figure 7.2: Scatter plot showing the distribution of synbone injuries based on length 
and width measurements for all experiments, which produced any form of damage 

to the synbone. Highlighting patterns of injury size based on weapon-tool used.  

 

The scatter plot does show some distinct patterns of distributions based dependant 

on the weapon-tool type. The stone hammer (red) shows a very neat cluster of data 

point ranging from approx. 25mm-42mm in length and 15mm-25mm in width with 

little crossover with other classes of weapon-tool. The ball-headed club (green) also 

shows some clustering in the lower range of measurements, but the most distinct 

pattern is that about a clear threshold on the graph (40mm long and 30mm wide), it 

is only weapon-tool present, demonstrating that of the tested material, it is the only 
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one likely to produce patterns of larger trauma affecting both the length and width 

measurements.  

The antler pick (blue) shows a distinct cluster in the lower left region of the graph, 

indicating a common pattern of generally smaller sized trauma, with some deviation 

of points mostly representing the different shapes of injuries this weapon-tool 

produced. There is also some distinct cross over between the antler pick points and 

the antler hammer (pink). The distinction between the two antler weapon-tools may 

be more visible in ratios of the two measurements; the antler hammer’s pattern 

follows a more linear plot, than the cluster of the antler pick. This may suggest while 

there is variation in size of the trauma produced by the antler hammer due to 

variation in individual strikes, the ratio of length to width based on the hammer head 

shape remains relatively consistent between injuries, forming the more linear 

distribution. Although it does suggest that based solely on measurements of trauma 

in a single example, it would be difficult to tell the two individual antler weapon-tools 

apart.  

What the chart does show is that based on the patterns of injury at least some 

delineation of weapon-tool can be garnered based on general length and width 

measurements of synbone or osteological trauma.  This is corroborated with the 

results of the T-tests carried out on the length and width measurements of synbone 

damage produced by the different weapon-tools (table 7.1 and 7.2). 

Table 7.1: P-value results of T-tests comparing the length of injuries produced by 
pairs of weapon-tools.  All results were statistically significant in their differences 
except for the comparison of the Antler Hammer and Antler Pick marked in yellow. 

 Weapon-Tools Stone 
Hammer 

Antler 
Hammer 

Antler Pick Ball-Headed 
Club 

Stone Hammer - 0.0050 0.0014 0.0022 

Antler Hammer 0.0050 - 0.5762 0.0003 

Antler Pick 0.0014 0.5762 - 0.0001 

Ball-Headed Club 0.0022 0.0003 0.0001 - 
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Table 7.2: P-value results of T-tests comparing the width of injuries produced by 
pairs of weapon-tools. All results were statistically significant in their differences.  

 Weapon-Tools Stone 
Hammer 

Antler 
Hammer 

Antler Pick Ball-Headed 
Club 

Stone Hammer - 0.0001 0.0001 0.0027 

Antler Hammer 0.0001 - 0.0094 0.0004 

Antler Pick 0.0001 0.0094 - 0.0001 

Ball-Headed Club 0.0027 0.0004 0.0001 - 

 

These show that when comparing the absolute length or width measurements of 

injuries produced by two separate weapon-tools, there is a statistical significance to 

the difference in those measurements between instruments. The only exception to 

this was in the length measurements of the Antler Hammer and Antler Pick, which 

are too close for clear delineation, a pattern that is also visible on the Figure 7.2 

graph above. While this means that the length measurements alone are not capable 

of differentiating between antler hammer and antler pick injuries, the width 

measurements do show a statistical significance in the patterns produced by the 

separate weapon-tools making the differentiation possible when considering both 

the length and width measurements together.  

These statistical tests are able to demonstrate that the absolute length and width 

measurements can be compared between weapon-tools and demonstrate 

differences in an overall pattern of the average measurements. The experiments in 

the current study, however, do show individual measurements that do have the 

same value between the raw measurements as seen in the data tables in Appendix 

6. It can be seen for example that 1.F and 4.A both had length measurements of 

36mm or in the case of width, both 2.F and 3.C have 9mm measurements. This is 

also visible in the close grouping of certain injuries in Figure 7.2 above.  

This therefore means that trends in the measurements are differentiable, but that a 

single measurement in isolation would not be an ideal method of determining the 

weapon-tool that caused the injury. Instead, the T-test trends and the graphed 

measurements can help aid in understanding the variation in size and dimensions of 

the injuries produced by different weapon-tools.  
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The chi-square test analysis of fracture features is consistent with the hypothesis 

that the different weapon-tools would produce different patterns of injury. All five 

weapon-tools showed patterns of fracture features that were statistically significant 

in either presence or absence, as discussed above, and differed between the 

various tested artefacts. Overlap in the occurrence of particular features, for 

example the presence of depressed synbone in statistically significant rates for the 

stone hammer, antler pick and ball-headed club, demonstrates that individual 

fracture features are not strong indicators for the differentiation of various weapon-

tools. The patterns of combinations of these features in either presence or absence 

could narrow down the potential weapon-tools that created the injury, however, 

small variations in individual experiments would suggest that this was not a highly 

accurate method and would need to be used in conjunction with morphological 

analysis of the fracture site to improve a visual assessment instead.  

Visual assessment of the archaeologically identifiable trauma shows clear 

differences in the patterning between weapon-tools, with the overall shape produced 

having no clear crossover between weapon-tool types (Figure 7.3). The close match 

between the shape of the weapon-tools and the fracture patterns they produce, 

allows for this distinctive patterning to be seen between the weapon-tools. It is a 

common principal in forensic studies that weapon shape influences fracture pattern 

and therefor this should not be a surprising trend in archaeological work as well 

(Buchaillet et al., 2016, Clark and Sperry, 1992, McGee, 1991, Walker, 1997). Even 

in the cases of the smaller fractures, there is clear deviation, for example the 

shallow depression formed in 3.H with the antler hammer has a flat base and 

irregular ovoid edges that do not match the much more concentrated, almost peck 

mark formed by the antler pick. 

The stone hammer seems to produce the most clearly comparable trauma between 

the facture and the weapon-tool, as the penetrating nature of the depression 

fractures allows the stone to be slotted directly into the injury site, much like the 

principle used for identifying stone axe and adze injuries from the same period 

(Tornberg and Jacobsson, 2018). The ball-headed club has curved fracture lines 

along the depressed area of injury that match the curve of the weapon-tool. These 

fractures are much more extensive and effect a larger area than any of the other 

weapon-tools. The antler pick and hammer have the most variation in the fracture 

patterns they form, especially when considering the survivable nature of these 
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injuries, as healed fractures would have some features obscured by the bone 

regrowth. The antler hammer produces smaller injuries than the stone hammer, with 

more ragged, irregular edges, while the antler pick produces the very small, almost 

pecked depressions.  

 

Figure 7.3: Comparison of typical shapes of archaeologically identifiable fractures 

formed by (top left to bottom right) the stone hammer, antler hammer, antler pick 

and ball-headed club (photographed by author). 

One of the notable tests carried out by the current study was to determine if 

weapon-tools made with similar materials would still produce varying fracture 

patterns, especially between a designed and manufactured tool and the raw material 

of a more opportunistic weapon-tool. The stone hammer was therefore compared 
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with a hand-held stone, a weapon that was deemed to be more opportunistic in 

nature, as it could be found in a scramble and be utilised quickly to defend or attack.  

It is very interesting to note that the stone hammer produced a very distinctive and 

clear fracture pattern that matched the shape of the weapon-tool closely, and 

caused mostly lethal level injuries, while the hand-held stone was not able to 

produce trauma in a single blow that would show lasting marks to the skull of the 

victim. This demonstrates that the similar material does not automatically result in 

the similar injury pattern and the crafting of the stone into a tool as a hammer 

changes the blow it can deliver and therefore the injury pattern as well. By mounting 

a stone onto a handle it creates a fulcrum that extends the reach of the weapon-tool, 

which increases the distance the stone end travels compared to a stone held in a 

hand. This therefor allows the stone hammer to swing with a higher velocity than a 

hand-held stone producing more momentum and kinetic energy allowing for greater 

force transference from the weapon-tool and resulting in a larger injury (Adamec et 

al., 2011). This does not rule out the use of hand-held stones as weapons, 

something that is known throughout history (Wedel and Galloway, 2014), but 

suggests that they would not produce the same trauma pattern as a mounted stone 

weapon-tool, and matches to the stone hammer could be considered as coming 

from a distinctive tool. 

Slight variation on a weapon-tool, for example the comparison of differently shaped 

pebble hammer heads, would need further investigation to demonstrate if variations 

can be seen by these more closely related weapon-tools. This research provides the 

basis to prove that this method and experimental technique can identify weapon-

tools and to demonstrate the further testing of more closely related weapon-tools is 

viable and could provide further evidence for the study of blunt force injury and 

interpersonal violence during the Neolithic. 

While the current study is one of the first that aims to identify multiple Neolithic blunt 

force weapon-tools through experimental techniques, the earlier pilot study carried 

out by Dyer and Fibiger (2017), provides similar evidence on a different wooden 

club, the Thames Beater, which can help demonstrate if more closely related 

weapon-tools can still produce differing fracture patterns. The Thames Beater is a 

large Early Neolithic alder club from Chelsea, with an overall shape that varies quite 

extensively from that of the ball-headed club (Figure 7.4), the striking end of which is 

much narrower and sharper than the rounded ball-head.  
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Figure 7.4: Top: Thames Beater from Chelsea, UK (photographed by author). 

Bottom: The Berumerfehn, ball-headed club from Germany (Berumerfehn, 2004). 

The Thames Beater was tested on similar synbone spheres and the results show 

interesting contrasts to the fractures produced by the ball-headed club tested in this 

paper. The Thames Beater also produced catastrophic, lethal injuries similar to the 

ball-headed club. The general shape of those injuries do seem to differ between the 

two clubs, with a much more rounded shape visible from the ball-headed club, while 

the Thames Beater produced a more elongated, and oval fracture (Figure 7.5). 

While this does not prove all individual clubs from the Neolithic would produce 

radically different fracture patterns, it does suggest that with experimental testing, 

some shapes of clubs can be told apart, although this will always be difficult with the 

much more extensive fractures that are produced by weapon-tools with larger size 

and striking face, which limits the differing reactions the skull can make as it 

fractures (Klepinger, 2006, Wedel and Galloway, 2014). 

When comparing the different fracture patterns of the various weapon-tools, it is clearly 

demonstrable that the injuries can be told apart based on their differing morphology. 

This means that it should be possible to match different fracture patterns in the 

archaeological record to various general classes of weapon-tools, a theory supported 

by forensic research and reinforced by certain prehistoric studies (Buchaillet et al., 

2016, Clark and Sperry, 1992, Dyer and Fibiger, 2017, McGee, 1991, Tornberg and 

Jacobsson, 2018, Walker, 1997). This also demonstrates that at least in some cases, 

similar tool material and shape does not result in the same fracture patterns, and 

certain differences between raw material and designed tools can be seen in the 

fracture patterns they produce (Wedel and Galloway, 2014). This can be extended to 

see that even variations in similar classes of tools, like different wooden clubs, can 
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produce distinctive fracture patterning that can be differentiated between separate 

weapon-tools.  

While further work will need to be carried out to look at more potential tools and smaller 

variations between different weapon-tools, it can be seen that when potential weapon-

tool classes are divided into broad categories, there are distinctly different 

morphological characteristics in the resulting fracture patters that would allow for the 

differentiation of potential trauma based on the weapon-tool the caused it.  

 

Figure 7.5: Left: Example fracture inflicted by Thames Beater. Right: Example 

fracture inflicted by ball-headed club (photographed by author). 

7.4 Comparison of Experimental Trauma to the Osteological Record 

Comparison of the experimental injuries to the archaeological record provides the 

best proof that these tools may have uses as weaponry during the period in 

question. Due to the ambiguous nature of weapons during the Neolithic (discussed 

in Chapter 3), the term weapon-tool will be used to indicate that these artefacts 

could have common non-violent use as daily tools, but may also be designed or 

used for interpersonal conflict (Dyer, 2013, Dyer and Fibiger, 2017, Knüsel and 

Smith, 2014, Schulting and Fibiger, 2012a, Schulting, 2012). A focus on visible 
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morphological matches between the archaeological material and the experimental 

evidence has proven successful in previous research (Dyer and Fibiger, 2017). 

Matching experimental evidence to the osteological record can be difficult due 

limited number of images of trauma in publication material that exists on 

interpersonal violence population studies, as many publications do not include 

images of all trauma discussed (Ahlström and Molnar, 2012, Fibiger et al., 2013, 

Schulting and Fibiger, 2012a, Schulting, 2012). In future, the use of more images in 

population studies could aid with better matching of blunt force trauma.  

For the most effective matches of osteological trauma and experimental evidence, 

morphological characteristics need to be viewed as a whole to look for the closest 

matches based on the overall pattern. The experimental trauma has shown how 

trends in patterns tend to continue to exist, even when variations in size of the 

trauma has changed due to variations of angle or force during a strike. Size of 

traumatic lesions should be considered when matching injuries from the osteological 

record to weapon-tools, but over-reliance on exact dimensions, or individual 

elements of fractures could obscure and prevent likely matches from being found. 

Synbone is only effective on a macroscopic morphological level of replicating 

fractures (Dyer, 2013, Dyer and Fibiger, 2017, Smith et al., 2015), which also 

suggests that utilising exact measurement, as opposed to general size, of trauma 

would cause many missed matches. Given the sample size of experiments and the 

lower control for experimental variables that comes with primary experimental 

archaeological methods, statistical analysis of the different experimental results and 

their comparisons to the archaeological record would not yield the important 

information that morphological comparisons of patterns do (Dyer and Fibiger, 2017). 

All four categories of designed tools were able to produce archaeologically 

identifiable trauma that was differentiable from each other as discussed above, 

allowing all classes of tool to be compared to the osteological record. Only the 

opportunistic hand-held stone did not and was therefore not compared. This 

research does not seek to match every known blunt force cranial fracture in the 

osteological record with one of the tested weapon-tools. As has been discussed, this 

work tested only a small selection of potential weapon-tools, with many other 

shapes and types of tools likely to have been utilised as weapon-tools in this period 

including stone projectiles, varying shapes of clubs, hammers, wooden, stone and 

antler tools also likely in use (Apostolou, 2017, Dyer and Fibiger, 2017, Fibiger, 
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2014, Fibiger et al., 2013, Fibiger et al., in prep., Schulting, 2012, Schulting and 

Fibiger, 2012a, Schulting and Wysocki, 2005). Considering this, very clear matches 

have been identified for the stone hammer, antler hammer and antler pick along with 

promising matches to the ball-headed club. The matches to the osteological record 

are easiest to see in perimortem trauma, as the exact morphology is more in line 

with the damage produced on the synbone, which cannot replicate the healing 

process, however, healed trauma can be compared as well based on general shape 

and size, area affected and similar morphological characteristics considering the 

bone healing process (Wedel and Galloway, 2014, Tornberg and Jacobsson, 2018). 

The matches listed below are divided by weapon-tool type. They do not represent all 

matches found with the archaeological record, but represent examples of some of 

the best comparisons. Further examples of trauma from the Neolithic can be found 

in Appendix 1. 

7.4.1 Stone Hammer 

The distinctive shape of the stone hammer-inflicted injuries has clear matches to the 

archaeological record. While the majority of these matches were to perimortem 

trauma (Schulting, 2012, Schulting and Wysocki, 2005), at least one example shows 

similar fracture parameters to a skull with healed injuries (Fibiger, 2009). While this 

does not guarantee it was inflicted by this kind of weapon-tool, it suggests the 

potential for surviving similar types of injuries. Very similar matches can be seen 

with the following fractures, which show a distinctive penetrating fracture with clear 

edges, some minor radiating fracture lines, the presence of hinge fragments along 

the borders and bevelled fracture edges, all features also present in the 

experimental examples. 

Experiment 1.D matches very closely with an adult male skull from Dorsetshire Long 

Barrow, UK with perimortem trauma, as seen in Figure 7.6 (Schulting and Wysocki, 

2005). Both injuries form a key-hole shape along the borders caused by the 

displacement of bone fragments and are of similar size, showing a strong similarity 

between the injuries.  While slightly difficult to see in the image of the experimental 

injury, both lesions also have radiating fracture lines extending from either end of the 

fracture, with the one at the wider end carrying off in an angle.  
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Figure 7.6: Left: Experiment 1.D (photographed by author). Right: Adult male skull 

from Dorsetshire Long Barrow (Schulting and Wysocki, 2005). 

An adult from Unstan, UK (Schulting, 2012) with perimortem trauma, also shows 

similarities to the fractures produced in experiment 1.F (Figure 7.7). Both have clear 

rounded sharp curves to the fracture with the presence of small, hinged fragments 

along the border.   

 

Figure 7.7: Left: Fracture from experiment 1.F (photographed by author). Right: 

Adult skull from Unstan, UK (Schulting, 2012). 
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A skull from Otzing, Germany (Fibiger, 2009) with perimortem trauma shows very 

strong similarity to experiment 1.E (Figure 7.8). The presence of an internal view of 

the injury also demonstrates the similarity in effects to the inner table and the 

bevelling present in both injuries. The external shape of the experimental and 

archaeological material is ovoid, but with a slightly undulating, irregular border. 

Experiment 1.C has a very similar match to a skull fragment from Zauschquitz, 

Germany that exhibits an ovoid perimortem depression fracture, as seen in Figure 

7.9 (Fibiger, 2009). While the experimental skull has more adhering hinged 

fragments along fracture margins, many of these were very fragile and would be 

likely to detach during taphonomic processes, leaving only the fragments adhered to 

the bottom, creating very similar features and shape to the archaeological example.  

 

Figure 7:8: Top: External and internal view of trauma to 1.E (photographed by 

author). Bottom: External and internal view of trauma to a skull from Otzing, 

Germany (Fibiger, 2009). 
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Figure 7:9: Left: Fracture formed in 1.C (photographed by author). Right: Fracture 

present in skull fragment from Zauschwitz, Germany (Fibiger, 2009). 

Finally, the stone hammer produced some trauma that could possibly be matched to 

examples of antemortem trauma in the archaeological record, as seen in Figure 

7.10. Experiments including 1.H and 1.C, both had hinged fragments of bone that 

covered most of the fracture opening and potentially, under the right circumstances 

would be able to heal together if soft tissue damage didn’t kill the victim. In this case, 

trauma like that of a skull from Sønderup I, Denmark (Fibiger, 2009) would likely 

match well with healed versions of the experimental trauma. Both injuries have a 

large ring fracture visible with a deeper, slightly rounded impression towards the 

centre of the fracture. 

Unlike the other three tested weapon-tools, the stone hammer notably produced 

some fractures that had strong similarities to trauma that has already been attributed 

to other types of weapon-tools, notably stone axes, which can leave similar 

depression shapes (Tornberg and Jacobsson, 2018, Wahl and Trautmann, 2012, 

Fibiger, 2009). Stone axes or adzes can create penetrating fractures that have 

traditionally been quickly diagnosed as the weapon-tool matches very closely with 

the injury site (Fibiger et al., 2013, Teschler-Nicola, 2012, Wahl and Trautmann, 

2012), however the size and shape of some of these injuries also has similarities 

with the lesions produced by the stone hammer.  
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Figure 7.10: Left: Experiment 1.H (photographed by author). Right: Antemortem 

trauma in a skull from Sønderup I, Denmark (Fibiger, 2009). 

 

Figure 7.11: Left: Injury from the blunt end of a Neolithic Malmer’s Type D axe 

showing a very neat circular depression (Tornberg and Jacobsson, 2018). Right: 

Perimortem injury to right parietal of a skull from Luttra, Sweden believed to be 

formed from an axe blow (Fibiger, 2009).  
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This trauma can form oval or round lesions depending on the shape of axe and the 

use of the sharp or blunt end, as seen in Figure 7.11 (Tornberg and Jacobsson, 

2018). The injuries should still be comparable and potentially differentiable to those 

of stone hammers, as the fracture pattern very closely replicates the shape of the 

weapon-tool, and in the case of blade strikes, should exhibit some signs of sharp 

force trauma along with the blunt force injury (Fibiger et al., 2013, Teschler-Nicola, 

2012, Wahl and Trautmann, 2012). Future studies should consider the similarities in 

basic shape of stone hammer and axe injuries though and contemplate both 

mechanisms of injury during diagnosis. 

7.4.2 Antler Hammer 

Several examples of injuries were found in the archaeological record that coincides 

with the fracture produced by the antler hammer during experiments, particularly the 

results of 2.B, 2.C and 2.H. It is interesting to note that both perimortem and 

antemortem fractures showed similarities to the experiments. Ragged fracture 

edges of similar size, with the occasional presence of hinged fragments along the 

borders and bevelling on the margins of the fractures presented in both the 

archaeological and experimental examples.  

Experiment 2.B has a strong match with perimortem trauma to an adult female skull 

from Early Neolithic Dinnington, UK, as seen in Figure 7.12 (Schulting and Wysocki, 

2005).  Both injuries are small and relatively oval, with irregular, almost ragged, 

borders. A hinged, but depressed bone fragment in the experimental injury would 

likely fall free during taphonomic processes undergone by archaeological 

specimens, leaving a very similarly shaped fracture with some hinged fragments still 

present along the border.  
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Figure 7.12: Left: Injury formed in experiment 2.B (photographed by author). Right: 

Skull fracture to an adult female from Dinnington, UK (Schulting and Wysocki, 

2005). 

An adult skull of a male with perimortem trauma, also from Early Neolithic 

Dinnington, UK, (Schulting and Wysocki, 2005) has a close match with the antler 

hammer trauma present on 2.C (Figure 7.13). Views of both the exterior and interior 

of the archaeological material are present, which shows very similar matches from 

both angles. The exterior is a rough and ragged ovoid shape, with hinged fragments 

present along the top border, while the interior shows a rough border created by the 

bevelling of the fracture margins.  
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Figure 7.13: Top: External and internal view of injury form experiment 2.C 

(photographed by author). Perimortem trauma to an adult male skull from 

Dinnington, UK (Schulting and Wysocki, 2005). 

The skull of a juvenile from Altendorf, Central Germany from the later Neolithic also 

has incredibly similar perimortem injuries to that of experiment 2.C, as seen in 

Figure 7.14 (Fibiger, 2009). Both fractures exhibit all the features described above in 

the Dinnington adult male, although missing any hinged fragments along the 

borders, which may have been lost as a result of decomposition or taphonomy.  
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Figure 7.14: Top: External and internal injury to experiment 2.C (photographed by 

author). Bottom: External and internal view of injury to the right parietal of a juvenile 

from Altendorf, Germany (Fibiger, 2009). 

There were also several notable examples of antemortem trauma in the 

archaeological record that could be examples of healed trauma inflicted by an antler 

hammer. This is slightly harder to definitively compare, as bone remodelling from 

healing has removed the distinctive edges of the initial injury.  

A skull from Herxheim, Germany from an Early Neolithic adult shows healed trauma 

that would match closely with a healed version of experiment 2.H, as seen in Figure 

7.15 (Orschiedt and Haidle, 2012). While the archaeological trauma is slightly more 

obscure, it still holds a similar size and irregular shape seen in the hammer injury, 

though there are no signs of radiating fracture lines. 
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Figure 7.15: Left: Trauma from experiment 2.H (photographed by author). Right: 

Healed trauma from an Early Neolithic adult skull from Herxheim, Germany 

(Orschiedt and Haidle, 2012).  

 

There is a similar example of antemortem trauma in a late Neolithic mid-adult female 

from Altendorf, Germany (Fibiger, 2012) that may also represent a healed antler 

hammer injury. This is similar in shape and size to 2.B or 2.H, with a notable 

depression to the skull table and ragged edges still visible (Figure 7.16).  

 

Figure 7.16: Left: Trauma from experiment 2.B (photographed by author). Right: 

Healed trauma to a Neolithic mid-adult female from Altendorf, Germany  

(Fibiger, 2012). 
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These matches would suggest that the antler hammer might be capable of 

producing both perimortem and antemortem trauma depending on the strike, the 

circumstances of injury and potentially any aftercare given.  

7.4.3 Antler Pick 

Many of the small, healed depression fractures found in the archaeological record 

match the dimensions of the antler pick injuries produced during these experiments. 

While this does not mean that they are all necessarily caused by this kind of 

weaponry, given the basic shape of the injury, it does mean that there is a potential 

for this weapon-tool to be linked with at least some of this trauma. The shapes are 

very similar with small depressed, pitted injuries, only involving the outer table and 

possibly the diploe, with no penetration to the inner table and no displaced cranial 

fragments. The archaeologically identifiable trauma from the antler pick is all very 

similar in shape and size, meaning most of the following archaeological matches 

would match with all examples of the pitted trauma created in the experiments, and 

just the best example has been shown.  

An early Neolithic adult female skull form Dinnington, UK with antemortem trauma 

matches well with experiment 3.C, as seen in Figure 7.17 (Schulting, 2012).  Both 

injuries form small, relatively rounded pits, affecting only the outer table of the skull. 

 

Figure 7.17: Left: Trauma produced in experiment 3.C (photographed by author). 

Right: Healed depression fracture in an adult female from Dinnington, UK (Schulting, 

2012:229) 
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Figure 7.18: Left: Trauma produced in experiment 3.B. Right: Healed depression 

fracture in an adult skull from Zauschwitz II, Germany (Fibiger, 2009). 

 

 

Figure 7.19: Left: Trauma from experiment 3.A. Right: Small depression fracture in 

an adult skull from Borreby II, Denmark with signs of bony reaction due to infection 

(Fibiger, 2009). 
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The site of Zauschquitz II, Germany (Fibiger, 2009) has an adult skull with a very 

similar injury to that of experiment 3.B (Figure 7.18). Both have a small, rounded 

traumatic lesions affecting the outer table of the skull. 

Experiment 3.A matches well with an adult skull from Borreby II, Denmark (Fibiger, 

2009), which has a small pitted traumatic lesion, surrounded by a bony reaction 

likely caused by infection (Figure 7.19). Experiment 3.A caused a small chip of 

antler to become embedded in the scalp. A foreign body reaction or infection from 

something like this may be related to the bony reaction seen during the healing 

process in this skull.  

There is also a strong match between experiment 1.D, which created a slightly 

triangular shaped pit and an antemortem lesion found on a skull from Sønderup III, 

Denmark, as seen in Figure 7.20 (Fibiger, 2009). The distinctive triangular shape of 

the pit may relate to the cross section of the antler tip.  

 

Figure 7.20: Left: Trauma to experiment 1.D (photographed by author). Right: 

Healed triangular depression fracture to a skull from Sønderup III, Denmark (Fibiger, 

2009). 

All matches found with the antler pick were to antemortem trauma. This is in line 

with the assignment of the experimental injuries as all being classed as survivable. 
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7.4.4 Ball-Headed Club 

Matching experimental fracture patterns to the osteological record of the ball-headed 

club is slightly more complicated due to the nature of the catastrophic blunt force 

injuries. Due to the level of fragmentation created by the club there are large areas 

of displaced skull fragments, meaning more general shapes need to be matched. 

The experimental material and the corresponding archaeological matches all show 

clear rounded shapes present with extensive loss of skull fragments due to 

fragmentation at the site of impact, along with the presence of secondary and 

tertiary fracture lines and bevelling along the fracture margins. Due to the extensive 

fracturing caused by linear fractures traveling too far in the synbone, the synbone 

had to be pictured with the gelatine still present for support, all central fragments of 

bone would have fallen away in archaeological specimens during decomposition.  

An adolescent skull from the site of Belas Knap, UK (Schulting, 2012) shows very 

similar patterning to experiment 4.A (Figure 7.21). Both feature a very rounded 

shape with secondary and tertiary fracture lines visible. All central fragments of the 

experimental skull fell away after removal of the gelatine, making an even closer 

match to these shapes. If the angle of the strike were slightly altered, so the 

experimental strike was rotated about 90 degrees, the two injuries would be an 

incredibly close match. The patterning of fatal trauma often suggests attacks from 

behind or while the victim was on the ground, which would allow for this change in 

angle to match well (Fibiger et al., 2013, Schulting and Wysocki, 2005, Schulting, 

2012, Teschler-Nicola, 2012). 

A similar traumatic injury comes from an adult skull from the site of Luttra, Sweden 

(Fibiger et al., 2013), which closely matches the trauma seen in experiment 4.I 

(Figure 7.22). These injuries have many similarities to the previous example. Both 

show a rounded, oval shaped fracture with radiating fracture lines spreading out. 

Once again, the change of angle of attack could account for the orientation of the 

fracture differing between the archaeological and experimental examples.   
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Figure 7.21: Left: Traumatic fracture producing in experiment 4.A (photographed by 

author). Right: Trauma to an adolescent skull from Belas Knap, UK (Schulting, 2012). 

 

Figure 7.22: Left: Trauma produced in experiment 4.I (photographed by author). 

Trauma in an adult skull from Luttra, Sweden (Fibiger et al., 2013). 
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A skull from the site of Goldberg, Germany (SK 12), with extensive perimortem 

trauma, greatly resembled the fracture pattern seen on experiment 4.F, as seen in 

Figure 7.23 (Fibiger, 2009). The angle of the club during the experimental strike 

caused the circular pattern to appear on only one side, creating a distinctive curved 

fracture with ragged edges along the inside of the depression, and straighter linear 

fractures connected by a smooth curved tertiary fracture around the outside edge, 

this very similar patterning can be seen in the archaeological example. 

 

Figure 7.23: Left: Fracture produced in experiment 4.F (photographed by author). 

Right: Perimortem fracture pattern in a skull from Goldberg, Germany (Fibiger, 

2009). 

Experiment 4.H has very similar characteristics to a perimortem fracture in a skull 

from Tiefbrunn, Germany, as seen in Figure 7.24 (Fibiger, 2009). Both fractures 

have a clear circular shape, more noticeable on one side, with ragged edges in the 

centre, secondary and tertiary fractures have formed and made the area of 

displaced bone larger.  
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Figure 7.24: Left: Fracture in experiment 4.H (photographed by author). Right: Adult 

skull from Tiefbrunn, Germany with perimortem fracture (Fibiger, 2009). 

All matches to the archaeological record were with perimortem trauma. This was 

expected given the extensive nature of the fractures that formed as a result of this 

kind of weapon-tool. This does not mean all catastrophic blunt force fractures were a 

result of ball-headed club, but in the case of ones exhibiting similar rounded 

margins, it seems to be a good match of weapon-tool compared to other shapes of 

wooden tools. 

7.5 The Validity of the Experimental Tools as Weapons 

Based on the matches between the four manufactured tools and the osteological 

record, all of these items seem to have a likely use as weapon-tools in this time 

period. All four showed clear matches between the trauma they were able to 

produce and fractures found in the osteological record from across the time and 

geographical range of the current study. 

The antler pick produced potentially survivable trauma, the antler hammer matched 

with survivable and lethal trauma, while the stone hammer was predominantly lethal 

and the ball-headed club seemed to only produce lethal level trauma. In the case of 

the antler hammer and some of the stone hammer trauma, survivability may have 

been directly linked to individual circumstances of the scenario of violence, soft 

tissue damage, and any medical care or intervention. There are limitations in these 
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matches, as only a single example of each tool was tested and differences in 

shapes and sizes of the various weapon-tools were not explored at this stage of 

experimentation and could influence individual shapes of injury (Clark and Sperry, 

1992, Wedel and Galloway, 2014). 

The morphological matches demonstrated above, showed the highest likelihood of 

matching with the experimental results considering the exact replicas made would 

not be the only version of very similar types of weapon-tools. These matches do not 

rule out the use of other weapon-tools and fracture patterns in the osteological 

record exist that do not match any of those made by the experiments in the current 

study. The current study could only focus on a limited range of weapon-tools, but 

further studies have also suggested other types of weapon-tools including differing 

wooden clubs, stone axes, and projectile stone weapon-tools may also have been 

used for violence in the Neolithic (Ahlström and Molnar, 2012, Dyer and Fibiger, 

2017, Fibiger, 2014, Fibiger et al., in prep., Orschiedt and Haidle, 2012, Schulting 

and Wysocki, 2005, Teschler-Nicola et al., 1996, Tornberg and Jacobsson, 2018, 

Wahl and Trautmann, 2012).  

The archaeological matches that were found for these weapon-tools do have clear 

and strong similarities with the experimental results. Based on these matches, 

inferences can be made about the potential of these tools to be used as weapon-

tools.  

7.5.1 Antler Pick 

The antler pick has long been speculated as a potential weapon-tool from the 

Neolithic period (Ahlström and Molnar, 2012, Fibiger, 2012, Schulting and Wysocki, 

2005). This paper was inspired to test these weapon-tools largely due to 

suppositions made in Ahlström and Molnar’s (2012) study in which a skull from 

Tygelsjö, south of Malmö, in Sweden was reportedly found with an embedded antler 

tine still present in the skull (Figure 7.25). It was hypothesised based on this skull 

that is would be possible to fully penetrate the experimental head and embed an 

antler tine within it. 
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Figure 7.25: Penetrating fracture and antler tine found in Tygelsjö, Sweden 

(Ahlström and Molnar, 2012) 

During the first antler tine strike, carried out on skull 3.A, a small splinter of antler did 

break free and become embedded in the skin-skull-brain model, as seen in Figure 

7.26. This fragment only damaged the external table of the skull, however, and no 

experiment was able to perforate through to the internal layers of the skull or leave 

an embedded tine. There are several potential explanations for this. Mostly likely 

this is due to the shape of the individual antlers tested in the experiments.  
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Figure 7.26: Injury producing in experiment 3.A, showing a small fragment of antler 

embedded into the injury site (photographed by author). 

The experiments utilised two antlers, the first was shorter and straighter and was 

able to embed a small fragment of antler during experiment 3.A, however, the 

second antler, while slightly sharper at the tip, had a small curve to the tine that 

caused the antler to scrape across the surface of the synthetic head, instead of 

embedding into it. There is the potential that with antlers selected for having 

straighter and shorter tines, it would be possible to break through the skull.  

It may also be that the standing victim created the wrong angle for the blow to be 

delivered with the force that would allow perforation, as the angle of attack can 

change the resulting fracture (Wedel and Galloway, 2014). Further experiments on 

victims of different statures and positions may demonstrate differing results, with a 

kneeling or prone victim potentially more vulnerable.  

There is also the potential that the skull discussed originally by Sven Nilsson, had a 

postmortem injury as opposed to a perimortem one. If the injury was inflicted after 

death, the skull may have already been slightly more brittle, allowing for the antler to 

penetrate deeper than it otherwise would (Klepinger, 2006, Wedel and Galloway, 

2014). 
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Though the original hypothesis was not obtained, the archaeological comparisons 

instead showed a pattern of matches to small antemortem depression fractures 

found in many different osteological assemblages. As discussed in Chapter 3, antler 

picks have been posited to be potential weapons by several authors (Ahlström and 

Molnar, 2012, Riedel et al., 2004, Schulting and Wysocki, 2005). The prevalence of 

injuries that match the experimental examples would help to reinforce this 

hypothesis, as clearly this weapon-tool can produce trauma seen in the 

archaeological record.  

Antler picks have a high prevalence in the archaeological record and can be found 

in museum collection around Europe, including the examples shown in Appendix 2. 

It seems likely that these tools were more than just digging tools and were likely 

linked with use as a weapon-tool in certain circumstances.  

It should still be noted that the trauma that survives the archaeological record 

appears in less than half the experimental strikes. In the case of the other types of 

trauma, the resulting soft tissue damage usually presented as large lacerations to 

the external soft tissue (Figure 7.27). These kinds of lacerations would cause a large 

amount of bleeding and while not creating lethal fractures, may have formed a good 

tool for stunning or incapacitating (Wedel and Galloway, 2014). The current study 

also focuses only on cranial trauma where the strong barrier of the skull protects the 

brain from the pointed antler tine. It is possible that this weapon-tool would prove 

much more lethal when swung at areas of soft tissue on the body, like the abdomen, 

though this would be less likely to leave osteological evidence and further research 

would be needed to examine this potential.  
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Figure 7.27: An example, experiment 3.F, of the lacerations formed in the silicone 

skin during antler pick strikes (photographed by author). 

During this examination of cranial trauma, it is notable that even using full force 

swings; the striker produced only small potentially survivable trauma, and no 

damage that was definitively lethal, although this does not rule out the possibility of 

death from small sized injuries. While the injuries are small in size, they could still 

have long-term implications for cognitive function, and indirect soft tissue damage to 

the brain could be lethal without a major fracture formation (Chattopadhyay and 

Tripathi, 2010, Meyer et al., 2009, Tornberg and Jacobsson, 2018, Wedel and 

Galloway, 2014). This creates an interesting balance where these injuries should not 

be considered ‘minor’ due only to their size, but that the antler pick would not be an 

ideal weapon-tool for a lethal attack. The continued presence of the trauma that 

matches this weapon-tool in the archaeological record therefore may suggest the 

use of this weapon-tool was still important in non-lethal scenarios.  

7.5.2 Stone and Antler Hammers 

Hammers have been adapted throughout time for use as weaponry (Adamec et al., 

2011, Bradley, 1990, Buchaillet et al., 2016, Fenwick, 1995, Kanz and 

Grossschmidt, 2006, Knüsel and Smith, 2014, Lee et al., 2003, Steinzeit & Co., 
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2015, Tung, 2014) and given the similarities between the antler and stone hammer 

in shape and construction, both may have been chosen as weapon-tools for similar 

reasons. Both hammers tested in this paper allow for easy manoeuvrability and 

deliver a strong blow with little reverberation experienced by the striker, a design 

feature important in a pounding tool, but also making them a strong shape of 

weapon-tool (Bradley, 1990, Fenwick, 1995, Riedel et al., 2004).  

Both antler and stone hammerheads are common finds in the archaeological record 

from the Neolithic with many examples existing in collections around Europe (see 

Appendix 2). With the shape of the heads clearly showing that they were hafted, 

even where the wood does not survive (Bocquet and Noël, 1985, Noël, 1988, Riedel 

et al., 2004). Pierced stone tools are often associated with military and violent use 

throughout history (Steinzeit & Co., 2015) and the similarities in style and shape of 

the antler hammers make them logical comparisons to their stone counterparts, as 

seen in Figure 7.28. 

Figure 7.28: Neolithic antler hammerhead and stone hammerhead, both housed in 

the Museum of London (Museum of London, 2013b, Museum of London, 2015a). 

In the case of stone hammers, there is a large array of different shapes of 

hammerheads, from the elaborately decorated mace heads, to the simple naturally 
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shaped river pebble hammer, as seen in Figure 7.29 (Steinzeit & Co., 2015). As 

river pebble hammers require less effort to construct, as the basic shape of the 

hammer head is selected in the choice of stones (Fenwick, 1995, Bradley, 1990, 

Keeley, 1997, Steinzeit & Co., 2015), this form of tool is relatively easy to produce 

and has strong suggestions of being linked to interpersonal violence, as discussed 

in Chapter 3. This does not preclude the more elaborate maceheads from being 

weapon-tools, although the more extravagant decoration and carvings has often 

seen them as interpreted as ceremonial in nature (Fenwick, 1995) .  

Figure 7.29: Examples of different shapes of stone hammers and mace heads from 

the Neolithic. Left to right: Stone mace head/hammerhead Museum of London, 

Stone club head/hammerhead State Museum of Prehistory Halle, Stoneage & Co., 

Stone club head/mace head State Museum of Prehistory Halle, Stoneage & Co 

(Museum of London, 2017b, Steinzeit & Co., 2015). 

Tornberg and Jacobsson (2018) showed how the blunt end of a stone axe from 

Norway was likely to caused rounded traumatic lesions found on a skull of an adult 

male. This form of axe is highly decorated and also typically considered to be a 

symbolic item, not used for practical purposes, although this match between 

weapon-tool and injury clearly shows that elaborate decoration did not prevent a tool 

from practical use, as seen in Figure 7.30 (2018). This suggests the more 
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elaborately decorated mace heads may also have been actively used in fighting. 

Further experimental investigation into these varying types of maceheads would 

help to prove this theory.  

Figure 7.30: Malmer’s Type D axe being matched to antemortem trauma in an adult 

male skull (Tornberg and Jacobsson, 2018). 

Figure 7.31: Left: Trauma produced by stone hammer in experiment 7.41 

(photographed by author). Right: Trauma matched to the blunt end of a Malmer’s 

Type D axe (2018). 
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The Tornberg (Tornberg and Jacobsson, 2018) study also showed that the blunt end 

of axes have been demonstrated to be good candidates for causing injuries during 

the Neolithic. The shape of injury discussed in this study has some similarities to the 

injuries produced by the stone hammer (Figure 7.31). Both injuries have the clear 

rounded edges and a penetrating style depression fracture forming at the impact site 

due to the concentrated high force that can be delivered by a mounted stone 

weapon-tool.  

The stone axe, however, produces a much more perfectly circular injury than that of 

the stone hammer. This does not prevent some shapes of hammerhead potentially 

producing a more closely matched injury to blunt axe injuries, as various weapon-

tool shapes would deviate from these two examples, but shows, in at least some 

cases, it would be possible to differentiate between these types of weapon-tools. 

Both Tornberg (Tornberg and Jacobsson, 2018) and this paper demonstrate that by 

having comparison injuries with known causes it would be possible to tell these two 

types of fractures and the weapons that inflicted them apart based on their 

morphological shape. This is especially true in the case of stone weaponry, which 

has such a clearly high correlation between fracture shape and weapon shape. This 

highlights the importance of experimental studies, which provide a catalogue of 

fracture patterns produced by various weapons to allow for comparison of the 

archaeological record.  

Antler weapon-tools, including hammers, have often been under considered as 

weapon-tools based on the belief that the material is too soft to cause skull fractures 

in humans, despite antler having strong and flexible properties (Tornberg and 

Jacobsson, 2018). Antler hammers were originally designed as pounding tools, and 

as such would need to be made of an incredibly strong material to survive the 

cumulative strain of use (Riedel et al., 2004). As the research in this paper 

demonstrates, antler is strong enough to fracture human skulls, though it does 

cause less lethal injuries than stone weapon-tools. The striker in the experiments 

was delivering the heaviest blows possible and it was only when full contact and 

force was used that this weapon-tool produced more clearly lethal trauma, 

suggesting it easily could be adjusted to produce lighter blows and injuries. This 

implies it may not be a weapon-tool that was chosen with intent to kill, as motivation 

for violence in the Neolithic may not have always concentrated on a lethal outcome 

(Riedel et al., 2004).  
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The experiments covered in this paper demonstrated that both types of hammers 

are capable of producing skull trauma, with the slightly lighter antler material forming 

less extensive fractures, but with both likely capable of producing survivable and 

lethal types of trauma. In the case of the stone hammer, the hardness of the 

material created a very strong correlation between the fracture shape and the exact 

shape of the cross section of the hammer face, allowing for clear matches to the 

archaeological record that strongly support the use of this tool as a weapon during 

the period. The antler hammer formed a more irregular, ragged shape of fracture 

that does not create as clear an imprint of the weapon-tool in the skull, however, 

strong matches to the osteological record makes this also seem to have likely uses 

as a weapon-tool.  

The ability of both types of hammers to potentially kill or not kill the victim they struck 

is an interesting note, as it complicated the predicted outcome when the weapon-

tool was used.  The stone hammer would in the majority of cases be lethal, although 

there may be a chance that under the right circumstances a victim may survive the 

blow, with forensic studies demonstrating that not all depressed fractures produced 

by hammers require medical intervention to be survived (Lee et al., 2003). The 

antler hammer seems to be harder to have a guaranteed kill with, though it is lethal 

enough that it clearly could kill some victims, suggesting individual circumstance and 

aftercare may have had a large roll in the outcome of the injury. In both cases, the 

hammers seem to be strong weapons that fall in line with historical use of similar 

types of tools in interpersonal conflict (Adamec et al., 2011, Buchaillet et al., 2016, 

Fibiger et al., 2013, Kanz and Grossschmidt, 2006, Lee et al., 2003). 

7.5.3 Ball-Headed Club 

The use of wooden clubs as weapons is well demonstrated throughout human 

history (Fenwick, 1995, Smith, 2014). The previous study by Dyer and Fibiger (Dyer, 

2013, Dyer and Fibiger, 2017, Klepinger, 2006, Schulting, 2012, Wedel and 

Galloway, 2014) clearly demonstrated that other forms of wooden clubs were being 

utilised as weapon-tools during the Neolithic. Ball-headed clubs are a common form 

of wooden club utilised throughout history and around the world, with common links 

to use as skull crushing weapons (American School, The AMICA Library, 1800, 

Faugno, 1997, Parsons, 1961, Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology, 

2018).  
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From the experiments in this paper, it is clear that this is a lethal weapon-tool. The 

shape and weight of the club makes it ideal for delivering very high strength blows 

and the catastrophic skull injuries clearly show that is would not be an ideal weapon 

choice to only stun or disarm a victim, but provides a fast and effective killing blow. 

The shape of the experimental injuries also match many catastrophic injuries from 

the osteological record, some of which were already considered as potentially 

delivered by wooden clubs (Dyer and Fibiger, 2017, Smith, 2014). It is interesting to 

note that the locations and shapes of the fractures in the archaeological record that 

match this kind of weapon-tool, suggest that in many cases, this weapon-tool may 

have been used on victims who were fleeing, kneeling or on the ground, potentially 

suggesting its use as an execution type of weapon (Meyer et al., 2018a).  

The rounded shape of the fractures the weapon-tool produced also vary from a 

more elongated, oval or ‘D’ shape injury produced in experiments with the Thames 

Beater (Schulting, 2012, Teschler-Nicola, 2012), suggesting that, at least in the 

cases of very differently shaped wooden clubs, there is a potential to differentiate 

between them based on the fracture patterning (Figure 7.32). The extensive nature 

of the fractures does make this the hardest weapon-tool to see completely exact 

matches with the archaeological record; however, the features seen in the curving 

nature of archaeological fractures still creates firm comparisons that strongly 

suggest the ball-headed club was actively used as a weapon during the Neolithic.  
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Figure 7.32: Left: Trauma created by the Thames Beater (Dyer and Fibiger, 2017). 

Fracture formed by the ball-headed club in experiment 4.H (photographed by 

author). 

7.6 Contexts of Neolithic Violence Suggested by the Weapon-tools 

The distinctly different injury patterns that appear between the four manufactured 

tools demonstrates that different archaeological fracture patterns are likely due to 

different mechanisms of injury, which may in turn suggest different contexts of 

violence (Dyer and Fibiger, 2017). While the experiments covered in this paper do 

not preclude all other outcomes and does not mean that other weapon-tools were 

not in use, the work does suggest that the four designed tools were likely being 

utilised as weapon-tools during this period.  

The varying fracture patterns and outcomes of the experiments also suggest that 

different outcomes could be predicted based on the weapon-tool used for violence 

(Clark and Sperry, 1992, Wedel and Galloway, 2014). The antler pick and antler 

hammer were more likely to produce potentially survivable trauma, while the stone 

hammer and wooden club were more lethal in nature. The use of these different 
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weapon-tools could suggest that the wielder had a different motivation or desired 

outcome during the attack (Clark and Sperry, 1992, Wedel and Galloway, 2014). 

This research helps to better understand the differing scenarios of violence and how 

the osteological record can inform studies of blunt force trauma in the period. 

7.6.1 Survivable Weapon-Tools 

The antler pick and antler hammer produced the highest amount of survived trauma 

between the four designed tools. The level of healed trauma in the Neolithic 

osteological record suggests that lethal attacks may not have been the purpose of a 

large amount of the conflict in the period, instead there may have been a purpose to 

stun, distract, disable or physically overwhelm in many cases (Clark and Sperry, 

1992, Smith, 2014, Fibiger et al., 2013, Wedel and Galloway, 2014). While by no 

mean suggesting that antler picks or hammers would be the only choice of less 

lethal weapon-tools, their likely use based on archaeological matches suggests that 

in some scenarios Neolithic people may have been choosing weapon-tools that had 

less likelihood of killing the person who was struck. The widely accepted basis of 

Neolithic societies built on interlinked tribal communities would match well with this 

pattern of weapon-tool choice (Fibiger et al., 2013, Schulting, 2012, Schulting and 

Wysocki, 2005). This type of society would balance material gain, trading and raid, 

and fighting and feuding to preserve tribes and villages as well as intergroup 

relationships that would be needed to maintain them, thus likely trying to preserve 

life during conflict (Fibiger, 2012, King, 2003, Schulting, 2012, Smith, 2014, Thorpe, 

2015). 

The Neolithic lifeway, which included a more sedentary way of life and potentially 

new views of ownership over land and animals would likely spark competition for 

resources during difficult periods in a way that may have not existed during the 

Mesolithic and earlier periods (Apostolou, 2017, Fibiger, 2012). The structure of 

Neolithic society combined with the higher prevalence of healed trauma in the 

archaeological record (Apostolou, 2017, Dyer and Fibiger, 2017), may suggest that 

there was common conflict, likely over resource acquisition, but that those conflicts 

were often not lethal as peoples still worked to preserve complex trade relations 

needed for survival. This theory combines with Tornberg and Jacobsson’s (Ahlström 

and Molnar, 2012, Fibiger et al., 2013, Schulting, 2012, Tornberg and Jacobsson, 

2018, Wicke et al., 2012) and other studies, which demonstrates the high aptitude of 
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Neolithic people to care for their injured, which suggests a society that was used to 

dealing with conflict-related injury and saw a high value in the preservation of life 

both during and after some scenarios of interpersonal violence (Beyneix, 2015).  

The antler pick and antler hammer also produced notable lacerations to the external 

soft tissue of the skin-skull-brain model. These lacerations would be associated with 

fairly large amount of bleeding, something that could lead to distraction and 

incapacitation, while not likely causing lethal haemorrhages, as the scalp can bleed 

extensively from relatively small injury due to the high concentration of blood vessels 

(Tornberg and Jacobsson 2018). Damage like large cuts, along with the cognitive 

issues a blow to the head can induce, including loss of consciousness, cognitive 

impairment, confusion, dizziness, etc. would make these weapon-tools very effective 

at stunning or incapacitating the victim (Berlet et al., 1992, Chattopadhyay and 

Tripathi, 2010, Heary et al., 1993, Wedel and Galloway, 2014). This would be 

something that was likely necessary when carrying out an attack for resource 

competition, where incapacitating the victims while resources, like livestock, could 

be taken by the attackers was necessary.  

The higher prevalence of survived trauma in males (Chattopadhyay and Tripathi, 

2010, Li, 2012, Thali et al., 2002a, Tornberg and Jacobsson, 2018, Wedel and 

Galloway, 2014), and the common distribution of antemortem trauma linked to face-

to-face combat, suggests adult men, were commonly those who were expected to 

acquire more contested resources or defend their own resources during competition, 

making them more likely to be injured in non-violent scenarios than women and 

children (Apostolou, 2017). This category of society may have been viewed as the 

most physically strong and capable of taking part in still somewhat dangerous 

combative situations with less risk to life and more even odds than if children and 

women were to participate as well. This potentially suggests a choice in those who 

participated in less lethal violence to further lower the risk of death. 

It is still important to consider that survivable trauma did not equate to minor injury. 

Tornberg and Jacobsson (Fibiger et al., 2013, Filer, 1992, Schulting, 2012) 

demonstrate that even smaller, survived cranial trauma is associated with extensive 

issues for the victim, a belief that has been considered in other studies of 

interpersonal violence (2018). The danger of head injuries, even those of smaller 

and more survivable nature, seems to contradict theories of non-lethal ritual violence 

that have previously been used to explain the patterns of antemortem trauma seen 
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in this period (Ahlström and Molnar, 2012, Ferguson, 1997a, Fibiger et al., 2013, 

Mercer et al., 2009, Schulting, 2012, Smith et al., 2015, Wedel and Galloway, 2014). 

Head injuries would have too high a risk to life and long-term cognitive function with 

a need of high level care, to seem a logical risk for a ritualised event.  

While a pattern of mostly non-lethal injury from raiding and resource competition 

matches well with the patterns of survived trauma visible in the osteological record, 

this does not mean all antemortem trauma were a result of the same type of conflict. 

Survived trauma may also be linked to scenarios of abuse, fighting, punishment, and 

many other reasons that spark human conflict (Ahlström and Molnar, 2012, Dyer 

and Fibiger, 2017, Fibiger et al., 2013, Meyer et al., 2018a, Meyer et al., 2018b, 

Tornberg and Jacobsson, 2018). Further analysis of more of the osteological trauma 

with the knowledge of more identified weapon-tools could better analyse cases of 

survived trauma and identify more scenarios of violence. Given that some scenarios 

like abuse or fighting can be more individual cases in nature, case studies of 

individual skeletons using experimental weapon-tool identification to aid analysis of 

the mechanism of injury would likely help identify these other types of motivations 

for conflict.  

As discussed in Chapter 3, the high level of time and resource investment to keep 

injured members of society alive, would not be worth the risk for ritual battle 

(Schulting and Wysocki, 2005) or suggest a pattern of constant extreme violence 

between hunter-gatherers and farmers or differing groups of Neolithic peoples 

(Tornberg and Jacobsson, 2018). Instead it seems more likely that there would need 

to be a motivation for violence, like resource acquisition, that was acceptably 

important to spark conflict that could lead to long term care of injured members of 

society, but also be carried out in a way to minimise risk to life. The scenario of 

raiding and resource competition among small groups who relied on each other for 

trade, likely combined with incidences of rage or violence inflicted in less systemised 

scenarios provides likely explanations for the patterns of violence that were 

occurring. 

7.6.2 Lethal Trauma 

Perimortem trauma is still well known in this period, as discussed in Chapter 3, 

although it appears in a much lower prevalence than antemortem injury (Fibiger et 

al., 2013, Golitko and Keeley, 2007, Keeley, 1997, Schulting, 2012). Lethal trauma 
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appears in low percentage among general populations studies, interspersed with 

example of isolated massacre sites (Ahlström and Molnar, 2012, Fibiger, 2012, 

Fibiger et al., 2013, Meyer et al., 2015, Meyer et al., 2018a, Meyer et al., 2018b, 

Schulting, 2012, Wild et al., 2004). Given these two notably different patterns of 

trauma prevalence, it seems likely that differing explanations of the cause of trauma 

need to be considered.  

The stone hammer and wooden club, along with studies on the Thames Beater 

(Ahlström and Molnar, 2012, Fibiger, 2012, Fibiger et al., 2013, Orschiedt and 

Haidle, 2012, Schulting, 2012, Teschler-Nicola, 2012, Wahl and Trautmann, 2012) 

strongly suggest that several types of weapon-tools were predisposed to being 

lethal and could not be wielded with any guarantee that the victim would survive, 

suggesting the attacker was less concerned with the victim’s survival (Dyer and 

Fibiger, 2017). Perimortem trauma in this period is more evenly distributed around 

the skull and shows distributions on the skull that suggest the victim was fleeing, 

kneeling or laying on the ground (Meyer et al., 2018a, Meyer et al., 2018b, Schulting 

and Wysocki, 2005), suggesting these weapon-tools were used in more violent 

scenarios of attack or possibly at execution-style weapon-tools. These scenarios 

suggest that the stone hammer and wooden clubs may have been used in closer 

approximation to attacks with stone axes, adze and arrows, all of which would have 

a lethal risk in an attack. 

In the case of population wide statistics of violence during this period, it seems likely 

that at least a small proportion of the lethal trauma would be tied to mistakes or 

accidental killings during potential raiding or more ‘non-deadly’ scenarios of 

violence. This would show why example of lethal and survived trauma can be found 

in the osteological record for both the antler hammer and to a lesser degree, the 

stone hammer. While Neolithic people obviously knew how to intervene with head 

injuries in some capacity (Teschler-Nicola, 2012, Wahl and Trautmann, 2012), that 

would not always mean that a victim would be successfully kept alive, with 

accidental death likely a result on occasion (Smith, 2014). This would probably 

account for at least some of the examples of lethal trauma and explain why ritual 

violence would not be the strongest explanation for the patterns of antemortem 

injury seen in the record. 

On a population scale, perimortem trauma is more evenly distributed between men 

and women along with adults and children, which suggests there was less 
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demographic-specific reasons for injuries (Tornberg and Jacobsson, 2018). It is 

possible that some perimortem trauma may have been the result of revenge killings 

a practice that is present in other cultures of similar size and makeup as Neolithic 

Europe (Dyer, 2013, Fibiger, 2014, Fibiger et al., 2013, Schulting, 2012). This 

practice often targets victims fairly non-discriminately or with women and children as 

a higher target because they are possibly less able to defend themselves (Fibiger, 

2014, Fibiger et al., 2013).  

It is important to note that perimortem trauma in very young children, like those 

under about 12 years of age, is not likely to be due to active engagement in violent 

conflict as instigators, as even with a likely earlier perception of societal adulthood in 

the Neolithic, children this young would not be equal in strength or abilities to adults 

in a fight (Fibiger et al., 2013, Smith, 2014). Instead, it is possible that other 

explanations and motivations explain the more even distribution of perimortem 

trauma including the already discussed revenge killings, along with infanticide, 

murder, domestic abuse, assault, capital punishment and many motivations that 

remain throughout human history for lethal violence (Bickle and Fibiger, 2014, 

Fibiger, 2014, Fibiger, 2012, Meyer et al., 2018a, Smith, 2014). These motivations 

can be explored in case studies of violence with the help of experimental 

identification of weapon-tools used in individual cases. 

In the case of massacre sites, it seem that the full annihilation of the majority, if not 

all, of a local population was the intention, although some sites like Halberstadt, 

Germany show a higher prevalence of males (89% of victims) and not a complete 

population demographic (Meyer et al., 2015, Meyer et al., 2018a, Meyer et al., 

2018b, Schulting and Wysocki, 2005, Wild et al., 2004). The high number of injuries 

from these sites, which seem to mostly concentrate during the end of the LBK in 

central Europe, match to the more lethal weapon-tools like adzes, axes, wooden 

clubs and stone hammers, which seem to fit accordingly with the motivations of the 

attackers that is suggested by the osteological record. Both the level of violence of 

attack and the trauma patterns, which suggest attacks from behind and while the 

victim was on the ground, combined with the little care shown from the burials lends 

clear evidence that the purpose of the attack was to kill (Teschler-Nicola, 2012, 

Wahl and Trautmann, 2012). This would make the use of weapon-tools like wooden 

clubs and stone hammers, which match with some of the trauma, as discussed 

above, fit the pattern, as they are clearly lethal weapon-tools. Further analysis of the 
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injuries form sites like these may also show a higher prevalence of stone hammer 

injury as this paper demonstrates it produces similar injury to stone axes, and there 

may be some potential for misidentified mechanism of trauma. 

It seems that the use of such clearly lethal weapon-tools like the stone hammer and 

ball-headed club in the general population of the Neolithic was present, but at a 

lower level than that of less lethal weapon-tools and may suggest more isolated and 

special circumstances for example during revenge killing, murder, assault, abuse, or 

punishment. This type of violence was likely interspersed with at least some 

accidental death from attacks that were potentially not aimed at being lethal and with 

isolated sites of extreme violence during some time periods as well (Smith, 2014). 

This would seem to reinforce that sites like Asparn, Talheim and other examples 

should be viewed as isolated examples of extreme violence, possibly where revenge 

killings had escalated or under similar extreme situations. These sites are not 

indicative of the overall violence seen through the Neolithic in this area or even 

throughout the whole end of the LBK, as other sites like Herxheim do not follow this 

pattern (Orschiedt and Haidle, 2012, Teschler-Nicola, 2012, Wahl and Trautmann, 

2012). Instead the reasons for extreme violence during the Neolithic perhaps need 

to be seen in more moderation and with a more dynamic understanding of the 

multiple reasons violence was likely occurring. Extreme violence and death was 

clearly part of the Neolithic, with specialised weapon-tools used that were not 

intended to deliver survivable injuries, but this kind of violent interaction was at a 

very low scale within society.  

7.7 Implications for Neolithic Society 

This paper clearly shows that the mechanism of injury between lethal and non-lethal 

trauma does seem to commonly differ with some basic crossover where accidental 

death or accidental survivable may have occurred (Smith, 2014). This seems to 

demonstrate a complex and dynamic social system during the Neolithic that led to a 

variation of violent scenarios and the development and use of different weapon-tools 

that correspond to this. Not all violence in this period can be explained by a single 

theory and full understanding of all elements of past conflict is not currently possible 

with the likelihood that a large portion of past trauma has left no osteological 

evidence (Ahlström and Molnar, 2012, Orschiedt and Haidle, 2012, Teschler-Nicola, 

2012, Wahl and Trautmann, 2012). An acknowledgement of the diverse contexts of 
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violence is necessary to understand that the Neolithic was a complex period with 

many motivations for interpersonal conflict. The dynamic nature of this period is 

understood in studies of many elements of the Neolithic, although more simplified 

explanations are often attempted when understanding this conflict in past studies 

(Ferguson, 1997a, Mercer et al., 2009, Schulting and Wysocki, 2005, Wedel and 

Galloway, 2014). The identification of the mechanism of trauma and weaponry 

provides a better contextualisation of violence and allows for a more informed 

discussion of the clearly complex society that motivated a range of interpersonal 

violence including attacks that preserved life, lethal attacks to individuals within the 

society and attacks intended to wipe out entire settlements. 

Neolithic people of Western and Central Europe clearly invested and valued human 

life, both trying to preserve it during conflicts through their choice of weapon-tools 

and by caring for injured members of the group (Ferguson, 1997b, Golitko and 

Keeley, 2007, Keeley, 1996, Keeley, 1997). This suggests that the society interacted 

well with surrounding communities including both remnant hunter-gatherer groups 

and different Neolithic settlements and valued individual members of their own 

group, even when injury prevented the victim from contributing to the society.  

The Neolithic still saw extreme example of violence as well, which suggests that 

certain stressors would conflict with this usual ideal in preservation of life, either 

through accidental death, isolated cases of violence between individuals, capital 

punishment or revenge based killings. Even the revenge killings may suggest some 

form of value to life, at least in some cases when extreme violence was sought for, it 

was done so on an individual level, with only limited examples of large scale 

massacre (Fibiger, 2014, Meyer et al., 2015, Meyer et al., 2018a, Meyer et al., 

2018b, Smith, 2014, Tornberg and Jacobsson, 2018, Wild et al., 2004).  

As many of the larger scale massacres cluster around the time period at the end of 

the LBK in the central Europe, it may be that there was some form of heightened 

stress at this time causing more of these attacks (Fibiger et al., 2013, Meyer et al., 

2015, Meyer et al., 2018a, Meyer et al., 2018b, Orschiedt and Haidle, 2012, 

Teschler-Nicola, 2012, Wahl and Trautmann, 2012, Wild et al., 2004), but as 

suggested in the population studies and based on mechanisms of injury this 

research has identified it does not seem that these sites are representative of the 

whole period or area. They are still valuable though, as they show when the normal 

patterns of violence were broken by society. If looked at this way, these massacres 
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can provide valuable information on how the Neolithic operated during normal period 

and when stressors caused more extreme reactions.   

The Neolithic clearly had complex interactions of societies that traded and relied on 

both other Neolithic groups and potential ties with hunter-gatherer populations, 

which looked for more measured and controlled conflicts focused on preservation of 

life, interspersed with interpersonal-violence that was motivated with lethal intent. 

This more complex view of the Neolithic coincides with current knowledge of the 

extensive trade networks, technological advancements and other elements of the 

period that have been established (Fibiger, 2014, Fowler et al., 2015b, Kerig and 

Shennan, 2015, Teschler-Nicola, 2012, Wahl and Trautmann, 2012). 

7.8 Limitations of the Methods 

To best understand the implications of the current study, the limitations of this work 

need to be addressed, understood and mitigated for. The methods used in this 

paper brings some distinct benefits, including a new adjustable mounting system 

that reduces fracture propagation error, removal of ethical and practical constraints 

with the use of synthetic material, and the production of real world results, but also 

produces its own limitations.   

The limitations of the archaeological record have been discussed both in Chapter 3 

and previously in this chapter. This discussion will cover only the limitations to the 

experimental method. There are several main limitations to the set up for the 

experiments including the stagnant nature of the mounting system, the difficulty 

measuring force without influencing fracture propagation and the ability of synbone 

to respond identically to living bone.  

7.8.1 Limitations of the Mounting System  

The set up used for the experiments creates a mounting system that can only 

replicate a standing victim. During the strikes, only the neck has the ability to move 

and absorb force, the mounting system prevents the ‘victim’ from collapsing to the 

ground or from absorbing force throughout the whole body. This has caused the 

skin-skull-brain model to fall free from the mount during certain high-force strikes.  

While there are still clear limitations, the mounting system had mitigated for some of 

these. The study focused on face-to-face combat with a standing victim, which the 
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set up allowed for. There will always be difficulty in replicating a whole living victim 

during experimental studies of violence. The free moving neck has allowed for some 

absorption of force. The set up also removed the compression forces that have been 

an issue in other studies where the head analogue has been placed on a surface 

allowing for the surface and weapon-tool to squeeze the head during striking (King, 

2003, Thorpe, 2015, Whittle, 1996, Whittle et al., 2007, Schulting and Wysocki, 

2005).  

The inability of the mounting system to collapse as a human might during a strong 

blow to the head did limit some of the realism of the experiments, however, this was 

necessary to help prevent fracture patterns from being influenced by a second blow 

to the skin-skull-brain model as it struck the ground. In the cases where the force 

overwhelmed the mounting system and the head fell free, the floor was padded to 

prevent extra fracture propagation and the film footage of the experiments could be 

used to identify any changes to the fracture patterns as a result of striking the floor. 

Only in one example, experiment 5.H, with the hand-held stone where the strike to 

the ground seemed to create a fracture that was not otherwise caused by the 

weapon-tool. In all other cases where the skin-skull-brain model came free, the film 

footage and comparisons to other fractures clearly demonstrated no changes to the 

fracture propagation. 

7.8.2 Limitation to the Measurement of Force 

The experiments carried out in this paper are primary level experiments, as 

discussed in Chapter 4, and were intended to be used to do the preliminary 

identification of potential weapon-tools from this period, thus controlling for fewer 

variables than secondary experimentation would. As these experiments tried to 

replicate ‘real world’ scenario as much as possible, measuring for force became 

very difficult. Traditional methods like weighted drop tests and force meters would 

interfere with the set up and potentially remove the natural variation between strikes 

that was important to view in these experiments. These methods may also have 

affected the fracture propagation, as discussed in Chapter 4. Force meters rely on 

the material resting on the hard surface of the force plate and can add compression 

forces during the blow.  

Several methods were considered to allow for the measuring of force including using 

force stickers, an accelerometer placed into the centre of the spheres and the use of 
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measured backdrops. None of these methods were able to produce true and 

provably accurate measures of the force delivered at the point of contact, as 

discussed in Chapter 4. The use of a grid backdrop did have the potential to allow 

for velocity calculation based on the film footage, therefore allowing for the 

calculation of force of each swing. The filming equipment employed, however, was 

not of a high enough frame rate or quality to allow for the precise measurements 

needed for these calculations.  

This set of experiments are primary level ones, and as they test ‘real world’ 

scenarios, the measurement of force was an additional variable that was not 

appropriate to focus on for the purpose of these experiments. Instead, the use of an 

adult male striker, allows the study to definitively say that a human swinging the 

weapon-tool can deliver the type of force needed to produce the fracture patterns 

that were created. This method to prove plausibility of humans creating the resultant 

fractures using the test weapon-tools fulfils the sort of requirements of primary level 

experiments, as discussed in Chapter 4. Further sets of secondary experiments 

should be carried out in future using systems like drop force meters or similar to look 

at more how controlled variations in force and angle affects the fracture patterns that 

result, but that was not the point nor a necessity for the current study to prove these 

tools may have use as weapon-tools in the Neolithic. 

7.8.3 Limitations of Synbone and the Synthetic Set-Up 

The main limitations of the synthetic set up were discussed in Chapters 4 and 5, 

however it is important to note that they still affect the results of this work. The lack 

of buttressing, sutures and anatomical shape of synbone cause distinct limitations 

as a human analogue. Smith et al. (2015) proved that on a microscopic level, this 

means that synbone is not an accurate human skull substitute, but that when 

viewing only the macroscopic morphological fracture production allows for accurate 

results, verified in other studies and by the clear parallels between the experimental 

trauma the current study produced and archaeological material. 

These experiments did not use microscopic analysis and focused on the 

morphological fracture propagation allowing synbone to remain an accurate test 

material. The main limitation that persisted was inaccuracies in specific 

measurements. Linear fractures were able to travel further in the synbone than in 

human skulls, occasionally resulting in fracture lines joining and displacing 
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fragments that would not be accurate real cases of injury (Dyer and Fibiger, 2017, 

Smith et al., 2015). Acknowledging the presence of linear and radiating fractures, 

but not considering the length in regards to comparisons with real world examples 

mitigated this for. In the case of the more catastrophic injuries made by the ball-

headed club, the fracture visible on the synbone prior to gelatine were more 

accurate than those after the gelatine was removed. 

The synbone only replicates the top dome or calotte of the human skull, however, 

these experiments looked at face-to-face scenarios of violence, which can include 

maxillo-facial trauma. The distribution patterns of trauma discussed above, 

suggested that at least some of the blows would land in this area. While the 

fractures produced, will not show how the maxillo-facial region would respond, they 

are still valuable. Due to the symmetrical nature of synbone, this can instead show 

how fractures lower on the sides or back of the skull might form in other scenarios of 

attack and as seen in comparisons to the archaeological record, these experiments 

still formed matches with archaeological trauma. While this is a limitation of 

synbone, the symmetry also means that even in a designed experiment looking at 

face-to-face trauma, it is still possible to consider trauma to other areas of the skull. 

The synthetic set up also relied on synthetic soft tissue and as discussed in Chapter 

4 and previously in this chapter, these materials do not perfectly show full reactions 

of soft tissue to trauma, notably having no ability to demonstrate bleeding or swelling 

or allow for the real world recording of cognitive effects. For the purpose of 

comparison to the archaeological record this was not necessary, the soft tissue 

analogues needed to provide only the framework support and cushioning to create 

accurate fracture patterns, as no soft tissue injuries exist for comparison in the 

archaeological record.  

The use of trauma to the soft tissue analogues to understand the implications of the 

injuries for the purpose of discussing the outcome to the victim was limited, although 

it did allow for some proof of external soft tissue laceration or damage to internal soft 

tissue from displaced skull fragments. The damage to the synthetic soft tissue 

helped to reinforce archaeological knowledge that not all trauma leaves damage to 

bones, meaning large amounts of both minor and serious soft tissue trauma is 

unaccounted for in the osteological record (Dyer and Fibiger, 2017, Meyer et al., 

2009, Smith et al., 2015). As discussed in Chapter 4, it would be very difficult to ever 

replicate all soft tissue reactions to a living victim in any ethical experimental set up 
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and instead the synthetic materials give some insight while medical and forensic 

studies can help augment investigation of the outcomes of these injuries.  

7.8.4 Weapon-tools Limitations 

This paper’s purpose was to view a small selection of varying types of potential 

weapon-tools based on their shape and materials to determine if these rather 

differing classes of tool could be told apart based on the fracture patterns they 

produce. This meant that the study looked at only limited selection of potential tools 

and that each type of tool was represented by only a single example. This has been 

able to prove the validity of comparing different blunt force weapon-tools to each 

other from this time period.  

As only a selection of tools were tested, comparison to the archaeological record 

acknowledged that there was no intent to match all known Neolithic trauma with 

these four weapon-tools, as other types of weapons would likely be in use and that 

variations between different types of the same weapon-tool would mean not all 

trauma caused by a type of weapon-tool would match the unique replica used in 

experiments.  Further research is certainly needed to look at more types of weapon-

tools along with variations between individual examples in each class. This would be 

viewed as secondary experimentation that can build on the work of the current 

study. 

7.8.5 Limitations of Statistical Analysis 

The fifty experiments carried out in the current study is a relatively limited number 

when looking at statistical analysis. Given that all statistics were applied to individual 

weapon-tools, this meant that each individual weapon-tool only had a maximum of 

ten data points to draw on for each chi-squared or T-test. This lower number of data 

points could cause the statistical trends to deviate, giving a stronger weight to a 

more limited amount of data. In the case of the T-tests, the limited data points (2) for 

the Hand-Held Stone made it not possible to compare it with the other weapon-tools 

and still render clearly viable results.  

The chi-squared and T-tests should still be considered, however, as they 

demonstrate that data sets from this type of experimental bioarchaeological 

approach can produce quantitative data for analysing potential Neolithic blunt force 
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weapons. Further numbers of experiments could help eliminate any potential 

anomalies affecting the statistical results.  

The chi-square tests focus on demonstrating the likelihood that a result is due to a 

certain factor or down to chance, making high variable controlled experiments more 

suited for this type of statistical analysis. As these experiments represent the more 

‘real-world’ or actualistic experimental test scenarios, other variable factors 

occurring during the testing could influence the results, further testing of more 

variable controlled strikes would aid that statistical analysis of the fractures 

produced.  

In the case of applying T-tests to this data there are some notable problems. Due to 

the number of variables in these primary experiments and the five separate weapon-

tools that were compared based on multiple measurements (i.e. length and width), 

unpaired T-tests had to be employed to account for the variation in data points 

between weapon-tools and each pairing of weapon tool had to be compared in 

isolation from other weapon-tools and with length and width measurements as 

separate considerations. It is possible that in future work other statistical models 

could be applied more accurately for the data set present in the current research. 

Though, due to the sample size presented in the current research, the statistical 

significance of the results needs to be scrutinised as the limited number of 

experiments could allow a single data point to more dramatically alter the results. 

Future research expanding the number of experiments would greatly aid the 

statistical analysis of this research. For the current study, however, the data 

visualisation methods of plotting measurement points on a graph and showing 

distinctive groupings of injury sizes based on weapon-tools has helped to 

demonstrate the validity of the statistical analysis and the ability to differentiate 

between weapon—tools based on the size and shape of synbone injuries.  

The analysis of rates of archaeologically identifiable trauma production likely 

provides the strongest statistic as this looks at a basic principle of identifying 

intentional blunt force trauma in the archaeological record with the statistical 

significance tied to the single element of the rate of identifiable trauma produced. 

The analysis of the individual fracture features is more problematic, as these 

features must be viewed in conjunction with one another to highlight patterns that 

differ between weapon-tools, as discussed above. This demonstrated that a single 

feature could not be used alone to identify the weapon-tool, making this type of 
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analysis helpful only as a supplement to visual assessments of fracture propagation. 

While the results of fracture feature assessment cannot be used alone, it does 

provide a good framework in which to rule out or narrow down the scope of potential 

weapon-tools that may have caused injury patters by highlighting fracture features 

that are likely to be caused by an individual weapon-tool.  

As discussed above, the current study did not look at variations among the same 

type of weapon-tool, it is also unclear if the statistical analysis would differ based on 

small variations within the attacking instrument, or if they could be applied to other 

artefact examples within one category of weapon-tool. While there are limitations to 

the statistical results, they do provide an interesting discussion of ‘invisible’ trauma 

in the osteological record and provide a quantitative aid to the visual comparison of 

fracture morphology between the experimental results and the osteological record.  

7.9 Research Validity and Further Applications  

This paper demonstrates that it is possible to distinguish between broad classes of 

blunt force weaponry and therefore make plausible suggestions regarding Neolithic 

weapon-tools based on cranial fracture patterns. Experimental bioarchaeology can 

be utilised to identify weapon-tools and therefore discuss the mechanisms of injury 

to help understand the social interactions during the Neolithic in Central and 

Western Europe. 

The methods employed in the experiments has demonstrated once again that skin-

skull-brain models are capable of replicating macroscopic trauma patterns that can 

accurately match real world examples, allowing for the identification of prehistoric 

blunt force weapon-tools. The synbone produces accurate fracture morphology with 

the presence of bevelling fracture edge, accurate fracture shape, and the formation 

and proliferation of linear, depression, secondary and tertiary fractures. With 

mitigation of the lack of buttressing, sutures and microscopic issues with synbone, 

very good evidence can be provided to identify weaponry based on this method. The 

set up utilised by these experiments also provides an adjustable rig that could be 

used to examine other scenarios of violence based on variations in the stature or 

position of the victim and removing issues with compression by suspending the skin-

skull-brain model on a flexible neck.  
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This research provides a strong methodology that could continue to be used in 

further experiments with other Neolithic tools, other archaeological periods and even 

potentially in forensic studies. For example, the hand-held stone is a weapon-tool 

known in modern day attacks (Fibiger et al., 2013, Schulting, 2012, Tornberg and 

Jacobsson, 2018). This work also provides a firm ground of primary experimentation 

that has successfully identified four classes of Neolithic weapon-tools and facilitated 

further secondary experiments to explore how subtle variations in each class of 

weapon-tool (size, shape, material attack scenario) could influence the outcomes of 

conflict during this period, a previously unobtainable goal, as no blunt force weapon-

tools from this period had been definitively identified prior to the Thames Beater pilot 

study carried out by Dyer and Fibiger (2017). Further experiments could also 

explore other classes of likely potential Neolithic weapon-tools not yet covered by 

this research.  

This research clearly demonstrates that there may have been the use of different 

weapon-tools during different types of violence in the Central and Western 

European Neolithic with intent to prevent or cause death during this period, further 

demonstrating the dynamic nature of this period. The use of less lethal weapon-tools 

and the investment in keeping injured people alive is consistent with a high value to 

life within Neolithic societies, which in many cases seems to have actively tried to 

prevent needless death due to conflict. Lethal attacks did occur, some likely by 

accident, but a large majority seemingly inflicted by weapon-tools that would be 

known to be lethal, suggesting the intent or at least a lack of care about killing the 

victim. These weapon-tool choices and patterns of violence would suggest that the 

majority of conflict took the form of non-lethal raiding and resource competition, but 

that murder, infanticide, domestic abuse, capital punishment and occasional large 

scale massacres were occurring at the same time (Meyer et al., 2018a, Smith, 

2014). 

Further research should seek to analyse more potential weapon-tools from the 

period and continue to add those fracture patterns to the growing catalogue of 

identified injuries to allow for better diagnosis of Neolithic trauma. Experimental 

techniques should also continue work to improve synthetic models for higher 

accuracy of fracture propagation and to facilitate more variable controlled 

experiments to better understand what elements may have influenced the outcome 
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of survival during interpersonal violence to improve the understanding of prehistoric 

violent interactions. 

This research establishes the dynamic nature of interpersonal conflict during the 

Neolithic in Western and Central Europe, and that identifying these complexities is 

necessary to improve understanding of this pivotal period in human history. Due to 

the similar nature of prehistoric weapon-tools, the results of the study could aid and 

inform research on blunt force trauma from other prehistoric populations around the 

world. The method employed by this research has also created a strong system for 

the further testing of potential blunt force weapon-tools that can be applied to new 

studies for other time periods, geographical locations and modern forensic research. 
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Chapter 8:  Conclusion 

8.1 Summary of the Project Results 

The Neolithic in Central and Western Europe (including southern Scandinavia) is a 

dynamic and pivotal period in modern human development. The emergence of a 

new farming-based subsistence system had large implications to settlement and 

social interaction. Analysing interpersonal-violence in this period can greatly 

facilitate investigation of the corresponding societies and how they interacted and 

operated. While many population studies on inter-personal violence and research on 

mechanisms of certain types of trauma have existed, this research provided the first 

structured experimental investigation of multiple blunt force weapon-tools that show 

direct links with the osteological record from the period. Previous work has often 

suggested that identification of these weapon-tools was difficult or not realistic due 

to the ‘obscure’ nature of weapon-tools in this period that could perform tasks as 

both daily tools, or as purpose-designed weapons. The experimental method in this 

paper has demonstrated that testing replicas of potential weapon-tools can provide 

evidence of fracture propagation that show direct links with the osteological record. 

This facilitates a discussion of the many different forms of violence that occurred 

during this period and the social implications that has on Neolithic culture. This 

chapter will present a detailed summary of the major findings established in Chapter 

7 in response to each of these objectives, followed by a brief summary of the 

implications this research has to future work. 

8.2 Achievement of Research Objectives  

The overall aim of this research was to improve the understanding of social 

interaction and interpersonal-violence in the European Neolithic through the 

identification and discussion of blunt force weapon-tools. This was accomplished 

through six major objectives and the hypotheses they generated. The following 

section provides a break down of the six major objectives of this research and the 

conclusions that were drawn as a result of the work carried out in the current study.  
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1) Identify potential Neolithic weapon-tools from the archaeological 

record to be tested against the osteological trauma evidence.  

A comprehensive analysis of Neolithic material culture (Chapter 3) led to 

the identification of five potential weapon-tools for examination in this 

paper. Based on prevalence in the archaeological record, ethnographic 

comparisons, and current theories on blunt force trauma causes, a stone 

hammer, antler hammer, antler pick and ball-headed club were selected 

for investigation. These were compared with a hand-held stone, a common 

opportunistic weapon throughout history. The categories represented five 

notably different types of weapon-tools to maximize the chance for 

variations in fracture patterns, while also demonstrating the significance 

the overall tool shape has on fracture propagation. There was a key 

interest in demonstrating that similarities between weapon-tools would not 

prevent their distinction from one another based on fracture patterns. The 

choice of artefacts facilitated a discussion of the differences between 

similar features of various weapon-tools.  

 

2) Devise a synthetic setup that would aid in testing replica weapon-

tools in attacks resulting in cranial trauma.  

Based on previous research presented in Chapter 4, an ‘actualistic’ 

experimental approach utilizing functional replica weapon-tools, skin-skull-

brain models and a specialized mounting system was employed for these 

experiments. This method facilitated the testing and comparison of the 

weapon-tools based on free hand swings from an adult male delivered in 

face-to-face altercations with a standing opponent. While there are 

limitations to the current synthetic analogues for human material, this 

method produced fracture patterns that were macroscopically comparable 

and consistent with osteological trauma from Neolithic assemblages. The 

free-handed swings from the striker allowed for natural variations in force 

and angle of strikes between experiments, broadening the resulting 

fracture patterns to improve understanding of how each weapon-tool might 

produce variable fracture patterns based on individual circumstances of 

conflict and allowing a discussion of ‘invisible trauma’ in the osteological 

record. The statistical analysis of the rate of archaeologically identifiable 

trauma produced by each weapon-tool was only possible by carrying out 
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this experimental protocol that allowed for the observation of attacks with 

the different weapon-tools that did not lead to trauma patterns that could 

be identified through archaeological methods as violence-related.  

While the mounting system was used to replicate a standing victim for this 

research, the adjustable height facilitates the testing of many different 

statures of opponent or positions of the body (ie kneeling vs standing) and 

has wide reaching applications for blunt force study for archaeological and 

forensic research purposes. The methods presented in this paper provides 

an accurate model for ‘actualistic’ experiments, providing an ethically 

sound, low cost, easily replicable experimental system for the purposes of 

blunt force trauma research.  

 

3) Analyse fracture patterns produced by replica weapon-tools selected 

for the research and establish if these can be distinguished from one 

another.  

The five weapon-tools produced fracture patterns that were consistent with 

the shape of the striking faces and were visibly distinguishable from one 

another. There was variation of the patterns produced by each weapon, 

especially with the antler hammer and antler pick, however, by assessing 

the trauma as ‘archaeologically identifiable’ and focusing on injuries that 

would be apparent in the osteological record, stronger patterns of fracture 

shapes became apparent with greater differences were visible between the 

various weapon tools.  

Statistical analysis of key violence-related fracture features was consistent 

with the weapon-tools producing differing patterns of blunt force trauma 

features. When combined with visual assessment of the fracture 

propagation, this provided clear evidence that archaeologically identifiable 

trauma produced by the weapon-tools could be distinguished between the 

different artefacts. The variability facilitated the identification of separate 

mechanisms of trauma based on these fractures.  
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4) Evaluate the hypothesis that there is likely a high amount of 

‘invisible’ trauma in the osteological record, where blunt force 

weapons have been employed, but left no osteological trauma that 

can survive the taphonomic processes and be identifiable as the 

result of interpersonal-conflict when assessed by an archaeologist.  

The results of the experimental research also demonstrated that a large 

proportion of injuries produced by the tested weapon-tools, especially the 

hand-held stone, antler pick and antler hammer, would not produce 

fracture patterns that would survive the taphonomic process archaeological 

remains undergo and be identifiable in the osteological record as injuries 

produced from inter-personal conflict. A statistical analysis of the rates of 

archaeologically identifiable trauma in the tested weapon-tools 

demonstrated that the hand-held stone was likely to not produce any of 

these fractures, while the production of them by the antler pick and antler 

hammer was often down to chance based on individual strikes.  

While the lack of fractures produced by the hand-held stone is notable, as 

this is an implement used for violence throughout human history, the 

inability to match fractures with Neolithic osteological material means that 

its use as a weapon-tool in this period currently remains supposition. The 

antler weapons, however, both had clear comparisons with osteological 

trauma when they produced archaeologically identifiable fractures, 

meaning that the lack of injury in 50% of the strikes is consistent with the 

theory that at least a notable proportion of conflict is missed in the 

osteological record, due to the limits of injury assessment in skeletal 

remains. Statistical analysis of the stone hammer and ball-headed club 

demonstrated that in the face-to-face altercation assessed, both of these 

weapons are likely to produce archaeologically identifiable trauma in the 

majority of cases. The current study was able to quantitatively demonstrate 

that examples of trauma or whole classes of weapon-tools are not 

represented in the osteological record, making skeletal assemblages 

biased towards the rates at which different weapon-tools are considered in 

archaeological studies 

While knowledge of missing trauma in the osteological record is already 

widely accepted, the methods presented in this research improves 
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understanding of the rates at which various weapons may produce trauma 

that is not archaeologically preserved. The methods presented in this 

research can aid in understanding where the rate of use of certain 

weapon-tools may vary from the osteological evidence and gives statistical 

significance to this theory.  

5) Evaluate the hypothesis that the weapon-tools produced fracture 

patterns that appear in the Neolithic osteological record.  

Strong visual matches to the Neolithic osteological record were found for 

all four weapon-tools that produced archaeologically identifiable trauma 

(the stone hammer, antler hammer, antler pick and ball-headed club). 

Matches to the stone hammer and ball-headed club were predominantly 

with examples of perimortem trauma, while the antler pick principally 

matched antemortem trauma and the antler hammer varied between the 

two. The comparisons to the osteological record were not intended to 

cover all osteological blunt force cranial injury from the period, but the 

significant number of matches is consistent with similar weapon-tools 

being in use during this period.  

These four weapon-tools likely were employed in violent interactions 

between people during the Neolithic. The variation of matches with 

antemortem and perimortem trauma, also suggests that the weapon-tools 

may not have been employed for the same purpose, with uses varying 

based on the context of violence.  

The results of the current study do not rule out the use of hand-held stones 

as weapon-tools during the Neolithic in Central and Western Europe, but 

no clear evidence was produced during the current study. As discussed 

above, this facilitates a discussion of missing trauma in the osteological 

record.  
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6) Investigate the hypothesis that interpersonal-violence and social 

interaction during the Neolithic were complex and dynamic, with 

varying forms of violence interaction occurring with different 

motivations and intended outcomes.  

The patterns of matches between certain weapon-tools and antemortem or 

perimortem trauma produced by the current study has provided strong 

evidence for the theory of diverse violence-related contexts existing during 

the Neolithic. The evidence is consistent with theories of care and 

preservation of life from this period, suggesting that certain weapon-tools 

may have been deliberately employed to reduce the risk to life during 

altercations that required the incapacitation of an opponent. This type of 

altercation is interspersed with contexts of violence that had more lethal 

intentions. The stone hammer and ball-headed club can not reliably inflict 

trauma that is not lethal, suggesting they are employed in scenarios of 

violence where preservation of the opponents life was not an important 

factor, and following a very different pattern from that seen in the antler 

pick and antler hammer. 

The suggestion that different weapon-tools were purposefully selected in at 

least some violent interactions based on a need to preserve or not 

preserve life adds evidence to the dynamic picture of violence during the 

Neolithic. The majority of blunt force trauma from population studies 

suggests patterns of raiding and competition for resources between 

societies that relied on one another during other periods. Many examples 

of trauma are consistent with a society that aimed to preserve trade 

networks and life of both their own members and other communities, 

including hunter-gatherer groups that continued to exist during this period.  

This is interspersed with examples of trauma that may be more indicative 

of assault, punishment, murder, infanticide, blood feuds, and occasionally 

massacres of whole communities, with identification of weapon-tools aiding 

the understanding of context and motivation of violence. The examples of 

perimortem trauma and lethal weapon-tools, also demonstrates that there 

were societal pressures that occasionally peaked and led to deadly 

altercations, sometimes annihilating entire groups or communities. This in 

turn shows the dynamic nature of societies existing in the Neolithic, which 
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experiences a variety of stressors that lead to a diverse array of violent 

interactions and demonstrates the importance of blunt force trauma 

research.  

8.3 Implications for Future Research 

This research clearly demonstrates that blunt-force weapon-tools from prehistoric 

periods can be identified and understood using experimental bioarchaeology. The 

methods employed in this paper have wide-reaching applications to the studies of 

blunt-force trauma, as the set-up can be utilized to test any type of hand-held blunt 

force weapon from either other archaeological periods or modern forensic contexts.  

Due to the nature of prehistoric technology, all five test weapon-tools have parallels 

with tools that reach beyond the temporal and geographic limitations of the current 

study. The fracture results produced by this work can help to inform other prehistoric 

blunt force trauma research and aid in identification of blunt force weapon-tools in 

other periods around the world. 

As the methods employed in this research have demonstrated that the identification 

of Neolithic blunt-force trauma studies is possible, it would be pertinent to continue 

this research. Future studies should focus on expanding the data on fracture 

propagation from an increased number and range of potential weapon-tools. There 

should also be future research with a focus on calculating the force various Neolithic 

weapon-tools produce, and how variations in force affects fracture propagation.  

Exploration of other scenarios of violence, including changes in the statures and 

demographic characteristics of both the striker and victim would also increase the 

data sets for comparison to the Neolithic osteological record, providing further 

pertinent information. The ‘actualistic’ style of experimental archaeology employed 

for this research has provided a strong base of initial evidence on Neolithic blunt 

force weaponry, future work could apply secondary, high-variable control tests to 

investigate how small aspects of the context of violence (strike angle, impact force, 

etc.) would influence the fracture propagation, furthering the information on specific 

contexts of injury and potentially providing the evidence to investigate individual 

case studies of blunt force injury with these weapon-tools in higher detail.   
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8.4 Impact Summary 

Overall, the current study has provided key evidence on the mechanism of blunt 

force injury during the Neolithic in Central and Western Europe. The methods 

employed by this research has identified four blunt force weapon-tools and 

demonstrated how variations in the fracture propagation they produce can provide 

clear matches with the osteological record and establish the dynamic nature of 

violence and social interaction in this period. This research provides important 

insight into prehistoric interpersonal-violence and provides an experimental method 

that can aid wider research on blunt force trauma and mechanisms of violence.  
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Appendix 1: Neolithic Osteological Trauma Examples 

This is a catalogue constructed from images in published studies of Neolithic 

osteological trauma. The catalogue is not an exhaustive list but provides examples 

of trauma from the regions and time periods covered in this research. As images are 

taken from other publications, only small scale figures are included. Trauma is 

organized by region and site. Where squares are left blank, information was not 

obtainable.  
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Location Date Individual 
Information 

Fracture Description Image row 

Austria: Asparn/Schletz 
(Teschler-Nicola 2012) 

Early Neolithic 
(LBK) 

Adult male, 35-40 
years old (Ind 3) 

Thin depressed 
perimortem fracture to 
left side of the skull 
with a clear match to 
the Thames Beater 
style of club 

Austria: Asparn/Schletz 
(Teschler-Nicola 2012) 

Early Neolithic 
(LBK) 

Adult female, c.20 
years old (Ind 19) 

Extensive depression 
fracture to both sides 
of skull. 

Austria: Asparn/Schletz 
(Teschler-Nicola 2012) 

Early Neolithic 
(LBK) 

Juvenile c.9 years old 
(Ind 20) 

Extensive perimortem 
depression fracture to 
top of head. 
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Location Date Individual 
Information 

Fracture Description Image row 

Austria: Asparn/Schletz 
(Teschler-Nicola 2012) 

Early Neolithic 
(LBK) 

Adult possible female 
40-50 years old (Ind
56)

Extensive perimortem 
depression fractures. 

Denmark: Bidstrup 
(Fibiger 2009)  

Neolithic (Bidstrup III) Perimortem fracture to 
the left parietal bone 

Denmark: Bidstrup 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Bidstrup V) Healed depression 
fracture to the right 
frontal bone 
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Location Date Individual 
Information 

Fracture Description Image row 

Denmark: Bidstrup 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Bidstrup VI) Healed depression 
fracture to right frontal 
bone 

 
Denmark: Bidstrup 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Bidstrup VII) Perimortem trauma to 
the right parietal bone 
attributed to a 
projectile weapon 

   
Denmark: Borreby 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Borreby III) Healed injury to the left 
frontal bone 
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Location Date Individual 
Information 

Fracture Description Image row 

Denmark: Borreby 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Borreby XX) Perimortem trauma to 
the right anterior-
medial parietal bone 

Denmark: Borreby 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Borreby XX) Perimortem trauma to 
the right parietal and 
occipital bones 

Denmark: Borreby 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Borreby XX) Perimortem trauma to 
the right parietal bone 
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Location Date Individual 
Information 

Fracture Description Image row 

Denmark: Borreby 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Borreby XXIX) Healed injury to the left 
frontal bone 

Denmark: Borreby 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Borreby XXXI) Healed depression 
fracture to the left 
parietal bone 

Denmark: Frejlev Skov 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Frejlev Skov VI) Healed depression 
fracture to left parietal 
bone 
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Location Date Individual 
Information 

Fracture Description Image row 

Denmark: Hammer 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Hammer I) Perimortem fracture to 
the left and right 
parietals 

 
Denmark: Hammer 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Hammer I) Perimortem fracture to 
the right temporal and 
parietal bones 

 
Denmark: Holbæk 
Ladegård  
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Holbæk Ladegård I) Healed depression 
fracture to right frontal 
and parietal bones 
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Location Date Individual 
Information 

Fracture Description Image row 

Denmark, Juelsberg 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Juelsberg I) Perimortem fracture to 
the right parietal bone 

  
Denmark: Kyndelose 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Kyndelose VII) Healed depression 
fracture to the right 
frontal bone 

 
Denmark: Kyndelose 
(Fibiger et al. 2013) 

Neolithic Adolescent (Kyndelose 
IX) 

Healed depression 
fracture to the right 
side of the frontal bone 
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Location Date Individual 
Information 

Fracture Description Image row 

Denmark: Kyndelose 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Kyndelose XVI) Healed depression 
fracture to the left 
parietal 

Denmark: Kyndelose 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Kyndelose XXIV) Permortem fracture to 
the right parietal bone 

Denmark: Marbjerg 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Marbjerg IV) Healed depression 
fracture to right 
parietal bone 



495 

Location Date Individual 
Information 

Fracture Description Image row 

Denmark: 
Over Vindigne 
 (Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Over Vindinge II) Perimortem fracture to 
the left parietal bone 

Denmark: Rævehøj 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Rævehøj I) Healed depression 
fracture to right frontal 
bone. 

Denmark: Rævehøj 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Rævehøj XV) Perimortem fracture to 
the central-left frontal 
bone 
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Location Date Individual 
Information 

Fracture Description Image row 

Denmark: Rævehøj 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Rævehøj XV) Perimortem fracture to 
the left parietal bone 

 
Denmark: Rævehøj 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Rævehøj XV) Perimortem fracture to 
right parietal bone 

  
Denmark: Sønderup 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Sønderup I) Healed depression 
fracture to the 
posterior-lateral right 
parietal bone 
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Location Date Individual 
Information 

Fracture Description Image row 

Denmark: Sønderup 
(Fibiger et al. 2013) 

Neolithic Young adult male 
(Sønderup III) 

Healed depression 
fracture to the right 
frontal bone 

 
Denmark: Steenstrup 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Steenstrup III) Perimortem fracture to 
the left frontal and 
parietal bones 

 
Denmark: Stege  
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Stege II) Healed depression 
fracture to right frontal 
bone 
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Location Date Individual 
Information 

Fracture Description Image row 

Denmark: Stege 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Stege III) Probably perimortem 
fracture of the left 
temporal bone 

Denmark: Stege 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Stege V) Healed depression 
fracture to right frontal 
and parietal bones 

Denmark: Stønstrup 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Stønstrup II) Healed depression 
fracture to the right 
parietal bone 
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Location Date Individual 
Information 

Fracture Description Image row 

Denmark: Stude 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Stude 11) Healed depression 
fracture to the right 
parietal, occipital and 
temporal bones 

Denmark: Stude 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Stude 11) Healed contrecoup 
fracture to left parietal 
bone 

Denmark: Stude 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Stude 11) Perimortem fracture to 
the left temporal bone 



500 

Location Date Individual 
Information 

Fracture Description Image row 

Denmark: Tiærby 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Tiærby III) Healed depression 
fracture in right frontal 
bone 

Denmark: Troldjøj 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Troldjøj I) Healed depression 
fractures/peck marks 
to the frontal bone 

Denmark: Troldjøj 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Troldjøj II) Healed depression 
fracture to right frontal 
bone 
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Location Date Individual 
Information 

Fracture Description Image row 

Denmark: Uggerslevård 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Uggerslevård I) Healed depression 
fracture to the right 
anterior of the frontal 
bone 

 
Denmark: Vittingshaj 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Vittingshaj III) Perimortem fracture to 
the right parietal bone 

 
     
France:  
Les Châtellier du Vieil-
Auzay (Vendée) 
(Schulting and Fibiger 
2012) 

Late Neolithic Young adult male (Ind 
4, grave 2) 

Extensive perimortem 
trauma to the posterior 
left side of the skull. 
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Location Date Individual 
Information 

Fracture Description Image row 

     
Germany: Altendorf 
(Fibiger 2012) 

Late Neolithic 
(Wartberg 
Culture) 

Older mid-adult female 
(A73) 

Healed depression 
fracture to the right 
posterior parietal bone. 

 
Germany: Altendorf  
(Fibiger 2012) 

Late Neolithic 
(Wartberg 
Culture) 

Juvenile (A137) Perimortem 
penetrating fracture to 
the right parietal  

  
Germany: Altendorf 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Late Neolithic 
(Wartberg 
Culture) 

(AT11) Healed depression 
fracture to the 
posterior left parietal. 
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Location Date Individual 
Information 

Fracture Description Image row 

Germany: Altendorf 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Late Neolithic 
(Wartberg 
Culture) 

(A71) Healed depression 
fracture to posterior 
left parietal. 

Germany: Altendorf 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Late Neolithic 
(Wartberg 
Culture) 

(A167) Healed depression 
fracture to frontal 
bone. 

Germany: Altendorf 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Late Neolithic 
(Wartberg 
Culture) 

(A167) Healed injury with a 
slight depression to left 
parietal. 
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Location Date Individual 
Information 

Fracture Description Image row 

Germany: Altendorf  
(Fibiger 2009) 

Late Neolithic 
(Wartberg 
Culture) 

(A167) Healed depression 
fracture of right 
parietal 

 
Germany: Altendorf 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Late Neolithic 
(Wartberg 
Culture) 

(A175) Healed scalp injury 
with osseous 
involvement to frontal 
bone 

 
Germany: Altendorf 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Late Neolithic 
(Wartberg 
Culture) 

(A213) Shallow healed 
depression fracture 
with osseous reaction. 
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Location Date Individual 
Information 

Fracture Description Image row 

Germany: Brdelem 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic  Perimortem trauma 
attributed to injury from 
an axe 

  
Germany: Dillingen-
Steinheim 23 
 (Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic  Healed depression 
fracture to the left 
parietal. 

 
Germany: Eichendorf-
Aufbausen  
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic  Healed depression 
fracture to the frontal 
bone. 
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Location Date Individual 
Information 

Fracture Description Image row 

Germany: Ergolding 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (5) Small, healed 
depression to the right 
parietal 

 
Germany: Eulau, Saxony-
Anhalt  
(Meyer 2009) 

Late Neolithic 
(Corded Ware) 

30-38 year old female 
(417) 

Two fractures to the 
cranial vault. 

 
Germany: Eulau, Saxony-
Anhalt  
(Meyer 2009) 

Late Neolithic 
(Corded Ware) 

8-10 year old male 
(417) 

Comminuated 
penetrating fracture to 
back of skull. 

 



507 

Location Date Individual 
Information 

Fracture Description Image row 

Germany: Goldberg 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (SK 9) Perimortem fracture of 
the left parietal and 
occipital 

Germany: Goldberg 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (SK 9) Perimortem fracture of 
left parietal 

Germany: Goldberg 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (SK 9) Perimortem fracture of 
right frontal bone 



508 

Location Date Individual 
Information 

Fracture Description Image row 

Germany: Goldberg 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (SK 12) Perimortem fracture of 
right parietal. 

Germany: Goldberg 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (SK 3) Perimortem 
penetrating fracture of 
right parietal 

Germany: Goldberg 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (SK 3) Perimortem fracture of 
right parietal and 
frontal bones 



509 

Location Date Individual 
Information 

Fracture Description Image row 

Germany: Goldberg 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (SK 6) Perimortem fracture of 
left frontal and parietal 
bones. 

Germany: Halberstadt 
(Meyer 2018) 

End of Early 
Neolithic (LBK) 

Male 25-35 years old 
(Ind.4) 

Trauma to the right 
half of the frontal bone. 

Germany: Halberstadt 
(Meyer 2018) 

End of Early 
Neolithic (LBK) 

Male 25-40 years old 
(Ind.9) 

Trauma to the left 
parietal bone. 
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Location Date Individual 
Information 

Fracture Description Image row 

Germany: Halberstadt 
(Meyer 2018) 

End of Early 
Neolithic (LBK) 

Male 16-20 years old 
(Ind.5) 

Trauma to midline of 
occipital bone. 

Germany: Halberstadt 
(Meyer 2018) 

End of Early 
Neolithic (LBK) 

Male 25-35 years old 
(Ind.7) 

Trauma to left half of 
occipital bone 

Germany: Halberstadt 
(Meyer 2018) 

End of Early 
Neolithic (LBK) 

Male 25-40 years old 
(Ind.9) 

Trauma to right half of 
occipital bone. 
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Location Date Individual 
Information 

Fracture Description Image row 

Germany: Herxheim 
(Haidle 2012) 

End of Early 
Neolithic (LBK) 

Adult Three ante mortem 
fractures 

Germany: Herxheim 
(Haidle 2012) 

End of Early 
Neolithic (LBK) 

Likely adult Well-healed 
depression fracture 

Germany: Kitzen 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (181/SK3) Perimortem fracture of 
left frontal and parietal 
bones 
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Location Date Individual 
Information 

Fracture Description Image row 

Germany: Kitzen  
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (181/SK4) Probable perimortem 
fracture to right frontal 
bone. 

 
Germany: Magedeburg, 
Stadtfeld  
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic  Healed trepanation to 
left parietal, could be 
trauma related. 

 
Germany: Otzing 
 (Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (B22) Perimortem fracture of 
the left side of frontal 
bone 
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Location Date Individual 
Information 

Fracture Description Image row 

Germany: Ozting  
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (B22) Perimortem fracture of 
occipital bone. 

 
Germany: Roßleben 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (27:528) Perimortem fracture to 
left and right parietals 

 
Germany: Schöneck-
Kilianstädten  
(Meyer 2015) 

End of Early 
Neolithic (LBK) 

(331) CT reconstruction 
showing depressed 
fracture of left parietal 
and non-union fracture 
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Location Date Individual 
Information 

Fracture Description Image row 

Germany: Schöneck-
Kilianstädten  
(Meyer 2015) 

End of Early 
Neolithic (LBK) 

Adult (79) Endocranial view of 
left parietal showing 
comminuted blunt-
force injury with 
bevelling. 

 
Germany: Schöneck-
Kilianstädten  
(Meyer 2015) 

End of Early 
Neolithic (LBK) 

Child 3-5 years old 
(233) 

Ectocranial view 
showing non-
penetrating blunt force 
injury to left parietal. 

 
Germany: Schöneck-
Kilianstädten  
(Meyer 2015) 

End of Early 
Neolithic (LBK) 

Child c.8 years old 
(177) 

Ectocranial view of 
skull showing non-
penetrating blunt force 
injury 
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Location Date Individual 
Information 

Fracture Description Image row 

Germany: Sengkofen 14 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic  Healed depression 
fracture to the left 
parietal. 

 
Germany: Talheim 
(Trautmann 2012) 

End of Early 
Neolithic (LBK) 

Female Juvenile Extensive peri-mortem 
depressed fracture 
likely formed from at 
least three impacts. 

 
Germany: Tangermünde 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Sk 9) Healed depression 
fracture of the right 
parietal 
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Location Date Individual 
Information 

Fracture Description Image row 

Germany: Tangermünde 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Sk 2) Perimortem trauma of 
left parietal  

 
Germany: Tiefbrunn 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Gr 3-1) Extensive perimortem 
trauma to left side of 
skull. 

 
Germany: Tiefbrunn 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Gr 3-2) Perimortem fracture to 
the frontal and parietal 
bones. 
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Location Date Individual 
Information 

Fracture Description Image row 

Germany: Tiefbrunn 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Gr 3-2) Perimortem fracture to 
the left parietal. 

 
Germany: Tiefbrunn 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Gr 3-3) Healed depression 
fracture to the left 
frontal 

 
Germany: Tiefbrunn 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Gr 3-3) Perimortem fracture to 
right parietal 
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Location Date Individual 
Information 

Fracture Description Image row 

Germany: Tiefbrunn 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Gr 3-3) Perimortem fracture to 
right parietal 

 
Germany: Völlinghausen 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (V150) Small, healed 
depression fracture to 
frontal bone. 

 
Germany: Völlinghausen 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (V423) Healed depression 
fracture to right 
parietal 
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Location Date Individual 
Information 

Fracture Description Image row 

Germany: Völlinghausen 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (V425) Healed depression 
fracture 

 
Germany: Waiblingen 
‘Wasserstube’  
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic  Multiple Healed 
Depression Fractures. 

 
Germany: Warburg I 
(Fibiger 2012) 

Late Neolithic 
(Wartberg 
Culture) 

Adult (4099) Two healed 
depression fractures 
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Location Date Individual 
Information 

Fracture Description Image row 

Germany: Warburg I 
(Fibiger 2012) 

Late Neolithic 
(Wartberg 
Culture) 

Adolescent (2547) Perimortem 
depression fracture. 

 
Germany: Warburg I 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic  Perimortem fracture to 
right parietal. 

 
Germany: Warburg III 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (6596) Healed depression 
fracture of right 
parietal 
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Location Date Individual 
Information 

Fracture Description Image row 

Germany: Warburg III 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (6584) Perimortem fracture of 
left parietal 

 
Germany: Warburg III 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (6591) Perimortem fracture of 
right frontal  

 
Germany: Warburg III 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Q23C) Perimortem fracture of 
left parietal 
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Location Date Individual 
Information 

Fracture Description Image row 

Germany: Warburg IV 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (319) Trepanation (probably 
following trauma) to 
posterior of skull. 

 
Germany: Warburg IV 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (360) Perimortem fracture of 
right parietal  

 
Germany: Zauschwitz 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (11) Healed and healing 
depression fractures to 
the right frontal bone. 
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Location Date Individual 
Information 

Fracture Description Image row 

Germany: Zauschwitz  
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (31) Healed depression of 
left and right parietals. 

 
Germany: Zauschwitz 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (40) Small healed 
depression fracture. 

 
Germany: Zauschwitz 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (28) Healed depression 
fracture to left superior 
parietal. 
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Location Date Individual 
Information 

Fracture Description Image row 

Germany: Zauschwitz 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (47) Perimortem fracture of 
frontal bone with 
hinged fracture 

 
     
Gotland, Sweden: 
Scanian, Visby  
(Tornberg and Jacobson 
2018) 

Late Neolithic  Adult male Two antemortem 
depression fractures 
and one large 
perimortem depression 
fracture, trauma 
attributed to stone axe 

 
Gotland, Sweden: 
Västerbjers, Gothem 
Parish  
(Ahlström and Molnar 
2012) 

Sub-Neolithic 
Hunter-
Gatherers 
(Pitted Ware 
Culture) 

Adult female Impression fracture 
with no signs of 
healing 
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Location Date Individual 
Information 

Fracture Description Image row 

Gotland, Sweden: 
Västerbjers, Gothem 
Parish  
(Ahlström and Molnar 
2012) 

Sub-Neolithic 
Hunter-
Gatherers 
(Pitted Ware 
Culture) 

Adult male Healed depression 
fracture to the right 
frontal bone 

 
Gotland, Sweden: 
Västerbjers, Gothem 
Parish (Ahlström and 
Molnar 2012) 

Sub-Neolithic 
Hunter-
Gatherers 
(Pitted Ware 
Culture) 

Adult Male Healed depression 
fracture 

 
     
Sweden: Hellekis  
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (10368:1a) Perimortem fracture to 
the left parietal bone 
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Location Date Individual 
Information 

Fracture Description Image row 

Sweden: Hunnebostrand 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (10428:5) Probably healed injury 
to the right parietal 

 
Sweden: Hunnebostrand 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (10428:1) Healed depression 
fracture to the right 
parietal bone 

 
Sweden, Karleby  
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Karleby 24) Healed fracture to the 
left frontal bone 
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Location Date Individual 
Information 

Fracture Description Image row 

Sweden, Karleby  
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Karleby 8) Healed fracture to the 
right frontal bone 

 
Sweden, Karleby  
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Karleby 9) Healed depression 
fracture to the left 
parietal bone 

 
Sweden: Luttra  
(Fibiger et al. 2013) 

Neolithic Adult female (10352:3) Perimortem 
depression fracture 
attributed to an axe 
blow 
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Location Date Individual 
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Fracture Description Image row 

Sweden: Luttra  
(Fibiger et al. 2013) 

Neolithic Adult female (10351:3) Perimortem fracture to 
the left parietal bone 

 
Sweden: Skepparslöv 
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic (Skepparslöv XI) Healed fracture to the 
left parietal bone 

 
Sweden: Tygelsojö-find 
(Ahlström and Molnar 
2012) 

Unknown 
prehistoric 
date, club is 
similar to 
Pitted Ware 
Culture of 
Gotland, 
Sweden 

Adult Embedded antler tine 
weapon in a 
penetrating fracture 
through to top of the 
skull 
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Location Date Individual 
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Fracture Description Image row 

Sweden: Viby  
(Fibiger 2009) 

Neolithic  Healed depression 
fracture to the left 
frontal bone 

 
     
UK: Belas Knap 
(Schulting 2012) 

Early Neolithic Adolescent (D-4) Large perimortem 
depression fracture to 
the left side of the 
skull, attributed to 
wooden club weapon 

 
UK: Belas Knap 
(Schulting and Wysocki 
2005) 

Early Neolithic Adult Female (D-11) Clear perimortem 
depression fracture 
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Location Date Individual 
Information 

Fracture Description Image row 

UK,  
Coldrum  
(Schulting and Wysocki 
2005) 

Early Neolithic Adult possible female 
(EU.1.5.120) 

Perimortem 
depression fracture to 
the left side of the skull 

 
UK: Dinningston 
(Schulting and Wysocki 
2005) 

Early Neolithic Adult female (Sk1811) Perimortem 
depression fracture to 
the left side of the 
frontal bone with 
distinct hinged bone 
fragments 

 
UK: Dinningston 
(Schulting and Wysocki 
2005) 

Early Neolithic Adult male (Sk 1807) Perimortem 
depression fracture to 
the posterior left side 
of skull along suture 
between parietal and 
occipital bones 
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Location Date Individual 
Information 

Fracture Description Image row 

UK: Dorsetshire Long 
Barrow  
(Schulting and Wysocki 
2005) 

Early Neolithic Adult possible male 
(306) 

Perimortem ‘keyhole’ 
depressed fracture  

 
UK: Ebberston  
(Schulting 2012) 

Early Neolthic Adult male (SK 1795) Small perimortem 
depression fracture to 
the left parietal bone 
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Location Date Individual 
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Fracture Description Image row 

UK: Dinnington 
(Schulting 2012) 

Early Neolithic Adult female (Sk 1817) Small healed 
depression fracture 

 
UK: Dinningston 
(Schulting 2012) 

Early Neolithic Adult male (Sk 1820) Small healed fracture 
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Location Date Individual 
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Fracture Description Image row 

UK: Dinnington  
(Schulting 2012) 

Early Neolithic Adult male (Sk 1811) Perimortem trauma to 
the left side of the 
frontal bone 

 
UK: Duggleby, Howe, 
Yorkshire  
(Schulting 2012) 

Early Neolithic Adult possible male 
(Cranium J) 

Multiple perimortem 
injuries including 
depressed fractures 
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Fracture Description Image row 

UK: Fussel’s Lodge 
(Schulting and Wysocki 
2005) 

Early Neolithic Adult male (Sk 3318) Three healed 
depressed fractures to 
the top of the cranium 

 
UK: Isbister  
(Schulting 2012) 

Early Neolithic Adult female Two healed 
depression fractures 
including one very 
large area 

 
UK: Lyncham  
(Schulting and Wysocki 
2005) 

Early Neolithic Adult possible female 
(Sk 3304) 

Healed depression 
fracture to the left 
parietal bone 
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Fracture Description Image row 

UK: Norton Bavant 
(Schulting and Wysocki 
2005) 

Early Neolithic Adult male Healed depression 
fracture to the left 
frontal bone 

 
UK: Rhos Ddigre, North 
Wales  
(Schulting 2012) 

Early Neolithic Adult Perimortem 
depression fracture  
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Fracture Description Image row 

UK: Unstan  
(Schulting 2012) 

Early Neolithic Adult Smooth edged, round 
perimortem depression 
fracture 

 
UK: Whitewick  
(Schulting 2012) 

Early Neolithic Adult female Possible perimortem 
large depressed 
fracture to the top of 
the skull 
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Appendix 2: Potential Neolithic Weapon-Tools 

This is a catalogue of certain tools from the European Neolithic that present as 

possible candidates for use as weapons. The catalogue is not an exhaustive list but 

provides examples of potential weapon-tools that exist from the time period and 

regions covered in this study. As images are taken from other publications, only 

small scale figures are included. All included examples were chosen, as images 

were available. Where cells are left blank, information was not obtainable.  
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Material Tool 
Classification 

Collection/ 
Reference 

Date Notes Image 

Antler Pick National 
Museum of 
Scotland  
(photographed 
by author) 

Unknown 
date 

For flint arrow head 
production 

 
Antler 
 

 

Hammer head Museum of 
London (2017a) 

Neolithic L: 95mm 

 
Antler Hammer head Museum of 

London (2013b) 
(Kew Bridge) 

Late 
Neolithic 

L: 82mm 
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Material Tool 
Classification 

Collection/ 
Reference 

Date Notes Image 

Antler Hammer head Museum of 
London (2018) 
(Egham) 

Neolithic L: 102mm 

 
Antler Hammer head Museum of 

London (2013a) 
(Richmond Lock 
and Weir, 
London) 

Neolithic L: 76mm 

 
Antler Pick Pitt Rivers 

(2007b) 
 Museum, 
Oxford (Norfolk) 

Neolithic? L: 275mm, W: 140mm 
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Material Tool 
Classification 

Collection/ 
Reference 

Date Notes Image 

Antler Pick Pitt Rivers 
Museum 
(2007a), Oxford 
(West Sussex) 

Neolithic L: 320mm 

 
Antler Pick Schulting and 

Wysocki (2005) 
(Stonehenge) 

Early 
Neolithic 

 

 
Antler Pick Ahlström and 

Molnar (2012) 
(Gotland, 
Sweden) 

Proto 
Neolthic 
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Material Tool 
Classification 

Collection/ 
Reference 

Date Notes Image 

Antler  Pick Ahström and 
Molnar (2012) 
(Sweden) 

Undated, but 
similar to 
Pitted Ware 
Culture 

 

 
      
Wood Club (Thames 

Beater) 
Museum of 
London 
(Chelsea) 
Dyer and Fibiger 
(2017) 

Early 
Neolithic 
(3530-3340 
BC) 

L: 640mm, Blade L: 
320mm, Handle L: 
250mm, Pommel L: 
70mm. Seems to be 
designed for 
interpersonal violence, 
although similar to grain 
beaters  

Wood Club Schulting and 
Wysocki (2005) 
(Cumbria) 

Early 
Neolithic 
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Material Tool 
Classification 

Collection/ 
Reference 

Date Notes Image 

Wood Club Schulting and 
Wysocki (2005) 
(Cumbria) 

Early 
Neolthic 

 

 
Wood Club Moormuseum 

Bermerfehn 
(2004) 

Late 
Neolithic  

Ball-headed club, 
L:68.5, Head Diameter: 
8.5, Head length: 9.7  

Wood Club Schulting and 
Wysocki (2005) 
(Cumbria) 

Early 
Neolithic 

 

 
      
Stone Hammer 

stone 
Museum of 
London (Stains) 

Early 
Neolithic 

L: 71mm, W:68mm, 
T:63mm 
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Material Tool 
Classification 

Collection/ 
Reference 

Date Notes Image 

Stone Mace head/ 
hammer head 

Museum of 
London (2017b) 
(Brentford) 

Neolithic Hourglass perforation, 
L:165mm, W: 89mm, T: 
44mm 

 
Stone Mace head/ 

hammer head 
Museum of 
London (2015b) 

Neolithic L:147.6mm, W:58.1mm, 
T:36,5mm, Perforaction: 
20.7mm. Stone from 
Orkney or Norway 

 
Stone Mace head Museum of 

London (2015a) 
(Kingston) 

Late 
Neolithic 

L: 146mm, W: 76mm, T: 
28mm 
Ground stone mace 
head of greywacke 
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Material Tool 
Classification 

Collection/ 
Reference 

Date Notes Image 

Stone Mace head, 
hammer head 

State Museum 
of Prehistory 
Halle (Saxony-
Anhalt) 
(Steinzeit & 
Co., 2015)

Neolithic Diameter c. 7 

Stone Mac head State Museum 
of Prehistory 
Halle 
(Steinzeit & 
Co., 2015) 

Neolithic 
(Corded 
Ware) 

Stone Maceheads National 
Museum of 
Scotland 
(Caistteal nan 
Gillean and 
Cnac Sligeach) 
(Photographed 
by author) 

Late 
Neolithic/ 
Bronze Age 
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Material Tool 
Classification 

Collection/ 
Reference 

Date Notes Image 

Stone Club National 
Museum of 
Scotland (Cnoc 
Coig and 
Caisteal nan 
Gillean) 
(Photographed 
by author) 

Neolithic For food processing 

 

Stone Hammer and 
anvil stones 

National 
Museum of 
Scotland (Cnoc 
Coig and 
Casiteeal nan 
Gillean)  
(Photographed 
by author) 

Neolithic For flint knapping 

 

Stone Hammer 
stone 

National 
Museum of 
Scotland (Den of 
Boddam) 
(Photographed 
by author) 

Neolithic/ 
Bronze Age 

For flint arrowhead 
production 
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Material Tool 
Classification 

Collection/ 
Reference 

Date Notes Image 

Stone Hammer 
stone 

National 
Museum of 
Scotland (Den of 
Boddam) 
(Photographed 
by author) 

Neolithic/ 
Bronze Age 

For flint knapping 

 
Stone Hammer 

stone 
National 
Museum of 
Scotland (Den of 
Boddam) 
(Photographed 
by author) 

Neolithic/ 
Bronze Age 

For flint knapping 

 
Stone Hammer 

stone 
National 
Museum of 
Scotland (Udny) 
(Photographed 
by author) 

Mesolithic/ 
Neolithic/ 
Bronze Age 
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Material Tool 
Classification 

Collection/ 
Reference 

Date Notes Image 

Stone Maceheads National 
Museum of 
Scotland 
(Jarishof and 
Balmaciellan) 
(Photographed 
by author) 

Mesolithic/ 
Neolithic/ 
Bronze Age 

 

 
Stone Clubs National 

Museum of 
Scotland 
(Sheltand and 
Northmeven) 
(Photographed 
by author) 

Neolithic/ 
Bronze Age 

 

 
Stone Macehead National 

Museum of 
Scotland 
(Ardoch) 
(Photographed 
by author) 

Late 
Neolithic/ 
Bronze Age 
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Material Tool 
Classification 

Collection/ 
Reference 

Date Notes Image 

Stone Macehead National 
Museum of 
Scotland 
(Airdens and 
Urquhart) 
(Photographed 
by author) 

Late 
Neolithic/ 
Bronze Age 

Flint 

 
Stone Maceheads National 

Museum of 
Scotland (Arran, 
Egilsay, Fife, 
Old Deer, 
Ormiegill and 
Shetland) 
(Photographed 
by author) 

Late 
Neolithic 
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Appendix 3: Filmed Strikes 

Film footage was taken of all experiments carried out for the purpose of this study. 

The film footage is attached to this paper as digital files. All experiments were 

included, except experiment 1.A, where a camera malfunction corrupted the digital 

file. The film footage has been clipped to show only the strike and direct aftermath. 

Below is the list of digital files accompanying this appendix. 

 

File Name Description 
1.B Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 1.B with a stone hammer.  
1.C Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 1.C with a stone hammer.  
1.D Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 1.D with a stone hammer.  
1.E Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 1.E with a stone hammer.  
1.F Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 1.F with a stone hammer.  
1.G Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 1.G with a stone hammer.  
1.H Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 1.H with a stone hammer.  
1.I Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 1.I with a stone hammer.  
1.J Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 1.J with a stone hammer.  
2.A Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 2.A with an antler hammer. 
2.B Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 2.B with an antler hammer. 
2.C Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 2.C with an antler hammer. 
2.D Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 2.D with an antler hammer. 
2.E Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 2.E with an antler hammer. 
2.F Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 2.F with an antler hammer. 
2.G Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 2.G with an antler hammer. 
2.H Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 2.h with an antler hammer. 
2.I Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 2.I with an antler hammer. 

 2.J Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 2.J with an antler hammer. 
3.A Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 3.A with an antler pick. 

  3.B Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 3.B with an antler pick.  
 3.C Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 3.C with an antler pick.  
 3.D Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 3.D with an antler pick.  
 3.E Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 3.E with an antler pick.  
 3.F Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 3.F with an antler pick.  
 3.G Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 3.G with an antler pick. 
  3.H Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 3.H with an antler pick. 
  



 

 

File Name Description 
3.I Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 3.I with an antler pick.  

 3.J Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 3.J with an antler pick.  
 4.A Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 4.A with a ball-headed club.  

4.B Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 4.B with a ball-headed club.  
4.C Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 4.C with a ball-headed club.  
4.D Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 4.D with a ball-headed club.  
4.E Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 4.E with a ball-headed club.  
4.F Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 4.F with a ball-headed club.  
4.G Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 4.G with a ball-headed club.  
4.H Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 4.H with a ball-headed club.  
4.I Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 4.I with a ball-headed club.  
4.J Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 4.J with a ball-headed club.  
5.A Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 5.A with a hand-held stone.  
5.B Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 5.B with a hand-held stone.  
5.C Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 5.C with a hand-held stone.  

 5.D Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 5.D with a hand-held stone.  
5.E Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 5.E with a hand-held stone.  
5.F Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 5.F with a hand-held stone.  
5.G Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 5.G with a hand-held stone.  
5.H Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 5.H with a hand-held stone.  
5.I Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 5.I with a hand-held stone.  
5.J Strike.m4v Footage of strike delivered in experiment 5.J with a hand-held stone.  
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Appendix 4: Strikes Delivered in Each Experiment 

Below is a list of the type of individual strike delivered during each experiment 

carried out during this study. Video footage of the strikes can be found in Appendix 

3. All strikes were aimed at the upper portion of the front of the skin-skull-brain 

model, except where specified with the hand-held stone. 

 

Sphere Weapon Type Type of Strike 
1.A Stone Hammer 

(first haft) 
Single right hand on handle. Lifted up and brought directly down.  

1.B Stone Hammer 
(first haft) 

Single right hand on handle. Lifted up and brought directly down. 

1.C Stone Hammer 
(second haft) 

Single right hand on handle. Lifted up and brought directly down. 

1.D Stone Hammer 
(second haft) 

Single right hand on handle. Lifted up and brought directly down. 

1.E Stone Hammer 
(second haft) 

Single right hand on handle. Lifted up and brought directly down. 

1.F Stone Hammer 
(second haft) 

Single right hand on handle. Lifted up and brought directly down. 

1.G Stone Hammer 
(second haft) 

Single right hand on handle. Lifted up and brought directly down. 

1.H Stone Hammer 
(second haft) 

Single right hand on handle. Lifted up and brought directly down. 

1.I Stone Hammer 
(second haft) 

Single right hand on handle. Lifted up and brought directly down. 

1.J Stone Hammer 
(second haft) 

Single right hand on handle. Lifted up and brought directly down. 

2.A Antler Hammer Single right hand on handle. Lifted up and brought directly down. 
2.B Antler Hammer Single right hand on handle. Lifted up and brought directly down. 
2.C Antler Hammer Single right hand on handle. Lifted up and brought directly down. 
2.D Antler Hammer Single right hand on handle. Lifted up and brought directly down. 
2.E Antler Hammer Single right hand on handle. Lifted up and brought directly down. 
2.F Antler Hammer Single right hand on handle. Lifted up and brought directly down. 
2.G Antler Hammer Single right hand on handle. Lifted up and brought directly down. 
2.H Antler Hammer Single right hand on handle. Lifted up and brought directly down. 
2.I Antler Hammer Single right hand on handle. Lifted up and brought directly down. 

 
2.J Antler Hammer Single right hand on handle. Lifted up and brought directly down. 
3.A Antler Pick (1) Single right hand on handle. Lifted up and brought directly down. 
3.B Antler Pick (1) Single right hand on handle. Lifted up and brought directly down. 
3.C Antler Pick (1) Single right hand on handle. Lifted up and brought directly down. 



 

 

Sphere Weapon Type Type of Strike 
3.D Antler Pick (1) Single right hand on handle. Lifted up and brought directly down. 

The striker held onto the tripod with left hand during the blow. 
3.E Antler Pick (2) Single right hand on handle. Lifted up and brought directly down. 
3.F Antler Pick (2) Single right hand on handle. Lifted up and brought directly down. 
3.G Antler Pick (2) Single right hand on handle. Lifted up and brought directly down. 

The striker held onto the tripod with left hand during the blow. 
3.H Antler Pick (2) Single right hand on handle. Lifted up and brought directly down. 
3.I Antler Pick (1) Single right hand on handle. Lifted up and brought directly down. 
3.J Antler Pick (1) Single right hand on handle. Lifted up and brought directly down. 
4.A Ball-Headed 

Club 
Held double handed with hands on lower portion of haft, right 
hand above left. Lifted up and brought directly down. 

4.B Ball-Headed 
Club 

Held double handed with hands on lower portion of haft, right 
hand above left. Lifted up and brought directly down. 

4.C Ball-Headed 
Club 

Held double handed with hands on lower portion of haft, right 
hand above left. Lifted up and brought directly down. 

4.D Ball-Headed 
Club 

Held double handed with hands on lower portion of haft, right 
hand above left. Lifted up and brought directly down. 

4.E Ball-Headed 
Club 

Held double handed with hands on lower portion of haft, right 
hand above left. Lifted up and brought directly down. 

4.F Ball-Headed 
Club 

Held double handed with hands on lower portion of haft, right 
hand above left. Lifted up and brought directly down. 

4.G Ball-Headed 
Club 

Held double handed with hands on lower portion of haft, right 
hand above left. Lifted up and brought directly down. 

4.H Ball-Headed 
Club 

Held double handed with hands on lower portion of haft, right 
hand above left. Lifted up and brought directly down. 

4.I Ball-Headed 
Club 

Held double handed with hands on lower portion of haft, right 
hand above left. Lifted up and brought directly down. 

4.J Ball-Headed 
Club 

Held double handed with hands on lower portion of haft, right 
hand above left. Lifted up and brought directly down. 

5.A Hand-Held 
Stone 

Held in right hand with stone against palm and finger wrapped 
around, but out of the way of the striking surface. Stone was 
lifted up and brought directly down. 

5.B Hand-Held 
Stone 

Held in right hand with stone against palm and finger wrapped 
around, but out of the way of the striking surface. Stone was 
lifted up and brought directly down. 

5.C Hand-Held 
Stone 

Held in right hand with stone against palm and finger wrapped 
around, but out of the way of the striking surface. Stone was 
lifted up and brought directly down. 

5.D Hand-Held 
Stone 

Held in right hand with stone against palm and finger wrapped 
around, but out of the way of the striking surface. Stone was 
lifted up and brought directly down. 

5.E Hand-Held 
Stone 

Held in right hand with stone against palm and finger wrapped 
around, but out of the way of the striking surface. Stone was 
lifted up and brought directly down. 

5.F Hand-Held 
Stone 

Held in right hand with stone against palm and finger wrapped 
around, but out of the way of the striking surface. Stone was 
lifted up and brought directly down. Held the tripod while striking. 
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Sphere Weapon Type Type of Strike 
5.G Hand-Held 

Stone 
Held in right hand with stone against palm and finger wrapped 
around, but out of the way of the striking surface. Stone was 
swung out from the side, aiming for the left side of the skin-skull-
brain model. 

5.H Hand-Held 
Stone 

Held in right hand with stone against palm and finger wrapped 
around, but out of the way of the striking surface. Stone was 
swung out from the side, aiming for the left side of the skin-skull-
brain model. 

5.I Hand-Held 
Stone 

Held in right hand with stone against palm and finger wrapped 
around, but out of the way of the striking surface. Stone was 
swung out from the side, aiming for the left side of the skin-skull-
brain model. 

5.J Hand-Held 
Stone 

Held in right hand with stone against palm and finger wrapped 
around, but out of the way of the striking surface. Stone was 
lifted up and brought directly down. 
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Appendix 5: Notes Taken During Experimentation 

The following appendix lists the notes taken during each of the individual 

experiments carried out in this study.  
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Sphere  Weapon Type Tripod Height 
(cm) 

Filmed (Y/N) Notes from the Striker 

1.A Stone Hammer (first 
haft) 

139.7  N (camera 
malfunction) 

The hammer felt good in the hand, and no shock was felt when the blow 
connected. The head of the hammer tipped back slightly during the strike 
and was hammered back into place after.  

1.B Stone Hammer (first 
haft) 

139.7 Y Haft snapped during the impact. Striker the haft give way, which made the 
impact feel much lighter as force was dispersed.  

1.C Stone Hammer 
(second haft) 

139.7 Y Strike was very similar to 1.A. The movement felt fluid during the blow and 
connected with the sphere with minimal shock. The larger handle gave 
slightly more control. 

1.D Stone Hammer 
(second haft) 

139.7 Y Similar to 1.C. Felt more force and power than the previous strike, but not 
shock upon impact. 

1.E Stone Hammer 
(second haft) 

139.7 Y This strike missed slightly and hit lower on skin-skull-brain model than the 
previous one. Due to the angle the strike left like it had less power and 
impact.  

1.F Stone Hammer 
(second haft) 

139.7 Y The strike felt like it had less force as the stone hammer head dislodges 
and slid up the haft slightly during the blow.  

1.G Stone Hammer 
(second haft) 

139.7 Y Similar strike feel to 1.A. The blow dislodged the sphere. Striker managed 
to slow it down during the fall, but not catch it. The fracture site seems 
unaffected by fall. 

1.H Stone Hammer 
(second haft) 

139.7 Y Blow missed the intended point and the striker felt the weapon slide against 
the surface of the sphere, causing the force to be somewhat deflected.  

1.I Stone Hammer 
(second haft) 

139.7 Y Very strong strike, hit the middle of the sphere with little shock felt up the 
handle.  

1.J Stone Hammer 
(second haft) 

139.7 Y The haft of the hammer broke during the impact, which dislodged the 
hammerhead and it flew across the room. The impact felt much lighter as 
the breaking handle dispersed the force.  
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Sphere  Weapon Type Tripod Height 
(cm) 

Filmed (Y/N) Notes from the Striker 

2.A Antler Hammer 139.5 
 
 

Y The antler hammer felt strange in comparison to the stone hammer. It was 
much lighter and not as well balanced, making it feel much less powerful.  

2.B Antler Hammer 139.5 
 

Y This strike felt better than 2.A. The end of the strike included a flick of the 
wrist and there was more body weight behind which allowed for a better 
and stronger connection. This tool allowed for more control than the stone 
hammer did. 

2.C Antler Hammer 139.5 
 

Y Same as the strike to 2.B. During the blow, the leather cord dethatched and 
the hammerhead slid up the haft. This was reattached before the next blow.  

2.D Antler Hammer 139.5 
 

Y The strike landed on an awkward angle and was lightly deflected to the 
side, connecting with one of the folds in the silicone and making the strike 
feel weaker. 

2.E Antler Hammer 139.5 
 

Y The strike felt uncomfortable and may be the lower position of the 
hammerhead on the haft. It connected well, but felt less powerful.  

2.F Antler Hammer 139.5 
 

Y The strike was deflected to the right. This change in direction as felt by the 
striker and caused some pain in the swinging arm.  

2.G Antler Hammer 139.5 
 

Y The strike was very direct to the middle of the sphere. The striker felt there 
was more weight behind it, and started the swing with the left foot forward.  

2.H Antler Hammer 139.5 
 

Y More weight behind this strike and the hammer feel with a very powerful 
and direct blow. 

2.I Antler Hammer 139.7 
 

Y The swing felt very fast. While the blow felt week, the striker noted that they 
would be able to deliver a second swing very quickly. 

2.J Antler Hammer 139.7 
 

Y The strike went slightly to the side, but still noted that the recovery time with 
this potential weapon is very quick.  
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Sphere  Weapon Type Tripod Height 
(cm) 

Filmed (Y/N) Notes from the Striker 

3.A Antler Pick (1) 139.7 
 

Y The striker noted they were close to the stand and that the strike felt 
stronger. The tip of the antler tine embedded in the skin-skull-brain model 
and broke off.  

3.B Antler Pick (1) 139.7 
 

Y The striker noted their position was closer to the stand than in 3.A and felt 
that this caused a weaker blow. The antler was also more blunted due to 
the damage from the first strike.  

3.C Antler Pick (1) 139.7 
 

Y The antler hit at an awkward angle and only scraped across the surface of 
the sphere. This may be due to the blunted tine or angle of strike. 

3.D Antler Pick (1) 139.7 
 

Y Striker held the stand, like they would the shoulder of a victim, during this 
blow to increase the force they could deliver. The tine hit at an awkward 
angle and raked across the sphere, instead of delivering a direct blow. 

3.E Antler Pick (2) 139.7 
 

Y The antler hit at an awkward angle and scraped the surface of the sphere, 
instead of creating a strong and direct blow. 

3.F Antler Pick (2) 139.7 
 

Y The antler hit at an awkward angle and scraped the surface of the sphere, 
instead of creating a strong and direct blow. 

3.G Antler Pick (2) 139.7 
 

Y The striker held the stand again and the tine slid to one side during the 
blow, not a nice direct blow. 

3.H Antler Pick (2) 139.7 
 

Y More body weight was used, however, the angle of the strike was still not 
direct, possibly due to the curve in the antler tine. The tine struck the metal 
part of the tripod and the tip of the tine broke. 

3.I Antler Pick (1) 139.7 
 

Y The strike felt imprecise and was not a very strong blow. Recovery was not 
great, as a large amount of force was felt up the strikers arm. 

3.J Antler Pick (1) 139.7 
 

Y The striker felt strong vibrations through the wrist during this blow. Felt that 
this was not the ideal type of weapon for cranial strikes.  
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Sphere  Weapon Type Tripod Height 
(cm) 

Filmed (Y/N) Notes from the Striker 

4.A Ball-Headed Club 139.2 Y Direct and strong strike. The sphere was dislodged during blow, inspected 
and fracture pattern seems unaffected. 

4.B Ball-Headed Club 139.2 Y Slightly less strong a strike than 4.A.  
4.C Ball-Headed Club 139.2 Y Strong and direct strike. 
4.D Ball-Headed Club 139.2 

 
Y Very strong strike. Sphere was dislodged, but fracture pattern seems 

unaffected. 
4.E Ball-Headed Club 139.2 Y Very strong strike. Sphere was dislodged, but fracture pattern seems 

unaffected. 
4.F Ball-Headed Club 139.2 Y Strong strike, that dislodged the silicone skin, which fell free of the skin-

skull-brain model. The skin-brain model was dislodged during the strike, but 
landed on soft padding and no changes to the fracture pattern were 
identified. 

4.G Ball-Headed Club 139.2 Y Strong, direct strike. 
4.H Ball-Headed Club 139.2 Y Maximum strength used, with full weight behind the swing. Felt like a very 

strong and direct strike. 
4.I Ball-Headed Club 139.7 Y Vertical blow that landed directly on top of the head. Swing felt strong. 
4.J Ball-Headed Club 139.7 Y Swing felt strong, but landed a little lower than intended. 
5.A Hand-Held Stone 139.0 Y Held stone against palm and struck with the raised area. This hurt greatly 

and was felt through the hand and arm. 
5.B Hand-Held Stone 139.0 Y Hurt the hand and sent painful vibrations along the arm during the blow. 
5.C Hand-Held Stone 139.0 Y Hurt the hand and sent painful vibrations along the arm during the blow. 
5.D Hand-Held Stone 139.0 Y Hurt the hand and sent painful vibrations along the arm during the blow. 
5.E Hand-Held Stone 139.0 Y Walked towards the tripod during the strike. Hurt the hand and sent painful 

vibrations along the arm during the blow. 
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Sphere  Weapon Type Tripod Height 
(cm) 

Filmed (Y/N) Notes from the Striker 

5.F Hand-Held Stone 139.1 Y Strike was delivered straight down while holding the tripod. This felt 
effective and was much less painful than previous strikes. 

5.G Hand-Held Stone 139.1 Y The side strike felt much more natural and efficient, although it was still 
painful compared to the use of tools. 

5.H Hand-Held Stone 139.1 Y Very big swing used that felt very effective. The sphere detached and fell, 
striking the floor where there was no padding and likely causing the fracture 
along the seam of the sphere. Still had pain in the hand. 

5.I Hand-Held Stone 139.1 
 
 
 

Y Hurt the hand and sent painful vibrations along the arm during the blow. 
The blow was so hard that the rock flew out of the striker’s hand. 

5.J Hand-Held Stone 139.1 Y Hurt the hand and sent painful vibrations along the arm during the blow. 
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Appendix 6: Fracture Data 

Below is the basic data collected on fractures produced in each of the fifty 

experiments carried out in the study. This includes the type of fracture and 

dimensions of fractures (length, height and depth). Length refers to the absolute 

length of the injury, measured at the longest axis across the injury. Width is the 

absolute width, measured as the widest point perpendicular to the length 

measurement. Width was measured while ballistics gelatine was still intact and is 

measured from the surface of the synbone to the deepest point of any depressed 

bone.  

Elements of blunt force cranial fractures were then assessed and marked ‘Y’ when 

present and ‘N’ when not present. These elements included damage to the outer 

synbone table, damage to the inner synbone table, presence of scrapes or 

abrasions, presence of fractures, presence of depression fractures, presence of 

radiating fractures, presence of concentric fractures, presence of hinged synbone 

fragments, displaced fragments at fracture site, number of displaced fragment, 

presence of bevelled margins, presence of archaeologically identifiable injury, and 

the rating of the lethality of each blow. The rating of archaeologically significant 

trauma and the lethality of each injury is defined and discussed in Chapter 7.  
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1.A Stone Hammer Depression 33 24 8 Y Y N Y Y N N Y Y 10 Y Y L 

1.B Stone Hammer Depression 25 22 1-2 Y Y N Y Y N N Y Y 4 Y Y B 

1.C Stone Hammer Depression 31 23 6 Y Y N Y Y N N Y Y 12 Y Y L 

1.D Stone Hammer Depression 41 22 9 Y Y N Y Y Y N Y Y 17 Y Y L 

1.E Stone Hammer Depression 32.5 21 4 Y Y N Y Y Y N N Y 16 Y Y L 

1.F Stone Hammer Depression 36 22 9 Y Y N Y Y N N Y Y 11 Y Y L 

1.G Stone Hammer Depression 38 24 2.5 Y Y N Y Y N N Y Y 16 Y Y L 

1.H Stone Hammer Depression 28 16 3 Y Y N Y Y Y Y Y Y 3 Y Y L 

1.I Stone Hammer Depression 24.2 22.1 1.7 Y Y N Y Y Y Y Y Y 7 Y Y L 

1.J Stone Hammer Scrape 13.4 12.9 NA Y N Y N N N N N N 0 N N S 

2.A Antler Hammer Scrape 13 11 NA Y N Y N N N N N N 0 N N S 

2.B Antler Hammer Depression 17 14 7 Y Y N Y Y N N Y Y 2 Y Y B 

2.C Antler Hammer Depression 18 15 6 Y Y N Y Y N N Y Y 5 Y Y B 
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2.D Antler Hammer Scrape 15 11 NA Y N Y N N N N N N 0 N N S 

2.E Antler Hammer Depression? 8 4 <1 Y N N Y Y N N N N 0 N N S 

2.F Antler Hammer Scrape 10 9 NA Y N Y N N N N N N 0 N N S 

2.G Antler Hammer Scrape 6 5 NA Y N Y N N Y N N N 0 N Y S 

2.H Antler Hammer Depression 39 10 1 Y Y N Y Y Y N N N 0 N Y B 

2.I Antler Hammer Stelite NA NA NA Y Y N Y N Y N N N 0 N Y B 

2.J Antler Hammer Scrape 25.1 20.7 NA Y N Y N N N N N N 0 N N S 

3.A Antler Pick Depression 9 6 1 Y N Y Y Y N N N N 0 N Y S 

3.B Antler Pick Depression 7 7 1 Y N N Y Y N N N N 0 N Y S 

3.C Antler Pick Depression 10 9 1 Y N N Y Y N N N N 0 N Y S 

3.D Antler Pick Depression 11 7 1 Y N Y Y Y N N N N 0 N Y S 

3.E Antler Pick Scrape 24 1 NA Y N Y N N N N N N 0 N N S 

3.F Antler Pick Scrape 42 1 NA Y N Y N N N N N N 0 N N S 
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3.G Antler Pick Scrape 8 6 NA Y N Y N N N N N N 0 N N S 

3.H Antler Pick Depression 11 3 0.5 Y N Y Y Y N N N N 0 N Y S 

3.I Antler Pick Scrape 7.7 5.6 NA Y N Y N N N N N N 0 N N S 

3.J Antler Pick Scrape 10.5 9.6 NA Y N Y N N N N N N 0 N N S 

4.A Ball-headed club Depression 36 33 4 Y Y N Y Y Y Y N Y 15 Y Y L 

4.B Ball-headed club Depression 107 56 1 Y Y N Y Y Y Y N Y 12 Y Y L 

4.C Ball-headed club Depression 97 52 3 Y Y N Y Y Y Y N Y 15 Y Y L 

4.D Ball-headed club Depression 114 86 2 Y Y N Y Y Y Y N Y 8 Y Y L 

4.E Ball-headed club Depression 60 35 5 Y Y N Y Y Y Y N Y 15 Y Y L 

4.F Ball-headed club Depression 46 23 1 Y Y N Y Y Y Y N Y 16 Y Y L 

4.G Ball-headed club Depression 44 35 1 Y Y N Y Y Y Y N Y 7 Y Y L 

4.H Ball-headed club Depression 36 36 4 Y Y N Y Y Y Y N Y 15 Y Y L 

4.I Ball-headed club Depression 40.5 33.1 3 Y Y N Y Y Y Y N Y 20 Y Y L 
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4.J Ball-headed club Depression 108.4 99.2 4  Y Y N Y Y Y Y N Y 19 Y Y L 

5.A Hand-held stone Scrape 21.4 7.6 NA Y N Y N N N N N N 0 N N S 

5.B Hand-held stone None NA NA NA Y N Y N N N N N N 0 N N S 

5.C Hand-held stone None NA NA NA Y N Y N N N N N N 0 N N S 

5.D Hand-held stone None NA NA NA Y N Y N N N N N N 0 N N S 

5.E Hand-held stone None NA NA NA N N N N N N N N N 0 N N S 

5.F Hand-held stone None NA NA NA N N N N N N N N N 0 N N S 

5.G Hand-held stone Scrape 14.2 12.9 NA Y N Y N N N N N N 0 N N S 

5.H Hand-held stone None NA NA NA N N N N N N N N N 0 N N S 

5.I Hand-held stone None NA NA NA N N N N N N N N N 0 N N S 

5.J Hand-held stone None NA NA NA Y N Y N N N N N N 0 N N S 
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Appendix 7: Detailed Recording Images of Skin-Skull-
Brain Model Results 

Multiple high quality images were taken of each experiment when carrying out 

analysis of the trauma produced in the skin-skull-brain models. Each experiment 

was photographed following the striking as a complete skin-skull-brain model; with 

the silicone skin removed showing the damage to the latex below, and with the latex 

removed showing damage to the synbone. Where appropriate, further photos were 

taken. In the case of trauma that led to displaced synbone fragments, further images 

were taken of the spheres once the internal gelatin was removed. These image 

included photos of the outside of the sphere, the internal aspect of the injury (where 

possible) and images of the displaced fragments of synbone. Below is a list of 

edited high-resolution images from the analysis of each experiment to supplement 

those shown in Chapter 6, images can be found listed as Appendix 7 on the 

attached USB memory stick.  
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File Name Sphere Weapon Description 
FIG.001 1.A Stone Hammer Trauma visible on the 1.A complete skin-skull-brain model, showing the silicone skin damage. A 

rounded laceration with visible damage to the synbone below is present. 
FIG.002 1.A Stone Hammer Trauma visible following the removal of the silicone skin of 1.A, showing the damage to the latex 

periosteum and a depression fracture in the synbone. 
FIG.003 1.A Stone Hammer Trauma visible following the removal of the latex periosteum of 1.A showing the depressed fracture of 

the synbone below (internal gelatin still present).  
FIG.004 1.A Stone Hammer External view of the trauma visible following the removal of the internal gelatin of 1.A. Hinged fractures 

have formed along the margins of the injury site. 
FIG.005 1.A Stone Hammer Internal view of the trauma to the synbone sphere of 1.A following gelatin removal showing the 

presence of internal bevelling along the fracture margins. 
 

FIG.006 1.A Stone Hammer External view of displaced synbone fragments that fell free when the internal gelatin was removed from 
1.A; showing marked internal bevelling on the margins.  

FIG.007 1.A Stone Hammer Internal view of displaced synbone fragments that fell free when the internal gelatin was removed from 
1.A, showing internal bevelling. 

FIG.008 1.B Stone Hammer Trauma visible on the 1.B complete skin-skull-brain model, showing the silicone skin damage. An oval 
shaped laceration with visible damage to the synbone below is present. 

FIG.009 1.B Stone Hammer Trauma visible following the removal of the silicone skin of 1.B, showing the damage to the latex 
periosteum and a small depression fracture in the synbone. 

FIG.010 1.B Stone Hammer Trauma visible following the removal of the latex periosteum on 1.B showing the depressed fracture of 
the synbone below (internal gelatin still present). 

FIG.011 1.B Stone Hammer External view of the trauma visible following the removal of the internal gelatin of 1.B. Hinged fractures 
have formed along the margins of the injury site. 

FIG.012 1.B Stone Hammer Internal view of the trauma to synbone sphere 1.B following gelatin removal showing the presence of 
internal bevelling along the fracture margins. 
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File Name Sphere Weapon Description 
FIG.013 1.B Stone Hammer External view of displaced synbone fragments that fell free when the internal gelatin was removed from 

1.B; showing marked internal bevelling on the margins. 
FIG.014 1.B Stone Hammer Internal view of displaced synbone fragments that fell free when the internal gelatin was removed from 

1.B, showing internal bevelling. 
FIG.015 1.C Stone Hammer Trauma visible on the 1.C complete skin-skull-brain model, showing the silicone skin damage. An oval 

shaped marking with a slightly ragged laceration along the superior border is present. 
FIG.016 1.C Stone Hammer Trauma visible following the removal of the silicone skin of 1.C, showing the damage to the latex 

periosteum and a oval shaped depression fracture. 
FIG.017 1.C Stone Hammer Trauma visible following the removal of the latex periosteum on 1.C showing the depressed fracture of 

the synbone below (internal gelatin still present). 
FIG.018 1.C Stone Hammer External view of the trauma visible following the removal of the internal gelatin of 1.C. Hinged fractures 

have formed along the margins of the injury site. 
FIG.019 1.C Stone Hammer Internal view of the trauma to synbone sphere 1.C following gelatin removal showing the presence of 

internal bevelling along the fracture margins. 
FIG.020 1.C Stone Hammer External view of displaced synbone fragments that fell free when the internal gelatin was removed from 

1.C; showing marked internal bevelling on the margins. 
FIG.021 I.C Stone Hammer Internal view of displaced synbone fragments that fell free when the internal gelatin was removed from 

1.C, showing internal bevelling. 
FIG.022 1.D Stone Hammer Trauma visible on the 1.D complete skin-skull-brain model, showing the silicone skin damage. An oval 

shaped marking with lacerations around the margins is present. 
FIG.023 1.D Stone Hammer Trauma visible following the removal of the silicone skin of 1.D, showing the damage to the latex 

periosteum and an ovoid shaped depression fracture. 
FIG.024 1.D Stone Hammer Trauma visible following the removal of the latex periosteum on 1.D showing the depressed fracture of 

the synbone below (internal gelatin still present). 
FIG.025 1.D Stone Hammer External view of the trauma visible following the removal of the internal gelatin of 1.D. Hinged fractures 

have formed along the right margins of the injury site. 
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File Name Sphere Weapon Description 
FIG.026 1.D Stone Hammer Internal view of the trauma to synbone sphere 1.D following gelatin removal showing the presence of 

internal bevelling along the fracture margins. 
FIG.027 1.D Stone Hammer External view of displaced synbone fragments that fell free when the internal gelatin was removed from 

1.D; showing marked internal bevelling on the margins. 
FIG.028 1.D Stone Hammer Internal view of displaced synbone fragments that fell free when the internal gelatin was removed from 

1.D, showing internal bevelling. 
FIG.029 1.E Stone Hammer Trauma visible on the 1.E complete skin-skull-brain model, showing the silicone skin damage. An oval 

shaped marking with a laceration around the superior, left and inferior margins is present. 
 

FIG.030 1.E Stone Hammer Trauma visible following the removal of the silicone skin of 1.E. Damage is present to the latex 
periosteum and an ovoid shaped depression fracture is visible with at least one large radiating fracture. 

FIG.031 1.E Stone Hammer Trauma visible following the removal of the latex periosteum on 1.E showing the depressed fracture of 
the synbone below (internal gelatin still present). 

FIG.032 1.E Stone Hammer External view of the trauma visible following the removal of the internal gelatin of 1.E.  
FIG.033 1.E Stone Hammer Internal view of the trauma to synbone sphere 1.E following gelatin removal showing the presence of 

internal bevelling on the margins. 
FIG.034 1.E Stone Hammer External view of displaced synbone fragments that fell free when the internal gelatin was removed from 

1.E; showing marked internal bevelling on the margins. 
FIG.035 1.E Stone Hammer Internal view of displaced synbone fragments that fell free when the internal gelatin was removed from 

1.E, showing internal bevelling. 
FIG.036 1.F Stone Hammer Trauma visible on the 1.F complete skin-skull-brain model, showing the silicone skin damage. An oval 

shaped marking is present with a laceration around the superior and inferior margins and a visible 
depression is present 

FIG.037 1.F Stone Hammer Trauma visible following the removal of the silicone skin of 1.F. Damage is present to the latex 
periosteum and an ovoid shaped depression fracture is visible. 
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File Name Sphere Weapon Description 
FIG.038 1.F Stone Hammer Trauma visible following the removal of the latex periosteum on 1.F showing the depressed fracture of 

the synbone below (internal gelatin still present). 
FIG.039 1.F Stone Hammer External view of the trauma visible following the removal of the internal gelatin of 1.F. Hinged 

fragments are present on the right margin.  
FIG.040 1.F Stone Hammer Internal view of the trauma to synbone sphere 1.F following gelatin removal, showing the presence of 

internal bevelling on the margins. 
FIG.041 1.F Stone Hammer External view of displaced synbone fragments that fell free when the internal gelatin was removed from 

1.F; showing marked internal bevelling on the margins. 
FIG.042 1.F Stone Hammer Internal view of displaced synbone fragments that fell free when the internal gelatin was removed from 

1.F, showing internal bevelling. 
FIG.043 1.G Stone Hammer Trauma visible on the 1.G complete skin-skull-brain model, showing the silicone skin damage. An oval 

shaped marking with a laceration around the margins is present. 
FIG.044 1.G Stone Hammer Trauma visible following the removal of the silicone skin of 1.G. Damage is present to the latex 

periosteum and an ovoid shaped depression fracture is visible. 
FIG.045 1.G Stone Hammer Trauma visible following the removal of the latex periosteum on 1.G showing the depressed fracture of 

the synbone below (internal gelatin still present). 
FIG.046 1.G Stone Hammer External view of the trauma visible following the removal of the internal gelatin of 1.G. Hinged 

fragments are present on the right and left margins. 
FIG.047 1.G Stone Hammer Internal view of the trauma to synbone sphere 1.G following gelatin removal, showing the presence of 

internal bevelling on the margins. 
FIG.048 1.G Stone Hammer External view of displaced synbone fragments that fell free when the internal gelatin was removed from 

1.G; showing marked internal bevelling on the margins. 
FIG.049 1.G Stone Hammer Internal view of displaced synbone fragments that fell free when the internal gelatin was removed from 

1.H, showing internal bevelling. 
FIG.050 1.H Stone Hammer Trauma visible on the 1.H complete skin-skull-brain model, showing the silicone skin damage. An 

irregular shaped laceration is present. 
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File Name Sphere Weapon Description 
FIG.051 1.H Stone Hammer Trauma visible following the removal of the silicone skin of 1.H. Damage is present to the latex 

periosteum and an ovoid shaped depression fracture is visible. 
FIG.052 1.H Stone Hammer Trauma visible following the removal of the latex periosteum on 1.H showing the depressed fracture of 

the synbone below (internal gelatin still present). 
FIG.053 1.H Stone Hammer External view of the trauma visible following the removal of the internal gelatin of 1.H. Hinged 

fragments are present around the margins of the fracture. 
FIG.054 1.H Stone Hammer Internal view of the trauma to synbone sphere 1.G following gelatin removal, showing the presence of 

internal bevelling on the margins. 
FIG.055 1.H Stone Hammer External view of displaced synbone fragments that fell free when the internal gelatin was removed from 

1.H; showing marked internal bevelling on the margins. 
FIG.056 1.H Stone Hammer Internal view of displaced synbone fragments that fell free when the internal gelatin was removed from 

1.H, showing internal bevelling. 
FIG.057 1.I Stone Hammer 

 
Trauma visible on the 1.I complete skin-skull-brain model, showing the silicone skin damage. A curved 
laceration is present. 

FIG.058 1.I Stone Hammer 
 

Trauma visible following the removal of the silicone skin of 1.I. Damage is present to the latex 
periosteum and an ovoid shaped depression fracture is visible. 

FIG.059 1.I Stone Hammer 
 

Trauma visible following the removal of the latex periosteum on 1.I showing the depressed fracture of 
the synbone below (internal gelatin still present). 

FIG.060 1.I Stone Hammer 
 

External view of the trauma visible following the removal of the internal gelatin of 1.I. Hinged fragments 
are present around the fracture margins. 

FIG.061 1.I Stone Hammer 
 

Internal view of the trauma to synbone sphere 1.G following gelatin removal, showing the presence of 
internal bevelling on the margins. 

FIG.062 1.I Stone Hammer 
 

External view of displaced synbone fragments that fell free when the internal gelatin was removed from 
1.I; showing marked internal bevelling on the margins. 

FIG.063 1.I Stone Hammer 
 

Internal view of displaced synbone fragments that fell free when the internal gelatin was removed from 
1.I, showing internal bevelling. 
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File Name Sphere Weapon Description 
FIG.064 I.J Stone Hammer Trauma visible on the 1.J complete skin-skull-brain model, showing two small areas of damage to the 

silicone skin. 
FIG.065 I.J Stone Hammer Trauma visible following the removal of the silicone skin of 1.J. Two areas of damage is present on the 

latex. 
FIG.066 I.J Stone Hammer Trauma visible following the removal of the latex periosteum on 1.J, revealing a small abrasion to the 

synbone sphere affecting only the external table. 
FIG.067 2.A Antler Hammer Trauma visible on the 2.A complete skin-skull-brain model, showing an abrasion and laceration. 
FIG.068 2.A Antler Hammer Trauma visible following the removal of the silicone skin of 2.A. A superior abrasion and inferior 

laceration are present. 
FIG.069 2.A Antler Hammer Trauma visible following the removal of the latex periosteum of 2.A, revealing a small abrasion to the 

synbone sphere affecting only the external table. 
FIG.070 2.B Antler Hammer Trauma visible on the 2.B complete skin-skull-brain model, showing a small, ragged laceration. 
FIG.071 2.B Antler Hammer Trauma visible following the removal of the silicone skin of 2.B. Damage is present to the latex 

periosteum and an ovoid shaped depression fracture is visible. 
FIG.072 2.B Antler Hammer Trauma visible following the removal of the latex periosteum on 2.B showing the depressed fracture of 

the synbone below (internal gelatin still present). 
FIG.073 2.B Antler Hammer External view of the trauma visible following the removal of the internal gelatin of 2.B. Hinged 

fragments are present around the fracture margins. 
FIG.074 2.B Antler Hammer Internal view of the trauma to synbone sphere 2.B following gelatin removal, showing the presence of 

internal bevelling on the margins and a large hinged fragment. 
FIG.075 2.B Antler Hammer External view of displaced synbone fragments that fell free when the internal gelatin was removed from 

2.B; showing marked internal bevelling on the margins. 
FIG.076 2.B Antler Hammer Internal view of displaced synbone fragments that fell free when the internal gelatin was removed from 

2.B, showing internal bevelling. 
FIG.077 2.C Antler Hammer Trauma visible on the 2.C complete skin-skull-brain model, showing an irregular, ragged laceration. 
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File Name Sphere Weapon Description 
FIG.078 2.C Antler Hammer Trauma visible following the removal of the silicone skin of 2.C. Damage is present to the latex 

periosteum and an irregularly shaped fracture is visible. 
FIG.079 2.C Antler Hammer Trauma visible following the removal of the latex periosteum on 2.C showing the depressed fracture of 

the synbone below (internal gelatin still present). 
FIG.080 2.C Antler Hammer External view of the trauma visible following the removal of the internal gelatin of 2.C. Hinged 

fragments are present around the fracture margins. 
FIG.081 2.C Antler Hammer Internal view of the trauma to synbone sphere 2.C following gelatin removal, showing the presence of 

internal bevelling on the margins and a large hinged fragment. 
FIG.082 2.C Antler Hammer External view of displaced synbone fragments that fell free when the internal gelatin was removed from 

2.C; showing marked internal bevelling on the margins. 
FIG.083 2.C Antler Hammer Internal view of displaced synbone fragments that fell free when the internal gelatin was removed from 

2.C, showing internal bevelling. 
FIG.084 2.D Antler Hammer Trauma visible on the 2.D complete skin-skull-brain model, showing several small, ragged laceration. 
FIG.085 2.D Antler Hammer Trauma visible following the removal of the silicone skin of 2.D. Damage is present to the latex 

periosteum. 
FIG.086 2.D Antler Hammer Trauma visible following the removal of the latex periosteum on 2.D showing a small abrasion to the 

external table only. 
FIG.087 2.E Antler Hammer Trauma visible on the 2.E complete skin-skull-brain model, showing a ragged laceration. 
FIG.088 2.E Antler Hammer Trauma visible following the removal of the silicone skin of 2.E. Damage and tearing is present on the 

latex periosteum. 
FIG.089 2.E Antler Hammer Trauma visible following the removal of the latex periosteum on 2.E showing a very light and small 

abrasion to the external table only. 
FIG.090 2.F Antler Hammer Trauma visible on the 2.F complete skin-skull-brain model, showing a ragged laceration. 
FIG.091 2.F Antler Hammer Trauma visible following the removal of the silicone skin of 2.F. Damage and tearing is present on the 

latex periosteum. 
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File Name Sphere Weapon Description 
FIG.092 2.F Antler Hammer Trauma visible following the removal of the latex periosteum on 2.F showing a very light and small 

abrasion to the external table only. 
FIG.093 2.G Antler Hammer Trauma visible on the 2.F complete skin-skull-brain model, showing a small area of staining and one 

laceration. 
FIG.094 2.G Antler Hammer Trauma visible following the removal of the silicone skin of 2.G. A small area of damage to the latex 

with a possible linear fracture is present. 
FIG.095 2.G Antler Hammer Trauma visible following the removal of the latex periosteum on 2.G showing a shallow depression 

fracture to the external table of the synbone and a long radiating fracture. 
FIG.096 2.H Antler Hammer Trauma visible on the 2.H complete skin-skull-brain model, showing two small, ragged lacerations. 
FIG.097 2.H Antler Hammer Trauma visible following the removal of the silicone skin of 2.H. The latex has been lacerated in a 

irregular, linear shape. 
FIG.098 2.H Antler Hammer Trauma visible following the removal of the latex periosteum on 2.H showing a shallow depression 

fracture to the external table of the synbone and a long radiating fracture that penetrated through to the 
internal synbone table. 

FIG.099 2.I Antler Hammer Trauma visible on the 2.I complete skin-skull-brain model, showing two small, irregular laceration. 
FIG.100 2.I Antler Hammer Trauma visible following the removal of the silicone skin of 2.I. The latex has been lacerated at the 

impact site and radiating fracture lines can be seen. 

FIG.101 2.I Antler Hammer Trauma visible following the removal of the latex periosteum on 2.I showing three radiating fracture 
lines. 

FIG.102 2.J Antler Hammer Trauma visible on the 2.J complete skin-skull-brain model, showing two small lacerations. 
FIG.103 2.J Antler Hammer Trauma visible following the removal of the silicone skin of 2.J. The latex has been lacerated at the 

impact site. 
FIG.104 2.J Antler Hammer Trauma visible following the removal of the latex periosteum on 2.J, showing a small area of abrasion. 
FIG.105 3.A Antler Pick Trauma visible on the 3.A complete skin-skull-brain model. A small piece of antler hammer broke off 

and became embedded in the silicone. 
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File Name Sphere Weapon Description 
FIG.106 3.A Antler Pick Trauma visible following the removal of the silicone skin of 3.A. A small laceration is present  
FIG.107 3.A Antler Pick Trauma visible following the removal of the latex periosteum on 3.A, showing a small depression 

affecting only the outer table. 
FIG.108 3.B Antler Pick Trauma visible on the 3.B complete skin-skull-brain model. A small laceration is present. 
FIG.109 3.B Antler Pick Trauma visible following the removal of the silicone skin of 3.B. A small laceration is present. 
FIG.110 3.B Antler Pick Trauma visible following the removal of the latex periosteum on 3.B, showing a small depression 

affecting only the outer table. 
FIG.111 3.C Antler Pick Trauma visible on the 3.C complete skin-skull-brain model. A small laceration is present. 
FIG.112 3.C Antler Pick Trauma visible following the removal of the silicone skin of 3.C. A small laceration is present. 
FIG.113 3.C Antler Pick Trauma visible following the removal of the latex periosteum on 3.C, showing a small depression 

affecting only the outer table. 
FIG.114 3.D Antler Pick Trauma visible on the 3.D complete skin-skull-brain model. A small laceration is present. 
FIG.115 3.D Antler Pick Trauma visible following the removal of the silicone skin of 3.D. A small laceration is present. 
FIG.116 3.D Antler Pick Trauma visible following the removal of the latex periosteum on 3.D, showing a small depression 

affecting only the outer table. 
FIG.117 3.E Antler Pick Trauma visible on the 3.E complete skin-skull-brain model. A large, linear laceration is present. 
FIG.118 3.E Antler Pick Trauma visible following the removal of the silicone skin of 3.E. Several lacerations to the latex are 

present. 
FIG.119 3.E Antler Pick Trauma visible following the removal of the latex periosteum on 3.E, showing a long thin scratch to the 

synbone. 
FIG.120 3.F Antler Pick Trauma visible on the 3.F complete skin-skull-brain model. A large, curving laceration is present. 
FIG.121 3.F Antler Pick Trauma visible following the removal of the silicone skin of 3.F. A long, linear laceration to the latex is 

present. 
FIG.122 3.F Antler Pick Trauma visible following the removal of the latex periosteum on 3.F, showing a long thin scratch to the 

synbone. 
FIG.123 3.G Antler Pick Trauma visible on the 3.G complete skin-skull-brain model. A small laceration is present. 
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File Name Sphere Weapon Description 
FIG.124 3.G Antler Pick Trauma visible following the removal of the silicone skin of 3.G. A small laceration to the latex is 

present. 
FIG.125 3.G Antler Pick Trauma visible following the removal of the latex periosteum on 3.G. There was a small abrasion to the 

synbone, but was so faint, it did not appear in photographs. 
FIG.126 3.H Antler Pick Trauma visible on the 3.H complete skin-skull-brain model. A series of small lacerations are present. 
FIG.127 3.H Antler Pick Trauma visible following the removal of the silicone skin of 3.H. Several small lacerations to the latex 

are present. 
FIG.128 3.H Antler Pick Trauma visible following the removal of the latex periosteum on 3.H. Several small abrasions and a 

pitted fracture to the external synbone table are present. 
FIG.129 3.I Antler Pick Trauma visible on the 3.I complete skin-skull-brain model. A long laceration is present in the silicone. 
FIG.130 3.I Antler Pick Trauma visible following the removal of the silicone skin of 3.I. A small laceration is present in the 

latex. 
FIG.131 3.I Antler Pick Trauma visible following the removal of the latex periosteum on 3.I. A small abrasion is present to the 

external synbone table. 
FIG.132 3.J Antler Pick Trauma visible on the 3.J complete skin-skull-brain model. A small laceration is present. 
FIG.133 3.J Antler Pick Trauma visible following the removal of the silicone skin of 3.J. A small abrasion to the latex is present. 
FIG.134 3.J Antler Pick Trauma visible following the removal of the latex periosteum on 3.J. A small abrasion is present to the 

external synbone table. 
FIG.135 4.A Ball-Headed 

Club 
Trauma visible on the 4.A complete skin-skull-brain model, showing a small laceration to the silicone. 

FIG.136 4.A Ball-Headed 
Club 

Trauma visible following the removal of the silicone skin of 4.A. Lacerations of the latex are present 
and an extensive depressed fracture is visible. 

FIG.137 4.A Ball-Headed 
Club 

Trauma visible following the removal of the latex periosteum on 4.A showing an extensive depression 
fracture (internal gelatin still present). 

FIG.138 4.A Ball-Headed 
Club 

External view of the trauma visible following the removal of the internal gelatin of 4.A. Extensive 
damage to the synbone sphere is present. 
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File Name Sphere Weapon Description 
FIG.139 4.A Ball-Headed 

Club 
External view of displaced synbone fragments that fell free when the internal gelatin was removed from 
4.A; showing marked internal bevelling on the margins. 

FIG.140 4.A Ball-Headed 
Club 

Internal view of displaced synbone fragments that fell free when the internal gelatin was removed from 
4.A, showing internal bevelling. 

FIG.141 4.B Ball-Headed 
Club 

Trauma visible on the 4.B complete skin-skull-brain model, showing two large lacerations forming a 
circular shape. 

FIG.142 4.B Ball-Headed 
Club 

Trauma visible following the removal of the silicone skin of 4.B. Lacerations of the latex are present 
and an extensive depressed fracture is visible. 

FIG.143 4.B Ball-Headed 
Club 

Trauma visible following the removal of the latex periosteum on 4.B showing an extensive depression 
fracture (internal gelatin still present). 

FIG.144 4.B Ball-Headed 
Club 

External view of the trauma visible following the removal of the internal gelatin of 4.B. Extensive 
damage to the synbone sphere is present. 

FIG.145 4.B Ball-Headed 
Club 

External view of displaced synbone fragments that fell free when the internal gelatin was removed from 
4.B; showing marked internal bevelling on the margins. 

FIG.146 4.B Ball-Headed 
Club 

Internal view of displaced synbone fragments that fell free when the internal gelatin was removed from 
4.B, showing internal bevelling. 

FIG.147 4.C Ball-Headed 
Club 

Trauma visible on the 4.C complete skin-skull-brain model, showing several lacerations forming a 
circular shape. 

FIG.148 4.C Ball-Headed 
Club 

Trauma visible following the removal of the silicone skin of 4.C. Lacerations of the latex are present 
and an extensive depressed fracture is visible. 

FIG.149 4.C Ball-Headed 
Club 

Trauma visible following the removal of the latex periosteum on 4.C showing an extensive depression 
fracture (internal gelatin still present). 

FIG.150 4.C Ball-Headed 
Club 

External view of the trauma visible following the removal of the internal gelatin of 4.C. Extensive 
damage to the synbone sphere is present. 

FIG.151 4.C Ball-Headed 
Club 

External view of displaced synbone fragments that fell free when the internal gelatin was removed from 
4.C; showing marked internal bevelling on the margins. 
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File Name Sphere Weapon Description 
FIG.152 4.C Ball-Headed 

Club 
Internal view of displaced synbone fragments that fell free when the internal gelatin was removed from 
4.C, showing internal bevelling. 

FIG.153 4.D Ball-Headed 
Club 

No trauma was visible to the silicone of skin-skull-brain model 4.D. 

FIG.154 4.D Ball-Headed 
Club 

Trauma visible following the removal of the silicone skin of 4.D. Lacerations of the latex are present 
and an extensive stellate fracture is visible. 

FIG.155 4.D Ball-Headed 
Club 

Trauma visible following the removal of the latex periosteum on 4.D showing an extensive stellate 
fracture (internal gelatin still present). 

FIG.156 4.D Ball-Headed 
Club 

External view of the trauma visible following the removal of the internal gelatin of 4.D. Extensive 
damage to the synbone sphere is present. 

FIG.157 4.D Ball-Headed 
Club 

External view of displaced synbone fragments that fell free when the internal gelatin was removed from 
4.D; showing marked internal bevelling on the margins. 

FIG.158 4.D Ball-Headed 
Club 

Internal view of displaced synbone fragments that fell free when the internal gelatin was removed from 
4.D, showing internal bevelling. 

FIG.159 4.E Ball-Headed 
Club 

Trauma visible on the 4.E complete skin-skull-brain model, showing several lacerations forming a ‘D’ 
shape. 

FIG.160 4.E Ball-Headed 
Club 

Trauma visible following the removal of the silicone skin of 4.E. Lacerations of the latex are present 
and an extensive depressed fracture is visible. 

FIG.161 4.E Ball-Headed 
Club 

Trauma visible following the removal of the latex periosteum on 4.E showing an extensive depression 
fracture (internal gelatin still present). 

FIG.162 4.E Ball-Headed 
Club 

External view of the trauma visible following the removal of the internal gelatin of 4.E. Extensive 
damage to the synbone sphere is present. 

FIG.163 4.E Ball-Headed 
Club 

External view of displaced synbone fragments that fell free when the internal gelatin was removed from 
4.E; showing marked internal bevelling on the margins. 

FIG.164 4.E Ball-Headed 
Club 

Internal view of displaced synbone fragments that fell free when the internal gelatin was removed from 
4.E, showing internal bevelling. 
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File Name Sphere Weapon Description 
FIG.165 4.F Ball-Headed 

Club 
Trauma visible to the latex and synbone of 4.F, silicone skin fell off during the strike. Lacerations of the 
latex are present and an extensive depressed fracture is visible. 

FIG.166 4.F Ball-Headed 
Club 

Trauma visible following the removal of the latex periosteum on 4.F showing an extensive depression 
fracture (internal gelatin still present). 

FIG.167 4.F Ball-Headed 
Club 

External view of the trauma visible following the removal of the internal gelatin of 4.F. Extensive 
damage to the synbone sphere is present. 

FIG.168 4.F Ball-Headed 
Club 

External view of displaced synbone fragments that fell free when the internal gelatin was removed from 
4.F; showing marked internal bevelling on the margins. 

FIG.169 4.F Ball-Headed 
Club 

Internal view of displaced synbone fragments that fell free when the internal gelatin was removed from 
4.F, showing internal bevelling. 

FIG.170 4.G Ball-Headed 
Club 

Trauma visible on the 4.G complete skin-skull-brain model, showing curved lacerations. 

FIG.171 4.G Ball-Headed 
Club 

Trauma visible following the removal of the silicone skin of 4.G. Lacerations of the latex are present 
and an extensive depressed fracture is visible. 

FIG.172 4.G Ball-Headed 
Club 

Trauma visible following the removal of the latex periosteum on 4.G showing an extensive depression 
fracture (internal gelatin still present). 

FIG.173 4.G Ball-Headed 
Club 

External view of the trauma visible following the removal of the internal gelatin of 4.G. Extensive 
damage to the synbone sphere is present. 

FIG.174 4.G Ball-Headed 
Club 

External view of displaced synbone fragments that fell free when the internal gelatin was removed from 
4.G; showing marked internal bevelling on the margins. 

FIG.175 4.G Ball-Headed 
Club 

Internal view of displaced synbone fragments that fell free when the internal gelatin was removed from 
4.G, showing internal bevelling. 

FIG.176 4.H Ball-Headed 
Club 

Trauma visible on the 4.H complete skin-skull-brain model, showing a small irregular laceration. 

FIG.177 4.H Ball-Headed 
Club 

Trauma visible following the removal of the silicone skin of 4.H. Lacerations of the latex are present 
and an extensive depressed fracture is visible. 
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FIG.178 4.H Ball-Headed 

Club 
Trauma visible following the removal of the latex periosteum on 4.H showing an extensive depression 
fracture (internal gelatin still present). 

FIG.179 4.H Ball-Headed 
Club 

External view of the trauma visible following the removal of the internal gelatin of 4.H. Extensive 
damage to the synbone sphere is present. 

FIG.180 4.H Ball-Headed 
Club 

External view of displaced synbone fragments that fell free when the internal gelatin was removed from 
4.H; showing marked internal bevelling on the margins. 

FIG.181 4.H Ball-Headed 
Club 

Internal view of displaced synbone fragments that fell free when the internal gelatin was removed from 
4.H, showing internal bevelling. 

FIG.182 4.I Ball-Headed 
Club 

Trauma visible to the latex and synbone of 4.I, silicone skin fell off during the strike. Lacerations of the 
latex are present and an extensive depressed fracture is visible. 

FIG.183 4.I Ball-Headed 
Club 

Trauma visible following the removal of the latex periosteum on 4.I showing an extensive depression 
fracture (internal gelatin still present). 

FIG.184 4.I Ball-Headed 
Club 

External view of the trauma visible following the removal of the internal gelatin of 4.I. Extensive 
damage to the synbone sphere is present. 

FIG.185 4.I Ball-Headed 
Club 

External view of displaced synbone fragments that fell free when the internal gelatin was removed from 
4.I; showing marked internal bevelling on the margins. 

FIG.186 4.I Ball-Headed 
Club 

Internal view of displaced synbone fragments that fell free when the internal gelatin was removed from 
4.I, showing internal bevelling. 

FIG.187 4.J Ball-Headed 
Club 

Trauma visible on the 4.J complete skin-skull-brain model, two lacerations forming a curved shape. 

FIG.188 4.J Ball-Headed 
Club 

Trauma visible following the removal of the silicone skin of 4.J. Lacerations of the latex are present and 
an extensive depressed fracture is visible. 

FIG.189 4.J Ball-Headed 
Club 

Trauma visible following the removal of the latex periosteum on 4.J showing an extensive depression 
fracture (internal gelatin still present). 

FIG.190 4.J Ball-Headed 
Club 

External view of the trauma visible following the removal of the internal gelatin of 4.J. Extensive 
damage to the synbone sphere is present. 
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FIG.191 4.J Ball-Headed 

Club 
External view of displaced synbone fragments that fell free when the internal gelatin was removed from 
4.J; showing marked internal bevelling on the margins. 

FIG.192 4.J Ball-Headed 
Club 

Internal view of displaced synbone fragments that fell free when the internal gelatin was removed from 
4.J, showing internal bevelling. 

FIG.193 5.A Hand-Held 
Stone 

Trauma visible on the 5.A complete skin-skull-brain model. A small area of staining is present. 

FIG.194 5.A Hand-Held 
Stone 

Trauma visible following the removal of the silicone skin of 5.A. A small area of abrasion is present on 
the latex. 

FIG.195 5.A Hand-Held 
Stone 

Trauma visible following the removal of the latex periosteum on 5.A. A small area of abrasion present 
on the synbone, affecting only the outer table. 

FIG.196 5.B Hand-Held 
Stone 

Trauma visible on the 5.B complete skin-skull-brain model. A small area of abrasion is present. 

FIG.197 5.B Hand-Held 
Stone 

Trauma visible following the removal of the silicone skin of 5.B. A small area of abrasion is present on 
the latex. 

FIG.198 5.B Hand-Held 
Stone 

No visible trauma to the synbone is present on 5.B. 

FIG.199 5.C Hand-Held 
Stone 

Trauma visible on the 5.C complete skin-skull-brain model. A small area of staining and abrasion is 
present. 

FIG.200 5.C Hand-Held 
Stone 

No visible trauma to the latex is present on 5.C. 

FIG.201 5.C Hand-Held 
Stone 

No visible trauma to the synbone is present on 5.C. 

FIG.202 5.D Hand-Held 
Stone 

Trauma visible on the 5.D complete skin-skull-brain model. A small area of abrasion is present. 
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FIG.203 5.D Hand-Held 

Stone 
Trauma visible following the removal of the silicone skin of 5.D. A small area of abrasion is present on 
the latex. 

FIG.204 5.D Hand-Held 
Stone 

No visible trauma to the synbone is present on 5.D. 

FIG.205 5.E Hand-Held 
Stone 

No visible trauma to the silicone skin of 5.E. 

FIG.206 5.E Hand-Held 
Stone 

No visible trauma to the latex is present on 5.E. 

FIG.207 5.E Hand-Held 
Stone 

No visible trauma to the synbone is present on 5.E. 

FIG.208 5.F Hand-Held 
Stone 

No visible trauma to the silicone skin of 5.F. 
 

FIG.209 5.F Hand-Held 
Stone 

No visible trauma to the latex is present on 5.F. 

FIG.210 5.F Hand-Held 
Stone 

No visible trauma to the synbone is present on 5.F. 

FIG.211 5.G Hand-Held 
Stone 

Trauma visible on the 5.G complete skin-skull-brain model. A small area of abrasion is present over 
the tape securing the silicone to the model, the strike having missed the silicone skin. 

FIG.212 5.G Hand-Held 
Stone 

Trauma visible following the removal of the silicone skin of 5.F. A small area of abrasion/laceration is 
present on the latex. 

FIG.213 5.G Hand-Held 
Stone 

Trauma visible following the removal of the latex periosteum on 5.F. A small area of abrasion present 
on the synbone, affecting only the outer table. 

FIG.214 5.H Hand-Held 
Stone 

No visible trauma to the silicone skin is present on 5.H. A fracture can be seen traveling along the 
seam of the skin-skull-brain model, but this is not attributed to the strike. 

FIG.215 5.H Hand-Held 
Stone 

No visible trauma to the latex is present on 5.H. A fracture can be seen traveling along the seam of the 
skin-skull-brain model, but this is not attributed to the strike 
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FIG.216 5.H Hand-Held 

Stone 
No visible trauma to the synbone is present on 5.H. A fracture can be seen traveling along the seam of 
the skin-skull-brain model, but this is not attributed to the strike 

FIG.217 5.I Hand-Held 
Stone 

Trauma visible on the 5.I complete skin-skull-brain model. A small area of abrasion is present. 

FIG.218 5.I Hand-Held 
Stone 

Trauma visible following the removal of the silicone skin of 5.I. A small area of abrasion is present on 
the latex. 

FIG.219 5.I Hand-Held 
Stone 

No visible trauma to the synbone is present on 5.I. 

FIG.220 5.J Hand-Held 
Stone 

Trauma visible on the 5.J complete skin-skull-brain model. A small area of abrasion is present. 

FIG.221 5.J Hand-Held 
Stone 

Trauma visible following the removal of the silicone skin of 5.J. A small area of abrasion is present on 
the latex. 

FIG.222 5.J Hand-Held 
Stone 

No visible trauma to the synbone is present on 5.J. 
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Appendix 8: Chi-Squared Test on Archaeologically 

Identifiable Trauma Rates for each Weapon-Tool 

This appendix presents the chi-squared tests carried out in Microsoft Excel to look at 

the statistical significance of archaeologically identifiable trauma rates for each 

weapon-tool. A statistically significant result (highlighted in the table below) either 

indicates that archaeologically identifiable trauma is likely to be produced by the 

weapon-tool, as in the case of the stone hammer and ball-headed club. Alternatively, 

it indicates that archaeologically identifiable trauma will not be produced by the 

weapon-tool, as in the case of the hand-held stone. The antler hammer and antler 

pick both had results that showed no significance to the production of archaeologically 

identifiable trauma, this means that the production of this trauma is not reliable and is 

more likely based on chance or individual circumstances of each strikes. The 

implications of these results are further discussed in Chapter 7.  

Weapon-Tool Archaeologically Significant (Observed) 
 

Observed Expected P Value 
Stone Hammer    
Significant 9 5  
Not Significant 1 5 0.01141204 
    

Antler Hammer 
   

Significant 5 5 
 

Not Significant 5 5 1 
    

Antler Pick 
   

Significant 5 5 
 

Not Significant 5 5 1 
    

Ball-Headed Club 
   

Significant 10 5 
 

Not Significant 0 5 0.0015654 
    

Hand-Held Stone 
   

Significant 0 5 
 

Not Significant 10 5 0.0015654 
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Appendix 9: Chi-Squared Test on Fracture Features 

This appendix presents the chi-squared tests carried out in Microsoft Excel to look at 

the statistical significance of the production of various fracture features for each 

weapon-tool. The fracture features assessed were deemed the most appropriate for 

showing variances between weapon-tools. These included: synbone depression, 

inner table effects, secondary linear fracture, tertiary concentric fractures, hinged 

synbone fragments and displaced synbone fragments. The rate of production of 

these various elements were first looked at in all experimental cases and then 

followed by an assessment of only the archaeologically identifiable cases, which 

removed any hand-held stone data, as this weapon-tool did not produce any 

archaeologically identifiable trauma.  

The statistical significance or P values of <0.05 indicate that the pattern of either 

presence or absence of a certain fracture feature is significant with the weapon-tool 

likely to continue to produce similar observable results in future tests. These values 

are highlighted in the table below. If the P value is above 0.05, this means the 

presence of the fracture feature is too variable to form statistically significant patterns 

and is more likely down to chance and is variable between individual tests. The 

results of this statistical analysis and its implications on this study are further 

discussed in Chapter 7. 
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Fracture Element Depression Inner table effected Secondary 
radiating fractures 
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All Experiments 
Stone Hammer 
Present 9 5 

 
9 5 

 
4 5 

 
2 5 

 
9 5 

 
9 5 

 

Not Present 1 5 0.01141204 1 5 0.01141204 6 5 0.52708926 8 5 0.05777957 1 5 0.01141204 1 5 0.01141204 
                   

Antler Hammer 
                  

Present 4 5 
 

4 5 
 

3 5 
 

0 5 
 

2 5 
 

2 5 
 

Not Present 6 5 0.52708926 6 5 0.52708926 7 5 0.20590321 10 5 0.0015654 8 5 0.05777957 8 5 0.05777957 
                   

Antler Pick 
                  

Present 5 5 
 

0 5 
 

0 5 
 

0 5 
 

0 5 
 

0 5 
 

Not Present 5 5 1 10 5 0.0015654 10 5 0.0015654 10 5 0.0015654 10 5 0.0015654 10 5 0.0015654 
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Fracture Element Depression Inner table effected Secondary 
radiating fractures 

Tertiary concentric 
fractures 

Hinged 
Fragments 

Displaced 
Fragments 
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Ball-Headed Club 
Present 10 5 

 
10 5 

 
10 5 

 
10 5 

 
0 5 

 
10 5 

 

Not Present 0 5 0.0015654 0 5 0.0015654 0 5 0.0015654 0 5 0.0015654 10 5 0.0015654 0 5 0.0015654 
                   

Hand-Held Stone 
Present 0 5 

 
0 5 

 
0 5 

 
0 5 

 
0 5 

 
0 5 

 

Not Present 10 5 0.0015654 10 5 0.0015654 10 5 0.0015654 10 5 0.0015654 10 5 0.0015654 10 5 0.0015654 
                   

Archaeologically Significant Experiments Only 

Stone Hammer 
                  

Present 9 4.5 
 

9 4.5 
 

4 4.5 
 

2 4.5 
 

9 4.5 
 

9 4.5 
 

Not Present 0 4.5 0.0026998 0 4.5 0.0026998 5 4.5 0.73888268 7 4.5 0.0955807 0 4.5 0.0026998 0 4.5 0.0026998 
                   

Antler Hammer 
                  

Present 4 2.5 
 

4 2.5 
 

3 2.5 
 

0 2.5 
 

2 2.5 
 

2 2.5 
 

Not Present 1 2.5 0.17971249 1 2.5 0.17971249 2 2.5 0.65472085 5 2.5 0.02534732 3 2.5 0.65472085 3 2.5 0.65472085 
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Fracture Element Depression Inner table effected Secondary 
radiating fractures 

Tertiary concentric 
fractures 

Hinged 
Fragments 

Displaced 
Fragments 
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Antler Pick 
                  

Present 5 2.5 
 

0 2.5 
 

0 2.5 
 

0 2.5 
 

0 2.5 
 

0 2.5 
 

Not Present 0 2.5 0.02534732 5 2.5 0.02534732 5 2.5 0.02534732 5 2.5 0.02534732 5 2.5 0.02534732 5 2.5 0.02534732 
                   

Ball-Headed Club 
                  

Present 10 5 
 

10 5 
 

10 5 
 

10 5 
 

0 5 
 

10 5 
 

Not Present 0 5 0.0015654 0 5 0.0015654 0 5 0.0015654 0 5 0.0015654 10 5 0.0015654 0 5 0.0015654 
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Appendix 10: T-Test statistical analysis of 
comparisons of weapon-tools synbone injury 
measurements. 

This appendix presents the data used by the GraphPad QuickCalcs software for the 

calculation of the statistical significance of synbone injury measurements between 

individual weapon-tools. Calculations were carried out for both the absolute length 

and absolute width measurements of synbone damage produced by the Stone 

Hammer, Antler Hammer, Antler Pick and Ball-Headed Club. Due to the limited 

number of data points produced by the Hand-Held-Stone (2), this was not compared 

to the other weapon-tools. The absolute length and width measurements used for all 

calculations are provided below and can be found in Appendix 6 and at the 

beginning of Chapter 6 in Table 6.1. 

 

Measurements used for absolute length comparison: 

Stone Hammer Antler Hammer Antler Pick Ball-Headed Club 

33mm 13mm 9mm 36mm 

25mm 17mm 7mm 107mm 

31mm 18mm 10mm 97mm 

41mm 15mm 11mm 114mm 

32.5mm 8mm 24mm 60mm 

36mm 10mm 42mm 46mm 

38mm 6mm 8mm 44mm 

28mm 39mm 11mm 36mm 

24.2mm 25.1mm 7.7mm 40.5mm 

13.4mm   10.5mm 108.4mm 
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Measurements used for absolute width comparisons:  

Stone Hammer Antler Hammer Antler Pick Ball-Headed Club 

24mm 11mm 6mm 33mm 

22mm 14mm 7mm 56mm 

23mm 15mm 9mm 52mm 

22mm 11mm 7mm 86mm 

21mm 4mm 1mm 35mm 

22mm 9mm 1mm 23mm 

24mm 5mm 6mm 35mm 

16mm 10mm 3mm 36mm 

22.1mm 20.7mm 5.6mm 33.1mm 

12.9mm   9.6mm 99.2mm 

 

Each weapon-tool was compared individually to the other three for both the length 

and width measurements. There were therefore six T-tests carried out for length 

measurements and six carried out for width measurements, as this would cover all 

pairings of the four possible weapon-tools. This appendix will present each 

individual T-test comparison that was done and the data points that were used to 

calculate the P-value.  
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1. Stone Hammer v. Antler Hammer – absolute length 
 

 Group 1: Stone Hammer Group 2: Antler Hammer 

Mean 30.210 16.789 

SD 7.993 10.132 

SEM 2.528 3.377 

N 10 9 

 

P value equals 0.0050 and is considered to be very statistically significant. 

The confidence interval of Group 1 minus Group 2 equals 13.421 making a 95% 

confidence interval of this difference from 4.636 to 22.206.  

The intermediate values used in the calculations were: 

t= 3.2232; df=17; standard error difference = 4.164 

 

2. Stone Hammer v. Antler Pick – absolute length 
 

 Group 1: Stone Hammer Group 2: Antler Pick 

Mean 30.210 14.020 

SD 7.993 10.954 

SEM 2.528 3.464 

N 10 10 

 

P value equals 0.0014 and is considered to be very statistically significant. 

The confidence interval of Group 1 minus Group 2 equals 16.190 making a 95% 

confidence interval of this difference from 7.181 to 25.199.  

The intermediate values used in the calculations were: 

t= 3.7755; df=18; standard error difference = 4.288 
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3. Stone Hammer v. Ball-Headed Club – absolute length 
 

 Group 1: Stone Hammer Group 2: Ball-Headed 
Club 

Mean 30.210 68.890 

SD 7.993 33.384 

SEM 2.528 10.557 

N 10 10 

 

P value equals 0.0022 and is considered to be very statistically significant. 

The confidence interval of Group 1 minus Group 2 equals -38.680 making a 95% 

confidence interval of this difference from -61.486 to -15.874.  

The intermediate values used in the calculations were: 

t= 3.5632; df=18; standard error difference = 10.855 

 

4. Antler Hammer v. Antler Pick – absolute length 
 

 Group 1: Antler Hammer Group 2: Antler Pick 

Mean 16.789 14.020 

SD 10.132 10.954 

SEM 3.377 3.464 

N 9 10 

 

P value equals 0.5762 and is considered to be not statistically significant. 

The confidence interval of Group 1 minus Group 2 equals 2.769 making a 95% 

confidence interval of this difference from -7.483 to 13.020.  

The intermediate values used in the calculations were: 

t= 0.5699; df=17; standard error difference = 4.859 
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11. Antler Hammer v. Ball-Headed Club – absolute width 
 

 Group 1: Antler Hammer Group 2: Ball-Headed 
Club 

Mean 11.078 48.830 

SD 5.112 25.150 

SEM 1.704 7.953 

N 9 10 

 

P value equals 0.0004 and is considered to be extremely statistically significant. 

The confidence interval of Group 1 minus Group 2 equals -37.752 making a 95% 

confidence interval of this difference from -55.814 to -19.690.  

The intermediate values used in the calculations were: 

t= 4.4099; df=17; standard error difference = 8.561 

 

12. Antler Pick v. Ball-Headed Club – absolute width 
 

 Group 1: Antler Pick Group 2: Ball-Headed 
Club 

Mean 5.520 48.830 

SD 2.997 25.150 

SEM 0.948 7.953 

N 10 10 

 

P value equals 0.0001 and is considered to be extremely statistically significant. 

The confidence interval of Group 1 minus Group 2 equals -43.310 making a 95% 

confidence interval of this difference from -60.137 to -26.483.  

The intermediate values used in the calculations were: 

t= 5.4075; df=18; standard error difference = 8.009 
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